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2Abstract
This thesis examines the  status of onsets and their effects on stress and prosody.  I 
argue that moraic onsets exist, a claim that contradicts standard phonological models 
(Hyman 1985, Hayes 1989, Gordon 1999, Mor6n 1999) which assume that onsets are 
not moraic, given that in the overwhelming majority of languages onsets are inert for 
prosodic processes.
Using data from Piraha, Karo and Arabela stress, I show that weightful onsets 
actively participate in weight-sensitive stress assignment. Moreover, I point out that if 
onsets can be moraic, a host of other weight-based phenomena, should also be able to 
utilize  them.  This  is  exactly  right,  as  verified  by  word  minimality  in  Bella  Coola, 
Samothraki Greek compensatory lengthening (CL), onset geminates in Pattani Malay, 
Trukese  and  Marshallese  and  a  variety  of  other  data,  e.g.  Trique  CL,  Bellonese 
reduplication. Crucially, this is not a prediction shared by previous prominence-based 
analyses  of similar  facts  (Hayes  1995,  Gordon  2005,  Smith  2005).  Prominence  is 
inherently designed to account only for stress, not for other weight-based phenomena. 
If one were to entertain a prominence account, then most of the  data above would 
remain unexplained.
However,  not all onsets can be  moraic.  The proposed model is restrictive in 
admitting only two kinds of moraic onsets: those which are underlying, i.e. emerging as 
geminates, and those which are derived in the output and serve for stress purposes. 
While the former can be of any featural content (since they are lexically specified and 
thus unpredictable), for the latter ones, I claim that only voiceless onsets can be moraic, 
whereas voiced  ones  are  never moraic.  This  relates to  a  well-known  generalisation 
affecting  a  different  prosodic phenomenon,  namely tone.  Voiceless  onsets  raise  the 
pitch  of the  following  vowel,  voiced  ones  lower  it.  In  many  languages  such  pitch 
perturbation is interpreted as tone. My proposal is that in some other languages, this 
pitch perturbation is instead interpreted as stress and is formally represented by means 
of moras, which are only assigned to the stress-attracting voiceless onsets. Piraha, Karo 
and Arabela data empirically confirm this finding.
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10Chapter 1 
Theoretical issues
"... no language has a rule stressing the penultimate 
syllable unless it begins with a voiced consonant, in 
which case one stresses the antepenultimate syllable”
(Hyman 1985: 96)
“ (Karo) stress can be predicted by the onset of 
the last syllable: if it is a voiced stop consonant, 
then the stress shifts one syllable to the left”
(Gabas 1999: 39)
1.1  Syllable weight
The notion of syllable weight is pervasive in phonology. Everywhere we look there are 
data that make reference to it. The idea behind syllable weight is that depending on their 
structure, syllables are treated in a different way; thus if a syllable contains a long vowel 
or - in some languages - a short vowel followed by a coda consonant, then it is heavier 
than one including a short vowel, i.e. VV, VC > V. The effects of this distinction are 
most prominently seen in stress, where in many languages heavy syllables attract stress 
more than light ones. Importantly, VC is heavy in some languages, e.g. Hopi, but light 
in others, e.g. Lenakel (see below).
In Hopi (Gussenhoven and Jacobs 2005:  145), the first syllable is stressed if it is 
heavy (C)VV or (C)VC [(la)], but if it is (C)V light, then the second gets stress [(lb)]1.
(1)  Hopi: W/VC=heavy; V=light
a.  qdq.te.som.pi  ‘headbands’
so:.ja  ‘planting stick’
b.  qe.td.som.pi  ‘headband’
ko.jo.go  ‘turkey’
1   In this chapter, unless stated otherwise, the acute accent marks primary stress, the grave accent means 
secondary stress, and underlining denotes the reduplicated portion. I will interchangeably use VV or V: to 
refer to long bimoraic vowels.In Lenakel  (Hayes  1995) on the other hand,  (C)VCs are considered light and primary 
stress  appears  on  the  penult  (2a).  Simplifying  a  bit,  secondary  stress  is  (usually) 
assigned on  the first syllable and on every other syllable after that (2b).  This pattern 
however can be disrupted; while a (C)VC will not get secondary stress unless it happens 
to be located in a position that would receive rhythmic stress anyway (cf. unstressed mol 
in (2d)), heavy (C)VV gets stress no matter what its position (cf. ki: in 2c).
(2)  Lenakel: W-heavy; VC/V=light
a. eherj ‘to blow the nose’
ri  maw  g in ‘he ate’
b. letupw alukaluk ‘in the lungs’
c. mkimflar ‘their (pi.) hearts’
d. r'imolkeykey ‘he liked it’
Several  other phenomena are sensitive to  syllable  weight.  A  by-no-means-exhaustive 
list  includes:  i)  compensatory  lengthening,  i.e.  the  lengthening  that  occurs  after  a 
segment’s deletion, e.g. Turkish (Roca and Johnson 1999) tahsil — >  taisil ‘education’; ii) 
word minimality, that is, the minimum word size some languages impose [commonly 
(C)VC or (C)VV], e.g. Dalabon (Capell 1962, Garrett 1999) allows words that are CVC 
bad  ‘stone’  or  CVV  bi:  ‘man’,  but  no  CVs;  iii)  metrics,  that  is  the  organization  of 
syllables into feet in songs or poetry. For instance, the most prominent meter in Greek 
and Latin epic poetry is the dactylic hexameter, where the verse consists of six metra, 
each of which is made of one heavy and two short syllables (-~~); however two short 
syllables can be replaced by one heavy in which case we have a spondee (— ). In the 
example below boundaries of metra are marked by parentheses: (carmlnS) (quae vul)(tls 
cog)(noscTt6);  (carmlna)  (vobls)  [Vergil,  Eclogues  VI.  25];  iv)  reduplication,  i.e.  the 
repetition of part of a word that commonly needs to have the size of a heavy syllable, 
e.g.  Mokilese  progressive  (Harrison  1976,  McCarthy  and  Prince  1986)  poki~pokpoki 
‘beat’,  kookp-kookookp  ‘grind  coconut’,  but  pa~paapa  ‘weave’;  v)  (prosodic) 
truncation  as  in  nickname  formation,  e.g.  among  other patterns,  acceptable  Japanese 
nicknames are a single heavy syllable (Mester  1990,  Benua  1995) Midori~Mii-can or 
JuNko-JuN-dan  {-dan  is  the  diminutive  suffix);  vi)  gemination,  e.g.  the  consonant 
doubling that often occurs after short stressed vowels.  Creation of a heavy syllable in 
this  manner  can  serve  stress  purposes,  since  some  languages  require  that  all  their 
stressed syllables are heavy (Italian). Gemination of this type occurs in Kukatj  (Breen 
1992)  or  in  Swedish  dialects  (Kiparsky  to  appear)  such  as  viss.na  ‘to  wilt’,  takksa
12‘rate’,  hall.va  ‘half;  vii)  tone.  In  particular,  contour  tones  may  frequently  only  be 
tolerated  in  heavy,  but  not  in  light  CV  syllables.  Hausa  (Gordon  1999)  is  a 
representative  example  of  this  sort,  e.g.  la:la:  ‘indolence’,  manta:  ‘forget’,  rasia: 
‘branches’.
The  distinction  between  heavy  and  light  syllables  is  recognised  as  early  as 
Jakobson (1931) and Trubetzkoy (1939) and has since been formalised in three major 
ways:  a)  CV  theory  (McCarthy  1979,  Clements  and  Keyser  1983),  b)  X  slot  model 
(Levin  1985),  c)  moraic model (Hyman  1985, Hayes  1989).  All three theories assign 
abstract weight units to segments in the syllable. The difference lies in what kinds of 
units these are and what exact syllable constituents are recognised, which of course has 
repercussions  on  the  predictions  made.  For  example,  the  syllable  tan  would  be 
represented in the first two models in the following way.
(3)  CV-theory
a.  a
/ K
C VC
I  I  I
t a n
In CV theory (3a), segments are distinguished as C-ones and V-ones. A welcome result 
is  that by  doing  so,  syllabic  segments  (e.g.  syllabic  sonorants,  vowels)  are  separated 
from non-syllabic ones. For instance, a sonorant that is linked to a C is non-syllabic, but 
when  linked to a V,  it  is  syllabic.  Sometimes however,  the C  and V  label  is  far too 
specific. For instance, in Ancient Greek, the form esmi ‘I am’ underwent ^-deletion and 
subsequent compensatory  lengthening.  In  some dialects,  the resulting form was  emmi 
with  C-lengthening,  while  in  others  it  was  eemi  with  V-lengthening.  CV-theory  can 
account for emmi, because the vacated C-position of s is filled by a consonant too, but it 
fails to do so in eemi where the position is held by a V.
This  is  not  a  problem  that  X-slot  theories  face  (3b),  since  X  slots,  by  being 
general enough, circumvent this problem of labelling. An issue that arises though is that 
X-slot models suggest that counting of X units is a sufficient mechanism to account for 
e.g.  reduplication  templates.  But  this  commonly  proves  wrong.  For  instance,  in 
Mokilese  the  reduplicated  progressive  form  for  /diar/  ‘find’  is  [dn-diar]  and  not
13
X slot-model 
b.  a
ONC
XXX
t  a  n
R=rime
0 =onset
N=nucleus
C=coda[dia-diar], as an X-slot theory would predict, if filling three timing slots was all that was 
required.
The advent of moraic theory (Hyman 1985 and particularly Hayes 1989) aims at 
solving  these problems  as  well  as  addressing an  issue  which  arises  in  both previous 
theories and which is central to this thesis. Notice that both of these assign a timing slot 
to the onset and thus seem to allow for the possibility that this constituent may be active 
in prosodic processes too. However, theorists of the moraic framework claim that this is 
never the case, consequently, the model must be modified to directly mirror this fact.
Hyman (1985) proposes a model which consists of weight units (WU’s) whose 
function is virtually identical to moras, which is why I will simplify and use moras for 
Hyman’s representations too (4a). For our purposes, the most important property of this 
model is that underlyingly all segments start off with at least one WU (4a.i). Crucially, 
on the surface onsets lose their WU (indicated by the crossed-out mora in (4a.ii)) due to 
the universal application of the Onset-Creation Rule (OCR). This rule applies whenever 
a [+cons] segment is followed by a [-cons] segment and its effect is to delete the WU of 
the [+cons] segment. Subsequently, the [+cons] feature matrix associates to the WU of 
the [-cons]  segment on its right. In other words, the nucleic WU/mora dominates both 
the onset and the core of the syllable (4a. ii).
(4)  a. Hyman (1985)
i. underlying form  ii- surface form
III  ,  K
tan   41 M - 1 1
/i  i
t  a  n
This  differs  from  Hayes  (1989)  who  assumes  that  the  nucleic  mora  is  not  shared 
between the onset and the nucleus, but only associates to the nucleus. The onset instead 
links  directly  to  the  syllable  node  as  depicted  in  (4b).  Note  that  although  I  have 
represented the coda consonant in (4b) as moraic, a singleton coda consonant may be 
non-moraic on the surface (compare Hopi (C)V^C^ with Lenakel (C)VH C above). If it is 
moraic, this is the result of the application of the Weight-by-Position rule which assigns 
moras on codas.
Moraic theory has several advantages over the previous models. First, it captures 
the syllabic  status simply through the presence of a mora;  second, it allows processes 
such as reduplication to merely count moras and let other syllable requirements regulate
b. Hayes (1989)
surface form 
a
t a n
14the exact shape of the reduplicant. Finally, problems of the esmi type above no longer 
arise.  Compensatory  lengthening  (CL)  is just  about  mora  preservation  (but  also  see 
Chapter 5).  Either V-  or C-lengthening can  fulfil  this  goal  and both  are  in  principle 
available. Thus, in our esmi example from Ancient Greek, dialectal variation between 
eemi and emmi as a product of CL, is natural.
With moraic theory, it has therefore been possible to account for a broad set of 
facts  in  a  uniform  manner.  Heavy  syllables  are  merely  the  ones  that  consist  of two 
moras,  whereas  light  syllables  comprise  only  one.  Moras  are  grouped  into  feet 
(McCarthy and Prince  1986, Hayes  1995), which are part of higher prosodic structure 
that  includes  prosodic  words  (Selkirk  1980,  1984;  Nespor  and  Vogel  1986;  Ito  and 
Mester  1992).  Reference  to feet and  moras  allows  us  to  account for numerous  data, 
many of which cannot be adequately accounted for in other timing models.
For  instance,  in  Lardil  (McCarthy  and  Prince  1986),  words  must  minimally 
consist of two moras,  i.e.  a foot.  Only  vowels count as  moras.  Words  that contain a 
single  mora  augment  by  suffixation  of a  morphologically  empty  a  (5b).  Words  that 
already satisfy minimality undergo no change. These can either include a long vowel or 
consist  of two  light  syllables  (5a),  a pattern  captured  in  terms  of moras,  but missed 
when counting X-slots (or C/V slots).
(5)  Lardil augmentation achieves bimoraicity 
Underlying  Uninflected
a.  /peer/ 
/kela/ 
/parrja/
b.  /wik/
peer
kela
parqa
wika
‘ti-tree sp.’ 
‘beach’ 
‘stone’ 
‘shade’
Similarly,  recall  that  Japanese  nickname  formation  creates  hypocoristics  such  as 
Midori-Mii-can  or JuNko-JuN-can.  These  can  be  simply  viewed  as  heavy  CVV  or 
CVC syllables, a fact that can be expressed in all the theories above. However, for other 
names, various possible nicknames are avalaible.
(6)  Japanese Hypocoristics (Benua 1995)
Midori  Mido-5an, Mii-Can
Hanako  Hana-5an, Haa-6an, Ha£-£an
While  these  hypocoristics  can  receive  a  uniform  and  straightforward  account  in  a 
moraic  framework,  i.e.  they  are  a  bimoraic  foot  whether  this  implies  monosyllabic
15heavy CVV/CVC or light CV disyllables, no similar generalisation obtains in the other 
models.  C/V-  or X-slots  would  need to impose  three  or four slots  depending  on  the 
nickname considered each time, but of course the real insight behind this process is lost.
For all these reasons, moraic theory has proven more successful compared to its 
predecessors,  and because of this,  it will  be the timing  model  assumed in  this  work. 
Importantly however, moraic theory a la Hayes (1989) claims that an additional strong 
point  of the  model  is  that  it  does  not  allow  moraic  onsets.  Hayes  argues  that  onset 
consonant deletion never causes CL, which is only natural if onsets never carry weight. 
Notably, this effect cannot be derived in the previous frameworks, at least not without 
the introduction of the rimal node which is the only one that can bear weight.
As we will see in what follows, this is exactly the point I question in this thesis. I 
will claim that moraic onsets do exist in some languages and are represented in the way 
shown  in  (7b).  Their  introduction  does  not  undermine  moraic  theory,  but  aspires  to 
improve  the  range  of facts  that  moraic  theory  can  account  for;  in  fact,  any  ban  on 
moraic onsets is purely stipulatory, as I will argue below. I am not suggesting that the 
presence  of moraic  onsets  is  unrestricted,  but  that  it  is  regulated  by  certain  patterns 
pertaining  to  voicing  (§7.4.1.2)  or underlying  moraic  specification.  Under this  view, 
moraic theory remains in an advantageous position, because even after the introduction 
of moraic onsets, it can still distinguish between languages that have them (7b) versus 
the ones that do not (7a) by simply assigning a mora on the onset of the first, but not of 
the latter.
(7)  a. Non-moraic onsets  b. Moraic onsets
Other timing models do not have this option; onsets should either be consistently moraic 
or non-moraic across languages. Neither situation though reflects reality.
1.2  Types of onset sensitive stress
As we have seen, syllable weight plays a pivotal role in phonology. However, the term 
syllable weight itself is misleading, since it is standardly assumed that syllable weight is 
really  defined as  the rimal  weight only  and excludes  the  onset.  “Onset segments  are 
prosodically inert... While this claim is not fully valid at the observational level, it is so
a a
H  M -
C  V C  V
16well  supported  across  languages  that  it  serves  as  the  central  observation  for  formal 
theories of syllable weight” (Hayes  1995: 51). As Hayes admits, empirical data from a 
few  languages  suggest  that  at  least  at  the  observational  level  onsets  can  in  fact  be 
prosodically active. It is of course true that there is a very strong tendency that onsets do 
not matter for weight purposes, but this can by no means be a universal.
Similar statements are made by other researchers  too,  who  include  this  small 
caveat, namely that it is not absolute that onsets never ever play any role to weight. For 
example,  Gordon  (1999:  3) observes that “in Latin,  as  in  virtually all  languages,  the 
onset is ignored for purposes of calculating weight” (emphasis added mine). In a similar 
vein, Moren (1999/2001: 7-8) states that “...onsets are typically non-moraic. Although 
this is not the only logical possibility, it is convenient and I assume it here” (emphasis 
added mine).
The  present  thesis  will  in  fact  deal  with  this  “inconvenient”  issue  and  will 
attempt to show that certain stress and syllable weight facts cannot be re-analysed in any 
way other than by admitting weightful onsets. This suggests a more literal interpretation 
of the term  ‘syllable weight*. Not only does syllable weight refer to rimal weight, but 
also  to  onset  weight.  I  will  thus  argue  for  the  existence  of moraic  onsets,  a  rather 
controversial  claim  in  the  light of so  much  work  arguing  against  it,  including  most 
notably  Hyman  (1985),  Hayes (1989),  Moren  (1999/2001),  Gordon  (1999)  and many 
others.
These studies are based on the preponderance of phonological phenomena and 
processes that ignore the onset for weight purposes.  In fact, it has been proposed that 
one  of the  significant  advantages  of moraic  theory  -   at  least  as  advanced  in  Hayes 
(1989) -  over CV- or X-theories, is that it can capture the onset-rime distinction without 
any  stipulation  by  simply assigning  moras  to  the  rime  portion  and  leaving the onset 
moraless. Thus,  in standard moraic theory, the onset is defined as the prenucleic non- 
moraic consonant. However, this is really a stipulation too, a  ‘convenient assumption’ 
as Moren (1999/2001) puts it. In principle, there is nothing wrong with having a moraic 
onset.  Consequently, within the current proposal, onsets come into two flavours:  non- 
moraic (7a) - as in most languages - and moraic (7b). An onset can still be seen though 
as the tautosyllabic prenucleic consonant.
Focusing  on  stress  in particular,  there  is  a  small  number of languages  whose 
stress algorithm needs to take onsets into account.  In fact,  I argue that there are three 
major  types  of languages  where  onset  effects  are  relevant  for  stress:  those  that  are 
sensitive to the presence of the onset; those that are sensitive to the type of the onset,
17and finally those that are sensitive to both.  It is my claim that other researchers  (e.g. 
Buller,  Buller and  Everett  1993;  Davis  1985,  1988;  Everett  1988;  Goedemans  1996, 
1997,  1998; Gordon 2005) who have worked on this issue have implicitly or explicitly 
conflated these three types of languages without any further distinctions.
I instead attempt to show that the effect the presence or absence of an onset may 
have on  stress  is a different phenomenon from that relating to the type of the  onsets 
involved.  This  makes  an  extra  prediction.  If  we  are  talking  about  two  distinct 
phenomena, then it is likely that they may interact with one another. This expectation is 
borne out, as shown in (8). Some languages show effects attributed to the presence of an 
onset  some to its quality (©), some are sensitive to both (O), while others to none 
(©). This yields a four-way typology:
(8)  Presence and quality of onset interaction in stress
Quality of onset
YES NO
Presence of 
an onset
YES
Piraha (Arabela)2 
(O)
Aranda, Banawd, Dutch 
(©)
NO
Karo (Arabela) 
(©)
Standard Greek, Russian, etc. 
(©)
In  Piraha,  the  rightmost heaviest syllable  of the  final  three  in  a word receives  stress 
according to the following hierarchy:  PVV > BVV > VV > PV > BV (P = voiceless 
onset, B = voiced onset, > = is heavier than). Thus, stress is final if all syllables are of 
the same type (9a), but can appear elsewhere when syllables are different. In particular, 
onsetful syllables attract stress more than onsetless ones (9b; gai > af), but also onsets of 
a certain type, i.e. voiceless obstruents, attract stress more than the rest (9c; ?i > bo, gi).
(9)  Piraha (stressed syllables in bold; acute accent = H tone, no accent = L tone)
a.  ko.?o.pa  “stomach”
b.  poo.gai.hi.af  “banana”
c.  ?i.bo.gi  “milk”
In Karo, default stress is word-final, unless some requirement, i.e. tone, nasalization or 
onset voicing, causes shift from that position. In particular, final voiced obstruent onsets 
repel stress (10a), whereas voiceless obstruent (10b) and sonorant (10c) onsets do not.
2 Arabela most likely lacks onsetless syllables, therefore it cannot serve as a testing ground with respect to 
the presence of the onset issue. This is why I position it in both cells.
18Onsetless syllables are allowed (Gabas  1999: 24), and they can carry stress too if they 
make  the best available stress bearers  (lOd).  This  suggests  that onsetless  syllables in 
Karo are not treated in any special way.
(10)  Karo onsets and stress (Gabas 1999: 39-41; stress in bold)
a.  cigi 
pibe?
b.  pakiD 
nahek*1
c.  magSt" 1  
kiriwep* 1
d.  pe.Ddn 
e.i
‘spot’
‘foot’
‘fish (sp.)’
‘fontanel’
‘again’
‘butterfly’
‘skin’
‘irara’  (Gabas 1998: 22)
In Aranda on the other hand, stress on onsetless syllables is avoided, so that actually the 
first  onsetful  syllable  receives  stress  irrespective  of its  type  (compare  onsetful  (11a) 
with onsetless  (lib)).  Finally, in languages  such as Greek,  the presence or quality of 
onsets plays absolutely no role in the stress algorithm. Syllables with onsets of any type 
may receive stress (12a) and onsetless syllables may carry stress too (12b).
(11)  Aranda: onsets and stress (Strehlow 1944; diacritics ignored)
a.  tarama  ‘to laugh’  kutugula  ‘ceremonial assistant’
b.  ankata  ‘Jew lizard’  ulambulamba  ‘water-fowl’
(12)  Greek: no effect from onsets on stress
a.  perazma  ‘way-through’  peruka  ‘wig’
b.  etimos  ‘ready-MASC-SG’  elafi  ‘deer’
In the next section, I will consider the most interesting previous accounts of these facts 
and discuss the drawbacks they present. Subsequently (§i.4), I will offer the alternative 
offered in the current work.
1.3  Previous analyses
There  are  three  lines  of reasoning  to  account  for the  facts  above,  particularly  those 
pertaining to pattern © and the ‘quality of onset’ part of pattern O  . The most popular 
involves  some  notion  of prominence  (e.g.  Everett  1988,  Hayes  1995,  Smith  2005).
3  Pattern  ©  that  refers  to  the  presence  of an  onset  is  treated  as  a  different  phenomenon,  i.e.  as  an 
alignment effect where the stressed syllable needs to be aligned with an onset. More on this pattern can be 
found in Chapter 3. This is why at present, my discussion and criticism of earlier accounts for the most 
part centres around the ‘quality of onset’ issue.
19Another  recent proposal  (Gordon  2005)  makes  use  of both  prominence  and  weight, 
whereas the current account makes use of an exclusively weight-based account. In what 
follows,  I  will  first  review  some  prominence-based  accounts  and  point  out  certain 
serious shortcomings (§7.3.1). Next, I will discuss the most successful of these accounts 
(Smith 2005) in more detail (§7.3.2). I will then move on to consider Gordon’s (2005) 
proposal that integrates both prominence and weight and show that this is not flawless 
either (§7.3.3). At that point, I will only stick to some general comments, and return to 
some further criticism and technical problems for Gordon in §2.2.3.
1.3.1  Prominence-based accounts
Like syllable weight, prominence is another notion widely used in phonology. Unlike 
syllable weight though, whose manifestation is more clearly identified, the definition of 
prominence is elusive. Jensen (2004) correctly observes that depending on the analyst, 
prominence has different meanings and is sometimes related to - although is considered 
distinct from - akin notions like stress and accent. It is therefore generally agreed, citing 
Jones (1909:  141), that “Stress is not the same as ‘prominence’  [...]; stress is one of the 
factors  that  may  cause  or  help  to  cause  a  sound  or  syllable  to  be  ‘prominent’”. 
According  to  Jones  (1909:  142),  the  other  factors  which  can  make  a  sound  more 
prominent are “inherent sonority, length and intonation”. Despite the lack of consensus 
on what prominence entails exactly, a shared assumption in more recent work seems to 
be  that prominence  is  equated  with “perceptual  salience”  (Hayes  1995,  Jensen 2004, 
Smith 2005), which is again quite vague.
In  spite  of  this  weakness,  prominence  has  been  used  widely  to  account  for 
several data. More specifically for Piraha (9), which is of interest to us, analyses such as 
Everett (1988) and Hayes (1995) have been proposed that use an arbitrary prominence 
grid that renders  voiceless  obstruents  more prominent and thus  more  stress  attracting 
than their voiced counterparts. Hayes’ account of Piraha follows:
(13)  Hayes ’ (1995: 286) Piraha prominence scale
[P = voiceless stop, B = voiced stop, > = is heavier than]
A. Prominence Projection: Project prominence grids as follows:
***** .  pvv
**** .  BVV
*** •  y y
** •  py
* :  BV
B. Apply End Rule Right within the final trisyllabic domain.
20While the Piraha facts are accounted for by the scale in (13), there is no explanation 
why such a scale should hold. As a matter of fact, in principle, nothing precludes a scale 
where for instance BVV has more prominence grids than PVV or BV more than PV. 
This is entirely unaccounted for. Goedemans (1998) attempts to explain this direction of 
the facts in a more principled manner phonetically,  but eventually does not go on to 
propose a more fully-fledged analysis. This task is taken up by Gordon (2005) whose 
approach also hinges on phonetic considerations and the notion of prominence, but has 
specific phonological proposals too. On the contrary, as we will see next in more detail, 
the current approach attributes this distribution to the effect of voicing or lack thereof on 
pitch perturbation and suggests that pitch raising may be construed in some languages 
as tone, and in others - such as the ones under current examination - as stress. Of course, 
such a type of analysis can be also maintained in a prominence-based account, thus on 
its own, it does not form an argument against prominence.
In the light of the above then, what exactly makes prominence an unsatisfactory 
account?  While  Hayes  defines  prominence as  “perceptual  salience”  (1995:  271),  this 
definition is undermined immediately afterwards when he says that: “The proposal here 
is  to  formalize  this  distinction  (i.e.  between  weight and  prominence),  accounting  for 
weight with a theory of quantity, based on moraic structure; and a theory of prominence, 
based  on  a  different  representation,  which  encompasses  the  whole  set  of  phonetic 
properties (weisht included) that make syllables sound louder” (Hayes 1995: 271-272).
While it is obvious that the boundaries between stress and prominence are hazy, 
this statement seems to suggest that weight is a subtype of prominence and as a result, 
reference to weight and analyses based on it should be preferred since they are more 
restrictive.  An  added  advantage  in  analysing  data  like  the  Piraha  ones  by  means  of 
weight is that they now need not be distinguished from others where it has been robustly 
argued that syllable weight is involved. The phenomenon is basically the same, but what 
differs is its exact manifestation, e.g. onset vs. coda weight.
Moreover, weight makes more specific predictions than prominence. Given that 
prominence is such a broad notion under the tag of which a large number of phenomena 
may be encompassed,  we could expect that it can easily over-generate. This is indeed 
what happens. For instance, under prominence it should be possible to find a language 
whose syllables with an onset s attract stress more than others as a result of s’s loudness. 
Since ‘louder’ can easily entail  ‘more prominent’, this is a predictable system, and yet - 
to my knowledge - unattested. No similar expectation arises in a weight-based account.
4 Emphasis added is mine.
21In  addition,  weight  is  more  restrictive  in  another  way  too.  It can  maximally 
reach two or three moras, but there is no similar upper bound for prominence. Virtually 
anything goes, therefore a considerable over-generation of patterns is predicted.
Although till now we focused on the ways prominence over-generates, it is time 
to draw  on perhaps  the  most  important  argument against prominence,  that of under­
generation. Despite the negative consequences prominence bears, it is still possible to 
account for onset-sensitive stress by means of prominence as it has happened in most 
analyses  including  more  recently  de  Lacy  (2000)  and  Smith  (2005).  The  problem 
appears once we look outside the domain of stress and examine clearly weight based 
phenomena  like  the  ones  discussed  in  §7.1,  e.g.  word-minimality,  reduplication,  etc. 
One can see that for these phenomena too, onsets may be relevant.  These phenomena 
mainly  include  word-minimality,  compensatory  lengthening,  geminates  and  less 
robustly  metrics  and reduplication.  For such cases,  as  we  have previously explained, 
only  weight can  be  implemented,  thus  rendering any  prominence  analysis unsuitable 
and unable to account for the relevant facts.
It is thus a crucial part of this thesis to discuss in detail data that illustrate such 
cases  since  these  not  only  corroborate  the  onset moraicity  proposal  but  also  receive 
more satisfactory accounts when compared to previous analyses that lacked the onset 
weight component. To this end, I will refer to Bella Coola word minimality (Chapter 4; 
Bagemihl  1991,  1998), Samothraki Greek compensatory lengthening (Chapter 5; Hayes 
1989,  Katsanis  1996,  Kavitskaya  2002)  and  geminates  in  languages  such  as  Pattani 
Malay (Chapter 6; Hajek and Goedemans 2003), Trukese (Chapter 6; Curtis 2003) and 
Marshallese (Chapter 6; Abo et al.  1976, Hendricks 1999), while more speculative data 
are  discussed  in  Chapter  7  with  respect  to  metrics,  e.g.  Luganda  (Fabb  1997), 
reduplication and  geminates  e.g.  Bellonese  (Elbert  1988),  as  well  as  some  additional 
cases of compensatory lengthening and word minimality. Some representative data for 
each of these cases are offered here. I will start with minimality in Bella Coola.
(14)  Bella Coola Word Minimality
Word Shape Examples
a. V *
b. VV ya  “good”
c. VC nX’  “dark, night”
d. CV X’i  “fast”
22Bella Coola minimal words are bimoraic, which straightforwardly accounts for the well- 
formedness of (14b-c) and the unacceptability of (14a). The inclusion of (14d) among 
acceptable  minimal  words  is  peculiar,  unless  this  is  bimoraic  too,  i.e.  the  onset  is 
moraic.
(15)  Samothraki Greek CL after onset r loss
a.  singleton r-deletion word-initially
rafts > aifts  ‘tailor (masc.)’
riyaji > liyaji  ‘oregano’
b.  r-deletion in a complex onset cluster
protos > poitus  ‘first’
dedro > dedu:  ‘tree’
In  Samothraki  Greek  onset  r  deletes  in  certain  positions  and  CL  occurs,  causing
lengthening  of  the  following  vowel.  This  is  compatible with  the  assumption  that  r
carries a mora, which is preserved through lengthening when the /r/ itself is lost.
(16)  Trukese initial geminates and minimal words
Form  Gloss
a. CVV words  maa  ‘behaviour’
oo  ‘omen’
b. CCV words  tto  ‘clam sp.’
kka  ‘taro sp.’
In Trukese, the minimal word again is bimoraic. It can either take the form of CVV or 
CCV  words,  where  the  latter  include  a  geminate.  Geminates  must  then  contribute  a 
mora, and since they are word-initial, it is possible to analyse them as moraic onsets.
(17)  Pattani Malay initial geminates and stress
a.  buw5h  ‘fruit’
jal i  ‘street/path’
b.  biuwoh  ‘to bear fruit’
j:ale  ‘to walk’
Pattani Malay too has initial geminates as shown in (17b). The minimal pairs in (17a) 
and (17b) reveal that geminates have to be weight-contributing since they attract stress 
(17b).  Again  an  analysis  that  represents  initial  geminates  as  moraic  onsets  seems  in 
order.
23As  for  (some  of)  the  remaining  cases,  in  the  Ralik  dialect  of  Marshallese, 
gemination is one of the mechanisms used to express the distributive form as in korap > 
yokkoraprap  ‘gecko’, diylah > yiddiylahlah  ‘nail’, nib > yinnibnib  ‘preemptive’.  Such 
reduplication could be merely  seen as the addition of a mora.  There is also evidence 
from stress which supports the idea that geminates are wholly syllabified in the onset 
and are weight-contributing. In other words, they are moraic onsets. Similar data occur 
in Bellonese too. Finally,  in Luganda court songs, short vowels preceded by complex 
onsets whose second consonant is a glide seem to count as two moras for poetic meter 
purposes. We will explore these data extensively in subsequent chapters.
For  the  time  being,  what  I  have  attempted  to  show  in  this  section  is  that 
prominence accounts face certain difficulties and present numerous disadvantages. An 
exclusively weight-based proposal fares better as it is more restrictive and has a broader 
coverage of phenomena. On the contrary, prominence is simultaneously far too general - 
since  it allows  for lots of unattested  patterns  -  and  far too restricted  by  virtue  of its 
intrinsic inability to account for weight-based phenomena.
Next, I will summarize Smith (2005), perhaps the most compelling prominence- 
based account,  and as  such,  worthwhile of more detailed discussion.  I will  show that 
despite its advantages, it falls short of the range of onset-sensitivity effects. In §7.3.3,1 
will  explore  another  approach,  that  of  Gordon  (2005),  that  makes  use  of  both 
prominence  and  weight  to  account  for  onset-sensitive  stress.  Although  the  author 
attributes  phonetic  prominence  properties to certain  types  of onsets,  he  then builds a 
phonological  analysis  based on featurally specified timing units.  I will briefly review 
this  approach  and  highlight  some  general  problems  it  carries  along.  More  detailed 
discussion, in particular with regard to technical issues, is deferred until chapter §2.2.3.
1.3.2  Smith (2005)
Smith’s (2005) work originates in research that distinguishes positions into ‘strong’ and 
‘weak’  (Casali  1996,  Beckman  1999 among others).  Strong positions are those which 
preserve constrasts, whereas in weak positions, neutralization is found, a phenomenon 
termed  ‘positional neutralization’. For instance, in English or Catalan stressed syllables 
(strong positions), the full vowel inventory is found, but in unstressed syllables (weak 
positions),  only  a subset of it emerges.  Strong positions are further grouped into two 
categories: i) phonetically strong positions containing stressed syllables (d), onsets and
24long  vowels,  and  ii)  psycholinguistically  strong  positions  including  roots  and  initial 
syllables (oi).
Smith only focuses on strong positions and claims that strong positions need to 
be  augmented,  i.e.  acquire properties  that enhance  their perceptual  salience.  In  other 
words,  prominent positions  need  to  become  more  prominent,  a phenomenon  dubbed 
‘positional  augmentation’.  Properties  that  enhance  prominence  are  the  presence  of: 
weight  (Heavyo),  stress  (Have  STRESS),  high  tone  (HTone),  [Place]  features  in 
consonants (HaveCPlace), onsets (Onset) or onsets of low sonority (*Onset/X), and 
nuclei of high sonority (*Peak/X)5.  Cross-classifying these properties with the strong 
positions  above  generates  a  number  of constraints  relativized  to  the  position  under 
consideration. For instance, ONSET/d, *[ONSET/X]/d, HTONE/d, requires that a stressed 
syllable has an onset, a low-sonority onset or high tone respectively.
However,  not all  possible combinations of prominent properties relativized to 
strong positions are available. Smith (2005) argues that only the constraints which pass 
the  two  filters  she  introduces  are  available.  These  filters  impose  limitations  on  the 
formal  constraints  CON  may  generate  and  stem  from  considerations  regarding 
articulation,  perception  and  processing,  i.e.  domains  external  to  formal  phonology 
(2005:  12). The first filter is the Prominence Condition which states that only general 
markedness  constraints  which  increase  prominence  can  be  used  to  build  markedness 
constraints  specific  to  strong  positions.  The  second  filter  is  the  Segmental  Contrast 
Condition  and  applies  to  psycholinguistically  strong  positions.  It  bans  augmentation 
constraints  which  alter properties  that  are  critical  for the  identification  of segmental 
contrasts  during early-stage  word recognition,  thus  a constraint like  [*Peak/X]/Root 
demanding high-sonority syllable nuclei in roots is prohibited. However, the Segmental 
Contrast Condition allows augmentation constraints of a prosodic nature since these are 
not crucial during early-stage word recognition (e.g.  HaveStress/R oot is allowed) or 
allows constraints that demarcate the left edge of the word,  such as  ONSET/ai,  which 
requires that word-initial syllables are onsetful.
Smith’s work is beyond doubt an important contribution to the field,  with well 
worked-out  predictions  and  good  empirical  coverage.  However,  it  rests  on  certain 
assumptions  whose  validity  is  debatable  or carries  certain  shortcomings  which  could
5  The  ‘X’  in  these constraints  stands for any step on  the segmental  sonority hierarchy.  The  version  of 
sonority  Smith  assumes  is  in  (19).  Notably the  *Peak/X   hierarchy takes  the  form of *PEAK/voiceless 
obstruents  »   ...  »   *Peak/1ow  V,  thus  preferring  segments  of  the  highest  sonority  as  nuclei.  The 
♦ONSET/X hierarchy is the reverse, i.e.  *O nset/1ow V »  ... »  *ONSET/voiceless obstruents, favouring 
voiceless obstruents as best possible onsets (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004).
25endanger the enterprise.  Given that this model relies on formal constraints  and filters 
whose  sources  are  considerations  external  to  formal  phonology,  it  proposes  an 
amalgamation of functional explanations and formal representations. This on its own is 
not necessarily disadvantageous - in fact it could be very much appropriate - however, it 
seems that the filters are essentially imposed in order that they stop certain - undesirable 
- constraints like [*Peak/X]/R oot above from being generated.
In  addition,  within  the  filters  themselves,  extra  statements  are  introduced  to 
provide the conditions under which a constraint can nonetheless escape the violation of 
a  filter.  For instance,  although  the  well-attested  Onset/Gi  constraint  would  normally 
fail  the Segmental Contrast Condition, since it actually alters  the  segmental content of 
Gi,  it is  nonetheless admitted, because of a stipulation that constraints demarcating the 
left edge of the  word are not penalised by that filter.  Although the existence of such a 
condition  is justified  (by  means  of facilitating  word-boundary  recognition  through  the 
augmentation of initial syllables in terms of onsets), this does not seem much else than 
an ad hoc move to permit a constraint that would otherwise be inadmissible.
Moreover,  if  it  is  true  that  the  formal  system  is  limited  by  functional 
considerations of external factors in terms of filters,  then  is  it possible that choosing 
different considerations to implement as filters could lead to the generation of a very 
different  set  of  constraints  and  consequently  a  different  set  of  predicted  linguistic 
patterns?  Thus,  while  Smith  (2005)  may  very  well  be  right  in  the  filters  she  uses,  I 
contend that their designation as the suitable ones must be further justified.
As  Blumenfeld  (2005a)  notes,  an  additional  problem  arises  with  Smith’s 
neurophysiological definition of prominence, which picks out a stimulus as more salient 
than  another  if it  “elicits  a  neural  response  of greater magnitude”  (Smith  2005:  45). 
While this seems rather specific in some ways, it is vague in others (Moira Yip, p.c.), 
since  the  idea  of “magnitude”  can  be  variably  interpreted,  as  e.g.  a  faster  or  more 
intense  response  or  a  response  that  causes  activity  in  a  larger  area  in  the  brain. 
“Magnitude”  thus  requires  a  more  adequate  definition.  For  this  reason,  evaluation 
particularly with respect to the Prominence Condition is not always straightforward.
Moving on  to the discussion  which is more central  to the topic  of this thesis, 
Smith discusses two constraints relating to onsets, namely: Onset and *Onset/X, both 
of which can be relativized to initial and stressed syllables. Thus we get:
26(18)  a) O nset: Syllables have onsets
ONSET/cr. Initial syllables have onsets 
ONSET/d: Stressed syllables have onsets 
b) *Onset/X: Syllables have less sonorous onsets
*[Onset/X]/(Ji: Initial syllables have less sonorous onsets 
*[Onset/X]/<5: Stressed syllables have less sonorous onsets
For  Onset  and  *[Onset/X],  Smith  claims  that  there  is  neurophysiological  evidence 
suggesting that the presence of an onset and its specific quality enhance prominence6. 
Her  argument  is  roughly  the  same  as  in  Gordon  (2005)  who  makes  reference  to 
‘adaptation’  and  ‘recovery’, an idea that runs into problems, as I will show in the next 
section in detail and thus will not discuss here to a larger extent.
Despite neurophysiological support on their existence, some of these constraints 
do not receive much support empirically, especially the version of *[Onset/X] pertinent 
to  stressed  syllables,  i.e.  *[ONSET/X]/d.  With  this  constraint,  Smith  generates  the 
patterns of Piraha where low-sonority onsets attract stress, as well as of Niuafo'ou (de 
Lacy 2000) where glide onsets are avoided in stressed syllables.
Notably,  these  patterns  make  reference  to  the  extreme  edges  of the  sonority 
hierarchy (19), but if Smith were right, and sonority alone is the reason one finds the 
Piraha and Niuafo'ou patterns, then we should be able to find languages which utilize 
any of the intermediate cut-off points for the *[ONSET/X]/d constraints as well.
(19)  Sonority Hierarchy with respect to consonants (Smith 2005: 56)
glides > rhotics > laterals > nasals > voiced obstruents > voiceless obstruents
For instance, in analogy to Niuafo'ou, we would predict that there is a language where 
glides,  rhotics  and  laterals  are  avoided  in  stressed  syllables  or  another  where  all 
sonorants do,  and so on.  Similarly,  a pattern reminiscent of Piraha could arise where 
voiceless obstruents,  voiced obstruents and nasals attract stress to the exclusion of all 
other consonants. As far as I know, none of these arises, which suggests that the onset 
sensitivity effect  is  not down  to  sonority per se,  as  Smith  (2005)  argues.  In  the  next 
section, I will claim that the effect should be attributed to voicing considerations (i.e. a 
small part of the sonority hierarchy), therefore the only pattern we should get is where 
voiceless onsets  attract stress  more than  voiced ones.  Data from Piraha,  Arabela and 
Karo suggest that this is on the right track.
6  In  fact,  these  are  the  only  constraints  for  which  explicit  neurophysiological  or  psycholinguistic 
justification on their prominence is offered.
27However,  this  still  leaves  us  with  Niuafo'ou,  which  is  not  predicted  by  a 
‘voicing’  theory.  I  suspect  that  actually  Smith  herself  (2003)  offers  a  possible 
explanation.  Smith  makes  a  distinction  between  ‘true  onset’  glides  and  ‘nuclear’ 
onglides. Simplifying a bit, the former are really in an onset position, whereas the latter 
are  actually  underneath the nucleus  node.  As a result,  only the former are  subject to 
constraints that make reference to onset structure (*O nset/X ), whereas the latter escape 
them. It could thus be conceivable to build an analysis which treats Niuafo'ou glides as 
nuclear onglides.  As  such,  they would be subject to a different set of constraints,  i.e. 
probably  the  [*PEAK/X]/d constraints,  and consequently  would  not interfere  with  the 
genuine onset-sensitive stress effects.
All in all then, Smith’s (2005) proposal, although largely successful, poses some 
conceptual  issues  and  faces  some  difficulties  with  respect  to  the  onset-sensitivity 
constraints it imposes that render it inadequate to deal with the phenomenon at hand. 
And of course, as with all prominence accounts, it also suffers from the inability to deal 
with clearly weight-based phenomena that involve onsets.
1*3*3 G o rd o n  (2 0 0 5 )
Gordon  (2005)  examines  the  phenomenon  of  onset  sensitivity  from  its  phonetic 
perspective  making  use  of  the  notions  of  adaptation  and  recovery  (Delgutte  1982, 
Viemeister 1980). The term “adaptation” expresses the decline in auditory sensitivity to 
a stimulus while “recovery” expresses the fact that sensitivity to a new stimulus can be 
regained by means of a period of silence or reduced acoustic energy.  Onsets - and in 
particular  less  intense  and  thus  less  sonorous  onsets  -  provide  exactly  this  recovery 
phase best and enhance the perceptual energy of the rime. Thus, (low sonority) onsets 
can contribute to weight through the perceptual boost they offer to the following vowel.
Gordon’s approach, although appealing, presents a number of problems. First, it 
is  not  clear  why  adaptation  and  recovery  should  necessarily  refer  to  onsets.  All  the 
system needs to be interested in is regaining sensitivity to a new stimulus, but that could 
equally be provided by a coda.  In fact,  syllable position seems irrelevant.  Second, the 
correlation between onset weight and the auditory boost offered by onsets does not have 
to  be  a  necessary  one,  although  it  is  presented  as  such.  By  saying  that  “Given  the 
auditory  boost  provided  by  an  onset  consonant,  it  is  not  surprising  that  syllables 
containing an onset consonant might be phonologically heavier than onsetless syllables 
in certain languages” (2005: 604), Gordon seems to suggest that this is an inescapable
28conclusion and does not argue further for it. But it is not clear why this property does 
not  merely  increase  the  prominence  of a  syllable  that  contains  (such)  an  onset,  and 
instead has to be construed as weight. In fact, Gordon’s next sentence seems to suggest 
the same, as he explains that less intense onsets produce higher auditory boost and thus 
are more likely to make their syllable more prominent.  Such conflation of weight and 
prominence is actually a recurring theme, as we will also see in more detail (cf. §2 .2.3) 
when we examine Gordon’s constraints that account for onset weight.
One important proposal is that rimal weight takes precedence over onset weight 
cross-linguistically (2005: 605). This is because the effect of the onset on the perceived 
loudness of a sound due to the mechanisms of adaptation and recovery is really minor 
compared  to  the  rime  material.  Given  that  a  long  vowel  or  a  coda  consonant  can 
increase auditory prominence to a much larger extent than a low sonority onset, rimal 
weight is prioritized. This is problematic for three reasons.
First,  in Arremte7,  it is actually onset weight which according to Gordon has 
primacy.  He  attributes  this  reversal  to  certain  phonetic  properties  of  individual 
languages  which  impede rimal  weight from taking priority,  e.g.  in Arremte onsetless 
vowels are shorter than onsetful vowels and vowel lengthening occurs in open syllables 
with an onset. At any rate, the generalisation above is weakened by such facts.
Second,  not  much  discussion  of  the  auditory  boost  a  coda  could  offer  is 
presented,  although  it  is  claimed  that  its  presence  significantly  increases  auditory 
prominence (p. 605). One thing that is mentioned though is that “greater sonority in the 
rime helps to offset the reduction in perceptual energy due to adaptation”  (p.  633).  It 
does  not  seem  clear  why  high-sonority  should  have  this  effect  in  that  position. 
Shouldn’t  we  again  need  low-sonority  codas  to  achieve  recovery?  A  more  general 
consideration however is that if a coda is phonetically more effective than an onset, then 
why should there be onset weight effects in the first place?
Third, Gordon’s claim about the primacy of rimal weight is not really accurate. 
As I hope to show, many of the languages he discusses as involving onset weight (e.g. 
Aranda, Alyawarra, Bislama, Nankina and others) do not really show this convincingly. 
As  for  the  rest,  e.g.  Piraha,  it  is  true  that  rimal  weight  takes  precedence  over onset 
weight,  but  we  also  need  to  take  into  account  that  Piraha  lacks  codas  altogether. 
Therefore, rimal weight really translates to nucleic weight8. It is well-known that in the
7  The  relationship  of  Arrernte  and  Aranda  is  not  clear  (cf.  discussion  in  the  Ethnologue: 
http://www.ethnologue.org/). but are usually referred as alternate names of the same language.
8 According to my proposal, Arabela and Karo are the other truly onset-sensitive stress languages, which 
nonetheless Gordon does not discuss. The former seems to lack codas, although data are not absolutely
29more  common  case  of languages  where  onsets  contribute  no  weight,  there  are  some 
where  nonetheless  nucleic  weight takes primacy over short nucleus+coda weight,  i.e. 
VV > VC as in Klamath, Chickasaw (Gordon 2004), and Kashmiri (Moren  1999/2001,
2000). This is then not a result that should be considered intrinsic to onset-weight stress 
languages, as Gordon seems to suggest.
As  we  have  seen,  onsets  are claimed to enhance the perceptual  energy of the 
rime  through  the  recovery  period  they  offer.  Onsets  however  themselves  do  not 
contribute to the auditory prominence of the syllable, but only through their effect to the 
following rime. This is a “crucial feature” (Gordon 2005: 604) of this analysis, which is 
never justified.  So the perceptual energy of the onset itself is not addressed, but it is 
likely  that  it  too could have  effects  on  stress.  In  particular,  perceptual  energy  (with 
respect to  the rime)  “is quantified  as the  summation  of loudness over time:  a rime’s 
energy is  thus  a function of both duration and its intensity” (2005:  606).  If the same 
definition applies to the perceptual energy of the onset itself, then we would expect it 
would be enhanced when sonorants or fricatives appear as onsets, but not if stops appear 
as onsets.
Some  further  expectations  with  respect  to  perceptual  energy  are  presented 
below. Suppose we consider a couple of CV sequences and for each we examine three 
windows. Window 1  will be the perceptual energy of the onset itself, window 2 refers to 
the recovery period, whereas window 3 is the steady state of the vowels, which can be 
disregarded  since  it  is  expected  to be  the  same  in  all  cases.  As  explained  above,  in 
window  1  the perceptual energy will be increased when the onset is made up of e.g. a 
nasal compared to e.g. a voiceless stop. On the other hand, low sonority onsets such as 
voiceless  stops  will  contribute  to  recovery  (window  2)  more  significantly  than  more 
sonorous onsets such as nasals will.
(20)  _______________________________________________________
Window 1
perceptual energy 
of the onset itself
Window 2
recovery
Window 3
steady state of the 
vowel
NV + -
PV - +
N=nasals, P=voiceless stops
For Window 1:  + = high perceptual energy
- = low perceptual energy 
For Window 2:  + = high recovery
- = low recovery
clear in this respect (cf.  Rich  1963), whereas in Karo I will claim that only sonorant codas are moraic 
(§2.4.3.2.2).
30The problem that Gordon faces is that he does not take into account window  1.  In his 
system it seems to be the case that the effects during the recovery period (window  2) 
take  priority  over  these  of  the  onset  perceptual  energy  (window  1)  predicting  that 
voiceless stop onsets make better weight-bearers than nasals, i.e. PV > NV. However, it 
could be possible that in other languages window  1  matters more than 2 resulting in a 
situation exactly opposite from the one discussed above. In this case more intense, thus 
more sonorous onsets, like nasals, would be predicted as more able to carry weight, NV 
> PV. This issue is left unexplored. Note that if one also considers similar simultaneous 
effects from codas, very complex and presumably unlikely systems are produced.
The link between onset sensitivity and perceptual energy, which is a key factor 
in Gordon’s  approach,  generates additional questions regarding the predictions made. 
For instance,  does he make the prediction that in languages  lacking onset sensitivity, 
perceptual energy should not be of particular importance? Should we also anticipate that 
languages where perceptual energy is of significance should also be onset-sensitive? It 
is unclear what the expectations should be, although Gordon discusses languages whose 
stress is quantity insensitive and which consistently prefer rimal weight. This can only 
be expected if this is phonetically superior to onset weight. This may very well be true, 
although  I  have  some reservations  over the  use of rimal  weight  and the  equation  of 
(long) nucleic weight with VC weight.
Other claims, which are explicitly stated, seem quite dubious too. For example, 
Gordon proposes that less intense onsets should provide a bigger auditory boost. Within 
this  class  of onsets,  he  also  includes  obstruents,  but although  stops  indeed  have  low 
intensity, the same does not hold for fricatives which are rather intense sounds. In this 
view it would be surprising to find languages where fricatives pattern with the weightful 
onsets  and not the weightless ones.  However,  in Piraha,  s patterns with the  voiceless 
stops and contributes weight to the syllable.
For all these reasons (but also see §2.2.3), Gordon’s approach seems inadequate 
to deal  with onset effects satisfactorily.  Having dispensed both with pure prominence 
and mixed prominence-weight accounts, I will now move on to the third possibility, that 
of onset weight, which is the one I will entertain in this thesis.
311.4  O nset m oraicity
1.4.1  Types of moraic onsets: distinctive vs. coerced weight
Suppose then that we do accept the possibility that onsets may be moraic. How exactly 
is this implemented? What kind of moraic onsets are there? I would like to propose that 
there are two types of moraic onsets. This classification resembles Moren’s (1999/2001) 
categorization  between  distinctive  and  coerced  weight.  The  former  describes  the 
situation where there are phonemic weight distinctions, while the latter refers to weight 
acquired in the output as a result of a requirement such as word minimality, weight-by- 
position etc. Although Moren only examines coda weight9, since he assigns no weight 
on onsets, I would like to suggest that a similar categorization is applicable for the case 
of onsets too.
Thus both distinctive and coerced moraic onsets occur.  The former are in fact 
geminates,  but  rather  than  being  syllabified  in  a  coda-onset  configuration,  they  are 
instead wholly syllabified in the onset. I will return to this point in §/.4.1.3 and provide 
some justification for such syllabification. The second type of moraic onsets are those of 
coerced weight.  In  this  case there  is  no evidence  for an  underlying contrast between 
singletons and geminates, but on the surface some onsets do appear moraic.
Distinctive  weight  refers  to  an  underlying  weight  contrast.  For  instance,  the 
contrast between Hungarian vice  ‘janitor’  vs.  vic.ce  ‘his joke’  is one that in the input 
will be represented as /vice/ vs. /vic^e/ respectively. In coerced weight however, there is 
no such contrast. Instead, consonants will be found to be moraic on the surface due to a 
high imperative such as Word Minimality, Stress-to-Weight, or Weight-by-Position etc. 
Moren argues that this difference on the nature of weight also has repercussions on what 
kinds of moraic consonants can be found. In distinctive weight there are no expectations 
as  to  which  type  of segments  will  show  contrasts  between  short  versus  long.  Since 
weight is  lexically specified in  the  input,  this  will  be unpredictable and consequently 
perhaps arbitrary.
But the same principle does not hold in coerced weight, which is moulded on the 
surface  where  markedness  constraints  are  applicable.  There,  sonority  considerations 
become relevant.  Hierarchies referring to nucleus and coda moraicity show that more 
sonorous  segments  are preferred to be moraic  as well  as attract stress,  leading to the
9 His discussion also applies to vowels, but as I am only concerned with consonants, I set it aside.
32conclusion that the more sonorous a coda segment is, the more likely it is for it to be 
moraic (Zee 1988, 1995, Moren 1999/2001)10.
Thus, according to Moren, the famous example of Kwakwala (Zee  1988,  1995) 
where the moraicity of codas  in  CVC  syllables is variable depending on  whether the 
codas  are  sonorous,  is  an  instance  of coerced  weight.  In  particular,  non-glottalised 
sonorant codas are  moraic,  whereas globalised sonorants and obstruents are not.  The 
prediction then is that in languages  with coerced coda weight,  sonority is crucial and 
thus it should not be possible for non-sonorous codas to be moraic with more sonorous 
ones being non-moraic.
However,  as  we  have  seen,  in  languages  with  distinctive  weight,  no  similar 
restrictions  apply.  Lexical  specification  occurs  and  therefore  sonority  reversals  with 
respect to moraicity are admitted. For instance, in languages that allow only one type of 
geminates,  these  are  commonly  the  less  sonorous  voiceless  rather  than  the  more 
sonorous  voiced  ones,  e.g.  Lak,  Nez  Perce,  Ocaina,  Ojibwa,  Totonac,  Yakut  and 
Japanese (Moren 1999/2001).
If this idea is on the right track, then we would expect similar effects in onset 
moraicity  too.  Languages  like  Trukese,  Pattani  Malay  and  perhaps  Marshallese  and 
Bellonese  have  geminates  that  can  be  analysed  as  distinctive  moraic  onsets  and 
therefore we should have no expectations with regard to their sonority. In most of these 
cases,  all  consonants  are  able  to  appear as  singletons  or geminates  with the possible 
exception of Pattani Malay, where a subset of the consonants cannot geminate. But this 
is  exactly  what  is  anticipated  if  geminates  are  lexically  specified  as  such.  These 
languages will  be dealt with in  more detail  in Chapter 6 (Pattani Malay, Trukese and 
Marshallese) and Chapter 7 (Bellonese).
As  for  coerced  moraic  onsets,  these  emerge  in  Piraha,  Arabela  and  Karo 
(Chapter  2)  due  to  M oraic  O nset  (39),  the  equivalent  of  Weight-by-Position  for 
onsets, and in Bella Coola due to Word Minimality (Chapter 4). In these cases, we will 
expect that onsets will follow specific sonority considerations (with respect to voicing, 
as  I  will  show  immediately below).  The  sonority profile  of coerced moraic  onsets  is 
explored in the next section and exemplified in Chapter 2 in the discussion of the effects 
of moraic onsets on  stress.  With respect to moraic onsets in Bella Coola, we will  see 
that all consonants can serve as moraic onsets, a fact that is compatible with the coerced
10 In the next section, I will argue that this conclusion is right when we examine nucleus and coda weight 
(rimal  weight).  For onset  weight,  the  opposite  obtains,  which  is  why  I  will  relate  moraicity  not  with 
sonority per se, but with syllable well-formedness. For details, see below.
33weight expectations.  In  summary then,  the  useful  distinction between  distinctive  and 
coerced weight seems applicable in onset weight too.
1.4 .1.1  The effect o f voicing on tone and stress and its consequences fo r onset 
moraicity
In  the  previous  section,  we  have  seen that the preferable  moraic  codas  are  the  ones 
which are more sonorous. This is by no means a coincidence, since it relates to the issue 
of what optimal nuclei and margins look like. Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) argue 
that optimal peaks are high in sonority, whereas optimal margins are low in sonority. 
This is the result of the harmonic peak and margin hierarchies in (21).
(21)  PeakS yu  a > e,o > i,u > ... > p,t,k
Marginal  p,t,k > ... > i,u > e,o > a
Technically,  these  can  be  translated  into  the  following  constraints  (for the  harmonic 
alignment schema see Prince and Smolensky 1993:  136 and McCarthy 2002: 20-22):
(22)  Peak prominence:  *PEAK/p,t,k »  ... »  *Peak /i,u »  *Peak /e,o »  *Peak /a 
Margin prominence:  *MAR/a »  *MAR/e,o »  *MAR/i,u »  ... »  *MAR/p,t,k
Note though that these hierarchies and fixed rankings are not exactly accurate; as we 
have  seen,  codas  actually  prefer  to  be  quite  sonorous  and  at  any  rate  much  more 
sonorous  than  optimal  onsets  (Murray  and  Vennemann  1983,  Vennemann  1988,  Zee 
1988,  1995,  Clements  1990,  Smith  2003).  Bearing this  in  mind,  the  above  hierarchy 
needs to be refined as below (see Baertsch and Davis 2003 for a similar view)11:
(23)  Syllable-constituent well-formedness
Nucleus prominence:  *PEAK/p,t,k »  ... »  *PEAK/i,u »  *PEAK/e,o »  *PEAK/a 
Coda prominence:  *CoDA/p,t,k »  ... »  *CoDA/i,u »  *CoDA/e,o »  *CODA/a 
Onset prominence:  *ONS/a »  *ONS/e,o »  *ONS/i,u »  ... »  *ONS/p,t,k
1 1   Of course  the  combined  interaction  of syllabification  considerations,  the  requirements  on  what can 
constitute an onset or a coda as shown in (23) and the high-ranked constraint Nuc which demands that 
syllables have nuclei, ensure that the more sonorous segments syllabify as nuclei and not as codas (e.g. 
usually only high vowels can be glides and syllabified in margins, but nothing more sonorous than that). 
In other words, although low vowels are both the best possible nuclei and codas according to (23), we do 
not  predict  that  low  vowels  will  be  syllabified  in  a  coda.  This  is  simply  because  the  coda  and  peak 
hierarchies interact with one another and the requirement to have a nucleus will give priority in picking 
out the low vowel as a nucleus and not as a coda (for a similar argument, cf. Baertsch and Davis 2003).
34This  correctly  generates  the  fact that  optimal  nuclei  and  codas  are  high  in  sonority, 
whereas optimal onsets are low in sonority. Moreover,  observe that preferable moraic 
codas, and - of course - nuclei, are the ones which are high in sonority (Zee 1988,  1995, 
Yip  1992).  One would perhaps expect then that the more  sonorous  a segment is,  the 
more likely it is to be moraic. While this works fine for codas and nuclei, it does not 
account equally  well  for the  newly introduced moraic  onsets.  The problem  is  that in 
onsets,  as  the  empirical  data  suggest,  less  sonorous  segments  (i.e.  the  voiceless 
segments) are moraic, despite being less sonorous than their voiced counterparts.  But 
this point only proves problematic if one makes a direct connection between moraicity 
and sonority. If one instead relates moraicity with sonority indirectly via syllable well- 
formedness, then facts receive a natural explanation.
What I mean by that is that if we allow ‘more well-formed’ to entail ‘more likely 
to be moraic’, then in codas, we correctly expect that sonorous codas are the ones which 
tend to be moraic  like  in  Kwakwala,  since for codas  (and nuclei),  more well-formed 
implies more sonorous. But the reverse holds for onsets, where least sonorous segments 
make better onsets. The expectation in that case is that less sonorous onsets will be more 
likely to be moraic by virtue of their well-formedness.
In  this  view,  moraicity  is  concomitant with  syllable  well-formedness  and  not 
with sonority per se.  Sonority is decisive in terms of syllable well-formedness,  but is 
also  sensitive  to  sub-syllabic  constituenthood.  Depending on  the  syllable constituent, 
sonority  regulates  well-formedness  differently,  i.e.  low-sonority  =  well-formed  in 
onsets;  high  sonority  =  well-formed  in  codas.  Consequently,  high  sonority  segments 
make  the  best  moraic  nuclei  and  codas,  while  low  sonority  segments  make  the  best 
moraic onsets. This can be schematized in the following hierarchy:
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(24)  Moraicity as a function of well-formedness  :
Nucleus moraicity:  *ji/PEAK/p,t,k »   ... »  *ji/PEAK/e,o »  *jx/PEAK/a 
Coda moraicity:  *|i/CODA/p,t,k »  ... »  *|l/CODA/e,o »  *j±/CODA/a 
Onset moraicity:  *ji/ONS/a »  *p/ONS/e,o »   ... »  *p/ONS/p,t,k
Given that our focus here is on margins, the part of the moraic markedness hierarchy we 
are interested in can be informally summarized as follows.
12 Three-predicate constraints have been used in other works too, e.g. de Lacy (2000).
35(25)  Moraic markedness for margins - first approximation
Coda moraicity:  *^i/CODA/non-sonorous »  *|i/CODA/sonorous 
Onset moraicity:  *(i/ONS/sonorous »  *(i/ONS/non-sonorous
As  I  hinted  earlier  however,  there  is  one  particular  dimension  of sonority  which  is 
relevant  for  onset  moraicity  purposes,  namely  voicing.  Manner features  for instance 
seem inert. As a matter of fact, I would like to propose that the only part of the sonority 
scale  relevant  for  onset  moraicity  purposes  is  voicing.  An  appealing  explanation  is 
available for this fact.
More specifically, it is well known that voicing becomes relevant in many tone 
languages,  so  that  voiceless  onsets  usually  raise  the  pitch  of  the  following  vowel, 
whereas voiced ones lower it. In voiceless obstruents, vocal folds are tenser, a fact that 
is linked with pitch raising. The reverse occurs in voiced obstruents where slacker vocal 
folds lead to pitch lowering (on the phonetics of this see Yip 2002: 6-7 and references 
cited  therein).  In  fact,  depression  of Fo after voiced  stops  is  very  likely  universal  as 
Kingston and Solnit (1988b) state.
During the course of history, numerous languages have lost the voicing contrast 
and have re-interpreted it in terms of tones. A common scenario is that such a language 
now only has voiceless onsets and a contrast between L and H tones.  L tones emerge 
where  there  used  to  be  a  preceding  voiced  onset,  whereas  H  tones  where  there  was 
originally too a voiceless onset. In fact, this  ‘evolutionary’  path can be synchronically 
traced among  dialects of the  same  language.  Yip (2002:  35,  citing  Svantesson  1983) 
notes that in the southern dialects of Kammu there is still a voicing contrast in onset 
position for the obstruents, but this no longer exists in the northern dialects. There, a H 
tone  appears  in  positions  that  correspond  to  voiceless  obstruents  and  a  L  tone  in 
positions that correspond to voiced obstruents in the southern dialects. This pattern is 
illustrated below.
(26)  Kammu dialects
South (voicing contrast-no tone)  North (no voicing contrast-tone contrast) 
klaag  klaaij  ‘eagle’
glaaq  klaaq  ‘stone’
Other languages still maintain the voicing contrast, but consistently show  lower pitch 
after a voiced obstruent and higher pitch after a voiceless obstruent. One example of this 
type  is  in  Songjiang,  a Wu dialect of Chinese  (examples  again from Yip 2002:  7).  5
36denotes  the  highest pitch,  1   is  the  lowest  one.  The  first digit marks  the pitch  at the 
beginning of the syllable, the second marks the one at the end of the syllable.
(27)  Songjiang tones
ti 53 ‘low’ di 31 ‘lift’
ti 44 ‘bottom’ di 22 ‘younger brother’
ti 35 ‘emperor’ di 13 ‘field’
So far, we have seen that voicelessness goes hand-in-hand with H tone whereas voicing 
is concomitant with L tone. An additional important point is that in some languages H- 
toned  moras  attract  stress  (de  Lacy  1999,  2002).  One  example  of this  sort is  Golin, 
where stress falls on the rightmost H-toned syllable. In the absence of H-toned syllables 
stress is word final.
(28)  Golin H-tones and stress (de Lacy 1999; stress marked in bold)
LLL kaw.li.gi ‘post’
HLL a.ko.la ‘wild fig tree’
LHL g6.ma.gi ‘type of sweet potato’
LLH b.ni.ba ‘snake’
HHL sf.ba.gi ‘sweet potato type*
HLH 6n.d6.rm ‘fire’
In  the  light  of the  above,  the  idea  proposed  here  then  is  rather  simple;  while  some 
languages make use of the pitch perturbation caused by voicing to convey tone,  some 
others use it to convey stress. The fact that in the latter cases, stress is involved rather 
than tone is supported by the fact that some of these languages also have tone, e.g. Karo 
(29)  and  Piraha  (30)  or  present  groupings  into  structures  that  look  like  feet,  as  in 
Arabela (31).
In Karo there is a phonological contrast between high and low tones. Low tones 
are phonetically realized as mid when stressed. Some minimal pairs are presented [acute 
accent marks H tone; lack of accent indicates phonological L tone (but phonetic mid)].
(29)  Karo contrastive tones (Gabas 1999)
a. 'd ca n H-tone ‘to wash’ vs.
_d„ ca n L-tone ‘to pluck’
b. toy H-tone ‘to disappear’ vs.
toy L-tone ‘to see’
c. pen H-tone ‘to open’ vs.
pen L-tone ‘to step’
37Piraha additionally provides evidence that tone is independent of stress. To show that, 
we  merely  need  to  consider  pairs  of  disyllables  of  the  type  PVBV  and  PVPV 
(P=voiceless,  B=voiced),  where the only thing that changes  is  the  tone.  Stress  is  not 
affected.  In  PVBV,  the  first  syllable  is  stressed  by  virtue  of  the  stress-attracting 
voiceless consonant,  whereas in PVPV, both syllables are of the same type,  therefore 
the  rightmost  one  is  stressed.  The  following  cases  illustrate  (stress  is  denoted  by 
boldface; accents mark tone).
(30)  Piraha: tone independent of stress (K. Everett 1998)
i) PVBV
a. HH: tfgf ‘small parrot’
LL: pigi ‘swift’
b. LH: sabi ‘mean’
HL: ?abi ‘to stay’
ii) PVPV
a. LH: ti?I ‘honey bee’
HL: tfhi ‘tobacco’
Evidently both H and L tones are possible after voiced and voiceless consonants, which 
suggests that tone is not dependent on the preceding consonant’s voicing. Moreover, we 
see  that  stress  stays  constant,  whereas  the  tonal  patterns  may  change,  which  clearly 
suggests that stress and tone are independent from each other.
In  Arabela,  there  is  no  tone,  but clearly there  are  stress  groupings,  given  that 
secondary  and  primary  stresses  are  available13.  Since  these  groupings  are  partly 
determined by onset voicing, this is also a case where the pitch perturbation of voicing 
is interpreted as stress, not as tone. Some data exemplify this.
(31)  Arabela feet (Payne and Rich 1988)
a. (tena)(kari)  ‘afternoon’
b. (sama)(ru)  ‘spirit’
c. (hiiwa)(hani)(ya)  ‘peaceful’
d. (nowa)(Ji)(Jano)  ‘brightened’
The advantage of using (the lack of) voicing as a sign for onset moraicity is two-fold. 
First,  when  languages  use  it to mark stress,  they simply employ an  already available 
phonetic  cue  (by  means  of  pitch  raising/lowering)  which  just  happens  not  to  be
13 It has been suggested that apart from metrical feet, tonal feet also exist in languages such as Hausa, 
Northern  Mande,  Isixhosa  (Leben  2001)  or  Kera (Pearce  2005).  Leben  (2001)  however notes  that the 
characteristic of a metrical foot is that it contains one stress per foot, whereas constituency in tonal feet is 
not as clear. Arabela obviously belongs to the languages with metrical feet.
38associated  with  tone.  This  is  merely  phonologised  in  such  languages  through  the 
presence of moras on onsets.
In  fact,  there  is  recent  phonetic  evidence  which  shows  that  pitch  may  be 
exclusively  used to  convey  stress.  The  study of the prosodic  properties  of (Standard 
Modem)  Greek  TV  news  reports  as  conducted  by  Papazachariou  and  Politis  (2005) 
reveals that certain features distinguish them from everyday narratives. In particular, in 
news  reports,  three  of  the  typical  four  characteristics  of  stress,  namely  intensity, 
duration and vowel quality are disregarded.  It is  solely the fourth cue,  i.e.  pitch,  that 
plays active role in marking stress. Although this study does not examine any possible 
effect  consonantal  quality  may  bear,  it  is  significant to  note  that this  work  makes  a 
direct,  and  -  more  importantly  -  practically  exclusive  correlation  between  stress  and 
pitch.
There is another advantage to the association between onset moraicity and the 
lack of voicing. Being voiceless coincides with being less sonorous. Although sonority 
scales are notoriously varied (see Parker 2002 for a good overview) and there have been 
suggestions that voicing should not even be included in them (cf. Clements 1990), there 
are numerous versions of the sonority hierarchy that include voicing in it. But even so, 
there is no consensus on whether there is further subdivision based on the continuancy 
or not of the consonants. In particular the following possibilities have all appeared in the 
literature (again Parker 2002: 68-69 is a valuable source of relevant references).
(32)  Sonority and obstruent voicing (> : means more sonorous than)
i)  voiced fricatives > voiceless fricatives > voiced stops > voiceless stops
ii)  voiced fricatives > voiced stops > voiceless fricatives > voiceless stops
iii)  voiced fricatives > voiceless fricatives = voiced stops > voiceless stops
While the position of voiced fricatives and voiceless stops at the top and bottom of the
scale respectively  is established,  the  status of voiceless fricatives  and  voiced stops  is 
more contentious. Parker also notes that no adequate empirical evidence is available to 
support  any  of these  scales.  Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber (ITB)  can be  used  to  support 
(32i),  while  Kolokuma  Ijo14  (Williamson  1965)  backs  up  (32ii).  Parker  himself
14 In this language stems are made of maximally three consonants Q , C2 and C3. The quality of Q  affects 
the  quality  of  C2  and  the  same  holds  between  C2  and  C3.  Consonants  belong  to  one  of  these  three 
categories: a) strong, i.e. voiceless obstruents, b) medium, i.e. voiced obstruents and c) sonorants. If Ci is 
strong, C2 can belong to any of the above categories. If C( is medium, then C2 is either medium or weak, 
and finally if C| is weak, then C2 is weak too. Similarly for C2 and C3. Thus we can get something like o- 
kosi ‘old person’ (strong-strong) and kodmu ‘moon’ (strong-medium-weak), but not *o-losi (weak-strong)
39concludes  that instrumental  data suggest that the default situation  in languages is  the 
one  depicted  in  (32ii).  Nonetheless,  there  are  languages  like  ITB,  which  require  the 
reverse relationship, therefore the relation between voiceless fricatives and voiced stops 
is not universally fixed.
The  data  from  Arabela,  Piraha  and  Karo  are  in  full  accord  with  Parker’s 
conclusion, in that the whole voiced obstruent series is more sonorous than the whole 
voiceless  counterpart.  If he  is  indeed  right,  then  these  languages  merely  present  the 
default  situation.  Thus,  in  at  least  these  three  languages  the  voicing  distinctions  are 
conflated from the four of (32ii) into the two below.
(33)  Sonority hierarchy relevant for the languages under current consideration 
voiced > voiceless
As  we  have  mentioned before,  consonants  in the  onset position  (as  far as  stress  and 
weight are concerned) are not sensitive to the manner features. Again there seems to be 
a parallel  with  the  voicing  and  tone  relationship,  since  to  my  knowledge,  manner is 
similarly irrelevant in tone15.
The  current  proposal,  as  we  have  seen  before,  attempts  to  link  moraic 
markedness and syllable well-formedness by making use of sonority. More concretely, 
in the case of moraic  onset  markedness  it is  not the whole  sonority hierarchy that is 
relevant,  but only  the  voicing chunk (33),  as  this  is the one that interacts with pitch 
perturbations. Since more well-formed for an onset entails less sonorous, i.e. voiceless, 
and  since  more  well-formed  implies  more  likely  to  be  a  moraic,  it  follows  that  the 
moraic onset markedness hierarchy is informally translated to the one below.
(34)  Onset moraic markedness hierarchy 
*p/ONS/voiced »  *p/ONS/voiceless
This directly mirrors the fact that voiceless onsets make better moraic onsets than the 
voiced ones by virtue of being more well-formed.
Up to now, I have focused on the status of obstruents and left out the sonorants 
out of the picture. The question then is whether these pattern with voiced segments in
or *dokmu (medium-strong-weak). These facts fall out if the strength hierarchy follows (inverse) sonority 
considerations with voiced consonants being more sonorous than voiceless ones.
15 Yip (2002:  33-34) and Kingston and Solnit (1988b:  14-15) also mention some effects on tone due to 
aspiration, glottalization or breathy voicing, but at any rate these comprise laryngeal properties and not 
manner ones.
40being non-moraic onsets, or with voiceless ones in being moraic? Actually, both options 
seem  to  be  available  as  the  data  suggest.  In  Piraha  and  Arabela,  sonorants  pattern 
alongside the voiced obstruents, as they do not attract stress, but in Karo along with the 
voiceless ones, since they attract stress.
A possible explanation for this distribution goes along these lines. Sonorants are 
spontaneously voiced, so that, as Rice and Avery (1989) put it, sonorants always include 
an SV (Spontaneous Voice) feature, which is part of the defining make-up of sonorants. 
In some instances,  sonorants and voiced obstruents pattern in the same way,  which is 
why in such cases, they must have a feature that groups them together. Unlike Rice and 
Avery  (1989)  who use  [SV]  as  the relevant feature,  I  will  make  the  more  traditional 
assumption  that  the  shared  feature  is  either  the  binary  [±voice]  or  the  monovalent 
[voice],  which  is  obligatory  in  voiced  obstruents,  but  optional  in  sonorants  (It6  and 
Mester 1986, Lombardi 1994).
Use  of the  binary  feature  obviously captures the match  in  behaviour between 
voiced obstruents and sonorants in Piraha and Arabela and can be easily formulated as: 
*|l/ONS/[+voi]  »  *p/ONS/[-voi],  but is problematic when one considers Karo. In this 
language,  sonorants  are  equally  stress-attracting  as  voiceless  obstruents  are,  so  one 
could be tempted to say that sonorants are actually [-voice]. Apart from this being at the 
very least an unappealing and unlikely move, it also makes the prediction that sonorants 
should act as  voiceless obstruents do in other processes,  a fact,  which  in the case of 
Karo cannot be confirmed.
If we assume  instead that the  monovalent  [voice]  is employed,  then again  we 
expect sonorants to pattern with voiced obstruents so long as the latter are specified as 
[voice] too (like in Arabela and Piraha). But in languages like Karo where this is not the 
case, sonorants can be considered to lack the [voice] feature altogether and in that way 
indirectly  be  grouped  alongside  the  voiceless  obstruents,  which  lack  this feature  too. 
However, since there is no feature present, it is not necessarily the case that these two 
natural classes should actively participate in other processes in the same way. I contend 
that  a  monovalent  [voice]  feature  is  better equipped  to  handle  the  cases  considered, 
which is why the onset moraic markedness hierarchy in (34) is now updated as shown 
below.
(35)  Onset Moraic markedness - revised
*p/ONS/[voi] »  *p/ONS
41Before leaving this part of the proposal, there are two more interesting observations we 
can make.  First,  we have argued that sonorants in some onset moraicity cases pattern 
with  the  voiced  obstruents  (Piraha,  Arabela),  whereas  in  others  with  the  voiceless 
obstruents  (Karo).  This  is  identical  to  what  happens  with  respect  to  the  voicing  of 
consonants and tone,  as Yip (2002:  37) notes: “...  the behaviour of voiced sonorants, 
which in some  languages  pattern  with  voiced obstruents  but in  others  with  voiceless 
ones”. In addition, Kingston and Solnit (1988a,  1988b) observe that since sonorants do 
not automatically perturb the Fo of adjacent vowels, there is no phonetic reason “...to 
expect that the fundamental frequency of the following vowel will be either elevated or 
depressed by the sonorant’s laryngeal articulation; instead the speaker may be free to 
choose either elevation or depression of fundamental frequency”.
This dual behaviour of sonorants is thus entirely  anticipated if we are talking 
about the same phenomenon with different manifestations, i.e. ‘voicing effects on pitch’ 
as cues for either tone (established) or stress (proposed). More concrete examples with 
respect to tone can be found in Bradshaw’s (1999) discussion of depressor consonants. 
She  claims  that  the  consonant-tone  interaction  always  involves  tone  and  consonants 
marked with the feature [voice]. Voiced obstruents always have such feature, therefore 
they are systematically depressor consonants. Voiceless obstruents never are (and few 
apparent counterexamples can be re-analysed by some other means), whereas sonorants 
more commonly pattern with the voiceless obstruents and in a few occasions with the 
voiced  obstruents.  While  the  default  situation  for  sonorants  is  to  lack  any  [voice] 
specification, whenever they pattern alongside the voiced obstruents, they are marked as 
[voice].
Bradshaw  lists  numerous  languages  where  voiceless  obstruents  and  sonorants 
pattern together to the exclusion of voiced obstruents16. These include: Suma, Siswati, 
Yaka, Miya, Digo, Bade and others. For instance in Bade a H spreads to a L-toned mora 
if  that  mora  precedes  another  H-toned  mora.  In  effect,  /HLH/  emerges  as  [HH!H]. 
Spreading  occurs  if  the  intervening  consonant  is  a  voiceless  obstruent  (36a)  or  a 
sonorant (36b), but not if it is a voiced obstruent (36c).
(36)  Bade H-spread -- sonorants and voiceless obstruents pattern together
a.  nSn kataw — » nan kaltaw  ‘I  returned’
b.  ndn lawaw — >  n3n lalwaw  ‘I  ran’
c.  n3n gafaw — > nan gafaw  * n$n galfaw  ‘I caught’
16  A  collective  summary  of  the  languages  discussed  and  the  pattern  they  present  can  be  found  in 
Bradshaw (1999: 6).
42Still in (fewer) other languages, the sonorants’ behaviour moves to the other direction. 
In Ngizim or Nupe, sonorants pattern like the voiced obstruents and not their voiceless 
counterparts.  As  an example,  in  Nupe the L tone of a nominal prefix or tense/aspect 
marker spreads onto the root vowel provided the first root consonant is not a voiceless 
obstruent (37c). Sonorants (37b) and voiced obstruents (37a) are transparent for L-tone 
spreading.
(37)  Nupe L-spread -- sonorants and voiced obstruents pattern together
a. /e+du/ — > [edu] ‘taxes’
/gf/ — > [agO ‘will eat’
b. /e+le/ [ele] ‘past’
/la/ — > [ela] ‘is carrying’
c. /e+tu/ — > [etu] ‘parasite’
/ti/-> [etf] ‘is hooting’
Such  data  confirm  the  dual  status  of  sonorants,  which  depending  on  the  [voice] 
specifications,  can  either  pattern  alongside  the  voiced  obstruents,  or  alongside  the 
voiceless ones. This is true for both tone (Bade vs. Nupe) and stress (Karo vs. Arabela 
and Piraha).
Furthermore, one may wonder why only a certain piece of the sonority hierarchy 
is  relevant  for  onset  moraicity,  whereas  for  codas  it  is  another  (bigger)  chunk  that 
roughly  separates  moraic  sonorous  segments  (e.g.  glides,  liquids,  nasals)  from  non- 
moraic non-sonorous ones (i.e. obstruents). Again this is only natural if the  ‘tone-and- 
stress pitch perturbation’ phenomenon is unitary and if voicing is the only feature that 
can  be  singled  out  from  the  sonority  hierarchy  as  responsible  for such  pitch  effects. 
Other features, such as manner ones, are inert.
However, a word of caution is in order. While I would like to make this strong 
connection  between pitch  perturbation  due to  voicing  and  stress,  laryngeal  properties 
other  than  voicing  can  also  be  relevant  for  stress  purposes,  but  in  a  systematically 
different  way  than  the  one  sketched  above.  Thus,  stronger  aspiration  is  observed  in 
stressed  syllables  in  many  languages  including  English,  German,  Farsi  and  Maori 
(Gonz&lez 2003). Glottalization (usually post-glottalization) also occurs before stressed 
syllables in Coast Tshimshian, Gitksan, Saanich and Lilloet (Gonzalez 2003). Notably 
though these patterns only exhibit laryngeal manipulations found in stressed syllables. 
What we would like to see is cases where aspiration or glottalization attract stress in
43analogy to the voicing effect found in Piraha, Arabela and Karo. I have been unable to 
find such examples17, which is why voicing has a special status.
In this section, I have presented one of the main proposals in this thesis, namely 
that pitch perturbation caused by voicing may not only be used for tone (as standardly 
assumed),  but also for stress,  as argued for in Piraha,  Arabela and Karo  (Chapter 2). 
Since we know that voiceless obstruents increase the pitch of the following vowel and 
since H-toned moras in some languages attract stress, it falls out that syllables where 
vowels  are  preceded  by  voiceless  obstruents  may be  able  to  attract  stress  more  than 
syllables with voiced obstruent onsets, which lower the pitch of the following vowel.
In addition, I have shown that sonorants present a dual status. Sometimes, they 
act  like  voiceless  obstruents  in  attracting  stress  (Karo)  and  sometimes  like  voiced 
obstruents  in  being  non-stress-attracting  (Piraha,  Arabela).  To  formally  capture  this 
behaviour,  I  follow  Rice  and Avery  (1989)  in  claiming  that  sonorants are  inherently 
specified as being spontaneously  voiced  [SV]. The feature  [voice]  is  something extra 
and not necessary for sonorants.  If they have it though,  then they behave  like voiced 
obstruents  which  are  obligatorily  [voice].  If they  lack  it,  then  they  can  behave  like 
voiceless obstruents, which also lack a [voice] specification. Whether the feature [voice] 
is  present  for  sonorants,  is  language-specific.  I  claim  that  sonorants  in  Piraha  and 
Arabela are [voice], whereas sonorants in Karo are not.
1.4 .1.2  Generating moraic onsets in coerced weight
We  can  now  move onto a  more  technical  question,  namely on  how  we can  generate 
languages that have moraic onsets due to coerced weight. It has been argued that onsets 
lacking  a  [voice]  specification  are  universally  preferred  to  be  moraic  over those that 
possess such a specification. For this reason, the following fixed hierarchy holds.
(38)  Onset Moraic markedness 
*p/ONS/[voi]»  *(i/ONS
Of course this scale on its own does not tell us anything about cases where onsets are 
indeed moraic,  simply because it bans onset moraicity altogether.  For this reason,  we
17 One possible counterexample, which nonetheless occurs in a coda position (where additional properties 
may be also relevant) is Kwakwala where non-glottalized sonorants act as moraic codas to the exclusion 
of glottalized sonorants and obstruents which are non-moraic (Zee 1988, 1995).
44need another markedness constraint that imposes moraicity of this sort18. It seems that a 
simple extension of the W eight-By-Position constraint yields this effect (Hayes 1989, 
Kager  1999  among  many  others).  Recall  that  Moren  argues  that  coerced  weight  is 
achieved  due  to  the  force  of  a  higher-ranked  constraint  that  requires  moraicity  of 
segments,  such  as  P tB in  or W byP.  Such constraints  are  part of the cover constraint 
M oraic that Moren informally uses to assign moraicity on codas.
Although  WbyP  is  generally  well-accepted,  no  good  justification  for  its 
existence  is  available  (other than  its  practical  convenience).  It  imposes  moraicity  on 
codas and is really an alias for M oraic Coda which has been used in some works such 
as Broselow, Chen and Huffman (1997). In principle however there is no reason why a 
similar constraint could  not apply  for onsets.  In fact it is  merely a stipulation  that it 
applies on codas only. For this reason, it seems that we can actually propose a constraint 
that assigns moraicity to onset segments too.
(39)  M oraic O nset: Onsets are moraic
However, following Moren, I will too use the cover constraint M oraic as the constraint 
which assigns moraicity on segments (unless it is required to be more precise). Now if 
this constraint is interleaved among the constraints in (38)  we generate three possible 
onset weight patterns.
(40)  Patterns of coerced onset weight
a.  *|x/ONS/[voi]»  *jj/O ns »  M oraic
b.  *p/ONS/[voi]»  Moraic »  *p/ONS
c.  M oraic »  *p/ONS/[voi]»  *p/ONS
(40a) is really usual and familiar. It is the case where no moraic onsets of any type are 
allowed.  The  overwhelming  majority  of  languages  make  use  of  this  ranking.  (40b) 
represents instances where only onsets that lack the [voice] feature act as moraic. Onsets
18 The use of markedness rather than faithfulness bears on the issue that faithfulness would need to make 
crucial reference to the moraicity of the input. This would be undesirable for two reasons. First, we would 
need  to  restrict  inputs  in  particular  ways  against  Richness  of  the  Base  (cf.  Prince  and  Smolensky 
1993/2004), but could also potentially predict different outputs for the same input depending on whether 
underlying  moraicity  is  assumed  or  not  (an  illustration  of  this  problem  appears  when  considering 
compensatory lengthening in §5.2). Moreover, here we are talking about coerced weight, i.e. weight that 
appears in the output,  therefore recourse to faithfulness would  not be  able to help us achieve the right 
results. For a similar argument, see Moren (1999/2001).
45marked as [voice] fail to do so. Depending on whether sonorants are specified as [voice] 
or not, through this pattern we not only generate Piraha and Arabela (where sonorants 
are [voice], thus only voiceless obstruents are moraic), but also Karo (where sonorants 
lack [voice], therefore both voiceless obstruents and sonorants are moraic).
The  last  pattern  (40c)  refers  to  languages  where  all  onsets  are  moraic 
independently  of their type.  Bella Coola Word Minimality offers  a potential case for 
such pattern (cf. (14)). As we will see in Chapter 4, my claim is that in this language, 
moraic onsets arise only in [CV] words, so that the bimoraic word minimum is satisfied. 
This can  be equally satisfied though by all types  of onsets,  e.g.  [X’i]  ‘fast’,  [xw J]  ‘to
puli’,  [wj]  ‘to  spill’,  [mu]  ‘fishtrap’  (Nater  1979:  170,  171,  175),  suggesting  that
sonorant onsets too are moraic. Recall however that I have been arguing that sonorants 
may either be specified as  [voice] or lack such a feature altogether, thus to be able to 
argue that Bella Coola offers evidence for (40c), we would need to see what happens 
with voiced obstruents which are consistently [voice]. Had Bella Coola allowed voiced 
obstruents  occurring  in  [CV]  words,  then  we  would be bound  to argue  that they  are 
moraic, in the same way all other onsets are, supporting (40c); on the other hand, if the 
language  had  voiced  obstruents,  but  these  failed  to  occur  in  [CV]  words,  then 
presumably voiced obstruents would be unable to be moraic onsets, thus only segments 
lacking [voice] could be moraic (evidence for (40b)). Unfortunately, since Bella Coola 
lacks word-initial voiced obstruents, both options seem possible19.
1.4 .1.3 Moraic onset geminates
I have argued that there are two types of moraic onsets:  those which are the result of 
coerced  weight  as  in  Piraha or Arabela  and  those  which  are  the  result of distinctive 
weight as in Pattani Malay or Trukese. In this section, I explore the latter case.
Distinctive  weight  distinguishes  between  singleton  and  geminate  consonants. 
Traditionally (after Hayes  1989), geminates have been assumed to be consonants which 
are  underlyingly  specified  with  a mora.  Thus,  the  distinction between  singletons  and 
geminates is one between input non-moraic consonant and input moraic consonant.
19 Alternatively, one could seek evidence whether sonorants are [voice] or not through other processes in 
the language, but I have been unable to do so.
46(41)  Singletons vs. geminates in the input (Hayes 1989)
V
i
c  c
Since then, various works have questioned the validity of the claim that geminates are 
always  moraic  including  most  prominently  Tranel  (1991)  and  more  recently  Muller 
(2001).  Others  however  show  that  instances  supporting  the  absence  of moraicity  in 
geminates  may be  refuted or at the  very least be  weakened,  once  data are  examined 
more closely,  concluding that geminates  are consistently moraic  (Curtis 2003).  I  will 
concur with the latter approach and argue that there also exist geminates which occur in 
the onset position and whose primary characteristic is to be moraic, i.e. they are moraic 
onsets. I will also address cases like Tukang Besi or Berawan which have been argued 
to  possess  onset  geminates  (Chapter  7),  and  show  that  these  seem  to  require 
syllabification in the onset position, but provide no evidence for onset moraicity, thus 
they are better represented as  ‘doubled consonants’  (see below,  Ham 2001  and  §6.5). 
My attention will thus be focused on languages where geminate moraicity is supported 
and where geminates need to be syllabified wholly in the onset.
With  this  disclaimer  in  mind,  it  is  worth  considering  why  and  how  onset 
geminates can be possible. First of all, recall that the standard representation of word- 
medial geminates is the familiar flopped structure where the first part of the geminate 
syllabifies in a coda (and carries a mora), and the second part directly associates to the 
onset of the following  syllable. This structure achieves two goals:  i) it represents the 
increased length of geminates compared to singletons and ii) it allows the coda, rather 
than the onset, to host a mora.
(42)  Flopped structure of geminates word-medially
a  a
C:
A  major  problem  that  such  a  configuration  faces  is  the  representation  of  initial 
geminates. In particular, no coda is available that can simultaneously host the mora and 
the  first  part  of  the  geminate,  effectively  making  the  representation  of  an  initial 
geminate  practically  impossible  without  any  further  modifications.  Curtis  (2003) 
addresses this issue and presents a number of possible solutions.
47(43)  Possible moraic representations of initial geminates
a.  a  b.  PrWd  c. c.  a
p:  o p:  o
p:  o
Curtis  uses  Trukese  as  her  example  of  such  representations.  In  Trukese,  there  is  a
indeed contribute a mora.  (43a) is the structure of initial geminates proposed in Davis 
(1999), which is correctly abandoned. The reason is that WdMin can only be satisfied if 
the mora is linked to a higher structure in order that it is counted. Here it is unaffiliated, 
thus this representation loses the insight that the mora counts for minimality purposes. 
(43b) is the structure Curtis chooses, but this poses different problems. Apart from the 
double  association  this  geminate  bears,  it  otherwise  looks  very  much  like  an 
unsyllabified consonant like the ones surfacing in Bella Coola (Bagemihl  1991),  Piro 
(Lin  1997) or Arabic (Kiparsky 2002). Although these are not dominated by a syllable, 
they  can  still  be  licensed by  a  mora linked to the foot or to the PrWd.  This  is  what 
happens in (43b) too,  but obviously the status of geminates seems to be different. No 
evidence for absence of syllabification is available, therefore this representation has to 
be discarded too. Curtis finally entertains the possibility of the structure in (43c) - i.e. an 
onset geminate - but does not investigate it further.
This,  I  claim,  is  actually  the  right  representation  of initial  moraic  geminates. 
Moreover, I propose that this representation is not only possible word-initially, but also 
word-medially as languages like Marshallese seem to suggest (§6.4.2).
But how  about  the  flopped  structure characteristic  of geminates? This can  no 
longer be maintained. To answer this problem, I follow Ham (2001),  who insightfully 
observes that:  “...moraic theory itself does not necessitate the  ‘flopped’  representation 
of  medial  geminates;  this  is  required  instead  by  the  dispreference  for  onsetless 
syllables” (2001:  13). In other words, double linking of the geminate is not required by 
moraic  theory.  All  is required is  that the geminate bears a mora.  The fact that it also 
appears in the onset position is the result of preferring more well-formed syllables, i.e. 
those beginning with an onset (compare onsetless (44a) with onsetful (44b)).
bimoraic word minimum. The fact that C:V words are accepted indicates that geminates
48(44)  Geminates word-medially
a. Avoidance of onsetless as  b. Preferred structure
*  a   a   a  a
K   I
n  n  n
V  C:  V  V C :
This of course has certain repercussions for geminates in other positions. Single linking 
and  absence  of  flopped  structure  is  the  default  configuration  for  initial  and  final 
geminates as shown below.
(45)  a. Word-initially (proposed here)  b. Word-finally (Ham 2001)
a   a
/ I   K
JA   M -  H  H
I I   I I
wd[C:  V  V  C:]wd
But of course this representation of final geminates is now no longer different from the 
one  imposed for  singleton  moraic  consonants.  To distinguish  between  the  two,  Ham 
makes the strong prediction that there is no language that has both final geminates and 
CVC  singletons which count as heavy20.  Ham claims that this  is universally true,  but 
extensive  testing  is  required.  His  examples  include  Bernese,  Levantine  Arabic  and 
Hungarian, which treat final CVC singletons as extrametrical. One can thus claim that 
MORAIC with respect to codas does not apply word-finally. Despite that, final geminates 
are heavy. This can be explained because their weight is underlying, so even if M oraic 
fails to apply word-finally, these consonants are already moraic.
Given the proposals of the current work, an extension to Ham’s idea is natural. 
More specifically,  since moraic onsets are explicitly acknowledged,  it is possible that 
the structure assumed in (45a) can also occur word-medially. The two possibilities, the 
flopped structure and the moraic onset geminate, are shown in (46).
(46)  [VC:V] sequence word-medially
a.  Avoidance of moraic onsets  b. Avoidance of syllables with codas 
a  a   a   a
l\  A  1/1 n   (i/H  n   ^   n
I I I
V  C:  V
20 However in this language, non-final singleton CVCs can be heavy.
49Languages may choose between (46a) and (46b).  Importantly,  the former renders the 
first syllable heavy,  while the latter has the same effect for the second syllable.  (46a) 
does better in having no moraic onsets at all, which entails that the constraints banning 
all  types of moraic onsets -  let us call this generically  *Moraic Onset -  are highly- 
ranked.  (46b)  is  better  in  avoiding  extra  codas.  Assuming  a  language  has  *Moraic 
Onset low-ranked and provided N oCoda »  * M oraic Onset, the latter constraint will 
prefer a structure where codas are minimised by virtue of tautosyllabic assignment in 
onsets  (as  in (46b)).  This ranking of N oCoda  -  if sufficiently low-ranked -  does not 
entail  that  codas  will  be  banned  altogether,  but  that  they  will  be  avoided  wherever 
possible. However, since most languages rank *Moraic Onset highly, it makes sense 
that the majority of languages  syllabify geminates heterosyllabically (46a) rather than 
tautosyllabically (46b). The latter is merely rarer, but by no means impossible.
Empirical  evidence  for  (46b)  appears  in  Marshallese  (§6.4.2),  where  default 
stress is leftmost in a trisyllabic  window at the right edge, e.g.  ekajet  ‘to judge’  (this 
also shows that singleton codas are not moraic), unless the word includes a geminate in 
which case stress docks on the syllable that follows it, e.g. jibburj ‘morning’. I will argue 
that this is only possible if the geminate is moraic and wholly syllabified in the onset.
Ham also considers geminates which seem to lack moras and claims that while 
all geminates are moraic, not all long consonants are geminates. In his opinion, what are 
dubbed ‘weightless’ geminates are simply doubled consonants with two root nodes. To 
this  point,  he  adopts  Hayes’  representation  of  fake  geminates  which  arise  under 
morphological  concatenation.  These  involve  a  complex  onset  made  of two  identical 
consonantal root nodes (see also Selkirk 1990).
(47)  Representation of  fake geminates and (possibly) of long non-moraic onset Cs
One  then  expects  that  geminates  and  doubled  consonants  may  co-occur in  the  same 
language, which is what Ham argues for the case of Bernese. In all likelihood, this may 
be the correct representation for alleged geminates in the languages to be examined later 
on,  such  as  Berawan  (Garcfa-Bellido  and  Clayre  1997;  §7.3.1).  This  is  particularly
o
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50plausible  if one  does  not  necessarily  correlate  the  presence  of fake  geminates  with 
morphological  pressures,  but  instead  sees  them  as  the  accidental  phonological 
combination of alike consonants.
1.5  Organisation of the thesis
This  introductory  chapter  has  set  the  scene  of  what  will  follow.  Contrary  to  most 
theories  of  weight,  I  have  argued  that  onset  weight  by  means  of  moraic  onsets  is 
possible. Acknowledging this fact allows us to explain numerous data and phenomena 
which up to now remained obscure. Onset weight however is not unrestricted. It either 
takes the form of coerced onset weight or distinctive onset weight (Moren 1999/2001).
I start by considering the first,  i.e.  where onsets appear as moraic only on the 
surface. In Chapter 2 ,1 use data from stress in Piraha, Arabela and Karo to show that in 
coerced weight, only a particular subset of segments can carry moraicity, depending on 
the  presence  or absence  of the  feature  [voice],  whose  pivotal  role  in  relationship  to 
pitch,  tone and  stress I  have discussed  in  §7.4.1.1.  Chapter 2  thus mainly deals with 
languages where the ‘quality of the onset’ influences stress assignment. There is another 
aspect to onset-sensitive stress, namely the effects relating to the ‘presence of the onset’. 
These are discussed in Chapter 3  by making reference to a handful of Australian and 
Native American languages, as well as Dutch. Crucially, I argue that moraic onsets are 
only relevant in the ‘quality of the onset’, but not in the ‘presence of the onset’ effects.
Despite the numerous deficits that prominence approaches are confronted with 
(§7.3),  I  do  acknowledge  that  these  can  nevertheless  account  for  the  stress  data 
presented in Chapters 2 and 3, since prominence is particularly well-suited to deal with 
this phenomenon.  What it finds impossible to explain however,  are other phenomena, 
where  it  is  beyond  doubt  that  utilising  weight  is  in  order.  Thus,  finding  data  where 
onsets  are  computed  in  weight  calculations  provide  a  very  strong  argument  for  the 
existence of moraic onsets. Indeed such cases exist as I argue in Chapters 4-6.
In Chapter 4 ,1 investigate Word Minimality in Bella Coola and show that [CV] 
words behave like other minimal words in the language which happen to be bimoraic. 
The  natural  conclusion  then  is  that  these  are  bimoraic  too.  Chapter  5  looks  at 
compensatory lengthening in Samothraki Greek, where the deletion of an onset results 
in lengthening of the following vowel.
Chapter  6  has  a  dual  purpose;  on  the  one  hand  it  continues  and  extends  the 
argument in favour of moraic onsets, but also introduces the notion of distinctive onset 
weight, i.e. lexically-specified weight, in the guise of (initial) geminates.  Here, I argue
51that:  i) if the right representation of a geminate is to be underlyingly moraic, and ii) if 
moraic  theory does not necessitate the flopped structure of geminates,  then given the 
existence of onset weight, we are bound to find geminates which are best represented as 
moraic onsets. I claim that this is exactly right and straightforwardly accounts for the 
long-standing  problem  of  initial  geminates,  as  in  Pattani  Malay  and  Trukese. 
Importantly, this representation can also be extended word-medially, as in Marshallese.
Chapter 7 again has two aims.  First,  it lists a fair number of languages which 
could  be  taken  to  support  onset  moraicity  through  a  number  of  processes  and 
phenomena, e.g. reduplication, gemination, metrics, etc., but the data are not yet robust 
enough  to  do  so  conclusively.  Its  second  aim  is  equally  important;  it  investigates 
languages  which  in  previous  accounts  have  implicitly  or  explicitly  been  argued  to 
support onset moraicity, but where I argue that this is false. This chapter then can serve 
as a starting point on what kind of patterns we can expect and what we should be aware 
of in our search for onset weight languages.
Finally, in Chapter 8, I provide a summary of the most important points of the 
thesis and then venture out on a more exploratory track.  In particular, I report on the 
results  of  a  tentative  experiment  I  conducted  to  test  the  hypothesis  that  the  pitch 
perturbation caused by (the lack of) voicing can affect stress. I then point out directions 
for  future  research  including  the  relationship  between  CCV  and  CV  syllables  when 
onset weight is relevant, the possibility of tone linked to moraic onsets and the necessity 
for further language documentation or their re-examination in the light of the proposed 
modified syllable and weight model that allows both:
(48)  a. Non-moraic onsets b. Moraic onsetsChapter 2
Onset Moraicity and Stress
2.1  Introduction
I begin the exploration of weightful onsets by examining onset-sensitive stress. Recall 
from the previous chapter that we have claimed that onset-sensitive stress depends on 
two independent dimensions: a) the presence of the onset, b) the quality of the onset.
(1)  Presence and quality of onset interaction in stress
Quality of onset
YES NO
Presence of 
an onset
YES Piraha (Arabela)1  
(O)
Aranda, Banawa, Dutch 
(©)
NO Karo (Arabela) 
(©)
Standard Greek, Russian, etc. 
(©)
Effects on stress due to onset presence (patterns © and O) are found in some Australian 
(Aranda,  Alyawarra) and American Indian languages (e.g.  Banawd, Iowa-Oto),  where 
the first onsetful syllable receives stress. Unlike these languages, where such effect only 
appears at the edge, in Piraha the presence of an onset attracts stress in other positions 
too, so that (C)VV > VV.  However, I agree with Goedemans (1998) in claiming that 
this phenomenon is a matter of alignment of a stressed syllable with an onsetful  one, 
and not one of onset weight. While I will return to this issue in detail in Chapter 3,1 will 
now  focus  on  what  I  consider as  genuine  effects  of onset  sensitivity  with  respect  to 
weight (patterns © and O).
These I claim are evident in at least three languages: Piraha, Arabela and Karo. 
In those languages, onset consonants that lack a voice feature attract stress more than 
those which have a [voice] feature. I start the discussion with data from Piraha.
1  Arabela most likely lacks onsetless syllables, therefore it cannot serve as a testing ground with respect to 
the presence of the onset issue. This is why I position it in both cells.
53(2)  Piraha examples (in Piraha I mark stressed syllables in bold; acute accent = H 
tone, no accent = L tone; E&E=Everett&Everett 1984, E=Everett 1988)
While default  stress  in Piraha is  rightmost,  e.g.  ko?opa,  it can  move  away  from that 
position if the word consists of equally heavy syllables which only differ with respect to 
the voicing of their onsets. A syllable with a voiceless onset attracts stress, which is why 
we get ?abagi and not *?abagi.
In Arabela (Payne  and Rich  1988),  stress is generally rhythmic  (3a),  with the 
exception of cases like those in (3b). There, rhythmic stress, as depicted in the second 
column is unacceptable. Instead, primary stress moves from the ultima to the penult, but 
only when the penult contains a voiceless consonant and the ultima a voiced one. This 
evinces the priority of voiceless onsets over voiced ones on stress.
(3)  Arabela stress
a.  tenakari  ‘afternoon’
There is a reason why I choose to make reference to the contrast above (cf. §7.4.1.1) as 
one  between  [voice]  consonants  and  those  that  lack  this  feature.  This  is  because 
sonorants vary from language to language as to whether they pattern alongside voiced 
or  voiceless  obstruents.  In  the  languages  where  sonorants  pattern  with  voiced 
obstruents, we assume that sonorants are [voice] too, but in the cases where they do not, 
they  lack  this  feature  altogether.  Of  course  sonorants  always  have  the  [SV] 
(spontaneous  voice;  cf.  §7.4.1.1)  feature  that  distinguishes  them  from  obstruents  as 
claimed  by  Rice  and Avery  (1989).  In Arabela,  it is  clear that sonorants behave  like 
voiced  consonants2.  In  Piraha,  no  published  data  confirm  this  either  way.  However, 
Everett (p.c.  18/03/04, 03/06/04 and 20/10/05) provides a clear answer to this question. 
He notes that there are no input sonorants in Piraha, but they may arise as allophones of 
the voiced stops. The phonemic inventory of Piraha consists of /p/, /t/, /?/, /s/, /h/, /b/,
2  Rich  (1963)  reports  that  Arabela  also  has  voiced  stops  and  voiced  fricatives  as  allophones  of  the 
voiceless stops. Unfortunately no data of the type in (3b) involve voiced obstruents, but I would anticipate 
that they behave like the sonorants.
ko.?o.pa  “stomach”
ti.po.gi  “species of bird”
?a.ba.gi  “toucan”
[E: 239] 
[E&E: 710] 
[E&E: 710]
samaru
b.  nowajl/ano 
sapohosano
♦nowajijano
♦sapohosano
‘spirit’
‘brightened’
‘deceived’
54/g/, /if, /a/ and /of. Input /b/ has three surface realizations:  [b], [m] and the bilabial trill 
[ b ], where the last two are sonorants. Input /g/ emerges as [g], sonorant [n] or as the sui 
generis  voiced  apico-laminal  alveolar-labial  double  flap  [r?]  only  reported  in  Piraha. 
Piraha is nowadays the sole survivor of the Mura language family. While [n] seems an 
unlikely allophone for /g/, this seems more reasonable in the light of the fact that Proto- 
Mura *d shifted to /r/ in Mura and /g/ in Piraha (Everett p.c.  18/03/04).
Some rules that regulate the distribution of the allophones of the voiced stops are 
given below:
(4)  b — ¥ mf pause__
(5)  b varies freely with b /  i or a__o
(6)  g varies freely with [r?]/ o__i
According to E&E (1984: 708, 710), the following words are stressed as shown:
(7)  a.  ?fbogi  ‘milk’
b.  biisai  ‘red’
Each of these fulfils the environment where at least one of the rules above may apply.
(8)  a.  (5)/(6) apply  ?iBOgi / ?ibo7?i / ?iBorri
b.  (4) applies  mifsai
The  crucial  observation  is  that  in  each  of these  cases,  where  a  sonorant  is  involved, 
stress is identical to the one where voiced stops appear instead. Therefore, we can safely 
assume that sonorants are specified as [voice] in Piraha.
Still,  in  other  cases,  sonorants  do  not  behave  like  voiced  obstruents.  In 
particular,  Karo  stress  is  word-final  when  the  final  onset  is  a  voiceless  obstruent  or 
sonorant (9a), but when the final syllable contains a voiced obstruent onset, then stress 
is attracted to the penult provided it contains an onset which is either voiceless (9b) or 
sonorant (9c) (if the penult has a voiced onset too, stress stays put on the ultima).
(9)  Karo onsets and stress (Gabas 1999: 39-41; stress in bold)
a.  nahek"1   ‘fontanel’
kiriwep"'  ‘butterfly’
b.  cigi  ‘spot’
pibe?  ‘foot’
c.  yogo  ‘eel’
maga  ‘mouse’
55We  would  thus  say  that  in  Piraha  and  Arabela,  sonorants  are  specified  as  [voice], 
whereas  in  Karo  they  are  not.  The  fact  that  [voice]  is  not  a  necessary  feature  for 
sonorants  allows  them  to  manifest  the  dual  nature  they  present.  Similar  effects 
originating in voicing have also been traced in tone, which led us to the proposal in the 
previous chapter that pitch perturbation due to voicing can be either construed as tone or 
as  stress.  For the  stress  facts  under consideration,  in  §/.4.1.1  I  have  argued  that the 
appropriate  explanation  lies  in  making  use  of moras  for  onsets.  The  current chapter 
offers detailed analyses of the three languages discussed above.
2.2  Piraha
2.2.1  Data and generalisations
Piraha is  spoken  by about 200 Indians  in  northwestern Brazil.  Before  moving to the 
extremely  complicated  weight  scale  for  which  Piraha  is  notorious,  it  is  worthwhile 
mentioning some background on the language. The Piraha syllable structure is (C)V(V), 
which means that codas are not permitted. Single monovocalic syllables, i.e. V, are not 
admitted either. As mentioned previously, the language also has tone, but this does not 
interfere with stress (K. Everett 1998). All vowels are specified for tone  ( ' = H tone, no 
accent = low tone). For convenience, the relevant data which show the independency of 
tone and stress are repeated here.
(10)  Piraha: tone independent of stress [P=voiceless onset, B=voiced onset]
i) PVBV
a. HH: tfgf ‘small parrot’
LL: pigi ‘swift’
b. LH: sabi ‘mean’
HL. ?abi ‘to stay’
ii) PVPV
a. LH: ti?i ‘honey bee’
HL: tflii ‘tobacco’
We can now examine the language’s weight hierarchy in detail and its relation to stress 
(Everett&Everett 1984, Everett 1988).
(11)  Piraha weight scale
PVV > BVV > VV > PV > BY
56The  following  data  illustrate  this  scale.  The  stress  algorithm  is  basically  ‘stress  the 
rightmost heaviest syllable within the trisyllabic window at the right edge of the word’. 
Piraha, like other languages in the world, e.g. Greek, Italian, Spanish, only treats one of 
the last three syllables as possible stress bearers. (12e) in particular illustrates that when 
syllables are of the same weight, then the rightmost one receives stress. For example, in 
tipogi, both the antepenult and the penult can carry stress by virtue of being the heaviest 
in the word. Yet, only po does so, since it is the rightmost of the two.
(12)  Piraha examples (E&E=Everett&Everett 1984, E=Everett 1988)
a.  PVV > BVV
kao.ba.bai  “almost fell”  [E: 239]
pa.hai.bil  “proper name”  [E&E: 708]
pii.bi.gai  “deep water”  [Everett p.c.]
b.  BVV > VV
bii.oa.ii  “tired [literally: being without  blood]”  [Everett p.c.]
poo.gaf.hi.af  “banana”  [E&E:  709]
c.  VV > PV
pia.hao.gi.so.ai.pi  “cooking banana”  [E&E: 710]
d.  PV > BV
?a.ba.gi  “toucan”  [E&E:  710]
ti.po.gi  “species of bird”  [E&E:  710]
e.  rightmost heaviest stress
?a.ba.pa  “Amapa” (city name)  *?a.ba.pa  [E&E:  710]
ho.&o.u  “shotgun”  *ho.ao.fi  [E&E:  710]
ti.po.gi  “species of bird”  *ti.po.gi  [E&E:  710]
pao.hoa.hai  “anaconda”  *pao.hoa.hai/*pad.hoa.hai  [E&E:  707]
Observation of these data leads to the conclusion that weight depends on three different 
parameters, laid out below.
(13)  Piraha weight depends on
i) VV vs. V  ii) CV vs. V  iii) PV vs. BV
The first parameter recognises the heaviness of long vowels over short ones.  This is a 
very familiar and recurrent pattern cross-linguistically. The second factor refers to the 
ability of an onsetful syllable to attract stress more than an onsetless one. Such an effect 
is not too uncommon (cf. numerous Australian and a few American Indian languages),
57and can be attributed to the preference of aligning stressed syllables with onsetful ones 
(Chapter 3). Thus my focus for the ensuing analysis is going to be on the third factor, 
namely sensitivity to onset quality.
2.2.2  Analysis
The  property  that  renders  Piraha  unusual  is  the  fact  that  voiceless  obstruent  onsets 
attract  stress  more  than  those  with  sonorant  or  voiced  stop  ones.  The  functional 
explanation of this distribution relates voicing with stress in analogy to the effects that 
voicing  has  on  pitch  in  tone  languages.  Formally,  the distinction  is  attributed to  the 
universally fixed hierarchy:
(14)  Onset moraic markedness 
*|i /O ns/[voice]»  *p/ONS
The ranking above expresses the fact that [voice] moraic onsets are less preferable than 
those which lack such a feature. Of course such a ranking makes some sense if there is 
another constraint  that  enforces  moraicity  on  onsets.  As  we  have  seen,  in  line  with 
Moren (1999/2001),  such a constraint can be named M o ra ic and includes constraints 
that require moraicity on certain occasions, such as W dM in,  W by p and others. In the 
same way that codas may acquire moraicity in the output due to W byP,  I claim that a 
similar effect  arises  with  onsets.  A  more  uniform  representation  of these  constraints 
would make  use of M o ra ic  O n set  to assign  moraicity to onsets  and  M oraic  C oda 
bringing the same effect on codas. To account then for the distribution of moraic onsets 
in Piraha, we only need the ranking below [I use the more generic constraint M oraic 
for convenience].
(15)  Piraha moraic onsets
*p/ONS/[voice] »  M o ra ic »  *jj/O ns
To illustrate, let us see how moraicity would be assigned to a word like /tipogi/. Note 
that  I  assign  moras  onto  input  vowels  following  Hayes  (1989)  who  considers  short
•  •  3 vowels as  underlyingly  monomoraic,  whereas long  vowels  as underlyingly bimoraic .
3  This is a common assumption in most analyses. Even Rosenthall (1994) who argues that vowels acquire 
moras  through  the  constraint  V-mora,  claims  that  long  vowels  are  lexically  specified  in  terms  of two
58While the inclusion of moras on vowels here makes the tableaux look more complex, it 
is a necessary complication given that the language not only distinguishes between short 
and  long  vowels,  but  this  distinction  also  proves  important  in  the  understanding  of 
weight and stress assignment. Observe that superscripted moras after an onset indicate 
that it is a moraic onset.
(16)  *p/ONS/[ voice]»  M oraic »  *ji/Ons for /tipogi/
ti^po^gi^ *|±/ONS/[voice] Moraic *M/Ons
* *  a. t^ .p V .g i* 1 * ♦ H e
b. t^.po^.gi** **» ♦
c. t ^ . p V . g ^ *!
The last candidate leaves the competition early on, since by having moras on all onsets, 
it  violates  *p/ONS/[ voice]  due  to g^iM .  The  second  candidate  avoids  this  problem  by 
having the onset of gi moraless, but also fails to assign a mora to one of the voiceless 
onsets. As a result, it violates M oraic more severely than (a) which manages to assign 
moras on all voiceless obstruent onsets.
The  proposal  that  voiceless  onsets  are  heavier than  voiced  ones  also receives 
some external empirical support. First, there is a tendency of voiceless obstruents to be 
longer  than  voiced  ones  (Ohala  1983,  1997,  Maddieson  1997).  This  property  is 
phonologized  in  Swiss  German  (Ham  2001  for  Bernese  in  particular,  Kraehenmann
2001)  and appears as an  underlying phonemic contrast.  More generally,  it is the case 
that in languages that allow only one type of geminates, these are commonly voiceless 
rather than voiced, e.g. Lak, Nez Perce, Ocaina, Ojibwa, Totonac, Yakut and Japanese 
(Moren 1999/2001).
Consonant gradation  in  Finnish  and related  languages  can  be  understood along 
those  lines  too  (Anttila  1994,  Gordon  1998).  In  Finnish,  double  stops  degeminate  and 
simple stops weaken before a branching rime, so that we get alternations of the type tt > 
t and t > d,  e.g.  takka > takan  ‘fireplace-GEN’, but takkana / *takana  ‘fireplace-ESS’  as 
there  is  no  branching  rime  there,  and  similarly  suti  >  sudin  ‘brush-GEN’,  but sutina / 
*sudina  ‘brush-ESS’.  Also  in  Yolngu  Djapu,  Morphy (1983) mentions  that the contrast 
between  voiceless  and  voiced  stops  has  also been  described  as  one  between  geminate 
and simple stops respectively, so Ibl actually corresponds to p and /p/ to pp. In the Kuna 
“talking backwards” language game (Sherzer 1970), the first syllable of the word moves
moras and are not subject to V-mora. I take a more simplified approach in assuming that both short and 
long vowels are specified as such in the input by means of moras.
59to  the  end.  The  inversion  is  straightforward  when  the  consonants  involved  include 
voiced stops e.g. dage — +  geda, obsa — ►  saob, but when voiceless stops are encountered, 
then the inversion takes a different shape. Thus for the regular form sapan we do not get 
*pansa  as anticipated,  but instead bansab and  similarly sate  —* ■  desad and not  *tesa. 
This is very similar to Djapu above. If voiced stops actually act as singletons, whereas 
the voiceless ones as geminates, then this is exactly the pattern we would expect to find.
All these facts make it plausible that voiceless obstruents can be phonologically 
heavier as onsets than their voiced counterparts, because they are phonetically longer 
too4.  Onset  moraicity  of course  has  repercussions  on  the  moraic  make-up  of Piraha 
syllables, which is illustrated in (17).
(17)  How many moras per syllable ?
Total number of moras Onset Mora composition
PVV = 3 p YES (2ji-nucleic, lji-onset)
BVV = 2p YES (2p-nucleic)
VV  = 2p NO (2p-nucleic)
PV  = 2p YES (lp-nucleic, lp-onset)
BV  = YES (lp-nucleic)
Two things seem clear at a first glance. PVV is unambiguously heavier than all other 
syllables, in the same way that BV is the lightest. The former is trimoraic, whereas the 
latter is only monomoraic. A potential problem now is that the remaining syllable types, 
BVV,  VV  and  PV  are  all  considered  bimoraic.  Thus  they  should  behave  as  equally 
heavy, and yet a well-defined hierarchy exists among them, i.e. BVV > VV > PV. To 
see why this should be the case, we need to take into account that BVV differs from VV 
in having an onset that the latter lacks.  Such preference of stressing onsetful syllables 
can be captured by an alignment constraint that matches stress with onsetful syllables.
(18)  ALlGNdO: Align-L (d, C)  [cf. Goedemans’ (1998) AlignFtO and Chapter 3]
This leaves us with the VV > PV part of the scale. PV not only has an onset, which is 
missing from VV, but it also happens to be a voiceless one, hence moraic. Nonetheless, 
it acts as lighter than VV. Observe however that VV has two moras too, but both come 
from  the  nucleus,  unlike  PV  where  one  is  linked to the  nucleus  and the other to the 
onset. In other words, this pattern indicates that nucleic weight takes priority over the
4 As far as Pirah5 goes, experimental work by K. Everett (1998) shows that onset consonants in stressed 
syllables  are  longer  than  those  in  stressless  syllables,  but  no  discussion  is  made  about  the  voicing 
properties involved, and whether these have any effect.
60overall  weight.  Translating this  in  terms of constraints,  we need the constraint which 
requires that heavy syllables receive stress (i.e. the Weight-to-Stress Principle / WSP cf. 
(19)) to appear in a special version where heavy syllables due to nucleic moras receive 
stress. Such a constraint can be called WSP(N) where N stands for nucleus (20).
(19)  WSP:  Heavy  syllables  are  stressed  (N.B:  gradientlv  assessed,  i.e.  a  stressless 
bimoraic syllable incurs one violation, a stressless trimoraic syllable incurs two 
violations)
(20)  WSP(NUCLEUS): Heavy syllables due to nucleic moras are stressed
Similar constraints have been proposed  in Hammond (1999)  with  respect to English, 
where it is claimed that under certain circumstances CVV behaves as heavier than CVC. 
In  fact,  in  the common  case  where codas  count for weight purposes,  although  many 
languages  treat  CVV  and  CVC  as  equally  heavy,  e.g.  Brahui,  Latin,  Votic  (Gordon 
1999), there are numerous others which observe a CVV > CVC weight hierarchy, e.g. 
Kashmiri (Moren 1999/2001, 2000), Klamath and Chickasaw (Gordon 2002).
It is the combination of onset moraicity (15), the alignment of a stressed syllable 
with an onsetful one (18) and the WSP facts (19-20) that produce the complex system of 
Piraha. One final ingredient is missing; the fact that among equally heavy/light syllables 
(12e), the rightmost one receives stress. Another alignment constraint accounts for that5.
(21)  A lign-Head-Right:  Align  the  head  syllable  of a  prosodic  word  to  the  right 
edge of the prosodic word  [McCarthy and Prince (1993)]
Putting all this together, the following ranking obtains.
(22)  Proposed ranking for Piraha: WSP(N), WSP »  ALIGNdO »  Align-Hd-R 
Several ranking arguments lead us to this conclusion. These are shown presently.
5  We also need an extra constraint that gives us the trisyllabic window at the right edge. Although this 
issue is interesting on its own merit (cf. Green  1995 on Piraha), for current purposes, I will set this aside 
and assume the  *Extended Lapse Right constraint which bans sequences of more than two consecutive 
stressless  syllables  at  the  right  edge  of  the  word  [Elenbaas  and  Kager  (1999),  Gordon  (2005)].  To 
simplify, in the tableaux that follow, *Extended Lapse Right is assumed but not included.
61(23)  WSP »  Align-Hd-R
PVV.BVV: toi.bai  “woman’s name” [Everett p.c.]
toM i V i “ WSP A lign-Hd-R
~   a.  tW .b a ^ * *
b.  tW .b a ^
In a nutshell, misalignment of stress is compelled due to better satisfaction of the WSP 
by  the  first  candidate  compared  to  the  perflectly  aligned  second  one.  This  tableau 
however merits  more extensive discussion.  The careful reader may have noticed  that 
violations of WSP are gradiently assessed so that (23a) incurs one violation and (23b) 
two.  However, this is not what one would normally expect if WSP were computed in 
the standard way, i.e. heavy syllables must be stressed. In this interpretation, WSP only 
cares that heavy syllables receive stress, thus each of (23a) and (23b) should have just 
one violation of WSP leading to a tie. A lign-Hd-R would thus determine the outcome, 
by wrongly selecting (23b) as the winner, since it presents perfect alignment. But this is 
not the only possible way to understand WSP. Note that the syllable [.tfW .] has three 
moras,  whereas  [.ba^.]  only two.  Given that the former is heavier than the latter,  it 
intuitively  makes  sense  that  when comparing heavy  syllables,  WSP is  more  severely 
violated, if the heavier one [t*W .] remains unstressed.
There  are  at  least  two  ways  to  tackle  this  issue.  The  first  is  to  make  use  of 
PkProm  instead.  This  constraint,  proposed  in  Prince  and  Smolensky  (1993:  39,  41), 
indicates that:
(24)  PkProm: ppp > pp > p
PkProm directly looks into the moraic composition of syllables and picks out the most 
prominent for stress.  If we  had  used  it in  (23)  instead  of WSP,  then  (23a)  would  be 
correctly chosen as the winner, since its stressed syllable is trimoraic and therefore has 
priority for stress over the second syllable.  So the question is now whether we should 
prefer PkProm instead of WSP. One thing to consider is that even if PkProm replaces 
WSP,  it  cannot  subsume  the  effects  of  WSP(N)  which  we  need  to  include  in  our 
analysis  as  I  will  show  in  (25)  below.  Since WSP(N)  is  used,  we  expect WSP to be 
present in the ranking too, therefore it would be preferable to try to solve the problem 
by making use of this constraint.
62This is possible if we assume that WSP is gradiently evaluated depending on the 
moraic make-up of syllables (but see McCarthy 2003b who argues against gradience). 
In some sense then WSP subsumes PkProm since it can now favour stressing a super­
heavy syllable over a heavy one. This is why (23a) only receives one violation of WSP, 
whereas (23b) receives two;  the former leaves a heavy  syllable  unstressed,  while the 
second leaves a super-heavy unstressed, making this a fatal violation. It is well-known 
that  while  standard  WSP  and  PkProm  overlap  to  a  certain  extent,  originally  only 
PkProm could select a super-heavy stressed syllable over a heavy stressed one. This is 
no longer the case if WSP is amended as suggested.
Nonetheless, calculation of violations is still different. WSP receives violations 
for  every  heavy/super-heavy  syllable  that  remains  unstressed,  whereas  PkProm  is 
satisfied as soon as the heaviest syllable in the word is stressed. This may be just one 
syllable leaving others - which are equally heavy - unstressed. For PkProm this makes 
no difference.  All it matters is to stress one - the heaviest - syllable in the word. This 
difference  may prove  important before deciding to discard  PkProm  after the present 
modification of WSP, but I will leave this issue open for further investigation. With this 
in mind, we can move on and see why PkProm could not replace WSP(N) too.
(25)  WSP(N)»  ALlGNdO6
PV.VV.PV: ho.af.pi  “typeoffish” [E&E: 710]7
h o Y iV WSP(N) ALIGNdO
a.  h V .a ? .p ¥ ♦
b.  h » V W .p T *!
Candidate (25a) with a stressed VV syllable is preferred over a PV stressed one. Note 
that neither WSP or PkProm alone would be able to select the right winner here. Every 
syllable in this word is bimoraic,  therefore no matter which is stressed, the results are 
the same. If PkProm is used, then no candidate violates it, because the heaviest syllable 
in the word happens to be a bimoraic one. On the contrary, if WSP is used, then every 
candidate would violate it twice, since in each candidate two heavy bimoraic syllables
6  Words  in  Piraha  must  begin  with  consonants  (Everett  p.c.),  so  no  disyllabic  word  of  this  type  is 
available.
7   One  could  wonder  what  if in  this  tableau,  the  relevant  constraints  were  WSP(N)  and  Align-Hd-R 
instead. While the correct result would be generated too, we know that AUGNdO is independently needed 
in rankings like the one in (27), where it is in conflict with Align-Hd-R. Therefore, its relative ranking 
with respect to other constraints needs to be established. Had (25) been WSP(N), AUGNdO »  Align- 
Hd-R, then (25b) would have wrongly won due to perfect alignment. WSP(N) »  AUGNdO ensures that 
this is not the case.
63stay unstressed. In both cases then, candidates would tie, and ALiGNdO would wrongly 
favour candidate (25b), since it stresses an onsetful syllable (and manages to align the 
stressed syllable with the right word edge). The use of WSP(N) however resolves the 
problem. WSP(N) focuses on nucleic moras only, which means that while ho and pi are 
heavy,  they  are  not  heavy  due  to  the  bimoraicity  of  their  nucleus.  Leaving  them 
unstressed  does  not  violate  WSP(N).  On  the  other hand,  ai  is  heavy  due  to  nucleic 
moras,  therefore  staying  stressless  incurs  a  WSP(N)  violation.  As  a  consequence, 
ranking  WSP(N)  over  ALiGNdO  generates  the  right  result.  So  far  then,  we  have 
achieved two rankings:
(26)  WSP» ALIGN-HD-R  [cf. (23)]
WSP(N)»  AUGNdO  [cf. (25)]
Further  rankings  are  possible.  Among  syllables  of equal  weight,  the  preference  is  to 
stress the one that is also onsetful, yielding ALiGNdO »  A lign-Hd-R.
(27)  ALiGNdO »  Align-Hd-R
BVV.VV: gao.ii  “proper name” [E&E: 709]
g a W M ALiGNdO A lign-Hd-R
**■   a.  g a V .i^ 1 ♦
b.  g a V .i^ 1 *!
This then results to the ranking:
(28)  WSP(N)»  ALiGNdO »  A lign-Hd-R 
WSP
What this implies is that the position of WSP cannot be accurately specified.  We only 
know that it must rank above A lign-Hd-R. For instance, if we try to rank WSP(N) with 
respect to  WSP,  we  see  that  no  ranking  argument obtains,  simply because  whenever 
WSP(N) is violated, WSP will also be violated too. As a result, a candidate that violates 
WSP(N) will always be worse (29b). Consequently, ranking the two constraints side-by- 
side yields the right results.
64(29)  WSP(N), WSP
BVV.PV: bif.si  “blood” [Everett p.c.]
bi^si* 1 WSP(N) WSP
~   a.  b i^ .s^ ♦
b.  bfW W *! ♦
The  next tableau  shows what happens if we try to form a ranking argument between 
WSP and ALiGNdO.
(30)  WSP »  ALiGNdO
(BV).VV.BV: boaaga “thirsty” [Everett p.c.]
bo^awlgaM WSP ALiGNdO
~   a.  txAa^.ga* ♦
b.  txAa'Tga* 1 *!
While this ranking generates the right result and seems to provide a ranking argument 
for WSP and ALiGNdO, this is not quite the case. The reason is that we cannot produce 
an example that only involves a conflict between these two constraints only. Here for 
instance,  one  could  use  instead  WSP(N)  which  we  know  is  higher-ranked  than 
ALiGNdO. The same result would obtain. Similarly, we cannot be sure that ALiGNdO is 
exclusively  involved  here.  It could  be  A lign-Hd-R  instead,  which  would  also  suffer 
one violation. The point is that while WSP »  ALiGNdO is compatible with the facts, it 
is not a necessary outcome.  However, for expository reasons I will assume that WSP 
ranks next to WSP(N) and above ALiGNdO. In the light of the above, the final ranking 
for PirahS is shaped as shown below.
(31)  Final ranking: WSP(N), WSP »  ALiGNdO »  Align-Hd-R
One final point can be clarified. Although we have seen that among equal candidates for 
stress,  the  rightmost  one  actually  gets  it,  we  have  not  yet  considered  an  example 
illustrating this point. (32) shows how the OT analysis would handle such a case. All the 
syllables in [k^^o^pV*] are bimoraic owing one of their moras to the nucleus and the 
other to  the  onset.  They  are  thus  identical  in  terms  of their weight  structure.  In  this 
environment we  can  see  that the rightmost syllable  will  receive  stress  due to perfect 
right alignment.
65(32)  Align-Hd-R seen in action
PV.PV.PV: ko.?o.pa ‘stomach’ [E: 239]
koM ?oM paM WSP(N)  : WSP ALiGNdO A lign-Hd-R
a. k V . ^ a " •   ** **j
b. k w v . p v ** *!
w  c. k w .y w .p v :  **
The  next  two  tableaux  merely  show  how  the  right  output  is  chosen  when  all  the 
constraints discussed are simultaneously considered.
(33)  PVV.BW.PV.VV: poo.gal.hi.af  ‘species of fruit’ [E: 209]8
p o ^ g a ^ h iW WSP(N)  i WSP ALiGNdO Align-Hd-R
w   a. ...w V W .a ^ * 1 *  : * * **
b. ...g a ^ .h ^ .a ^ * *  : * *1 ♦
c. .. .ga^i^h^iM .a,li,l ♦  : ♦ * *!
In  (33b),  none  of the  two  syllables  that are heavy  due  to  nucleic  weight gets  stress. 
Consequently  WSP(N)  is  violated  twice.  This  means  one  extra  violation  when 
considering the two top-ranked constraints, compared to the other candidates. (33b) is 
thus  excluded.  (33a)  and  (33c)  incur  the  same  number of violations  with  respect  to 
WSP(N) and WSP. Since they tie, ALiGNdO is employed to discard the candidate with 
the stressed onsetless syllable (33c). (33a) rightfully wins although it incurs violations 
of A lign-Hd-R, but this is too low ranked to affect the outcome.
The interesting point with (34) below is that again it highlights the importance of 
gradient assessment of WSP (cf. (23)). (34a) which is the intended winner, can only win 
if it incurs one less violation of WSP by virtue of the stressed super-heavy syllable.
(34)  PVV.BVV.PV: ?ai.bai.?i  ‘much’  [E: 223]
Ta^ba'TO* WSP(N)  j WSP ALiGNdO Align-Hd-R
a. ?»W .b  A ^iW * *  * **
b. ? W .b a *  : ♦ H e  *1 *
c. ?^W.bdM iM .?,1 i,l **  ; **{ *
To sum up, the Piraha weight system boils down to three different factors: a) priority of 
nucleic weight, b) moraicity of voiceless onsets and c) preference for onsetful stressed
8   In this four-syllable word,  the heaviest syllable is in fact the first poo.  But this  is beyond the  stress- 
bearing trisyllabic window, and thus can never receive stress.
66syllables. I have proposed an analysis that integrates all these points and generates the 
right results.
2.2.3  An alternative: Gordon (2005)
In  §i.3.3, we had briefly reviewed Gordon’s (2005) proposal on onset weight,  which 
was  part  of a  larger  framework  to  determine  the  weight  criteria  languages  use.  By 
weight criteria, Gordon means whether distinctions between: i) low vs. non-low vowels, 
ii) diphthongs vs. monophthongs, iii) presence of an onset vs. lack of it, iv) H-tone vs. 
L-tone,  etc.  have effects on  stress attraction in favour of the first member in each of 
these groups. The claim is that such criteria are motivated as a function of what is both 
phonetically effective and phonologically simple (Gordon 1999). Phonetic effectiveness 
is measured by means of the perceptual energy of the rime (the algorithm to calculate 
this  is  in  Gordon  2005:  606-607).  However,  languages  only  choose  to  use  those 
phonetically effective weight criteria which also happen to be phonologically simple. If 
they  are  complex,  they  are  discarded.  Phonological  complexity  is  defined  along  the 
following lines.
(35)  Definition of complexity
a) A weight distinction is complex iff it refers to more than one place predicate9.
OR
b) It makes reference to disjunct representations of the syllable.
In his representations, Gordon uses a mixed system of timing slots - rather than moras - 
which are featurally specified. These slots are linked to place predicates, i.e. place and 
vowel  features (Gordon  1999:  152),  such as  [high],  [low],  [back],  [labial], etc.  and to 
other  non-place  phonological  predicates,  such  as  root  nodes,  as  well  as  manner and 
laryngeal  features.  Timing  slots  themselves  are  considered  non-place  phonological 
predicates.
To  see  how  a  language  can  fulfil  the  complexity  metric,  let  us  consider 
Kwakwala, which treats CVV and CVR (where R is a non-glottal sonorant) as heavy. 
Kwakwala fulfils both complexity criteria. First, one can refer to both types of syllables 
in a uniform manner, since both have two rimal root nodes where each can be described
9 This is the version as it appears in Gordon (2005: 613). In Gordon (1999:  154), the second part of the 
metric is the same but the first states that “a weight distinction is complex iff: i) It refers to >1 predicate in 
>1 dimension”, so that it is not restricted to place predicates only. Independently of the definition chosen, 
the problem illustrated with respect to long low vowels remains.
67as  [-constricted  glottis]  and  [+sonorant].  This  satisfies  (35b).  (35a)  is  also  satisfied 
because only non-place predicates need to be employed to describe the heavy syllables 
in  this  language.  More  specifically,  we  have  2  root  nodes  plus  2  [-const.gl.]  plus  2 
[-fsonorant]  features  giving  a  total  of  6  non-place  predicates  without  any  place 
predicates present. The complexity metric is satisfied.
(36)  Kwakw’ala  [-constr. gl]  [-constr. gl]
CVV, CVR heavy10:  |  |
[X]R  [X]r
l  l
[+sonorant]  [+sonorant]
Now consider Yimas which only treats syllables with a low vowel as heavy. Since only 
one syllable type can count as heavy, obviously criterion (35b) is satisfied. The question 
is whether (35a) is also satisfied. Note that the representation in (37) not only includes 
two non-place predicates (the timing slot and the [+syllabic] feature), but also one place 
predicate ([+low]), but this is fine since the complexity metric only penalises reference 
to two or more place predicates.
(37)  Yimas 
Low V heavy:
This naturally brings us to the question of which systems are then actually complex and 
banned by the metric  in (35).  One  type of systems includes  those which use disjunct 
representations  for  heavy  syllables  thus  violating  (35b).  This  means  that  no  single 
syllable representation can be employed to refer to the heavy syllables of the language. 
One such case is a language that would consider CVV and CVN,  where N=Nasal,  as 
heavy, but CVL, where L=liquid as light. Here, there is no way that both syllable types 
can  be  subsumed  under  a  single  representation,  since  CVN  needs  an  extra  [+nasal] 
feature that CVV lacks.
[+low]
[X]R
l
[♦syllabic]
1 0  The subscript R indicates that these are rimal root nodes.
68(38)  Impossible systems
CVV, CVN heavy:  CVV  CVN
[XX]R   [XX]r
V  ° r  /   \
[♦syllabic]  [+syllabic]  [+nasal]
Other possible languages would have complex weight systems by making reference to 
more than one place predicates. Gordon claims that this would for instance occur in a 
hypothetical  language with distinctive length for all vowels, but where only long low 
ones are treated as heavy11.  Gordon claims that the required representation is the one 
below.
(39)  Long low heavy:  [X]R   [X]R
l  l
[♦low]  [+low]
Gordon (1999:  161) claims  that this representation violates  (35a),  because it includes 
two non-place predicates, i.e. [X ]r, and two place predicates, namely [+low]. His model 
then correctly eliminates this unattested system. It should however be evident that this 
representation  is  flawed.  Gordon’s  position,  as  previously  mentioned,  is  that  place 
predicates merely refer to place features. All standard feature theories hold that a long 
vowel is not specified twice for place features, but merely possesses two links between 
its  timing  positions  and  the  (same)  place  feature  as  shown  in  (40).  In  fact,  Gordon 
himself proposes this structure for a long low vowel, before presenting its representation 
according to the complexity metric (Gordon 1999:  160).
(40)  Long low V is heavy:  [+low]
\i
[XX]r
The problem for Gordon now is that this structure no longer violates clause (35a) of the 
complexity metric, because while it still comprises two non-place predicates, it only has 
one place predicate. In this - more reasonable - understanding of a long low vowel, this 
weight distinction is rendered simple leaving the lack of systems with only long low Vs
1 1  Reference to distinctive length for all vowels is important, because there are languages such as Kara (de 
Lacy  1997) which do treat long low  vowels as heavy.  Crucially however,  [a:]  is the only possible long 
vowel in that language, so Gordon claims that in this case the non-place feature [+syllabic] could be used 
instead  of the  place  [+low]  turning  the  representation  into  a  simple  one  by just  including  non-place 
predicates.
69as  heavy  unaccounted  for.  More  generally,  the  choice  of  features  and  their  use  in 
Gordon is rather dubious, which should make us sceptic towards the complexity metric 
as a whole.
Nonetheless, I will set this problem aside and for expository reasons will assume 
that Gordon’s approach is on the right track, so that I proceed in showing how it fails to 
account  for  Piraha  which  is  our  focus  here.  Piraha’s  weight  system  is  claimed  to 
conform to the complexity metric,  since it makes use of the following simple weight 
distinctions.
(41)  Representations of Piraha, weight distinctions
a.  (C)VV > CV  b. PV(V) > BV(V)  c. CV(V) > V(V)
[[X X]R ]C   [X[.V oice] [X ]r]c  [X [X ]r]0
These  are  essentially  the  three  components  that  prove  crucial  for  Piraha’s  weight 
system. (41a) treats syllables with long vowels as heavy irrespective of the presence of 
an onset, (41c) refers to the presence of an onset, while (41b) focuses on the quality of 
the onset. Indeed, none of these representations is complex given the definition in (35), 
but the false impression is given that all these representations are independent from one 
another and  sufficient  to  account  for the  weight distinctions.  The  following example 
will show  why this is not the case.  Suppose we took the word (gi)?aapigio “on your 
arm”  (the  syllable gi is  often  left out;  Everett  p.c.).  The  first  syllable  is  outside  the 
trisyllabic  window  so  I  omit  it.  I  will  present  the  remaining  syllables  with  abstract 
notations as in (42):
(42)  [41a]
PVV. PV. BVV
[41b]
The syllable that gets stressed is the first one,  because it constitutes the heaviest one. 
However, to reach this conclusion, we must consider the weight criteria of the language 
in  (41) as a  whole.  To determine that PVV  attracts  stress  more than PV  we need to 
employ  (41a),  while  for PVV  to be  a  stronger contender than  BVV,  (41b)  has  to be 
utilized.  Once  these  criteria  are  simultaneously  considered,  they  are  tantamount  to 
disjunct  representations  of the  syllable  rendering  the  weight  system  complex  and  as 
such expected to be unattested.
70More  generally,  if it  is  permitted  for a  language  like  Piraha with  larger than 
binary weight distinctions to be broken down into several components,  as  in (41a-c), 
then  a  much  too  powerful  system  is  generated,  where  in  principle  a  great  deal  of 
unattested systems should be able to arise.
Finally and on a more technical note, Gordon provides an OT analysis of onset- 
sensitive stress languages. To do that, he introduces a number of prominence constraints 
and  provides  a  universal  ranking  for  them  ((43)-(44)).  However,  no  ranking  exists 
between the constraints in (43) and (44), thus they can be interleaved with one another 
so long as the universal rankings are maintained.
(43)  Prom  [X[.V oice][X]R]a  »   Prom  [X[+ V O ice][X]R]0  :  it  is  more  important  to  stress 
syllables with voiceless onsets than those with voiced ones.
(44)  Prom  [[XX]r]c »  Prom  [[X]r]g12 :  it is more important to stress binary rimes 
than unary rimes.
Furthermore, Gordon uses the constraint Prom [X[.voice][XX]R]0 which as he says is  ‘a 
prominence  constraint  conflating  voiceless  onsets  and  branching  rimes’  (2005:  643). 
One  problem  with  this  constraint  is  that  it  suspiciously  looks  like  a description  of a 
complex  system  too  in  a  way  that  Gordon  himself  claims  that  is  impossible: 
“Conspicuously absent are weight distinctions that simultaneously manipulate multiple 
phonological dimensions, e.g. distinctions which are sensitive to both onset voicing and 
vowel  height,  or  vowel  height  and  length”  (2005:  612-613).  The  constraint  Prom 
[X(.V oicc][XX]R]0 seems to be itself complex since it makes  use of a weight distinction 
that simultaneously refers to onset voicing and length.
But even  if we  assume  that  this  is  not complex,  another issue emerges.  How 
exactly  are  these  constraints  ‘conflated’?  Among  the  existing  mechanisms,  a 
straightforward way to achieve this result is through constraint conjunction (Smolensky 
1993, Moreton and Smolensky 2002, Crowhurst and Hewitt  1997), i.e.  something like 
Prom  [X[.V O ice][X]R]a  a  Prom  [[XX]r]c.  But  of course  if these  constraints  can  act  in 
conjunction they should also be able to act independently13.
1 2   Prom  [[X]R ]0  is  not  mentioned  directly  in  Gordon,  but  apart  from  being  a  very  natural  one  in  a 
hierarchy like (44), it can also be inferred from constraints like Prom [X[.V O ice][X]R]o.
1 3  Even if this argument were not available, still given the hierarchies in (43) and (44), these constraints 
would be able to interact.
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generated  by  the  permutation  of  the  corresponding  constraints.  Considering  only  a 
couple of them suffices to make the intended point.
(45)  Prom [X[.V oice][X]R ]o»  Prom [X[+V oice][X]R ]a »  Prom [[XX]r]o »  Prom [[X]r]0
PV  >  BV  >  VV  >  V
(46)  Prom [X[.V oice][X]R ]o »  Prom [[XX]R]0 »  Prom [X[+ V oice][X]R ]o »   Prom [[X]R ]G
PV  >  VV  >  BV  >  V
Both  these  systems  are  somehow  reminiscent  of  Piraha,  but  not  quite,  since  they 
produce systems where PV > BV > VV or PV > VV > BV - which to my knowledge are 
unattested - instead of VV > PV > BV. This can be produced by a ranking like:
(47)  Prom [[XX]R]0 »  Prom [X^oicejlXjRio »  Prom [XI+ V O ice][X]R]o
VV  >  PV  >  BV
The role of Prom  [[X]R]0 is  not of particular importance  since  monovocalic  onsetless 
syllables are banned from Piraha. But even in this system (47), constraint conjunction 
would not be avoided and  additional constraints like Gordon’s  Prom  [X[.V O ice][XX]R ]a 
are  in  need  to  produce  the  PVV  >  BVV  part  of  the  scale.  In  sum,  Gordon’s 
formalisation  greatly  over-generates,  while  it  has  inherent  problems  with  the 
conjunctions and constraints it allows.
Finally, recall from (41), repeated here as (48), that three criteria intermingle to 
produce the Piraha weight hierarchy.
(48)  Representations of Piraha weight distinctions
a.  (C)VV > CV  b. PV(V) > BV(V)  c. CV(V) > V(V)
[[X X]R]0  [Xf-voice] [X]R]C   [X [X]R]C
Setting  aside  issues  discussed  before  concerning  the  complexity  of  the  system,  an 
additional consideration emerges. Gordon’s complex constraints seem to miss the basic 
insights and what’s more duplicate information. Thus for example, he uses both Prom 
[X[.voice][X]R]o and  the  dubiously conflated  Prom  [X[.V O ice][XX]R]o,  implying  that  they 
are  two  different  things,  while  the  strong  intuition  is  that  what  only  needs  to  be 
expressed here is the influence a voiceless onset has on the total syllable weight. In sum,
72vague mechanisms like  ‘conflation’ as well as complex constraints which superficially 
have  different  statements  weaken  Gordon’s  system  and  make  its  implementation 
implausible.
In this section we have explored Gordon’s theory of weight (Gordon 1999) and 
its  application  to  onset-sensitivity  (Gordon  2005).  Certainly  a  number  of interesting 
findings arise, such as the role of perceptual energy and its relation to the auditory boost 
that an onset can offer to the vowel following it (see §2.3.3) as well as a more unified 
way  of  modeling  onset-sensitive  stress  languages  compared  to  previous  analyses. 
Despite this, a number of flaws are evident which seriously undermine the theory as a 
whole  and  render  it  untenable.  These  include  both  phonetic  and  phonological 
considerations.  The former,  discussed in  §2.3.3,  involve the use of perceptual energy 
only through its relation with the nucleic vowel disregarding the perceptual energy of 
the  onset itself.  The  latter,  discussed  in  the  present  section,  refer to  weaknesses  and 
incorrect  predictions  of  the  complexity  metric  as  well  as  the  problematic  use  of 
prominence constraints. Moreover, certain difficulties arise with the formalisation of the 
theory  that involve  peculiar and  unexplained mechanisms  such as conflation  and  the 
loss of insight through duplication of constraints.
2.3  Arabela
2.3.1  Data and generalisations
The next language I wish to discuss is Arabela, a Zaparoan language spoken in Peru by 
about 50 Indians (Rich 1963, Payne and Rich 1988). Arabela is very interesting because 
although  it  generally  presents  a  normal  rhythmic  stress  algorithm,  this  pattern  is 
disrupted in a particular context that has to do with the voicing of the onsets involved. 
My stress examples all come from Payne and Rich (1988). A preliminary description of 
stress appears in Rich (1963), which is superseded by Payne and Rich where the effects 
of onsets had been noticed in a published form for the first time.
I  will  start  with  the  basics  of  the  language  by  first  presenting  the  syllable 
structure and working my way to the segmental inventory,  since the latter is going to 
prove relevant for the stress facts we examine here.  Syllable structure is mentioned in 
Rich (1963), but several points remain dubious. It is claimed that onsetless syllables and 
codas are allowed,  but examples  are  usually  ambiguous.  For instance,  words  such  as 
/rupaa/  ‘mouth’  or /siinu/ ‘to raise a creature’  are syllabified according to Rich (1963:
73201)  as  [ru.pa.a]  and  [si.i.ni].  It  is  also  noted  that  in  such  V  syllables,  as  they  are 
referred to, the V is always the same as the preceding one.  This makes it quite likely 
that this is actually a long vowel we are talking about.
As for codas, to the extent that these exist, they are most of the time glides as in 
[kway.ni.nyu]  ‘to hunt’  or [su.wo.kwaw]  ‘ground com’, although other sequences that 
seem  to  involve  sonorant  codas  also  arise,  e.g.  /sapartu/  ‘shoulder blade’  or /mante/ 
‘moth’. Other work however presents Arabela as a representative example of a language 
that only has CV and CCV syllables (Levelt and van de Vijver 1998, Gussenhoven and 
Jacobs 2005). This conflict is not resolved in the more recent of the Arabela papers, i.e. 
Payne and Rich (1988), where no example includes anything that can be construed as a 
coda or as long vowel. Importantly though, even if codas do exist in the language, they 
are irrelevant for weight and stress purposes, e.g. (mokof)(tyaka) ‘palm fruit’ instead of 
*(mb)(kbf)(tyaka), which means that codas are not moraic. In the absence of convincing 
evidence, I will follow Levelt and van de Vijner (1998) and Gussenhoven and Jacobs 
(2005) in assuming that the language only allows CV and CCV syllables14.
We can now move to the phonemic inventory,  which is presented in (49) and 
followed by some examples in (50).
(49)  Arabela phonemic inventory 
vowels: i, e, a, o, u
consonants: stops p, t, ky  fricatives s, /, h, nasals m, n, liquid r and glides w, y
a. stops
pinyu  “to hit” tinyu “to fall”
kinyu  “to stay”
b. fricatives
siyokwa  “tucuayo bird” fiyokwa “grease”
c. nasals
miyano  “plaything” niyano “he is coming”
d. liauid -  slides
riyano  “he is breathing” tawe “foreigner”
hayunu  “pulling”
While  the  language  seems  to  lack  voiced  obstruents  phonemically,  these  arise  as 
variants of the voiceless stops in certain contexts which are unfortunately not entirely
1 4  This is why we cannot confidently group Arabela either along languages like Piraha where the presence 
of  the  onset  matters  or  languages  like  Karo  where  it  does  not.  If  Arabela  lacks  onsetless  syllables 
altogether, its behaviour in this respect cannot be tested for obvious reasons.
74clear  given  Rich’s  (1963)  discussion15,  but  can  be  seen  in  (51c-d)  below.  Note 
especially that in the morpheme meaning “father” there is alternation between k~x~g.
(51)  /ke/  [ki?]  “father”
/nake/  [naxi?]  “his father”
/kanaake/  [kanaagi?]  “our (excl.) father”
/saako/  [saayo?]  “com”
As  a  result,  when  I  refer  to  ‘voiced  onsets’  below,  I  will  actually  refer  to  sonorant 
onsets. As we will see in a moment, Arabela possesses a process of stress shift caused 
by  voiced onsets  in  a  specific  environment.  Although  all  the  cited examples  involve 
sonorants, the use of [voice] as the relevant feature rather than [son] is justified by the 
fact  that  the  authors  of the  original  source,  i.e.  Payne  and  Rich  (1988),  talk  about 
voicing.  Had  the  authors  intended  reference  to sonorants  only,  I  believe  they  would 
have been explicit about sonorancy instead of voicing since they must have been aware 
of the voiced obstruents mentioned in Rich (1963) (given that Rich is one of the authors 
of Payne and Rich  1988). This finding also fits nicely with the general picture drawn 
here,  therefore  I  will  assume  that  Arabela  sonorants  are  specified  as  [voice]  and 
anticipate that voiced obstruents would pattern like the sonorants do.
As already mentioned, stress is rhythmic and creates trochees from left to right. 
The  rightmost  stress  is  the  primary  one  (52).  Degenerate  monosyllabic  feet  are  also 
admitted as (52b-c) reveal.
(52)  a. tenakari  ‘afternoon’
b. skmaru  ‘spirit’
c. huwahaniya  ‘peaceful
The interesting exceptional pattern  is illustrated below.  According to Payne and Rich 
(1988), “if a word-final syllable that would have received stress has a voiced onset, and 
the  immediately  preceding  syllable  has  a  voiceless  onset,  then  the  syllable  with  the 
voiceless onset is stressed”.
(53)  a. nowaji/ano  *nowa/i/an6  ‘brightened’
b. sapohosano  *sapohosano  ‘deceived’
c. mweratityenu  *mweratityenu  ‘cause to be seen’
1 5  To be more precise, Rich (1963) suggests that the alternants occur freely and progressively lenited as 
one moves further within the phrase.  But this is not supported by the more recent description of Payne 
and Rich (1988) who treat the obstruents involved as voiceless stops only.
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but instead stress docks on the first, third and fourth syllable. My proposal is that this 
pattern can be explained by making use of moraic onsets in a manner similar to Piraha. 
Voiceless  onsets  are  moraic,  voiced  ones  are  not.  The  Weight-to-Stress  Principle  is 
active  in  this  language  too  and  requires  heavy,  i.e.  PV,  syllables  to  receive  stress. 
Anticipating  the  detailed  analysis  that  follows,  we  can  at  this  stage  state  that  this 
property, combined with the fact that feet in Arabela are rhythmic and prefer to align 
with the right edge of the word, will give us the explanation why such stress shift occurs 
only when the penult has a voiceless onset and the ultima a voiced one.
Recall  that  the  voiced  consonants  in  Arabela  are  actually  the  sonorant  ones. 
Thus, despite the apparent lack of overt presence of voiced obstruents, I would like to 
argue  that  the  moraicity  of Arabela onsets  is  identical  to  that  of Piraha.  Consonants 
lacking  [voice]  attract  stress  more  than  their  [voice]  counterparts  by  virtue  of their 
moraicity.  The onset moraicity ranking in (54) captures  this point provided sonorants 
are  specified  as  [voice],  as  we  have  argued  throughout.  Thus,  for Arabela,  I  will 
henceforth interchangeably use the words voiced consonants and sonorants to refer to a 
single entity,  namely that of [voice] consonants.  I will also occasionally characterize 
sonorants as voiced to remind the reader that I assume that they possess the [voice] 
feature.
(54)  Onset moraicity in Arabela 
*ji/ONS/[voice]»  M oraic »  *p/ONS
As  (54)  suggests,  the  distribution  of moraic  onsets  in  Arabela  is  identical  to that of 
PirahS, in that only voiceless onsets are moraic, whereas voiced sonorants are not. Note 
however, that unlike Piraha where moras of both nuclei and onsets were presented, in 
Arabela, to facilitate the reading of tableaux, I only refer to onset moras since there are 
no examples that involve long vowels (whose existence is generally questionable).
(55)  *|i/ONS/[voice] »  M oraic »  *p/ONS
pohonu *p/ONS/[ voice] M oraic *M/Ons
a. p^oh^on^u *! ***
b. pohonu ***;
c. pohonu **j *
**■   d. p^oh^onu * **
76In this (hypothetical, based on the actual /rupohonu/) word, the first candidate assigns a 
mora  to  a  sonorant  causing  violation  of the  high-ranked  constraint  which  militates 
against voiced moraic onsets, thus it is ruled out. From the remaining candidates, only 
the last survives because it satisfies Moraic to the best extent possible; the other two 
fail to assign moras to all or one of the voiceless consonants incurring serious violations 
of  M oraic.  All  in  all,  this  tableau  evinces  that  moraic  onsets  in  Arabela  are  the 
voiceless ones, whereas the voiced are not.
Now,  we  have just  talked  about  the  moraicity  of the  onsets,  without  having 
shown  their  effect  on  Arabela  stress.  This  point  is  illustrated  below,  where  the 
constraints introduced so far,  make no claims about the footing of the words.  Any of 
(56a) or (56b) could be the winner. Numerous other ingredients are required to achieve 
the right results. These are explored in the next section.
(56)  *p/ONS/[voice]»  M oraic »  *p/ONS
pohonu *}i/O ns/[ voice] M oraic *M/Ons
a.  (pliohM o)(nu) * **
m   b.  (p^o)(h^onu) ♦ **
2.3.2  Analysis of the stress system
2.3.2.1  The basic analysis
Recall  from  (52)  [repeated  here  as  (58)]  that  the  default  stress  system  of  Arabela 
involves  trochees  rhythmically  formed  from  left  to  right.  It  is  also  the  case  that  the 
rightmost  stress  is  the  primary  one,  therefore  the  following  two  constraints  are 
undominated in Arabela. Since these are never violated, I will not consider them in the 
tableaux that follow.
(57)  Trochee: Feet have initial prominence (Kager 1999)
A lign-HdF t-R: Align-R (HdFt, PrWd)
The head foot is rightmost in the prosodic word (Hyde 2001)
(58)  Rhythmic stress in Arabela
a. tenakari  ‘afternoon’
b. samaru  ‘spirit’
c. huwahaniya  ‘peaceful
77Additional prosodic constraints  are  needed to account for the parsing of all  syllables 
into feet, the directionality of footing and the size of feet. These are listed next.
(59)  P a rse-g : Syllables are parsed by feet  (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004) 
FTBin(M a x)16: Feet are maximally bisyllabic17  (Everett 1996)
All-FT-R: Align-R (Ft, PrWd)  (McCarthy and Prince 1993)
Align the right edge of every foot with the right edge of the PrWd 
All-FT-L: Align-L (Ft, PrWd)  (McCarthy and Prince 1993)
Align the left edge of every foot with the left edge of the PrWd
We will take each of these in turn and see how they are ranked in Arabela. The first 
point we can easily show is that the rightward directionality of footing establishes that 
All-FT-R »  All-FT-L.
(60)  A ll-FT-R »  A ll-Ft -L
samara All-Pt-R All-FT-L
m  a.  (sama)(ru) ♦ **
b.  (sa)(maru) ** | ♦
We  can  now  examine  the  relationship  between  syllable  parsing  and  foot  alignment. 
FTBin(M ax) needs to dominate A ll-FT-R as illustrated below.
(61)  FTBin(M a x) »  A ll-FT-R, cf. [hiiwahaniya] (58c)
OGGGG FTBin(M a x) A ll-FT-R
a. (OGGGG) *!
b. (o o o )(o o ) *! **
c. (o o )(o o o ) *! ***
d. (o o )(o o )(o ) ****
1 6   The  more  traditional  FTBin  runs  into  troubles.  Parse-<j  would  need  to  dominate  FTBin  since  all 
syllables are parsed into feet. ALL-Ft-R is needed to account for the rightward directionality of footing. 
The problem arises with the interaction of FTBin and ALL-FT-R as observed in large odd-syllable words 
where either too many syllables could be stuffed into a foot or ternary feet are preferred. None of these 
actually occurs. The problem is resolved once we use high-ranking FtBin(Max) to allow feet to be unary 
or bisyllabic. In this case FTBin(Min), i.e. feet are minimally bisyllabic, must be assumed to be very low- 
ranked since degenerate feet are admitted.
17 FTBin requires feet to be binary either on the syllabic or moraic level. In Arabela we claim that FtBin 
holds on the syllabic level, thus feet have to be bisyllabic. This is interesting since the language is claimed 
to be weight sensitive, but is analysed as quantity-insensitive when it comes to foot formation. Perhaps a 
similar claim can be made for iambic feet in Paumari. Based on the fact that in this language long vowels 
can surface in the non-head position of an iamb, Everett (2003) argues that they are monomoraic. It could 
be possible though to claim that long vowels are bimoraic, but that the language forms feet on the syllabic 
rather than the moraic level. This is quite strange given that generally iambs favour durational differences 
(cf. the Iambic/Trochaic  Law in Hayes  1995).  However, Everett shows convincingly that Paumari does 
not seem to adhere to the law for independent reasons, thus making the QI formation of feet less peculiar.
78The first three candidates fail FTBin(M ax) as they include either ternary or even larger 
feet,  which  exceed  the  bisyllabic  maximum.  The  winning  candidate  is  (d),  since  its 
unary and bisyllabic feet perfectly satisfy FTBin(Max) even at the expense of A ll-Ft- 
R. We can also easily show that Parse-o »  All-FT-R.
(62)  P arse-o »  A ll-F t-R
tenakari Parse-o A ll-Ft-R
a.  (tena)(kari) *♦
b.  tena(kari) **t
It  remains  to  see  what  the  relationship  between  PARSE-a and  FTBin(M ax)  is.  In  fact, 
these constraints do not conflict with one another, so we can assume that they are placed 
next to each other (63).
(63)  Parse-o, FTBin(M ax)
samaru Parse-o  ;  FTBin(M ax)
a.  (sama)(ru)
b.  (sama)ru *!  i
The prosodic ranking we have thus far established is presented and illustrated in (64).
(64)  Parse-o, FTBin(M ax) »  A ll-Ft-R
tenakari Parse-o  j  FtB in(M ax) A ll-Ft-R
* * ■   a.  (tena)(kari) **
b.  (tenakari) i  *!
To sum up then, so far we have achieved two rankings as illustrated below.
(65)  a. *p/ONS/[voice] »  Moraic »  *p/ONS
b.  Parse-o, FtB in(M ax) »  A ll-FT-R »  All-Ft-L
(65a)  tells  us  which  onsets  may  surface  with  moras  in  the  output,  whereas  (65b) 
illustrates  the  general  stress  pattern  of the  language.  These  rankings  though  appear 
unrelated  and  seem  to  make  statements  regarding  different  aspects  of the  language. 
There is nonetheless a link between them which I would like to suggest is the WSP.
79(66)  WSP (Weight-to-Stress Principle): Heavy syllables must be stressed
Furthermore,  I  propose  that  the  contextual  stress  shift  depends  on  the  interaction 
between  WSP  and  All-Ft-R.  This  makes  it  imperative  to  locate  where  WSP  is 
positioned in each of the rankings in (65).
First  consider  what  effect  the  inclusion  of  WSP  in  the  moraic  markedness 
hierarchy (65a) has. It can actually single out just one winner for the problematic case 
we had considered in (56), where no footing could be determined at that stage. Note that 
right  now  there  is  no ranking  argument yet about the exact  location  of WSP.  I  will 
assume that it is placed next to M o r a ic, but will return to this issue in section §2.3.4.
(67)  *jj/Ons/[ voice]»  M oraic, WSP »  *p/ONS
pohonu *|i/ONS/[ voice] M o raic  i  WSP *p/ONS
a.  (pJioh^)(nu) *  *f H e   He
^   b.  (pJi6)(htionu) *  i He  He
We also need to position WSP somewhere in the ranking of (65b). To do so, we have to 
consider a case where WSP is active and is in conflict with any of the constraints of 
(65b) repeated below.
(68)  P a rse -o , F tB in (M ax ) »  A ll-F t-R  »  A ll-F t-L
A relevant example appears in those cases where stress retracts from the ultima to the 
penult  as  a result of the voiceless  onset this  includes.  The  word nowafifdno fits  this 
profile.  Below  I only consider the most appealing candidates,  which  satisfy the high- 
ranking Pa r se-o  and FTBin(M a x)  constraints.
(69)  A ll-F t-R  »  A ll-F t-L  18
A l l-F t-R A ll-FT-L
#   a. (nowa)(J1iiJ1ia)(n6) He He He He  ^ 4 ^ ******
b. (no)(wajvi)(j^lano)
He He He He  ^ 4 ^
**  c. (nowa^'OO^ano) He He He He He J  ( 5 ) H e  H e  H e  H e  H e   ( 5 )
18  denotes a candidate which is wrongly chosen as a winner.
80This evaluation wrongly picks out (69a) as the winning candidate, which is of course 
the candidate one would expect if the parsing had proceeded as usual. Taking WSP into 
consideration generates the correct result.
(70)  ALL-FT-R, WSP » All-FT-L
All-FT-R  i WSP All-Ft-L
a. (nowa)(j1ii^a)(nd) **** ^4^  ; * ******1
b. (no)(wajvi)(J1lano) * **** ^4^
**  c. (nowa)(j^i)(J^ano) ***** ^   j *****
In (70), candidate (b) loses in the very beginning, but both (a) and (c) survive since they 
incur the same number of total violations with respect to the unranked All-Ft-R and 
WSP.  In  particular,  although  (c)  fares  worse  than  (a)  in  terms  of right alignment,  it 
totally satisfies WSP since it manages to stress both syllables with voiceless onsets. On 
the contrary, (a) only stresses one of the two. Thus, the competition moves on to All- 
FT-L, which correctly selects (c) as the winning candidate.
Stress  shift  then  is  the  product  of a  balancing  effect  exerted  by  WSP  on  the 
violations of right alignment (compare (70a) with (70c)). It is only in the case of odd- 
syllable  words  containing  a  sequence  of voiceless-sonorant  in  the  penult  and  ultima 
respectively,  where  moving  stress  away  from  the  ultima  and  thus  causing  one  extra 
A ll-FT-R violation for the sake of better satisfaction of WSP can be justified. The total 
violations incurred though are in each case the same, so the decision falls on low-ranked 
A ll-FT-L,  which  favours  the  stress  shifted  candidate,  as  it  produces  better  left 
alignment  (cf.  (70c)).  As  we  will  see  in  a  later  section,  stress  shift  in  any  other 
combination of onsets and number of syllables leads to massive violations of A ll-Ft-R 
which cannot be compensated for by better satisfaction of WSP. As a result, stress shift 
does not apply.
2 .3 .2.2  The importance o f equal ranking19
The example in (70) also addresses an important theoretical issue, which merits some 
discussion  at  this  point.  In  (70)  we  have  already  seen  that  All-Ft-R  and  WSP  are 
located in the same position in the ranking. This however should not be construed as an 
undetermined  ranking.  Instead,  it is crucial  that these  constraints  are equally  ranked.
1 9   For  a detailed  discussion  of equal  ranking  and  other cases  of crucially  non-ranked  constraints  see 
Topintzi (2005a) and Rice (in press).
81Had they been unranked with respect to one another, then we would expect that they 
would yield the same (correct) result whether we had assumed a ranking A ll-F t-R »  
WSP or WSP »  A ll-F t-R. This is not the case though. If for instance we adopt A ll- 
F t-R »  WSP, then in the case of stress shift, we predict instead the rhythmic pattern 
(cf. (70a)), while in the opposite ranking of WSP »  A ll-F t-R, there are cases where 
we predict stress shift instead of rhythmic stress (cf. (72b)). These are illustrated below. 
The relevant candidates of (70) are repeated here in (71), while (72) follows20.
(71)  i)  A ll-F t-R »  WSP »  A ll-F t-L —  wrong winner
A ll-F t-R WSP A l l-F t-L
a. (nowa)(Jij‘ a)(nd) **** (4) * ******
b. (nowa)(Ji)(Jano) *****
Under the undetermined ranking approach, we would expect both A ll-F t-R »  WSP 
and WSP »  A ll-Ft-R to produce the same result. Although the latter ranking produces 
the desirable outcome, the former fatally chooses the wrong candidate (71.i). This is not 
the case if the constraints are equally ranked and simultaneously evaluated at the same 
position as the following tableau shows.
ii)  equal ranking: A ll-F t-R, WSP »  A ll-F t-L —  correct winner
A ll-F t-R WSP A l l-F t-L
a.  (nowa)(Jlfa)(no) **** (4) * ******i
* * ■   b.  (n6wa)(Jl)(Jano) ***** ^ ***** ^
In the following case, the same phenomenon is illustrated by using an example where 
rhythmic  stress occurs.  This example  is discussed in  more detail  in  (82)  below.  This 
time it is evident that A ll-F t-R »  WSP could work fine, but the reverse WSP »  A ll- 
F t-R fails to generate the right outcome (72.i).
(72)  i)  WSP »  A ll-F t-R »  A ll-F t-L —  wrong winner
WSP ALL-Ft-R A ll-F t-L
•**  a.  (koko)(naka) **; ** (2) ** ^2)
#'•  b.  (ko)(kona)(ka) **** (4) **** (4)
20  Since  it  has  been  established  that  *p/ONS/[voice]  »   MORAIC  »   *|i/ONS,  and  to  simplify 
representations as much as possible, from now on I will no longer indicate the moras on voiceless onsets 
(unless required for illustration purposes), but will simply assume them.
82Again  equal  ranking  circumvents  this  problem  by  assigning  the  same  number  of 
violations  in  both  candidates  and  letting  A ll-F t-L   determine  the  optimal  candidate 
(72-ii).
ii)  equal ranking: All-Ft-R, WSP »  All-Ft-L —  correct winner
All-FT-R  •   WSP All-FT-L
a.  (koko)(naka) ** (2)  j  ** ** (2)
b.  (ko)(kona)(ka) ****  ; ***♦? (4)
I conclude that this property of rankings must be recognized and depicted differently 
from the comma used for cases of undetermined ranking. I will be using the symbol of 
equality  and the wavy line to indicate this in tableaux. Thus, the ranking of WSP, 
All-FT-R is now updated to:
(73)  E qu al Ranking: WSP = A ll-F t-R  »  A ll-F t-L
Effectively, WSP and All-Ft-R have to be equally ranked21. This leaves us with:
2 1   Brian Jose (p.c.) suggests that no need of equal ranking is required if we assume the strict domination 
ranking  All-FT-R  »   WSP  »   All-FT-L  and  also  assume  that  the  alignment  constraints  work 
categorically (McCarthy 2003b), i.e. every misaligned foot incurs just one violation of alignment ignoring 
the number of syllables away from the prescribed edge. While this works for some cases, it also produces 
variation which is unattested. The following tableau exemplifies.
(i) unatteste^ariationd^M ^A ^-^-^^W S^^A L L-F^M w itl^ategorical alignment]
All-FT-R WSP All-FT-L
m  a. (sM kkM a)( m&na)( h^) (saka)
(mana)
* (mana)
(ha)
(sa) (kama)
b. (s^Xk^amaXnaXh^a) (kama) (na)
(na)! (ha)
~   c. (s^Xk^kmaXnah^a)
(sa)
(kama)
* (kama)
(naha)
In the alignment cells, one can see the misaligned feet in brackets. Each foot amounts to one violation. 
The second candidate has three All-FT-R violations, thus it loses, (a) and (c) though fare equally well 
and thus are both predicted as correct winners. The data though show us that only (a) is attested. One can 
stretch the argument further; (c)’s violation of All-FT-R may be more severe because it is two disyllabic 
feet that violate it, compared to one monosyllabic and one disyllabic in (a). This  would rule out (c)  in 
favour of (a).  First,  this re-introduces gradiency into the system,  so it runs counter to the spirit of the 
whole  re-analysis.  More  importantly,  there  are  other  examples  such  as  /huwahaniya/  for  which  this 
analysis generates two outcomes too, i.e. (ht*iiwa)(h,1 ani)(ya) and (l/uwa)(l/a)(mya). Only the former is 
correct. Nonetheless, if one were to make use of the same argument, then the winner violates ALL-FT-R 
twice  i.e.  (huwa)  and  (hani)  with  two  disyllabic  feet,  whereas  the  wrong  candidate  fares  better  with 
(huwa) and (ha).  Had this  logic been  valid,  then (hiiwa)(ha)(nfya)  should instead be right,  which is  of 
course incorrect. Therefore, this reanalysis does not take us too far.
83(74)  Mini-grammar of Arabela - First attempt
*(i/ONS/[voice]»   M oraic,  » *p/ONS
WSP =
P a rse -o , F tB in (M ax ) »   ALL-Ft-R  »  A ll-F t-L
One could however argue that only the PARSE-a, F tB in(M a x) »  ALL-Ft-R = WSP »  
ALL-Ft-L part of the ranking above can be established. The relationship of WSP with 
the other branch of the ranking could be different. For instance, WSP could dominate all 
the constraints in the first line of (74) yielding:
(75)  P arse-g ,  F tB in(M a x) »  WSP = ALL-Ft-R »  A ll-F t-L, *p/ONS/[ voice] »  
M o ra ic »  *p/ONS
This cannot occur though. The following tableau explains why. Suppose we use another 
example, but equivalent in structure to the one in (70), e.g. sapohosano “deceived”. Let 
us  consider four candidates  in total:  one that has rhythmic  stress;  one that has  stress 
retraction  and  the  moraic  counterparts  for  each  of  these  two.  Our  focus  is  on  the 
constraints below.
(76)  Unacceptability of A ll-FT-R = WSP »  M oraic
A ll-FT-R WSP M oraic
a. (sapo)(ho)(sano) *****
^   b. (sapo)(hosa)(no) **** ^4^ *****
c. (s^p^o)(h^o)(s^ano) *****t  ^5) ♦ *(D
d. (s^pJio)(h^sH a)(no) **** ^4^ *(D
The problem here  is  that  by  having  M oraic  low-ranked,  there  is  no  reason  why  the 
rhythmic  non-moraic  candidate (b) is not the winner, given that it vacuously satisfies 
WSP and fares  better than the  stress-retracted contenders  (a) and (c)  in terms of foot 
alignment. Evidently this is wrong, because for this word, stress retraction occurs. If on 
the other hand, as in (77), M ora ic is promoted and ranked at least as highly as A ll-Ft- 
R - where WSP is - then (b) can no longer survive22. The competition necessarily refers 
to the moraic contenders (c) and (d). The role of WSP becomes now evident. Thanks to 
it,  the  violations of (d)  are equal  to those of (c)  and thus permit both to continue  to
22 The exact ranking of Moraic with respect to All-FT-R and WSP is examined below in section §2.3.4.
84another  round  of evaluation.  The  next  constraint  -  All-FT-L  -  determines  the  final 
outcome. It chooses (c) as it incurs one less violation when compared with (d)23.
(77)  Moraic, All-FT-R = WSP »  All-FT-L
M oraic ;  A ll-FT-R WSP A ll-FT-L
a. (sapo)(ho)(sano) **** ^4^ j  ***(** ^ ***** ^ )
b. (sapo)(hosa)(no) **** ^4^ i  ***f* ^4^  < . ******
c. (s^ap^o)(h^o)(s^ano) *(1) :  ***** (5) *(1) ***** ^ )
d. (s^ap^o)(h^6s^a)(no) * (D ■   **** ^4^ ** (2) ******1 ^
What this means is that the stress shift effects are attributed to a combination of factors; 
M o ra ic  favors  candidates  with  moraic  voiceless  onsets,  while  WSP  and  All-FT-R 
ensure that the candidate with stress shift has the same number of total violations as its 
non-shift counterpart has. As a result, both make it to the next stage of evaluation. There 
All-FT-L selects the candidate with stress shift, since this is the one that satisfies left- 
alignment more satisfactorily24.
2 .3 .2.3  Testing the system:  voiceless-sonorant combinations and non-shift of 
stress in other positions
To recap, in Arabela stress is rhythmic. Bisyllabic feet are created wherever possible. 
This  means  that  words  with  an  even-number of syllables  are  fully  parsed  in  a  very 
ordinary binary  way.  It is only  in odd-syllable words and in fact in a subset of these 
where  the  normal  algorithm  is  obscured.  There,  the  combination  of relatively  high- 
ranked M o raic and WSP leads to the sole survival of candidates with moraic onsets. A 
balancing effect is achieved among the violations of WSP and All-FT-R, which makes 
the normal rhythmic candidate and the stress shifted candidate tie. Subsequently, foot- 
alignment to the left edge of the word selects the candidate that satisfies it the best, i.e. 
the  one  with  stress  retraction.  Importantly,  this  effect  arises  only  in  the  final  two
23 One may wonder why (a) - the non-moraic stress retracting candidate - can never win. The reason is 
that if MORAIC is highly-ranked (as argued here), it will cause too many violations of it.  If Moraic is 
low-ranked,  then  (b)  should  still  be  better  as  it  harmonically  bounds  (a).  This  is  indirect  evidence 
suggesting that moraicity  must be involved in cases like the one here,  otherwise stress shift cannot be 
explained by using more standard prosodic and alignment constraints.
24 Importantly note that up to now, we have considered candidates where all obstruent onsets surface as 
moraic. This is not necessarily the case though. In §2.3.4 we explore the possibility that only the onsets of 
stressed syllables are moraic.  As we  will  see, depending on the exact specifics of the ranking between 
WSP and M oraic we can generate both possibilities.
85syllables  where  primary  stress  appears.  Below,  we  will explore  the relevant cases  in 
more detail and see how the system we have proposed accounts for them.
This section centres around two issues; first, whether the correct predictions are 
made for all possible combinations of voiced sonorants and voiceless consonants in the 
two last syllables of the word and second whether the appearance of a voiceless onset in 
a  syllable  other  than  the  final  two  disrupts  the  normal  algorithm.  According  to  the 
description of the language (Payne and Rich 1988), it is only in words of odd-syllables 
where  the  ultima  has  a  voiced  onset  and  the  penult  has  a  voiceless  one  that  stress 
appears on the penult rather than the anticipated ultima.  Our task is to examine  what 
happens in the other possible combinations of voiced sonorants and voiceless in the two 
last syllables of the word. Can the empirical data be accounted for by the mini-grammar 
we have offered in (74)? In practice, the following cases have to be investigated:
(78)  Full range of  possible sonorant-voiceless onsets in the final two syllables
Penult Ultima Example Result
a. (Voiced) Sonorant (Voiced) Sonorant huwahaniya no shift to penult
b. (Voiced) Sonorant Voiceless sakamanaha no shift to penult
c. Voiceless Voiceless kokotaka no shift to penult
d. Voiceless (Voiced) Sonorant nowajljano shift to penult
As shown before, it is the case that only in (78d) there is shift of stress. It remains to see 
whether  these  results  are  generated  given  the  system  proposed  above.  Let  us  first 
examine an example where both final syllables contain a sonorant onset.
(79)  sonorant - sonorant
Parse-o, FTBin(M ax) »  A ll-FT-R = WSP »  A ll-Ft-L
Parse
-o
FTBin
(Max)
All-FT-R  WSP A ll-Ft-L
***  a.  (huwa)(hani)(ya) **** ^4) ******
b.  (huwa)(ha)(niya) *****t  ^   7 ***** ^
c.  (huwa)(hani)ya *! **** (4) ** (2)
Here WSP plays  no role  since all candidates satisfy it by stressing the syllables with 
voiceless onsets.  Although, candidate (c) produces the fewest violations of the lower- 
ranked constraints,  it leaves a syllable unparsed causing a fatal violation of P arse-o . 
Therefore any candidates violating this constraint will never survive.  (79b) is identical
86to  those  outputs  where  stress  indeed  shifts  to  the  penult,  but  here  it  produces  an 
additional unnecessary violation of All-FT-R, leaving (a) emerge as the winner.
(80)  sonorant - voiceless
A ll-Ft-R = WSP »  A ll-Ft-L
A ll-FT-R WSP ALL-FT-L
*   a. (saka)(mana)(ha) **** ^4.) <  * ******
b. (saka)(ma)(naha) ***** ^ ;  * I* *****
In (80) there is no trigger for stress shift, since the ultima, which contains a voiceless 
onset,  would  normally  receive  primary  stress  due  to  rhythmic  stress.  Thus,  (a)  is 
unsurprisingly chosen. The final case we need to consider is one that involves voiceless 
onsets on both the final two syllables.
(81)  voiceless - voiceless — and no rightward stress shift
A ll-FT-R = WSP »  A ll-Ft-L
All-FT-R WSP A ll-FT-L
"   a. (koko)(taka) ** (2) ** ** (2)
b. (ko)(ko)(ta)(ka) *****t* ****** ^
c. (koko)(ta)(ka) *** p ) * *****1^ )
This tableau is particularly informative, since not only it produces the desired result, it 
also shows that WSP although important, does not force the parse to restart whenever a 
voiceless onset is encountered [as in (b)]; instead WSP interacts with All-Ft-R, whose 
violations are decisive25.  The other two rivals tie up to a certain point making it very 
likely that (a) loses.  A ll-FT-L saves the situation by preferring (81a) due to its fewer 
violations.
The  example  above  has  an  additional  advantage;  it  is  an  instance  where 
rightward  stress shift (cf.  (81c)) could be expected given that the final  syllable has a 
voiceless onset. This now brings us to the second issue investigated in this section. Do 
voiceless consonants in positions earlier or later than the penult cause stress shift? In
(81)  it is evident that such stress shift does not occur, as it would create more feet, e.g. 
(da)(d)(d) than the rhythmic (da)(da) and hence more alignment violations. Moreover,
25  I  have  unfortunately  been  unable  to  find an  odd-syllable  word that would  illustrate this pattern  (cf. 
(78c)). However, I tested the proposed grammar with a hypothetical word that would serve as an example 
and the correct - according to Payne’s and Rich’s (1988) account - results emerged, i.e. no stress shift.
87this  is a four-syllable  word26,  hence offering evidence that stress shift only occurs  in 
odd-syllable words of the sonorant-voiceless type.
To  verify  this,  let  us  consider  another  example  with  a  four-syllable  word. 
Consider  the  hypothetical  example:  /kokonaka/.  Our  system  predicts  (koko)(naka), 
instead of rightward stress shift, i.e. (koko)(na)(ka) which would produce unwarranted 
violations of left-edge alignment.
(82)  4o-word: sonorant - voiceless —  no rightward stress shift (cf. (72))
All-FT-R = WSP »  All-Ft-L
All-FT-R >  WSP All-Ft-L
^   a. (koko)(naka) ** (2) /  ** ** (2)
b. (ko)(kona)(ka) **** ^4 ^
c. (koko)(na)(ka) *** (3) *
All candidates fare equally well in terms of the high-ranking constraints. The outcome is 
determined by  All-FT-L  which  chooses  the candidate with the  fewer feet,  since this 
incurs fewer violations of foot alignment.
But while we have explored the possibility of stress shift to the right as a result 
of a  voiceless  consonant  occurring  in  the  final  syllable,  we  have  not considered  the 
opposite:  leftward  stress  shift  (in  a  manner  similar  to  examples  like:  [nowajljano]) 
when a voiceless consonant occurs earlier than the penult in the word.
As shown in (83) no such effect arises either. This is exactly a consequence of the 
equally  ranked  WSP  and  All-Ft-R.  Effectively,  stressing  syllables  with  voiceless 
onsets  early  in  the  word  satisfies  the  WSP,  but  simultaneously  creates  massive 
violations of right foot alignment. To illustrate the point, some representative candidates 
with stress shift in positions early in the word are presented below. The same example 
as in (80) is used.
26 To be more specific, it is not four-syllable words we are focusing on here, but generally even-syllable 
words.  Two-syllable  words  would  not  suffice  to illustrate  the  point,  while  six-syllable  words  or more 
would  be  inappropriate  for  expository  reasons.  This  is  why  I  use  (hypothetical)  examples  with  four 
syllables when it comes to even-syllable words.
88(83)  sonorant - voiceless
A ll-F t-R = WSP »  A ll-F t-L
A ll-FT-R  > WSP A ll-Ft-L
~   a. (saka)(mana)(ha) **** * ******
b. (sa)(ka)(mana)(ha) ******1** ******* ^i^
c. (sa)(kama)(naha) ******i * **** (4)
d. (sa)(kama)(na)(ha) ******1* ^ ******** ^g^
Candidates (b) and (d) illustrate that although they manage to stress all syllables with 
voiceless  onsets,  thus  respecting  WSP  fully,  they  produce  severe  violations  of right 
foot-alignment. (c) produces itself a violation of WSP, as the winning candidate does, 
but it does not fare better than it in terms of ALL-Ft-R.  The sum of violations of (a) 
before it reaches All-Ft-L is still smaller than the one of the other contenders so (a) 
wins.
Summarizing our findings up to this point, it has been shown that the system is 
generally  rhythmic,  with  All-Ft-R  quite  high-ranked  and  thus  massively  violated 
whenever stress shift occurs. However, in odd-syllable words containing a sequence of 
voiceless-voiced  sonorant in  the penult and ultima respectively,  high-ranked  M oraic 
and  WSP  require  that  voiceless  onsets  are  not  only  moraic,  but  also  receive  stress. 
Candidates without stress  shift violate WSP to a large extent,  while those with  stress 
shift violate All-FT-R more severely. The total violations incurred though are in each 
case the same,  so the decision falls on low-ranked All-Ft-L, which favours the stress 
shifted candidate, as it produces better left alignment (cf. (70)).
In  words  without  the  voiceless-voiced  sonorant  sequence,  such  stress  shift  is 
gratuitous. No trigger exists for stress shift and as a result All-Ft-R violations are so 
many  that  the  optimal  candidates  present  the  normal  rhythmic  pattern.  For  instance, 
when the penult-ultima sequence is sonorant-sonorant (cf. (79)), hypothetical stress shift 
only  violates  All-Ft-R  without  any  gain  in  terms  of WSP  simply  because  voiced 
sonorant onsets have no moraicity, thus all reasonable contenders - including those that 
lack stress shift -  vacuously satisfy it.  Similarly,  in a sonorant-voiceless sequence (cf.
(80)), the rhythmic pattern ensures that stress will dock on the last syllable, so WSP is 
satisfied already without any shift. Finally, in voiceless-voiceless sequences (cf. (81)), 
WSP will be best satisfied by stressing both the penult and final syllables. But if this is 
done,  All-FT-R  will be violated to a fatal extent,  therefore the system there actually 
emerges with its normal rhythmic pattern too.
892.3*3 R esid u a l issu e s
2.3.3.1  An alternative: stress shift directly related to primary stress
The  reader may  have  noticed  that the  stress  shift effect only  arises  in the  voiceless­
voiced  sonorant  sequences  of primary  stress.  As  we  have  seen  already,  no  similar 
process occurs in other positions within the word. In the light of this, it is possible to 
claim that primary and secondary stress are assigned via different algorithms. McGarrity 
(2003)  presents  numerous  cases  where  primary  stress  is  assigned  differently  from 
secondary stress. The general schema she uses includes a general constraint, e.g. Stress 
to  Weight  (STW)  and  its  primary  stress  variant,  i.e.  STWW d »   which  makes  specific 
reference  to  primary  stress.  Perhaps  then,  Arabela  could  be  re-analysed  along  these 
lines.
A  sketch  of  such  an  approach  is  illustrated  presently.  In  accordance  with 
McGarrity, we could invoke the familiar WSP and its primary stress variant WSPwd27.
(84)  WSPwd: Heavy syllables must have primary stress
The problem though is that in order that WSP (or WSPwd) has an effect, the syllable it 
refers to has to be heavy, because only an unstressed heavy syllable violates it. WSP has 
no say in unstressed or stressed light syllables. But this means that there must be some 
constraint which  imposes  heaviness  on  syllables.  This  is  M o r a ic,  the  constraint  we 
have already used.
Now,  M o ra ic  does not on  its own make any distinction between  syllables that 
would  receive  secondary  or  primary  stress.  It  assigns  moraicity  to  as  many  syllable 
onsets  as  it  can.  Apparently  we  would  like  to  say  that  WSPwd  »   WSP  so  as  to 
emphasize that primary stress is only affected. The ranking in (55), i.e *p/ONS/[voice] 
»   M o ra ic  »   *p/ONS,  could  also be assumed so that only  voiceless  onsets can be 
moraic.  To  simplify  things  slightly,  I  will  only  consider  candidates  with  moraic 
voiceless  onsets,  under the  view  that  M oraic  is  very  highly  ranked.  Effectively  the 
tableau in (77) now becomes:
27 In fact, McGarrity (2003: 212) uses the constraint PkP r o m  and P kPr o m M a in  for a similar case. She 
acknowledges that WSP and PkPr o m  overlap to a certain extent, but uses PkP r o m  which is satisfied so 
long as within a word with heavy and light syllables, at least one heavy syllable is stressed. WSP on the 
other  hand requires  that every  heavy  syllable  is  stressed.  This  technical  detail  is  not  relevant for our 
purposes, so I am using WSP to be consistent with the previous analysis.
90(85)  Moraic »  WSPW d »  WSP, All-Ft-L
Moraic WSPwd WSP  i A ll-F t-L
^   a.  (s^ap^oXh^oXs^ano) * *** ♦  : ***** ^
b.  (s^ap^o)(h^osH a)(no) * *♦**! **  | ******
There are a few points that need discussion here. First note that All-F t-R is not used 
(although to be accurate, in a word where all syllables are light, it would be needed to 
generate the right footing)  . If it had been used at least in its original position, i.e. next 
to M oraic, it would incorrectly produce (b) as the winner. So if it is to be included it 
has to be at least below the WSP constraints. Now consider WSPwd- Both candidates 
violate  it,  although  the former to a lesser extent,  since out of the four syllables  with 
moraic onsets, there is one,  i.e.  the final, which receives primary stress.  On the other 
hand, candidate (b) fares worse, since none of the moraic onset syllables gets primary 
stress. Note however, that even in the absence of WSPwd, the second candidate would 
still be excluded. Either the general WSP or All-Ft-L would dispense with (b).
This already seems quite suspicious; why should we invoke a constraint that is 
superfluous? To drive the point home,  let us consider one more example. This is the 
example of a voiced sonorant-voiceless sequence in penult and ultima respectively (cf.
(83)). Again let us focus on the more interesting contenders, i.e. the one with stress shift 
and the other with no stress shift. Both include moraic voiceless onsets.
(8 6)  sonorant - voiceless
M oraic »  WSPwd»  WSP »  All-Ft-L
A ll-F t-L  "1 | Moraic  WSPW d WSP
28  Marc  van  Oostendorp  (p.c)  offers  another alternative  using  WSPwd.  locating  WSP  very  low  in  the 
ranking and without All-Ft-R. The proposed ranking is A lign-H D prw d-R  »  WSPwd »  All-FT-L. The 
first constraint  accounts  for the  fact  that  rightmost stress  is  the  primary  one.  This  analysis  works  for 
examples  such  as  kokotaka  and  sakamanaha  as  the  interested  reader  can  confirm  by  drawing  the 
corresponding  tableaux.  But  it  will  not  work  for  the  stress-shifted  cases  such  as:  nowafifano  or 
sapohosano as it predicts instead nowafifano and sapohosano respectively. I will present one example for 
illustration purposes. In such cases, the stress shifted candidate has the same number of WSPW d violations 
with the left-aligned one. Since they tie, the decision falls onto All-FT-L which chooses the better left- 
aligned contender.
(i)  Wrong result for stress-shifted cases if the ranking is: Align-Hd-R »  WSPwd »  ALL-Ft-L
ALIGN-HDprwd-R WSPwd A ll-P t-L
a. (s^ap^oXh^os^aXno) ****; ******(g)
b. (s^ap^oXh^oXs^ano) *** *****;(5)
#   c. (s^aXp^oh^oXs^ano) *** ****(4)
91**  a.  (s^ak^a)(mana)(h^a) ** ** ♦ ******
b.  (s^ak^a)(ma)(nah^a) ** ** ***** ^5)
Again WSPwd chooses the right winner, but it does not really offer much.  The other 
constraints already provided would  still achieve the right winner,  although we would 
need to establish the ranking between WSP and All-FT-L as one of domination of the 
former over the latter. But all this now looks very similar to the suggested ranking in the 
previous sections. Although I will not examine the remaining examples of the previous 
section, it becomes obvious that inclusion of WSPwd proves superfluous.
In a final attempt of rescuing this type of analysis, one could make use of general 
*jx/Ons/x and the more specific *p/ONS/xwd or similarly Moraic and MORAiCwd- Both 
would aim to differentiate between primary and secondary stressed syllables. I will not 
present analyses that would utilize such constraints here,  but it should be evident that 
even  if  they  could  be  made  to  work,  they  would  add  unnecessary  complexity  and 
duplication to the system, in the sense that a set of different constraints would be needed 
for primary and for secondary stress. In the absence of supporting evidence for such an 
approach,  it  seems  to  be  more  economical  to  derive  the  effects  of  this  difference 
indirectly, as it has been proposed in the previous sections.
In  other  words,  it  is  proposed  that  stress  shift does  not  relate  to  the  primary- 
secondary stress distinction,  but instead to the combined action of the equally ranked 
WSP and All-Ft-R.  The primary-secondary stress distinction is then a side-effect of 
the  above.  Stressing  syllables  with  voiceless  onsets  early  in  the  word  -  this  is 
particularly  visible  in  longer words,  e.g.  those of 5  syllables  -  offers  a  small  gain in 
terms  of  WSP,  but  produces  massive  violations  of  All-FT-R  that  cannot  be 
compensated for. Consequently, the rhythmic stress candidate is optimal. In the case of 
voiceless penult and voiced sonorant ultima however, the language can afford to satisfy 
WSP  more  satisfactorily  by  shifting  stress  at  the  expense  of  only  one  additional 
violation of ALL-FT-R.
2.3.3.2  On the peculiarity of the Arabela stress system
The  Arabela  stress  system  seems  strange  because  not only  it  presents  effects  due  to 
onsets, but perhaps more oddly, this only applies contextually, i.e. when the penult has a 
voiceless consonant and the ultima has a sonorant.  In contrast,  in Piraha all  syllables 
within the trisyllabic window at the right edge which is active for stress, may receive
92stress due to their moraicity. Is then this stress shift that Arabela presents as bizarre as 
one would think? I would like to suggest that it is not.
Supporting evidence comes from languages discussed in Rosenthall and van der 
Hulst (1999) and Moren (2000),  where codas are contextually heavy or light.  Before 
elaborating on this, it is worth mentioning that Arabela fits nicely along these cases, the 
difference being that the contextual factor now affects onsets rather than codas.
What’s more, it is largely an analytical issue to suggest that codas (or onsets) are 
contextually  moraic  or  not  (as  the  above  authors  do)  or  that  they  are  consistently 
moraic, but subject to different constraints making reference to their moraicity, e.g.  a 
distinction between WSP(N)  and WSP,  where the former is only sensitive to nucleic 
weight, while the latter to overall weight (as in Piraha above). Independently of the view 
taken,  the  intuition  is  the  same,  that is,  the moraic  behavior of syllables may not be 
uniform across all the syllables in the word.
As we have seen in detail, in Arabela stress is usually rhythmic and degenerate 
feet are permitted. Primary stress is thus assigned either on the penult or on the ultima. 
Stress  shift only occurs in odd-syllable words with a voiceless-sonorant penult-ultima 
sequence. There, instead of the expected final primary stress, this appears on the penult 
due to the heaviness of that syllable.
A similar case emerges in Goroa (Rosenthall and van der Hulst 1999), this time 
due to coda weight (87). Stress in Goroa either falls on the leftmost long vowel (a-b) or 
on  the  penult  (e-f).  A  further  complexity  is  added  by  closed  syllables  which  are 
generally  light (b,  f) except word-finally (c-d) where they  are heavy  and can receive 
stress to satisfy higher ranking metrical constraints, i.e. FTBIN and E d g em o st-R29.
a. duignuno: “thumb”
b. giramboida “short”
c. adux “heavy”
d. axe  mis “hear”
e. oromila “because1
f. idirdana “sweet”
Stress shift to the right occurs due to the presence of a coda whose heaviness can satisfy 
E d g em o st-R. Other languages with this effect, but less reminiscent of Arabela include 
Eastern Ojibwa, Khalkha Mongolian and Kashmiri (Moren 2000).
29 I am using the constraint as used in the original after Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004). EDGEMOST- 
L/R requires stress to appear at the left or right edge of the word respectively.
93In sum then, the only peculiar thing with Arabela is that stress shift is caused by 
onsets, and not by codas. Other than that, the emerging pattern is rather ordinary.
2.3.4  Effects on mora affiliation by ranking M o r a i c   and WSP with 
accuracy
A final issue we need to address is the exact output affiliation of moras with segments 
as regulated by the specific ranking of M oraic and WSP.
(88)  *p/ONS/[voice] »  M oraic »  *jj/O ns
Through the ranking above,  we know that only voiceless onsets are forced to emerge 
with  moras.  Things  would  remain  as  simple  if  WSP  had  no  impact  on  these 
representations. In a previous ranking (cf. (74)) we had seen that although WSP’s exact 
position was not established, it could at least be positioned next to M oraic.
A closer look however shows  that the exact relationship between the two has 
further  consequences.  Importantly,  these  consequences  are  merely  theoretical  and 
cannot be confirmed empirically one way or another. Both approaches discussed next, 
generate  the  right  candidate,  i.e.  the  one  with  stress  shift,  but  differ  on  whether  all 
voiceless onsets are moraic (cf. (90c)) or only the voiceless onsets of stressed syllables 
(cf. (89d)).
This  difference  relates  to  that  fact  that  to  an  extent  WSP  and  Moraic  have 
conflicting  demands.  M oraic  requires  the  presence  of  moras  in  the  output.  WSP 
requires stressing syllables with moraic onsets, but does not penalize syllables with non- 
moraic onsets if they remain unstressed. This means that it is likely that not all voiceless 
onsets will surface as moraic, only the stressed ones may do. For this to be possible, it 
has to be the case that the relevant candidate incurs the same number of violations in 
terms of the equally ranked M oraic and WSP with its rival which consists of moraic 
onsets only.  The  competition  then  passes  on  to  *p/ONS,  which  naturally chooses  the 
candidate  with  the  fewest  moraic  onsets.  The  next example  serves  as  an  illustration. 
This is an example with the by now familiar pattern of voiceless-voiced sonorant onsets 
in the final two syllables, causing shift of stress to the penult.
94(89)  Moraic = WSP = All-Ft-R »  All-Ft-L »  *ji/ONS
/sapohosano/ M o ra ic   WSP  All-FT-R A ll-FT-L *ji/Ons
a.  (sfiap^o)(h^6sJia)(no) ** (2)**** (4) ****** f **** (4)
b.  (sH apo)(h,A 6sa)(nd) ** (2)  >   **** (4) ****** j ** (2)
c.  (sM ap^o)(hM o)(s^ano) * (1) < ***** (5) ***** ****i (4)
^   d.  (s^apo)(h^6)(s^ano) *(1)  ’  ***** (5) ***** ^ *** ^3^
To make the tableau less complex, notice that it can essentially be broken down in a 
couple of sub-groups30. First, candidates (a) and (b) share a rhythmic parsing, whereas 
(c) and (d) represent the case with the shift of stress. Second, (a) and (c) exhibit moras 
on all syllables with voiceless onsets, while (b) and (d) only on stressed syllables. The 
empirical  data  tell  us  that  either  (c)  or  (d)  wins,  but  we  also  need  to  consider  the 
candidates with the normal rhythmic pattern to ensure that the simultaneous action of 
the  three  constraints  [M o r a ic,  WSP,  All-FT-R]  does  not  produce  any  unwelcome 
surprise by selecting (a) or (b)31.
All four candidates incur the same number of violations of the three top-ranked 
constraints, so lower-ranked constraints will determine the outcome. It is essential that 
All-FT-L dominates  *|i/ONS,  so  that the  first two  candidates  are  excluded,  (d)  then 
wins as it incurs one less violation of *jj/O ns by failing to realize one of the voiceless 
onset moras.  The outcome  is the desirable one, but notably it is the candidate,  which 
assigns  moras  on  voiceless  onsets  only  if these  receive  stress.  Unstressed  obstruent 
onsets have no moras.
As mentioned, the ranking All-FT-L »  *p/ONS is also established. If it were 
*p/ONS  »   All-FT-L,  then  (b)  would  be  wrongly  selected.  If  the  ranking  was 
undetermined, i.e. All-Ft-L, *p/ONS, no single winner would be chosen, since both (b) 
and (d) would produce eight violations of the relevant constraints in total, versus ten of 
(a) and nine of (c).
The  alternative  would  be  to  let  our  grammar  choose  the  output  where  all 
voiceless  onsets  are  moraic  irrespective  of  whether  they  are  onsets  of  stressed  or 
unstressed syllables,  i.e. as in (89c). Simply ranking M o ra ic over WSP achieves that.
30 Another plausible candidate is (s^a)(ptlo)(hM o)(sM ano) which would perfectly satisfy M oraic and WSP. 
Nonetheless, it would incur nine violations of All-FT-R which would prevent any further evaluation.
31  It  is  again  important  that  these  three  constraints  act  simultaneously  and  are  equally  ranked. 
Alternatively,  given that WSP = All-FT-R,  we would have MORAIC, WSP = All-FT-R,  which  would 
entail either M o r a ic  »  WSP = All-FT-R or WSP = All-FT-R »  M o r a ic . The former would produce 
(89c) as the winner, which is a reasonable possibility (cf.  (90c)), but the ranking WSP = All-FT-R »  
MORAIC would give us (89b) which is blatantly wrong. Therefore, equal ranking is once more crucial.
95We  will  see  that  given  this  ranking,  the  precise  ranking  of  *p/ONS  and  All-F t-L 
becomes irrelevant.
(90)  M oraic »  WSP = A ll-F t-R  »  A ll-F t-L , *p/ONS
/sapohosano/ Moraic WSP  All-F t-R A ll-F t-L *|i/ONS
a.  (s^ap^o)(h^os^a)(no) ** (2)  **** (4) ****** ***j*(4)
b.  (s^po)(hti6sa)(no) **! (2) ;  **** (4 ) ******^^ ** (2)
^   c.  (s^apH o)(h^o)(sH ano) * (i)  >  ***** (5) ***** ^ **** (4)
d.  (s,A apo)(h^)(s^ano) *!(D \ ***** ***** ^ *** (3)
Here (b) and (d) - our previous winning candidate - lose early on because they fail to 
assign  moras  on  all  obstruent  onsets.  The  remaining  candidates  tie  on  the  next  two 
constraints,  so the decision  is passed on the  very low-ranked ones. The winner (c) is 
finally chosen.  As  in  (89),  this is the one that exhibits  shift of stress.  Nonetheless,  it 
keeps  all  moras  on  the  voiceless  onsets,  in contrast to  (89d),  which  retains  only  the 
voiceless onset moras of stressed syllables.
At this stage, there is no principled reason that should force us choose one over 
the other grammar. Perhaps, a simpler system is produced through (90) in the sense that 
all voiceless onsets are uniformly treated as moraic and that might be a property more 
easily acquired by the language learner, rather than being based on stress cues to decide 
which voiceless onset moras survive in the output. On the other hand, the system in (89) 
is consistent with other approaches mentioned in the previous section (cf. Moren 2000, 
Rosenthall and van der Hulst  1999)  which suggest that certain  (coda) consonants are 
variably moraic; for instance according to Moren (2000), codas in Kashmiri are moraic 
when  they  are  part  of  stressed  syllables,  but  emerge  as  non-moraic  in  unstressed 
syllables. With this consideration in mind, we can conclude that the system proposed for 
Arabela is one of the following:
(91)  Mini-grammar of Arabela - Final attempt
I )  [cf. (65a), (65b), (89)]:  *p/ONS/[voice] PARSE-a, FTBin(max)
Moraic  =  WSP  =  A ll-F t-R
A ll-F t-L
‘P/O ns
96II)  [cf. (65a), (65b), (90)]:  *p/ONS/[voice] Parse-c t, P tB in(max)
M oraic
WSP = All-Ft-R
*P/O n s, A ll-Ft-L
2.3.5 Arabela Conclusion
In  this  section data from  Arabela,  a  very  little-studied Peruvian  language,  have been 
presented,  and  I  have  attempted  to  give  a  detailed  account  of the  language’s  stress 
system.  Stress is largely rhythmic forming trochees (binary or degenerate) from left to 
right. In the event of odd-syllable words with voiced/sonorant onsets in the ultima and 
voiceless  ones  in  the  penult,  stress  shifts  to  the  penult  instead  of  its  anticipated 
assignment on the final syllable. An account has been proposed where this is a result of 
the interaction between the language’s normal stress system and constraints that refer to 
onset moraicity.
The disruption of the normal rhythmic stress algorithm occurs when the penult has 
a  voiceless  and the  ultima  a  voiced  sonorant onset,  because  only there can  the foot- 
alignment constraints  and  WSP be  satisfied in  the  best possible  way  by  shifting  the 
stress  to  the  penult.  In  all  other  instances,  such  a  shift  would  be  gratuitous  causing 
unnecessary violations of A ll-Ft-R.
2.4  Karo
Karo is the third language I will discuss in this chapter. It is a Tupi language spoken in 
the Rond6nia State, Brazil by approximately 150 Arara Indians. The data presented here 
are those that Nilson Gabas Jr. has collected during field work and published in Gabas 
(1998) and Gabas (1999),  henceforth referred to as G9832 and G99 respectively.  Here 
too, stress is sensitive to the quality of the onset. In fact, Karo suggests a system where 
sonorants and voiceless obstruents pattern as moraic onsets to the exclusion of voiced 
obstruents which are non-moraic. This is sharply different from what we have seen in 
Piraha and Arabela, but still explainable in the current system.  Stress, as we will also
32 G98 is written in Portuguese. As I have not attempted any translation of the glosses into English, these 
are given in the original language.
97see, is sensitive to tone and nasalization as well. But first, let us present the segmental 
inventory of the language. Throughout, H tone is marked with an acute accent, L tone 
has  no  accent  at  all,  the  tilde  underneath  the  vowel  represents  nasality  and  finally 
boldface represents stress.
2.4.1  Karo segmental inventory
I begin by presenting the phonemic consonantal inventory first.
(92)  Karo phonemic consonants
bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal
Stops P t c k ?
b r g
Nasal m n r)
Fricative h
Approximant w y
Two  points  are  worthy  of  discussion  here.  First,  the  language  treats  /r/  (which  is 
phonetically  a  flap  [r])  as  a  /d/  phonologically.  Gabas  shows  that  [r]  behaves 
phonologically  and  morphologically  as  the  voiced  stops  [b]  and  [g]  do  and  thus  is 
included among them. Alternations across words like the one in (93) provide evidence 
for this fact.
(93)  Data from G98: 2233
pot + ?a?  -*■ po:r a?  (/t/ turns into [r]) 
up + ?a? -*• u:b ?a? (/p/ turns into [b])34 
tak + ?ip -*> ta:g ip (/k/ turns into [g])
This  property  is  not  unprecedented;  other Tupi  languages  treat /b  r g/  as  the  voiced 
counterparts of /p t k/ (Rodrigues p.c. to Gabas 1999:  12), while in Gadsup, Papua New
Guinea (Frantz and Frantz 1966: 3), underlying voiced alveolar d,  surfaces as either d or
r intervocalically. I will thus share this idea too.
The second point is that the only fricative in the language is /h/, which also is 
less  frequent than  other phonemes  (G99:  12).  Phonetically,  the  following  consonants 
surface.
33 Vowel  length is not distinctive in  Karo.  This lengthening here is optional.  See Gabas (1998:  22) for 
details.
34 Unlike the other examples, the initial glottal of /?a?/ here remains. Gabas does not discuss why this is 
the case.
98(94)  Karo phonetic consonants
bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal
Stops pp: p’ tt: t’ c c: kk: k’ ?
b g
Flap r r
Nasal b  b mm  m d d n n  n DU8 s9
Fricative p 9 Y h
Approximant w w yy
Some remarks that will also facilitate the presentation of the data below are in order. 
Long voiceless stops appear as onsets of stressed syllables. Unreleased voiceless stops 
occur as final codas. In all other contexts, we get the plain alternants. Nasal sonorants 
appear as pre-stopped nasals, e.g. bm, in word-final codas of stressed syllables with an 
oral vowel, whereas as post-stopped nasals, e.g. mb, in onsets of stressed syllables that 
include an oral vowel.  Plain nasals occur everywhere else.  [b]-[f]  and [gMy]  are in 
variation as onsets of unstressed syllables preceded by an open syllable, while [c]~[9l 
are in entirely free variation. Finally, the nasalization of the approximants and the flap is 
predictable based on the nasalization of surrounding vowels.
The phonemic vowels of Karo include: i) the oral i, e, j, a, a, u and o and ii) the 
nasal j, g, §, and o. Phonetically, two points are important. The first is that the oral mid 
vowel Id surfaces as: i) [e] in H-toned syllables, ii) [e] in unstressed or L-tone stressed 
syllables.  Somewhat  similarly,  /of  surfaces  as:  i)  [o]  in  H-toned  syllables  and  in 
unstressed syllables, but as ii) [o] in L-tone stressed syllables. The second point is that 
the nasalized /§/ surfaces as [9].
2.4.2  Karo tone, nasalization and stress
With this much segmental information at hand, we may proceed in looking at Karo in 
more detail. Syllables are of the (C)V(C) type. No long vowels seem to arise, whereas 
sequences  of vowels  are  syllabified in different syllables.  Most words  do not exceed 
three syllables in length.
Karo  distinguishes  between  H  and  L  tone35.  H  tone  is  marked  by  the  acute 
accent, and L tone by the absence of any mark. Apart from having phonemically nasal 
segments,  the  language  also  possesses  rules  that  assign  nasalization  to  neighbouring 
segments (see G98: 63).
35 Minimal pairs include for example:  [pgn]  ‘to open’  vs.  [pgn]  ‘to step’,  [cadn]  ‘to wash’  vs.  [cadn]  ‘to 
pluck’ (G99: 44).
99Stress is generally final, but can be pushed back to an earlier position if one of 
the following conditions is applicable in the order specified here:  i) if a syllable has H 
tone, then it gets stress, ii) if there is no H-toned syllable, but there is one with a nasal 
vowel, then this receives stress and finally iii) if none of the above is applicable, but if 
the  final  syllable  has  a  voiced  stop  onset  then  the  penult  gets  stressed36.  The 
overwhelming majority of words present stress in a disyllabic window at the right edge. 
Only rarely, antepenult stress is found, but the conditions where this occurs are not clear 
(cf. fn. 38 for discussion).
Although my focus will be on the final condition, I will briefly discuss the other 
two for completeness37. The relationship between tone and stress has been explored in 
de Lacy (2002),  who shows that H-toned syllables commonly attract stress.  As far as 
nasalization is concerned, John Hajek (p.c.) suggests that in fact nasalized vowels may 
be simply long,  in which case their primacy for stress falls out easily (although some 
reference to WSP(N))  would be needed to assign more importance to weight coming 
from nasalized vowels, compared to other moraic segments).
As implied above,  stressing a syllable with H-tone is top priority,  even at the 
expense of stressing a final syllable with a voiced stop onset (95a, b).
(95)  Stress and tone
a.  yogd  ‘egg’  (G99:43)
b.  koref  ‘guan (sp.)’  (G99:43)
c.  mand<$godn  ‘rabbit (sp.)’  (G99:40)
In  the  absence  of  a  H-toned  syllable,  nasalization  attracts  stress,  again  even  at  the 
expense of stressing a final syllable with a voiced stop onset (96d, e)38.
361 will discuss the case of a voiced stop onset in the penult too at a later point.
37  H-tone  and  nasalization  spreading  occur in  Karo under certain circumstances.  Certain  data seem to 
suggest that stress assignment precedes  both.  For instance,  the  underlying  form for  [nayua]  is /nayua/ 
‘ant’s  house’  and  for  [whip"1 ]  it  is /whip/  ‘native,  non-domesticated’  (G99:  43).  Since default stress is 
final,  we would expect stress on the final  instead, given that this also has  H tone. This is not the case 
though. The same point obtains for nasalized vowels too. In addition, an optional rule turns oral vowels to 
their  nasalized  counterparts  when  they  are  between  nasals  (G98:  63),  e.g /mani/  -»  [mani]  ~  [mgni] 
‘macaxeira’;  /anana/  — >   [ananda]  -  [anj>nda]  ‘abacaxi’.  Again,  stress  seems  to  precede  nasalization 
otherwise we should get *[mgni] or *[angnda].
38  Some  other data  need  to  be  treated  with caution.  Gabas  seems  to suggest that  there  is  a disyllabic 
window at the right edge of the word, which may receive stress.  I have however found three examples 
where  this  is  violated  by  allowing  antepenultimate  stress  on  iyrino?ndond  ‘machado’  (G98:  16), 
/ag<5a?pat/ -» [agda?p3f]  ‘paje’ and /cgabe?/ — » [cgabe?]  ‘bow’  (G98: 73). One could perhaps attribute 
this to the fact that stressing an input H-tone is of such priority that it can override the window.  Some 
other examples that exhibit  nasalization  seem problematic  in the  light  of Gabas’  claim  (G99:  42)  that 
there can only be just one underlying nasal per word, and yet here we have two in words such as: /p§p§/ 
— ►  papia  ‘yam (sp.)’  [G99:  23], /mgyggra/ ->  mgygjra ‘snake’[G99:  17].  Furthermore G99: 43 argues
100(96)  Stress and nasalization
a. ma?Q ‘ant (sp.)’ (G99: 42)
b. P30a ‘dar’ (G98:  17)
c. rnorjya ‘miganga’ (G98: 39)
d. piron ‘redondo’ (G98: 30)
e. carek'' ‘slow’ (G99: 23)
2.4.3  Stress and onset voicing
2.4.3.1  The core analysis
Setting tone and nasalization aside, we can focus on the cases where none is present in 
the word, thus stress is normally word-final, unless that syllable has a voiced obstruent 
onset in which case stress retracts to the penult. Both patterns are illustrated below.
(97) Karo stress and onset voicing (G99: 39-41)
a. ma?pe ‘gourd’
koya ‘crab’
ya?mbD ‘yam (sp.)’
pakiD ‘fontanel’
b. kmwep"1 ‘butterfly’
kuru?cu ‘saliva’
c. yaba ‘rodent (sp.)’
pibe? ‘foot’
were ‘frog’
karo ‘macaw’
maga ‘mouse’
i?cago ‘quati (sp.)’
(G99:  14)
(97a) presents cases with  final  stress.  The examples here  involve all combinations of 
sonorants  and  voiceless  obstruents  in  the  two  final  syllables  of  the  word.  Stress  is 
consistently final. This is also the case in (97b). This time, the penult includes a voiced 
stop  onset,  whereas  the  final  has  either  a  sonorant  or  a  voiceless  stop.  Things  are 
different in (97c). Here the final has a voiced stop, and the penult has either a voiceless 
stop or a sonorant. Stress is now systematically penultimate.
that  “high  pitch  never  occurs  in  a  syllable  of a  word  which  also  contains  another  syllable  with  an 
underlying nasal vowel”. Several counterexamples arise though:
i)  /cgabe?/  c^abe?  ‘bow’ (G98:73)  /p§ram/  p£r£m  ‘wood (sp.)’ (G99:46)
/k§ramJ  ‘hummngbird’ (G99: 46)  /p§uan/  p£g£n  ‘to give’ (G99:46)
/ker§n/  kier^n  ‘dormiram’ (G98:80)  ergm  iamber’ (G98:24)
101To analyse this set of data, I will again make reference to onset moraicity. Recall 
that in Piraha and Arabela, we had claimed that only voiceless obstruents can be moraic 
when in onset position. Voiced obstruents and sonorants had no moraicity. For Karo, 
the  proposal  is  that  voiceless  obstruents  and  sonorants  are  moraic  onsets,  whereas 
voiced obstruents are not.
Although this  might seem  a striking conclusion at first,  it is  not really,  if we 
recall  the discussion about the relation between pitch and sonorants  that appeared in 
chapter §7.4.1.1. There, I offered tonal cases where sonorants could either behave like 
the voiced obstruents or like the voiceless counterparts39. This dual nature of sonorants 
was attributed to the fact that sonorants are inherently voiced and by default lack the 
[voice]  feature  characteristic  of voiced  obstruents.  This  is  not  to  say  that  sonorants 
cannot bear the [voice] feature at all. In fact, they can, which is why in some languages 
they pattern with voiced obstruents.  But when they lack the  [voice]  feature,  then it is 
quite likely that they behave in a similar way to voiceless obstruents40.
The idea was then to extend the effect of pitch raising due to (lack of) voicing 
beyond tone and propose that some languages construe this as stress.  As with tone, in 
stress too, sonorants should be expected to demonstrate their dual status. In Piraha and 
in Arabela we saw them patterning alongside voiced obstruents. Now in Karo, we see 
them behaving like voiceless obstruents do. Karo sonorants thus lack a [voice] feature, 
which is why in  the ranking in  (98),  *p/ONS/[voice]  does not refer to them,  allowing 
sonorants to be moraic as voiceless obstruents are.
(98)  *p/ONS/[voice] »  M oraic »  *p/ONS
39 G98: 80-84 claims that sonorants and voiced obstruents pattern together as they allow H-tone spreading 
across them,  whereas  voiceless obstruents block such spreading.  This finding is unsatisfactory for two 
reasons:  first,  as  Gabas  himself acknowledges,  it  is  cross-linguistically  an  unlikely  pattern  since  one 
would expect voiced obstruents blocking the H-tone spreading given that these are standardly depressors. 
But even  if this  were possible,  a more  serious problem is that the examples with  voiceless  obstruents 
Gabas gives are really not comparable with their sonorant and voiced obstruent counterparts. For voiced 
obstruents and sonorants, stress is penultimate and there is an input H-tone on the same syllable. In the 
output, the H-tone spreads onto the final, e.g. /o/+/pitegat/ — » [owitiegaf] and /o-/+/kawan/ — » [okiawan]. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  examples  with  voiceless  obstruents  involve  final  stress  and  no  lexical  H  tone 
whatsoever  making  spreading  inherently  impossible,  e.g.  /ca?pe/  — >   [ca?pe]  or /moca/  — »  [mocia].  I 
believe it would be hazardous to draw any conclusions from such unclear data.
40  Karo  sonorants  are  not  simply  inert.  They  actively  attract  stress  away  from  syllables  with  voiced 
obstruents, as pointed out through a word like: maga ‘mouse’. If they were inert, then we would only see 
stress retraction  when the final syllable had a voiced onset and the penult had a voiceless one, but not 
when the penult had a sonorant one.
102Thus, while stress is generally assigned to the final syllable (99i), whenever this syllable 
includes a voiced onset and the penult includes either a voiceless obstruent or sonorant 
onset, stress shifts to the penult (99ii).
(99)  Karo stress4 1
i.  General pattern:  a  a [* V O i]
ii.  Stress shift:  a [* V O i]  a [= V O i]
The way this can be accounted for is that stress is restricted within a disyllabic window 
at the right edge, in which WSP is active and dominates the preference for final stress 
captured by A lig n-H d-R  (also used previously in Piraha).
(100)  WSP »  Align-Hd-R
WSP is violated if syllables with moraic onsets receive no stress. In particular, when the 
ultima has  a  voiced  non-moraic  onset and the penult a non-voiced  moraic  one,  then 
penult  stress  appears  as  a  better  candidate,  since  WSP  is  satisfied.  This  point  is 
schematically presented below (101).
(101)  Penult stress as a  result of stress shift  [syllables  with  moraic  onsets  have  an 
indexed mora]
Gf* voil  G[= voil WSP A lig n-H d-R
3.  Gy]* voil  G[= voil ♦
b.  [* voil  Gf= voi] *!
When the ultima has any other type of onset, such stress shift does not occur, as there is 
no trigger for its application. In particular, if the penult has a voiced onset [cf. (102)], 
then both WSP and A l ig n-H d-R are satisfied more satisfactorily in final stress (102a) 
than in penult stress (102b).
(102)  Final stress as a result of simultaneous WSP and Augn-Hd-R satisfaction
d[= voil Gf* voil WSP A lig n-H d-R
**  a. Gf= voil Gu[* voi]
b. G [= voil Gyf* voil *! *
41 To simplify representations, I use [= voi] to mark voiced obstruents and [* voi] to collectively refer to 
sonorants and voiceless obstruents.
103In  the  other  cases  which  involve  all  the  combinations  of  voiceless  obstruents  and 
sonorants  in  the  final  two  onsets,  WSP  is  equally  satisfied  by  both  candidates. 
Consequently, Align-Hd-R picks out the candidate with final default stress [cf. (103)].
(103)  Final stress as a result of equal WSP satisfaction. Augn-Hd-R decides
voil  Of* voil WSP A lign-H d-R
***  1* voil  Ouf* voil *
b.  voil  voi] * *!
This ranking also makes a further prediction. Recall in the beginning of this section that 
penultimate stress occurs when the final onset is a voiced obstruent. This is actually the 
claim that G99: 40 makes. It thus implies that penult stress should occur even when the 
penult has  itself a voiced obstruent onset.  Gabas nonetheless provides no example of 
this sort. What is more he presents two examples which he treats as exceptions to this 
generalization. These are:
(104)  G[s voi] CF[= voi] words: exceptions for Gabas, norm for current account (G99: 41)
a.  kiribap'1   ♦kiribop''  ‘frog (sp.)’
b.  mirifiy  *miririy  ‘toad (sp.)’
Notably, both penult and ultima have voiced onsets. And yet, final stress arises. While 
this  is  an  exception  to  Gabas’  statement,  it  is  in  fact  anticipated  given  the  analysis 
sketched  here.  The  reason  stress  shift  does  not  occur  is  because  both  candidates 
vacuously satisfy WSP, therefore A lign-Hd-R is again the determining factor in favour 
of final stress (105a).
(105)  Voiced onsets: Final stress because Augn-Hd-R decides
Gf= voil G[= voil WSP A lign-H d-R
a. Of= voil voi]
b. 0[= voil Gf= voil *!
In sum then, the part of the Karo stress algorithm that bears on the onset quality issue 
reveals that sonorants pattern alongside voiceless obstruents in being moraic onsets. The 
ranking  of  *p/ONS/[ voice]  »   M oraic  »   *fi/ONS  (cf.  (98))  combined  with  the 
assumption  that  sonorants  lack  the  [voice]  feature  produces  this  result.  The  second 
major part of the analysis involves the ranking WSP »  A lign-H d-R (cf. (100)), which 
requires  that  heavy  syllables  get  stress.  When  the  ultima has  a  voiced onset  and  the
104penult another type of onset, then the penultimate syllable receives stress as it is heavy. 
When the ultima has any other type of onset, then final stress simultaneously satisfies 
WSP (by  stressing a heavy  syllable)  and right-edge alignment of stress.  Similarly,  if 
both  ultima  and  penult  have  voiced  onsets,  stress  is  again  word-final  by  vacuous 
satisfaction of WSP and perfect stress alignment.
2.4.3.2 Remaining issues
2.4.3.2.1 Onsetless syllables
As mentioned in the beginning, Karo allows onsetless syllables, both word-initially and 
word-medially.
(106)  Onsetless syllables in Karo
a. i.ya ‘Brazil nut’ (G99:  18)
i.c:i ‘water’ (G99:  19)
a.me.kiD ‘jaguar’ (G99: 21)
b. wfup-1 ‘native, non-domesticated’ (G99: 43)
co.a.be? ‘bow’ (G98: 73/G99: 25)
c. e.rgm iamber’ (G98: 24)
j.ya ‘bird’ (G99: 42)
d. i.af ‘pescogo’ (G98: 28)
e.i ‘irara’ (G98: 22)
(106a) exemplifies onsetless syllables word-initially, and (106b) word-medially. Stress 
is assigned as previously, so that syllables with H-tone or nasalization attract stress. The 
point made in (106c) is that onsetless syllables may receive stress if they are the best 
possible stress bearers given that they also carry tone or nasalization. More importantly, 
(106d) shows that even in the absence of these, onsetless syllables can still carry stress, 
without any need to insert an onset.
As  a  result,  onsetless  syllables  in  Karo  do  not  push  stress  away  verifying  a 
previous claim that appeared in the previous chapter and repeated in the very beginning 
of the present one (cf.  (1)),  namely that the effects from the presence of the onset on 
stress are independent from those of the quality of the onset on stress.  Karo manifests 
the case where the quality of the onset matters - as argued for in the previous section - 
but where the presence of the onset is unimportant. Onsetless syllables may carry stress 
in the same way onsetful ones do.
1052.4-3'2.2 Exceptions to the stress shift pattern and the role of codas
Gabas (1999: 41) lists ten examples which present themselves as exceptions to the stress 
shift pattern, as they fail to undergo shift, although we would expect them to do so.
The first two examples have already been discussed. They were the cases where 
both the penult and the ultima contain a voiced obstruent, but stress does not shift. The 
examples are repeated from (104).
(107)  Exceptions for Gabas, norm for current analysis: C[- V O i] C J[= V O i] words:
a.  kiribap"1   ♦kiribap1  ‘frog (sp.)’
b.  miririy  *mirtriy  ‘toad (sp.)’
As  explained before,  this  pattern  is  exactly  what  we  expect in  the current  analysis,
therefore these are no longer exceptions. The next three examples are indeed genuine 
exceptions given what we have said so far. We may either accept that this is the case or 
maybe speculate that perhaps final syllables here possess H tone or nasalization that has 
not been recognized. After all, certain data, as mentioned in fn. 38, are not as clear or 
present some inconsistencies, so this is not an unreasonable possibility.
(108)  Truly exceptional cases (G99: 41)42
/acibe/  [acibe] * [acibe] ‘root’
/pobo/  [paba] *[paba] ‘owl’
/cagop/  [cagap'1 ] *[cagapn ] ‘dish’
The final five examples are below43. We will deal with these more extensively.
Exceptions that involve final sonorant codas (G99: 41)
/korem/ [korebm] *[karebm] ‘also’
/koran/ [koradn] *[karadn] ‘fish (sp.)’
/pirun/ [pirudn] *[pirudn] ‘round’
/pagon/ [pagadn] *[pagadn] ‘friend’
/yogoy/ [yogay] *[yagay] ‘breath’
The common factor here is that the final coda comprises a sonorant consonant. It is thus 
possible to propose that these codas are moraic. If they are, then the moraic composition
42 Two more examples are exceptional given the current proposal: [aaro] instead of [*aora] ‘parrot’ (G99: 
39) and [yai] rather than [*yai] ‘macaco guariba’(G98: 25).
43 Thanks to Moira Yip (p.c.) for suggesting closer examination of these data.
106of a word like  [yogay]  is the following [y^o^.go^y^].  Since both syllables are bimoraic, 
they are equally eligible for stress.  Align-H d-R can now play a role  in  selecting final 
stress.
To see whether this analysis is viable, we need to consider the issue of codas in 
more detail.  Word-medially, one only finds the coda /?/ and much less frequently /h/ 
(G99:  12,  fn.  6),  e.g.  ihyay  ‘piranha’  (G99:  18)44.  The fact that final  open  syllables 
receive stress although they are being preceded by closed ones, e.g. ma?pe, should make 
it obvious that these codas could not be moraic. Had they been moraic, then in a word 
like [ma?pe], every segment would carry a mora, making the first syllable trimoraic and 
the  final  one  bimoraic.  Due  to  the  ranking  WSP  »   A lign-H d-R,  and  the  gradient 
computation of WSP (cf. the Piraha analysis), we would thus expect penult stress.
(110)  Non-moraic codas word-medially
ma?pe  ‘gourd’  (G99: 14)
na?fc>  ‘tapir’  (G99: 14)
pi?ti  ‘heavy’  (G99: 18)
Word-finally, one finds a larger set of codas. They can be unreleased stops, the glottal 
stop  (primarily  as  a  coda of monosyllabic  functional  words)  or sonorants  (discussed 
below).
(111)  Final codas: non-sonorants
pewiV ‘honey, sweet’ (G99:  13)
na?cakn ‘hole’ (G99:  14)
makiap"1 ‘peanut’ (G99:  17)
?a? CLASSIFIER (G98:  13)
The  non-moraicity  of  non-sonorants  (cf.  (110))  can  also  be  seen  word-finally,  as 
exemplified below.
44  I found two examples with  a sonorant coda word medially; both  included the sequence /may/ as  in 
mgyggfg (G99: 42) and mgyhi (G98: 38). Observe that both have unconventional stress. In the first case, 
one  might expect  stress  on  the antepenult (in analogy to  [agda?pof])  and  in  the  second,  stress  on  the 
penult given that it is  nasalized. To understand why antepenult stress could be anticipated, recall from 
footnote 38 that there are a handful of cases where stress is antepenult if in that position there is a H-tone 
or a nasalized vowel.  Moreover, it seems to be the case that stress is assigned before nasalization or H- 
tone spreading applies.  If this is indeed the case,  then we  should assume that nasalization  in  mgyg^fd 
originates in the first syllable (and then spreads rightward; there is no leftward spreading), and since stress 
assignment precedes spreading, we would expect antepenult stress.
107(112)  Non-moraic non-sonorants
c t r ‘ b i r d  (sp.)’  (G99:39)
pibe?  ‘foot’  (G99:39)
The claim is that default stress is final. Voiceless obstruent onsets contribute a mora to 
their syllable, thus the first syllable of these words is bimoraic.  Had the non-sonorant 
coda added a mora, then the second syllable should be bimoraic too. Thus, if they were 
equal in weight, we would expect final stress due to better stress alignment. Penultimate 
stress shows that the final coda adds no mora.
On  the  other hand,  whenever a  sonorant is  a final  coda,  stress  is  word  final, 
unless the penult has a H tone or a nasal V, which is in accordance with the fact that 
weight submits to both.
(113)  Priority of H-tone or nasalization over weight
/yogoyom/  yogoyom  ‘beard, moustache’ (G99:42)
/kgnam/  kongm  ‘crazy’  (G99:42)
/kawan/  kawan  ‘be fat’  (G99:46)
But  whenever  H-tone  or  nasalization  are  not  present  and  in  contrast  to  final  non- 
sonorant codas,  we can  see that final  sonorant codas attract stress by  virtue of being 
bimoraic.  Final  stress  will  thus  be preferred there because  of better stress  alignment. 
This is supported by the data that Gabas presents as exceptions to his generalizations, 
repeated as (114).
(114)  Final sonorant codas are moraic
/korem/ [korebm] *[karebm] ‘also’
/koran/ [koradn] *[karadn] ‘fish (sp.)’
/pirun/ [pirudn] *[pirudn] ‘round’
/pagon/ [pag3dn] *[pagodn] ‘friend’
/yogoy/ [yogoy] *[yagoy] ‘breath’
The proposal then is that codas in Karo are moraic as predicted by Zee’s (1988,  1995) 
system. Sonorant codas are moraic, whereas non-sonorant ones are not (cf. Kwakwala). 
Karo  is  then  unique  in  that it  simultaneously presents  the  relationship between  well- 
formedness, sonority and moraicity in both codas and onsets. The pattern in (114) can
108easily  be  accounted  for  with  the  existing  constraints  and  under  the  assumption  that 
sonorous codas are moraic45.
(115)  moraic sonorant codas: WSP »  Augn-Hd-R
yogoy WSP A lign-Hd-R
^   a.  y  W V 1 ♦
b.  y V g o y ♦ *!
This has an additional welcome result. Without the proposal about the partial moraicity 
of codas,  we  would  have  no  explanation  why  the  following  two  words  receive  final 
stress.
(116)  peodn  *peodn  ‘skin’  (G99:40)
penaay  *penaoy  ‘dan5ar’  (G98:  16)
Without final  moraic  sonorant codas,  we  would expect final  stress,  because the final 
syllable would have just one  mora.  The penult would have two due to the onset and 
nucleus  moras, therefore stress  should be dragged on to that syllable. The fact that it 
does not is difficult to account, but not if sonorant codas contribute moras. In that case, 
the  final  syllable  is  bimoraic  too,  consequently  stress  remains  put  as  alignment  is 
perfect.
2.4.4  An  alternative:  stress  is  lexical,  voicing  is  predictable 
(Blumenfeld 2005b)
The  exploration  of Karo  stress  has  been  recently  the  object  of study  in  Blumenfeld 
(2005b).  To  my  knowledge,  his  analysis  and  the  present  one  are  the  only  detailed 
theoretical  accounts  for this  set  of data.  Blumenfeld puts  forward  an  analysis  which 
argues  that  the  stress  system  of  Karo  is  lexically  determined  and  the  voicing  of 
segments  is  instead  predictable,  contra Gabas  (1998,  1999)  and  the  current  analysis, 
where  stress  is  predictable  and  voicing  is  contrastive.  In  a  nutshell,  Blumenfeld’s 
account  builds  on  the  fact  that  voiced  and  voiceless  stops  only  contrast  in  stressed 
syllables. But, although Blumenfeld claims that he does away with the voicing contrast,
45  I have  been  able  to find one exception  to this  pattern,  namely  the  word:  [ec:igudn]  ‘ant-eater (sp.)’ 
(G99: 40) instead of the anticipated *ec:igudn.
109in fact he does not, since this is still needed in stressed syllables. This proves a weak 
point compared to the present proposal, where indeed only one contrast exists, that of 
voicing, leaving stress to be regulated by certain principles.
Blumenfeld furthermore argues that in all positions other than the stressed ones, 
voiceless stops emerge, except in intervocalic onsets of stressless syllables. There, the 
voiced  counterparts  arise  instead  as  a  product  of  intervocalic  lenition.  Other 
morphophonemic processes in which voiceless stops become voiced provide support for 
lenition,  e.g.  as  in  the  context  [V]_[V] [-accent]  where  the  vowels  belong  to  different 
morphemes, e.g. /e-tati/ — >  [erati] ‘te trouxe’.
(117)  Karo voicing facts as summarized in Blumenfeld:
- Voicing only contrasts in stressed syllables, e.g. nuUiet1  ‘yesterday’  vs. koret1
‘bird (sp.)’ [G99:  17]
- Elsewhere, voiceless stops occur except in intervocalic onsets of stressless as
a.  V_'V (in this position voiceless stops are lengthened), e.g. matiet1
b.  ?_V  e.g.pi?ti  *pi?ri ‘heavy’ [G99:  18]
c.  #_V  e.g. pewit1   *bewtt1  ‘honey’ [G99: 45]
d.  V_#  e.g. na?cak1   *na?cdg ‘hole’ [G99:  14]
- Voiced stops occur intervocalically
e.  V_V  e.g. pibe? *pipe? ‘foot’ [G99: 39]
The claim then is that lenition happens generally across the board accounting for the 
emergence of voiced stops in stressless positions. To explain the occurrence of voiced 
stops  in  stressed  positions  as  well  as  their contrast  with  voiceless  stops  in  the  same 
positions,  an  extra  ingredient  needs  to  be  added.  It  is  argued  that  voiced  stops  are 
allowed in the input,  but only if the syllables that contain them carry stress.  Stress is 
preserved in the output due to top-ranked Faith Stress,  while feature identity ensures 
that voicing will also survive through the use of high-ranking MAX-[voi]. A few more 
constraints are added to complete the picture. Effectively then, the proposal maintains 
that it is not voicing which is unpredictable in Karo, but rather it is stress.
This analysis offers an accurate account of the distribution of voiced stops (less 
so of voiceless stops) and implicitly suggests that the location of stress is completely 
accidental due to its unpredictability. In fairness, this view’s major advantage is that it 
insightfully accounts for the lenition processes that appear in the language. It should be 
clear that Blumenfeld’s analysis shares with the current one the reference to the relation 
between voicing and stress. However, while he claims that stress conditions voicing, I 
claim the opposite, namely that voicing conditions stress.
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glance plausible, I will show that there are several points where it proves inadequate or 
makes wrong predictions. First, recall from (117) that Blumenfeld’s goal is to explain 
the distribution of voicing through the absence of contrast between voiced and voiceless 
stops, unless underlying stress is involved in which case both patterns may emerge. But 
while this analysis superficially seems to discard underlying distinctions of voicing by 
rendering it predictable, it actually makes crucial use of them with reference to stressed 
syllables.  In fact, it ties voicing with stress (but not the other way round) in a manner 
which seems rather arbitrary or at best left without any justification.
The burden thus moves to the input stress specification (rather than contrastive 
voicing). Under this account, all stops are voiceless in the input unless they are stressed 
in which case they can also be voiced. On the surface then, the only voiced stops will be 
those in syllables that bear underlying stress or those which are the product of lenition 
as described in (117e).  However,  such an approach restricts the input significantly by 
posing an underlying limitation, namely that voicing should go hand in hand with stress. 
Due  to the Richness of the  Base  (Prince and Smolensky  1993/2004) and the  alleged 
predictability of voicing we would need to consider inputs with voiced consonants in 
stressless positions too, e.g. as in the first consonant in hypothetical /baki/ (in line with 
Blumenfeld,  I  assume  that  lexical  stress  specification  occurs  in  the  input).  Under 
Blumenfeld’s account and without further modifications, this would be bound to emerge 
as [baki], because of high-ranked MAX-[voi] which bans the loss of [voi] in consonants. 
But this is wrong, since as we have already seen in (117c), word-initial stops are always 
voiceless.
This problem however is resolved if we allow underlying voicing contrasts - so 
as  to  be  consistent  with  ROTB  -  and  permit  separate  cross-linguistically  justified 
processes to account for the given distribution. In particular, (117c) could be attributed 
to word-initial  fortition  (Lavoie  2001),  while strengthening  of onset  stops  in  stressed 
positions  (117a)  is  also  a  possibility  (Lavoie  2001,  Gonzalez  2003),  although 
admittedly, a less common process. (117d) looks like a familiar case of final devoicing, 
while (117e) also illustrates a widespread process of intervocalic lenition. Note that if 
Blumenfeld were to consider a fuller range of inputs, as hinted above, processes like the 
aforementioned ones would one way or another be needed to account for the fortition of 
/baki/ to [paki].
An additional important point which is merely mentioned but not discussed in 
Blumenfeld is also the following.  Voiceless stops in front of stressed syllables (117a)
111get  lengthened  [Gabas  1998:  10  only  voiceless  stops  have  long  allophones].  This  is 
significant in two respects; first it supports the idea of fortition, since gemination is a 
familiar case  of strengthening  (Lavoie  2001,  Gonzalez  2003).  Moreover,  it  seems  to 
support  the  idea  that  such  consonants  carry  moras.  Given  that  the  effect  of  stress 
attraction appears on the final syllable as in e.g. pakia, it seems reasonable to suggest 
that this  geminate  is  actually  wholly  included  in  the  final  syllable,  i.e.  in  the  onset, 
instead of having the more familiar flopped representation of geminates (Hayes  1989) 
where one part of the geminate is in the coda position of the preceding syllable and the 
other in the onset of the following one (on the possibility of geminates being treated as 
moraic onsets, see Chapter 6). If this is on the right track, then it just seems that abstract 
weight  is  enhanced  by  lengthening.  The  gemination  pattern  is  totally  missed  in 
Blumenfeld46.
It is additionally unclear whether words with - default - final stress should have 
any underlying specification of stress or not (although in /baki/ above I assumed that 
they  do  for  illustration  purposes).  Moreover,  claiming  that  Karo  has  a  partially 
unpredictable stress system groups it among other languages with lexical stress systems 
such  as  Russian  or  Greek  (Revithiadou  1998,  Alderete  1999).  In  these  languages 
however,  it  has  been  convincingly  shown  that  morphemes  (roots  and  affixes)  bear 
particular stress properties or requirements in the input. This occurs in a constrained and 
consistent manner, unlike Karo, where the situation seems to be random.
The most important defect however of Blumenfeld’s analysis is one that he also 
recognises. If it were the case that stress was lexically specified, then we should expect 
unpredictable stress  placement sometimes on the penult and sometimes on the ultima 
irrespective  of whether the  final  syllable  had a  voiced  onset  or not.  And  yet,  penult 
stress only occurs when the final onset has a voiced onset (setting aside of course the 
cases  where  the  prevalence  of  tone  or  nasalization  commands  otherwise).  More 
concretely,  apart from a handful of exceptions,  there are no instances where the final 
onset has a sonorant or a voiceless obstruent and stress appears  on the penult.  These 
cases consistently present final stress.
46 However, in examples such as: [na?tup'< ] or [pi?ti] no lengthening applies. If the geminates are wholly 
syllabified in the ultima onset, as suggested, at first glance no straightforward explanation is available as 
to why *[pi?.tti] fails to arise. On the other hand, if gemination had the usual flopped representation, i.e. 
as in *[pi?t.ti], then the form would be easily eliminated given that complex codas are banned. However, 
it is more likely that this is more of a phonetic effect. Having a ?C: sequence would be very difficult to 
produce as it would require sustaining stop closure for a very long time. Moreover, given that the coda 
that arises is a glottal stop, some amount of its glottal closure would end up with the following consonant, 
but even clusters of C’.C are commonly not desirable, e.g. in Tonkawa (Kisseberth 1970).
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does not solve this problem, but merely states that it is one shared with the way Gabas 
would have to analyse the data. In particular, Gabas also acknowledges the existence of 
exceptions, e.g. kDrebm and not *kDrebm ‘also’  (G99: 41)47, so he would need to treat 
these as cases of underlyingly  specified stress and use undominated Fa ith Stress  to 
explain them. But once F a ith Stress is used, then nothing precludes consideration of 
inputs such as /mani/ where the penult is stressed in the input although the ultima has a 
non-voiced onset. The expectation is now that this should surface as [mani] even though 
empirically this does not occur.
On the whole then, Blumenfeld’s analysis presents numerous shortcomings and 
is less  economical  than the current proposal.  To get the  Karo data right,  Blumenfeld 
needs  to assume  lexical  specification of stress,  underlying  voicing  (despite his claim 
that this is not needed) and a close tie between voicing and stress in the lexicon. On the 
other hand, the present proposal only makes use of underlying voicing distinctions and 
generates stress on the surface in a predictable manner.
For all these reasons, it seems to me that the proposal outlined in the previous 
sections  is  more advantageous  than  the  ‘unpredictable stress’  analysis.  In  addition,  it 
proves  to  be  more  successful  in  terms  of how  many  correct  patterns  it  predicts,  as 
illustrated  in  (118).  Although  a  couple  of patterns  are  missed,  these  could  either be 
superficial exceptions, or could be attributed to various other reasons instead of being 
ascribed to the structure of the grammar (see below). Comparing the results for each of 
the analyses will make this clear.
47 In my analysis, these are not exceptions (cf. §2.4.3.2.2).
113(118)  Comparison between Blumenfeld’s ‘lexical stress’ analysis and current analysis 
[a check mark denotes that the prediction is correct given the data; italics denote 
that the prediction is not entirely correct]
Combination Attested Predicted
Blumenfeld current work
a. +voi +voi kiribap\ miririy S  YES S  YES (cf. (105a))
b. son son wayD, mani S  YES ✓ YES (cf. (103a))
c. +voi son ayaya, paramif S YES ✓ YES (cf. (102a))
d. son +voi waro, ndDgaf, ya£a S  YES ✓ YES (cf. (101a))
e. -voi +voi cego, paraf, karo S  YES S  YES (cf. (101a))
f. +voi -voi erep:a S  YES ✓ YES (cf. (102a))
g- son -voi na?tup'1 , mociay, nahek*1 S  YES S  YES (cf. (103a))
h. -voi -voi NO S  NO ✓ NO (cf. (103b))
i. +voi -voi NO S  NO ✓ NO (cf. (102b))
j- son -voi NO S  NO ^  NO (cf. (103b))
k. +voi +voi NO YES ✓ NO (cf. (105b))
1. son son NO YES ✓ NO (cf. (103b))
m. +voi son NO YES ✓ NO (cf. (102b))
n. son +voi NO YES ^  NO (cf. (101b))
o. -voi son NO YES ✓ NO (cf. (103b))
P- -voi +voi acibe?, poba, cagDp"1 S  YES NO (cf. (101b))
q- -voi son pewif S YES in [oa]W d; 
otherwise lenition
YES generally 
(cf. (103a))
r. -voi -voi pakiD, ca?pe, pi?ti S YES in [aa]wa; 
otherwise lenition
YES generally 
(cf. (103a))
Glosses: g. kiribap1  ‘frog(sp.)\ miririy ‘toad (sp.) IG99: 41]; £. waya ‘jacard’  [G98: 40], mani ‘macaxeira’  [G98: 
24]; & ayaya ‘cacau’  [G98: 20], paramit1  ‘aranha’  [G98: 24]; ^  waro ‘caracoF  [G98: 26], ndagaf  ‘comer (intr)’ 
[G98: 16], yaJJa ‘paca’ [G98: 18];  cego ‘macaco (esp.)’ [G98: 25], parat1  ‘curimba (peixe)’ [G98:40], karo ‘arara’ 
[G98:  49]; £   erepia  ‘tamandu£’  [G98:  25];  na?tup’  ‘final’  IG98:  27],  moc:ay  ‘mucura’  [G98:  27],  nahek1  
‘moleira’  [G98: 38]; g. acibe?  ‘raiz’  [G98: 76], paba ‘owl’  [G99: 41], cagap1  ‘dish’  [G99: 41]; & pewit1  ‘honey’ 
[G99: 21]48; & paksa ‘pacu’ [G98:40], ca?pe ‘escama’ [G98: 25], pi?ti ‘pesado’ [G98: 24]
This  table  can  be  split  in  four  parts.  In  the  first,  both  analyses  agree  in  correctly 
predicting certain examples (118a-g) as attested; in the second, they do the same but for 
unattested cases (118h-j). The third part, i.e. (118k-o) is particularly important, since it 
highlights  those  instances  which  only  the  present  approach  correctly  predicts  as 
unattested, while Blumenfeld fails to do so. Finally, (118q, r) present two cases where 
the right predictions are made half of the time under the current account, and only one 
case (118p) which is correctly produced in Blumenfeld’s account, but not in the present 
one.  It  is  thus  evident  from  the  above  that  Blumenfeld’s  approach  captures  13/18 
patterns, while the current approach captures 15/18.
48 Note that Gabas (1998: 51) transcribes this as pewit1  instead, i.e. with a high tone which would already 
attract stress.
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which no data exist. This is because it fails to see the connection between the moraicity 
and voicing properties  of the  segments.  A few cases however are correctly ruled out 
(118h, i, j), not because of stress considerations, but because they should be impossible 
forms.  In  particular,  they  involve  voiceless  obstruents  in  stressless  non-initial 
positions49, which according to Blumenfeld, should be lenited and appear with voiced 
obstruents instead. Forms like (118q) and (118r) are predicted by Blumenfeld, but as I 
note down, only in disyllabic words. This is because the first -voi segment will remain 
-voi  word-initially as in a disyllabic  word,  but will turn into +voi once it finds itself 
word-medially  due  to  lenition,  as  would  happen  in  a  trisyllabic  word,  e.g. 
<J[-voi]  <*[-voi]  <J[-voi]  — >   CJ[-voi]  C7[+VOi]  CT[.Voi]-  Examples  of this  form exist,  e.g.  [paramit''] 
‘aranha’  (G98:  11),  [ci{$ek:5dn]  ‘urubu’  (G98:  18).  The  present  approach  makes 
- possibly wrongly - no similar distinction and predicts that -voi followed by a stressed 
syllable with a -voi/son onset should occur independently of the length of the word. On 
the other hand, note that (118k) is wrongly predicted in Blumenfeld’s account because 
of the unpredictability of stress. For the same reason, we find penultimate stress, where 
we should not, as in (1181, m, n, o).
Despite a few shortcomings, the current analysis accounts for the empirical facts 
more adequately than  its  alternative.  There are only a few words  as  in  (118p)  which 
disrespect the stress shift pattern, but I contend that these are far too few to weaken the 
generalisation.  Moreover,  instead  of  imposing  lexical  stress  specification  and 
faithfulness to underlying stress for exceptions, it seems to me that it is equally likely or 
even plausible to consider that some other factor may be involved here. For instance, as 
we have seen, high tone or nasalization outweigh conditions of stress placement based 
on onset quality, so it could perhaps be the case that such words actually have a H-tone 
final syllable and this has simply not been recognised, e.g. cf. the case of pewit1  {118q
and  fn.  48).  It  would  also  be  worthwhile  looking  at  the  general  composition  of the 
lexicon, e.g.  whether there are any loanwords and if so, to what extent these affect the 
grammar.
Given the current state of affairs and the data available, the present approach has 
examined the facts as fully as possible and has satisfactorily accounted for Karo default
49 Word-initially, syllables with stressless voiceless obstruent onsets are protected, while word-medially 
they  appear  voiced.  This  is  a  fact  that  Blumenfeld  captures  through  lenition  processes,  whereas  the 
current analysis, fails to do so, but could be amended accordingly. This is why (118q, r) are only partially 
correctly predicted,  i.e.  there  are  no finally  stressed trisyllables  where  C T 2=[-voi]0n and  a3=  [-voi]0n or 
where c2= [-voi]0n and a3=[son]0n.
115stress  and  stress  shift.  At the  same  time  it has  attempted  to  minimize  the  set of the 
assumptions involved. It thus proves to be advantageous over Blumenfeld’s alternative 
analysis both empirically and conceptually.
2.5  Conclusion
In this chapter we have studied three languages in detail: Piraha, Arabela and Karo. All 
of them present onset effects on stress, which I have analysed by making reference to 
the  moraicity of onsets.  Piraha’s  stress algorithm is  sensitive  to  both the presence as 
well as the quality of an onset. Arabela pays attention to the type of onsets and under 
certain circumstances undergoes stress shift as a response to that. Both languages share 
the fact that they only treat voiceless obstruent onsets as moraic, leaving sonorant and 
voiced obstruent ones moraless. Finally, Karo also presents a stress shift pattern based 
on  the  type  of onsets  involved,  but  differentiates  itself in  that  it  treats  sonorants  as 
moraic instead of non-moraic.
These  onset  moraicity  patterns  are  easily  accounted  for  by  the  ranking 
*|i/ONSET/[voice] »  M oraic »  *|i/O nset and the presence of [voice] for sonorants 
(Piraha, Arabela) or its absence (Karo). The general WSP constraint proves invaluable 
in all the cases as it forces stress on heavy syllables due to moraic onsets. Its interaction 
with other constraints  in the languages at hand yields stress assignment or stress shift 
facts.  Onset  moraicity  allows  us  to  account  for these  facts  in  a  uniform  way.  Note 
however  that  stress  on  its  own  cannot  support  the  onset  moraicity  hypothesis 
adequately. The reason is - as thoroughly explained in the previous chapter - that stress 
is subject to a re-analysis along the lines of prominence-based accounts. We thus need 
more robust evidence that comes from phenomena which cannot possibly receive any 
prominence explanation. Obviously this refers to weight-based phenomena sensitive to 
onsets.  Chapters 4-7 deal exactly with this sort of cases that include word minimality, 
compensatory lengthening, geminates and reduplication.
However,  before exploring these phenomena,  I will  address the importance of 
the presence of an onset in stress systems. As I have claimed before, and will argue next 
more extensively,  this  does  not bear on the issue of moraic  onsets  as  it is  a separate 
phenomenon. Nonetheless, since it offers a better understanding of onset-sensitive stress 
and since  some of the Piraha facts pertain to it,  I will devote the next chapter to the 
‘onset presence’ effects for completeness.
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Onset and stress effects due to the presence of an onset
3.1  Introduction
Up  to  now,  I  have  been  examining  languages  where  the  effect  of onsets  on  stress 
depended  on  their quality,  so  that  certain  onsets  attracted  stress  compared  to  others 
which did not. This was attributed to onset moraicity considerations.  However, recall 
from §1.2 that stress could also be affected by merely the presence of an onset. There 
are  therefore  two  factors  relating to onset sensitivity and  stress:  i)  the quality of the 
onset, and ii) the presence of the onset. In this section I will focus on the latter.
Since I argue that the effect the presence or absence of an onset may have on 
stress is a different phenomenon from that relating to the type of the onsets involved, we 
should expect that both phenomena could simultaneously emerge in a single language. 
This expectation is borne out in pattern O, as shown in (1) in the case of Piraha (§2.2). 
Recall that in Piraha, apart from the fact that PV(V) syllables attract stress more than 
BV(V) ones by virtue of onset moraicity, it is also the case that BVV > VV. This means 
that among syllables of equal moraicity, the onsetful ones are preferred to receive stress.
(1)  Presence and quality of onset interaction in stress
Quality of onset
YES NO
Presence of
YES Piraha
(O)
Aranda, Banawd, Dutch 
(• )
an onset
NO Karo
(•)
Standard Greek, Russian, etc. 
(• )
In section §2.2.2 devoted to Piraha, I had used the constraint ALlGNdO to account for 
this fact. Here, I will discuss this constraint in more detail, justify its use and consider 
its effects with respect to several other languages, namely the ones under the cell in © 
above.  I  will  argue  that  ALlGNdO  is  the  driving  force  for  two  phenomena:  i)  the 
retraction of stress to an onsetful syllable as happens in Aranda, Banawa and Piraha [i.e. 
an onset-on-stress effect (OSE)] and ii) the creation of an onset in a stressed syllable, as 
happens in Dutch and marginally in English [i.e. a stress-on-onset effect (SOE)].
1173.2  Justifying AuGNtfO
The Piraha weight and stress system includes the following five-way weight hierarchy: 
PVV > BVV > VV > PV > BV. This system has been extensively explored in §2.2.2, 
but the BVV > VV part of this scale, highlighted in (2), will serve as the starting point 
of the discussion in this section. Piraha stress is located on one of the last three syllables 
in  the  word.  Default  stress  is  final,  as  becomes  evident  when  looking  at  words  that 
contain syllables of the same nucleus and onset structure (2a).
(2)  Piraha default stress (a); Piraha B W  > W  part of the scale (b)
a.  ko.?o.pa  “stomach”  [E: 239]
bfi.gao.baa  “certainly called”  [E: 239]
b.  poo.gaf.hi.af  “banana”  [E&E: 709]
Examples like the one in (2b) show is that all else being equal, an onsetful syllable is 
preferred to receive stress over one that lacks an onset, i.e. gai > ai. Thus the onset of 
the syllable must trigger this stress shift. One way to capture this effect is by using the 
constraint ALlGNdO which is an updated version of Goedemans’  (1996,  1998) Align- 
FTO constraint.
(3)  ALlGNdO: Align-L (d, C), i.e. Align the left edge of every stressed  syllable with
a consonant
(4)  A lign-FTO:  Align-L  (Ft,  C),  i.e.  Align  the  left  edge  of  every  foot  with  a
consonant1
There are some reasons why (3) should be preferred over (4). What (4) says is that the 
left  edge  of the  foot  has  to  start  with  a  consonant.  Although  Goedemans  does  not 
discuss this issue, this constraint essentially accounts for trochaic languages, but not for 
iambic ones, as a result of the fact that A lign-FTO merely targets the left edge of a foot 
irrespective of its type. To see why this is the case, let us consider the following cases: a 
bisyllabic trochaic foot (do) and a bisyllabic iambic foot (ad). In the first case, the left 
edge of the foot coincides with the left edge of the foot-head, i.e. the stressed syllable.
1   This  can  be  seen  as  a  positional  markedness  constraint  that  favours  the  alignment  of  feet  with 
consonants (Zoll 1998).
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since the foot-head lies on the second syllable. Therefore, such a constraint makes the 
prediction  that  in  an  iambic  system  the  onset effect  will  not  appear on  the  stressed 
syllable,  but  on  the  stressless  one.  This  seems  a  highly  unlikely  and  potentially 
problematic prediction.
Perhaps, Juma - to the extent that the data described according to Abrahamson 
and Abrahamson (1984) and mentioned below are accurate - offers a concrete example. 
In Juma, the final syllable gets stressed unless it is a V in which case stress moves to the 
penult. Whether the foot is iambic or trochaic cannot be determined, but this shift would 
only work if the foot is trochaic, i.e. in final stress we would have a degenerate foot as 
in ...a (d)# and then with shift, a binary ...(d a)# with the foot-edge coinciding with an 
onsetful syllable. If the foot is iambic however, default final stress would work fine2, i.e. 
...(a d)# but stress shift to the penult would produce ...(ad) a#. The problem is now 
that Align-FtO cannot account for this shift,  since the left edge of the foot does not 
coincide with the stressed syllable which has to be onsetful. ALlGNdO however does not 
face this problem, since it directly refers to the stressed syllable.
Another peculiar prediction of ALIGN-FTO is the following. Consider a language 
which forms iambs from left to right, e.g. (CV.'CV).CV.CV3. Suppose further that this 
language  shows  the  onset-sensitivity  effects  described  in  this  section.  Now,  take  the 
string V.CV.CV.CV. How would this be parsed? According to ALlGNdO, the left edge 
of  the  stressed  syllable  must  begin  with  a  consonant  yielding  the  parsing: 
(V.'CV).CV.CV.  Align-FTO though will select the parsing where the first syllable is 
left unparsed, i.e.  V.(CV/CV).CV. Essentially under Align-FTO, the stress algorithm 
for this language would say ‘stress the second syllable if the first is onsetful, but stress 
the third if it is onsetless’. On the other hand, ALlGNdO would consistently build iambs 
without such a seemingly poorly-grounded stress shift.
Despite these advantages of ALlGNdO, at this stage, it seems rather inconclusive 
to determine which formulation should be chosen, given that to my knowledge there is 
no clearly iambic system exhibiting such effects relating to stress. However, according 
to  Green’s  (1995)  analysis,  Piraha  is  a  mixed  system  where  both  trochees  [for 
antepenultimate and penultimate stress] and iambs [for final stress] are employed. If this 
is right,  only ALlGNdO can be used to yield the correct results for both trochaic  and
2  Assuming of course that the penult is onsetful.
3   I  ignore  here  the  strong tendency  for iambs  to have  a heavy syllable  in  the  foot-head and make  no 
reference to additional feet that could be built in these strings, as they are not relevant to the argument.
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any  footing,  can  be  advantageous  in  cases  where  analyses  agree  on  where  stress  is 
located, but not quite on the exact footing (such as Juma or Dutch below).
One might wonder if a possible advantage of Align-FtO over ALlGNdO is that 
the former constraint resembles the formulation of the fundamental constraint Onset 
rephrased in terms  of alignment by  McCarthy and Prince  (1993)  and Ito and Mester 
(1994), as shown below.
(5)  Onset: Align-L (a, C), i.e. Align the left edge of a syllable with a consonant
This is similar to the formulation of ALIGN-FTO, i.e. Align-L (Ft, C), the only difference 
being that the argument of the prosodic constituent has changed from a syllable to a 
foot. ALlGNdO’s definition is repeated below.
(6)  ALlGNdO: Align-L (d, C)
Again this is identical to the formulation of Onset, but what changes this time is that 
the syllable has to be stressed. This may be seen as not particularly plausible, given that 
direct reference to stressed syllables is made, but this is not necessarily so,  since it is 
well-known  that  stressed  syllables  are  prominent  positions.  In  the  same  vein  of 
constraints like Anchor-d utilized by Nelson (1998) for French truncation and Max-d as 
in  Madsen  (2000)  for Spanish  blend  formation or Beckman  (1999)  for Scots  Gaelic, 
alignment constraints may be able to refer to such positions. Thus, given the existence 
of  several  constraints  specific  to  stressed  positions  and  the  potentially  hazardous 
predictions of Align-FTO, the use of ALlGNdO throughout is justified.
Note that in this view, ALlGNdO is virtually identical to Smith’s (2005) ONSET/d 
constraint,  which  requires  that  a  prominent  position,  like  a  stressed  syllable,  has  an 
onset. There are two reasons however why I do not choose this formulation. By using 
ONSET/d as the relevant constraint, one might assume that I espouse Smith’s theory as a 
whole. Nonetheless, as I have shown in §7.3.2, there are some difficulties in this model, 
particularly when stress is sensitive to the quality of onsets, rendering it inadequate to 
explain this phenomenon satisfactorily.
The  second  reason  is  the  following:  if alignment  is  the  right  way  to  think  of 
sensitivity  to  the  presence  of  an  onset,  then  under  an  analysis  along  the  lines  of
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constraint at the right edge,  so that the right edge of a stressed syllable is closed by a 
consonant.  This  is  not  however  possible  in  Smith  (2005),  since  it  would  imply  the 
existence of a constraint CODA/d, which is not predicted by the positional augmentation 
model she puts forward. And yet a potential example of this kind seems to appear in the 
Brazilian  language  of  Kaingang  (Yip  1992),  a  language  lacking  long  vowels  and 
geminates,  but  allowing  the  nasal  codas  m,  n, ji,  rj  with  their  allophones  and  more 
controversially the voiced continuants w, y, r. What is interesting for our purposes is 
that  under  certain  conditions,  stress-attracting  penultimate  open  syllables  acquire  a 
default velar nasal in reduplication - and sometimes outside reduplication too - so that 
the syllable becomes heavy and thus can more easily accommodate stress. A constraint 
like Align-R (d, C) would straightforwardly account for this fact.
It is also conceivable to think of Italian Raddoppiamento Sintattico in a similar 
way. Basically what happens there is that in a sequence of two words Wj and W2 where 
the last syllable of W 1   ends in a stressed vowel and W2 begins with a consonant,  the 
initial consonant of W2 geminates providing a coda for the final syllable of Wj (Borrelli 
2002, McCrary 2002).
3.3  Patterns that ALlGNdO triggers
ALlGNdO  states  that  a  stressed  syllable  must  be  onsetful,  but  does  not  impose  any 
requirements on how this can be achieved. There are in fact at least two ways in which 
ALlGNdO can be satisfied. The first involves manipulation of the general stress system 
of the language so that stress falls on an onsetful syllable. In this instance, the presence 
of an  onset affects  stress  placement by means  of stress  shift,  rendering  such  shift an 
onset-on-stress effect (OSE).  Another way to satisfy ALlGNdO is by manipulating the 
segmental structure. In other words, stress assignment applies as usual, but if it happens 
to be the case that it would fall on an onsetless syllable, then an onset is inserted. This 
constitutes  a  stress-on-onset  effect  (SOE)  because  it  is  stress  that  triggers  onset 
epenthesis. Both patterns are attested as shown below. I will briefly outline the patterns 
we find and then discuss them in more detail in the forthcoming subsections.
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In  languages  like  Aranda,  Alyawarra,  Banawa  or  Iowa-Oto,  the  stress 
algorithm is determined based on ALlGNdO. Stress is normally placed on the 
first syllable,  unless this  is onsetless,  in which case it shifts to the second 
(onsetful)  syllable.  Here  the  relevant  ranking  is:  ALlGNdO  »   A lign-L 
(PrW d, Ft)
(II)  SOE effects
In  languages  like  Dutch,  the  general  stress  algorithm  assigns  stress  on  a 
syllable, which, if onsetless, acquires an onset, e.g. Dutch: xa.os but a.?or.ta. 
The  interesting  property  is  that  the  inserted  consonant  is  /?/.  This  makes 
sense for various  reasons,  one of which is argued in this thesis.  It is non- 
sonorous,  it  is  unmarked  in  terms  of  place  specification,  and  by  being 
voiceless, it increases the pitch of the following vowel providing a cue that it 
is stressed. The general ranking that holds here is: ALlGNdO »  Dep-C
3.3.1 Onset-on-Stress Effects (OSE)
3.3.1.1 An overview: Aranda, Alyawarra, Banawd and the role of  A lig n 60
The  OSE  effect  is  illustrated  by  a  handful  of languages,  especially  Australian  ones, 
which present the following, roughly stated, stress algorithm.
(7)  Stress the first syllable if onsetful, otherwise stress the second one.
Languages  which  have  this  algorithm  include:  Aranda  (Strehlow  1944),  Alyawarra 
(Yallop  1977)  and  other  Australian  languages,  such  as  Lamalama,  Mbabaram, 
Umbuygamu,  Linngithig,  Kuku-Thaypan,  Kaytetj  and  Agwamin  (most  of  them  are 
Cape York and Arandic ones; see Goedemans 1998 and Blevins 2001 for more details). 
Also  the  native  American  Iowa-Oto  (Robinson  1975),  Banawd  (Buller,  Buller  and 
Everett  1993), and Juma (Abrahamson and Abrahamson  1984). The latter presents this 
effect at the right edge of the word, so that the final syllable is stressed if it is a CV one, 
but  if it  is  a  V  one,  then  the  penult  gets  stress  instead.  I  start  with  examples  from 
Aranda.
122(8) Aranda stress
a. Consonant-initial words of 3 or more syllables
ra:tama  ‘to emerge*
kutungiila  ‘ceremonial assistant*
lelantinama  ‘to walk along’
b. Vowel-initial words of 3 or more syllables
erguma  ‘to seize’
aralkama  ‘to yawn’
ulambulamba  ‘water-fowl’
c. Words of 2 syllables (C- or V- initial!
flba  ‘ear’
a:twa  ‘man’
kala  ‘already’
gura  ‘bandicoot’
In Aranda, the algorithm presented in (7) is in operation, so that C-initial words receive 
stress on the first syllable (8a), but V-initial onsetless ones, have stress on the second 
syllable (8b). There is however an exception to this pattern, namely that in disyllabic 
words, stress is word-initial independently of whether the word begins with a vowel or a 
consonant.  Presumably,  this  relates  to the fact that Aranda avoids  final  stress  due  to 
N onF in a lity  (or prefers to create binary feet according to Goedemans (1996)),  thus 
words like *il(ba) or *a(ralka)(md) with final stress are impossible.
The closely related Alyawarra has a similar pattern, with two exceptions. First, 
syllables beginning with  a glide pattern  with onsetless  syllables4.  Second,  disyllables 
show the same behaviour as polysyllables do. This is apparently because in Alyawarra, 
non-finality  considerations  submit  to  the  need  to  assign  stress  on  onsetful  syllables. 
When this is not at stake however, final stress is still avoided e.g. *arrakirta.
4  This is not as surprising as it seems.  Smith (2003) argues that there are two types of glides; the true 
onset ones, and the nuclear ones. The latter are actually part of the nucleic node and thus exempt from 
statements  that  refer  to  onsets.  Smith  claims  that  among  related  Campidanian  Sardinian  dialects,  the 
Iglesias dialect has nuclear onglides, whereas the Sestu dialect has the true onset ones. In addition, there 
are cases where  the distinction between  the  two glides  is found  in  a single  language  as  is  the case  in 
French, Spanish, Slovak and English. For details, the reader is referred to Smith (2003). The implication 
of this result is that in Alyawarra, onset glides could be treated as nuclear onglides, which means that they 
are not true onsets. Consequently, the resemblance between glide-initial and onsetless syllables falls out 
naturally. Moreover, this theoretical assumption is compatible with Yallop’s statements that “glides are 
part of the phonetic  realisation  of the  vowels”  (1977:  19), as  well as  that “wa-  and yu-  word-initially 
represent phonologically simple vowels” (1977: 20).
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a. Consonant-initial words of 2 or more syllables
kwiya  ‘girl’
kfra  ‘meat’
parri:ka  ‘fence’
ngayakwa  ‘hungry’
b. Vowel-initial or glide-initial words of 2 or more syllables
atha  ‘I (ergative)’
i:lpa  ‘ear’
ilfpa  ‘axe’
arrakirta  ‘mouth’
walumparra  ‘pelican’
In  Banawd,  feet  are  built  on  moras  (not  on  syllables)  and  vowel  sequences  form 
tautosyllabic diphthongs. Long vowels do not occur. Banaw& is quite similar to Aranda 
in that it too stresses the onsetless syllable in bimoraic disyllabic words (10c), because 
otherwise word minimality, which requires a bimoraic foot per word, would be violated. 
However, in words of increased moraicity, the avoidance of stressed onsetless syllables 
can freely operate, which is why stress shifts to the second syllable (10b). In consonant- 
initial  words,  the  algorithm  operates  as  normal,  assigning  stress  on the first syllable, 
since it is onsetful.
(10)  Banawd stress
‘shoot with an arrow’ 
‘name’
‘cloth’
‘lost’
‘hair’
‘you are going to work’
a. Consonant-initial words
disa 
badi 
makari 
fuana 
tatikune 
tinarffabune
b. Vowel-initial words of more than 2 moras
idfa  ‘to marry’
owaria  ‘one’
ufabune  ‘I drink’
c. Disyllabic vowel-initial words of 2 moras
aba  ‘fish’
fta  ‘sit’
awi  ‘tapir’
Finally, in Juma, data are limited, but again, stress seems to be sensitive to the presence 
of an onset. Juma differs from all the languages above in that this effect emerges word 
finally, i.e.  okiti  ‘esta cortando’  where the final syllable is onsetful,  versus peyikopia
124‘especie  de  passaro’  where  it is  not.  However,  a  word  of caution  is  in order.  In the 
limited data available, it is possible to re-analyze cases like peyikopia, as containing a 
final  diphthong,  i.e. pe.yi.ko.pia rather than  a  sequence  of heterosyllabic  vowels,  i.e. 
pe.yi.ko.pi.a,  which is what Abrahamson and Abrahamson (1984) seem to suggest.  If 
the  diphthong  analysis  proves  right,  then  Juma  no  longer  seems  to  illustrate  onset- 
sensitivity of this type.
It  should  be  obvious  that  all  these  data  share  one  thing  in  common:  Stress 
preferably  docks  on  the  first onsetful  syllable  (almost always  counting  from  the  left 
edge of the word rightward).
A question that comes to mind is whether the facts above can be analysed in a 
way other than using ALiGNdO. One alternative is the one offered by Downing (1998) 
who observes that in some languages onsetless syllables are treated as ill-formed due to 
the lack of onset and consequently are excluded from certain prosodic processes such as 
stress, tone and reduplication. In the default situation, she explains, morphological and 
prosodic  constituents  are  co-extensive  with  one  another.  However,  there  are  also 
constraints  which  require  that  prosodic  constituents  are  aligned  with  optimal,  i.e. 
onsetful  syllables.  If  these  constraints  are  high-ranked,  misalignment  between 
morphological  and  prosodic  constituents  is enforced,  leaving  the  ill-formed onsetless 
syllables outside the prosodic domains, i.e. they are extraprosodic. As a result, onsetless 
syllables  do  not  participate  in  the  prosodic  processes  in  question,  hence  their 
exceptional behaviour.
While this account has good empirical coverage particularly with respect to tone 
and  reduplication,  it  fails  to  account  for  some  instances  of onset-sensitive  stress.  In 
particular, since it heavily relies on matching morphological constituents with prosodic 
ones, it is designed to act at the edges of morphemes and prosodic constituents. Thus, 
although it can account for the cases presented in this section,  since they refer to the 
(left)  edges  of words,  it  fails  to  capture  the  facts  in  Piraha  where  the  BVV  >  VV 
hierarchy holds word-medially and intra-morphemically. On the other hand, a constraint 
like ALiGNdO makes no similar claim, therefore it can freely apply to the case of Piraha 
as well.
Of course,  it  is  true  that the  majority  of OSE effects  presented  here  occur  at 
word  edges,  a  fact  which  is  successfully  captured  in  Downing  (1998),  but  is  not 
immediately  obvious  in  the  current proposal.  One  thing to  notice  with respect to the 
increased frequency of A ligncJO effects at the left edge of the word relates to the fact
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the Cape York and Arandic families). These languages are renowned for the historical 
process  of initial  dropping,  that is,  the  loss of the  initial  consonant of the  word and 
stress shift from the first syllable to the second. In this way *['CVCV...] > [V'CV...]5. 
This then gives us the ‘stress the first onsetful syllable’ effect, which nonetheless needs 
to be accounted for somehow synchronically. An account of this sort follows shortly.
Note  that  there  is  debate  over the  series  of the  events  above.  Blevins  (2001) 
claims that stress shift occurred first followed by consonant loss6.  Goedemans (1998) 
suggests that the order was the reverse, i.e. that consonant-loss served as the trigger of 
stress shift. Had it been the other way round, he argues, we should find languages where 
stress  shift has already applied,  but consonant loss has not yet.  Evidence one way or 
another is not conclusive, and at any rate, orthogonal to the point of interest for us here, 
namely that -  synchronically  -  onsetful  syllables attract stress.  More importantly,  the 
diachronic  explanation is  on  its own  insufficient,  since no evidence  is  available of a 
similar process having occurred in the native American languages (Banawa and Iowa- 
Oto). The use of ALlGNdO is therefore indispensable.
Another  reason,  of a  more  functional  nature,  that  could  account  for  the  left 
word-edge preference of ALiGNdO  application (with the dubious exception of Juma), 
relates to well-known properties of certain syllables and positions. Stressed syllables are 
‘strong’  positions,  and  so  are  word-initial ones  (Beckman  1999,  Smith  2005,  among 
others).  ‘Strong’  positions  are  those  which  tolerate  marked  structures  in  contrast  to 
‘weak’ ones which do not. In a theory like Smith (2005; cf.  §7.3.2),  ‘strong’ positions 
need  to  be  augmented,  i.e.  acquire  properties  that  enhance  their  perceptual  salience, 
such  as  stress  or  the  presence  of an  onset.  Consequently,  a  syllable  which  is  word- 
initial,  stressed  and  onsetful  would  be  maximally  salient  and  hence  a  desirable 
configuration  across  languages.  In  fact,  Smith  (2005)  suggests  the  positional 
augmentation constraint ONSET/d, which states that if a syllable is stressed, then it must 
also  have  an  onset.  As  mentioned  above,  this  constraint  is  virtually  identical  to 
ALlGNdO and can equally account for the facts mentioned below in Aranda or Dutch -
5  Since most of these languages lack complex onsets, this process presumably happened in some, but not 
all cases, otherwise, all words should have been vowel-initial!
6 Blevins (2001) reports numerous other Australian languages where she claims the sequence of facts was 
stress shift -» C-loss. These include Mpalitjahn, Yinwum, Linngithigh, Anguthimri, Ngkoth, Mbiywom, 
Rimanggudinhma,  Umbuygamu,  Lamalama,  Kuku-Thaypan,  Mbabaram,  Wamin,  Yanga,  Mbara,  and 
more questionably Ogunyjan, Olgol, Oykangand and Nganyaywana.
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(cf. §i.3.2 and end of §3.2), which is why I do not adopt it.
In the next section I will show how ALiGNdO can be implemented. An account 
along similar lines has been offered in Goedemans (1996) for Aranda and Alyawarra, 
which is why I will instead prefer to provide a short analysis of a lesser-known, barely 
discussed, stress system, that of Iowa-Oto (Robinson 1975)7.
3.3.1.2  Iowa-Oto
Iowa-Oto  is  part  of  the  Chiwere  sub-group  of  the  Siouan  language  family.  It  is 
practically  an  extinct  language,  since  according  to  the  Ethnologue,  the  last  fluent 
speakers died in 1996. A few remain with some knowledge of the language.
The stress system is virtually identical to the one of Alyawarra, although glide- 
initial  words  seem  to  pattern  with  consonant-initial  ones.  Consonant-initial  words 
receive primary stress on the first syllable (11a). In vowel-initial words, primary stress 
docks on the second syllable (lib). The number of syllables in a word is irrelevant.
(11)  Iowa-Oto stress (Robinson 1975) 
a. Consonant-initial words
pece ‘fire’
nawe ‘leaf
herota ‘morning’
p&xode ‘Iowa’
wfwaGoCe ‘machine’
b. Vowel-initial words
ahata ‘outside’
itha ‘there’
These  data  obviously  suggest  that  ALiGNdO  is  involved  here,  favouring  stress  on 
onsetful  syllables  and  causing  the  shift  of  it,  if  the  first  syllable  is  onsetless,  i.e. 
ALiGNdO  »   A lign-L (PrW d, FT)  [i.e.  Align  the  left edge  of the  PrWd  with  the  left 
edge  of  a  Foot;  abbreviated  as  Align-L].  With  regard  to  secondary  stress,  we  can
7  Another choice could be Banawa, which has not been dealt with in terms of ALiGNdO or ALlGN-PrO, 
but has been examined by Buller, Buller and Everett (1993), Everett (1996), Downing (1998) and Gordon 
(2005), all of which are however quite different analyses from the present one. I contend that Banawa too 
can be  translated  in terms  of ALiGNdO.  However,  since  it presents  some  complications  regarding  the 
vowel combinations it allows, minimality considerations and foot parsing, providing a full account would 
take us too far afield. Note that Aranda is also analysed in Takahashi (1994), Downing (1998) and Smith 
(2005),  while  Alyawarra  is  also  dealt  with  in  Downing  (1998).  To  my  knowledge,  Iowa-Oto  is  only 
discussed in passing by Gordon (2005), so the present analysis is more fully-fledged.
127observe  that  while  rhythmic  stress  is  desirable  as  in  w(waOoce,  it  is  refrained  from 
docking  on  the  final  syllable,  e.g.  herota  not  * he  rota.  This  can  be  attributed  to  a 
relatively  high-ranked  NonFin  or  to  FTBin  which  requires  that  feet  are  bisyllabic. 
While any of these would do, for current purposes, I will use FTBiN so that I also draw 
attention to the rhythmic nature of stress assignment that prefers binary groupings of 
feet. What this entails is that syllables may remain unparsed if this rescues them from a 
FTBin violation, therefore: FTBin »  Parse-o. Despite that, it is not the case that feet 
are never unary. They can be, in case stressing an onsetless syllable is at stake as in i f   a
o
not *ita , entailing that ALiGNdO is very highly ranked in the language and dominates 
FTBin. The following cases illustrate.
(12)  ALiGNdO, Dep-C »  Align-L
nawe ALiGNdO Dep-C Align-L
a. nawe
b. nawe *!
ahata ALiGNdO Dep-C Align-L
c. ahata *!
d. ?ahata *!
e. ahata *
The example /ahata/ — >  [ahata] compared to the normal stress pattern as illustrated by 
/nawe/ — >  [nawe] reveals that ALiGNdO »  Align-L. In other words, the regular stress 
algorithm,  which  requires  primary  stress  on  the  first  syllable,  is  disrupted  by  the 
presence of ALiGNdO which forces shift of stress to the peninitial. ALiGNdO could also 
be satisfied by consonant insertion and stress on the first syllable as  in (12d).  This is 
ruled out though because Dep-C is top-ranked too. Consequently, ALiGNdO is satisfied 
by altering the preferred prosodic alignment of the stressed syllable.
8  Robinson (1975: 443) states that /p t k 6/ are aspirated when in a stressed syllable, therefore the /t/ in itha 
would not be aspirated had it not been stressed. However, Robinson is not consistent in her transcriptions, 
since consonants that would fulfil the aspiration environment are not presented as such, e.g. pede instead 
of anticipated phede. For clarity however, I will follow Robinson’s transcriptions throughout.
128(13)  PtBin »  Parse-g
herota FTBin Parse-g
**  a.  (hero)ta ♦
b.  (hero)(ta) *!
wiwa0o£e FTBin Parse-g
c.  (wfwa)(06de)
d.  (wfwa)0o5e **
e.  (wfwa)(06)(5e) **
(13a)  and (13b)  provide  the  next ranking  argument,  namely  that FrBlN »  Parse-g, 
since  disyllabic  feet  are  preferred  even  at  the  expense  of  leaving  certain  syllables 
unparsed. In wiwadoce, perfect satisfaction of both constraints is possible as shown in 
(13c).
The  final  point  arises  when  we  consider  a  bisyllabic  onsetless  word.  Our 
grammar  yet  does  not  tell  us  what  will  happen,  since  there  are  two  independent 
conflicting demands. On the one hand, stress needs to dock on an onsetful syllable due 
to high-ranking ALiGNdO, therefore for an input like /ita/ we would expect [i(tha)]. On 
the other hand, feet need to be disyllabic due to high-ranking FTBin, consequently, we 
would predict [(ftha)].  In reality,  what we get is  [i(tha)], thus we have a new ranking 
argument, namely that ALiGNdO »  FTBin, exemplified below.
(14)  ALiGNdO »  FTBin
/ita/ ALiGNdO FTBin
—  a.  i(tha) ♦
b.  (ft"a) *!
All in all then, the Iowa-Oto stress system can be described by the ranking:
(15)  ALiGNdO, Dep-C »  Align-L (PrWd, Ft), FtBin »  Parse-g 
3 .3 .1.3 Interim summary
The preceding discussion examined the OSE effect, where an onsetful syllable attracts 
stress due to ALiGNdO. This phenomenon usually occurs at the left edge of the word, 
but  can  also  appear  word-medially,  as  in  Piraha.  Satisfaction  of  ALiGNdO  comes 
through  prosodic  misalignment  of the  normal  stress  algorithm  of the  language.  For
129instance, in Iowa-Oto, stress is initial, unless the word begins with a vowel, in which 
case it moves to the next syllable producing misalignment to the left-edge of the word, 
where the preferred position of stress is located. ALiGNdO must therefore dominate the 
A lign-Stress constraints, and also rank at least as highly as D ep-C. This is important, 
because had Dep-C been low-ranked, it would be possible to satisfy ALiGNdO not by 
misalignment, but by the segmental fix the insertion of an onset in front of a stressed 
syllable could offer.  Such cases  also exist,  as I will  show  immediately below  in  the 
discussion of Dutch.
3.3.2  Stress-on-Onset effects (SOE): the case of Dutch
Stress-on-onset  effects  (SOE)  are  also  driven  by  ALiGNdO  as  mentioned  previously. 
Unlike the OSE effects above, here ALiGNdO does not impose any changes to the stress 
algorithm of the language in question by shifting stress to an onsetful syllable. What it 
does instead is that if it so happens that stress falls on an onsetless syllable, then this - 
under certain conditions - acquires an onset.
This pattern marginally appears in British English where words like co-operate, 
geometry and reaction can be realized in careful speech as [kauTbpareit], [d3i?bm3tri] 
and [ri:?£ekj3n]  respectively (inserted ? is underlined; Cruttenden 2001:  169) or when 
contrasts  like  [d3i?i5gr3fi]  ‘geography’  vs.  [d3i:sugraefik]  ‘geographic’  optionally 
emerge (Michael Ashby, p.c.). While this pattern is facilitated by the presence of stress 
on the second vowel, it is reported that it can also arise in other hiatus contexts in the 
absence of stress (Cruttenden 2001:  169).  However, even in the cases where stress is 
assigned  on  the  second  vowel,  the  pattern  is  not  systematic.  For  this  reason,  I  will 
instead use data from Dutch, where the phenomenon is robustly documented.
3.3.2.1  The hiatus data when Vi is /a / and the role ofAuGNdO
The relevant data are presented below.
(16)  Dutch ?-insertion under hiatus when Vi = /a/(Booij 1995: 65)
a.  ?-insertion
/paelja/  [pa.?61.ja]  ‘paella’
Idaftal  [a.?5r.ta]  ‘aorta’
/kaunda/  [ka.?un.da]  Kaunda [Zambia’s first president]
130b.  no ?-insertion
/xaas/  [xa:.Ds]
/farao/  [fa:.ra.o:]9
‘chaos’
‘Pharaoh’
The data above present a hiatus environment where the first vowel is /a/10. In the first 
set of examples (16a), a glottal stop is inserted between /a/ and the following vowel on 
the surface.  The  second set illustrates a near-identical environment,  where ?-insertion 
fails.  The  crucial  difference  is  that  the  underlyingly  onsetless  syllable  in  (16a)  is 
stressed in the output in contrast to the one in (16b)  which  is not.  We can therefore 
argue  that  the  reason  the  glottal  is  inserted  in  (16a),  but  not  in  (16b)  is  because 
ALiGNdO  is in action,  positing a requirement for a stressed syllable to begin with an 
onset. If ALiGNdO »  Dep-C then a consonant is going to be inserted to fulfil this need. 
No similar requirement however applies for unstressed onsetless syllables, therefore any 
such insertion would violate Dep-C pointlessly. Note that the inserted consonant, as we 
see,  is  the  glottal  stop  /?/,  a  consonant  which  is  unmarked  in  terms  of  its  place 
specification (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004) in a theory of place markedness where 
*Lab, *DORS »  *Cor »  *Phar and where /?/ is treated as a pharyngeal (Alderete et 
al.  1999, Lombardi 2002). Moreover, by being voiceless, /?/ is entirely compatible with 
the idea put forward in this thesis, namely that the lack of voicing increases the pitch of 
the following vowel providing a cue for stress. Here, the stress algorithm alone decides 
where stress will dock, but if it happens to be on an onsetless syllable, then the addition 
of /?/ renders such syllable more well-formed by virtue of the presence of an onset. To 
simplify  things  -  as  numerous  constraints  will  be  added in  due  course  to  capture  all 
details - 1  will use Dep-? instead of Dep-C.
Before considering an analysis of these facts, let me first give some background 
on  Dutch  stress  based  on  Gussenhoven  (to  appear).  This  will  be  quite  general,  since 
there  are  numerous  detailed  accounts  of Dutch  stress  available  which  the  interested 
reader can consult.  These  include  van  der Hulst (1984),  Lahiri  and  Koreman (1988), 
Kager (1989), Gussenhoven (to appear) among others. Simplifying a bit, Dutch primary
9 Carlos Gussenhoven (p.c.) observes that in a word like [fa:.ra.o:], there is also secondary stress on the 
final syllable. Insertion of /?/ there is optional and at any rate seems different from the one affecting main 
stress, where insertion is obligatory.
1 0  Booij does not offer the syllabification of these words, but this can be inferred by statements regarding 
syllabification  earlier in  his  book.  For instance,  Booij  (1995:  36)  reports that branching onsets cannot 
contain two sonorant consonants, banning combinations of nasals with liquids or glides, or liquids with 
glides. Given the consonant inventory of Dutch too (p. 7), /lj/ cannot be interpreted as the palatal lateral 
IfJ either. For this reason, I take it that /lj/ genuinely refers to this consonant sequence, which, given the 
above, has to be syllabified as a coda-onset one. Marc van Oostendorp (p.c.), also confirms that this is the 
right syllabification.
131stress is assigned from right-to-left forming a quantity-sensitive trochee, thus Trochee 
(‘feet are trochaic’) must be high-ranked. Secondary stress is assigned from left-to-right 
in a quantity-insensitive manner.  Primary stress falls on the penult if it is heavy,  i.e. 
CVV  or  CVC  as  in  e.g.  a.xa:.ta  ‘Agatha’  or  a.man.da  ‘Amanda’.  Since  CVCs  are 
treated as heavy, M oraic Coda (or WbyP) should be active, although with a caveat: it 
does not apply beyond the left of primary stress. WSP must therefore be quite high- 
ranking  so  that  heavy  syllables  attract  stress.  The  opposite  also  occurs,  namely  that 
stressed  syllables  are  heavy  suggesting  that  Stress-to-Weight  (S-to-W)  is  also  high- 
ranking.
If the penult is light, stress goes on the antepenult, as in ma:.ra.tDn ‘marathon’. 
Final  stress  is  generally  avoided,  because  N onFin  (‘main  stress  is  not  word-final’) 
dominates Align-R (HdFT,  PrW d) (‘the head foot is at the right edge of the word’). 
Also N onFin »  WSP holds, as the example (a:ron) rather than *a(ron) indicates. There 
is an exception to final stress avoidance though: if the final syllable is superheavy, i.e. 
contains a CVVC or CVCC, then stress docks on that syllable e.g.  at.mi.ra:l ‘admiral’ 
or le:.di.kdnt ‘bed’. According to Gussenhoven, this can be accounted for by imposing 
the constraint Superheavy-to-Stress-Principle (SHSP), an extended version of WSP that 
refers to trimoraic syllables. If this is ranked above N onFin, then we will correctly get 
final stress in kanail instead of penultimate  *kana:l.  Finally, adjacent stresses are not 
allowed, therefore N oClash has to be dominant.
In the subsequent analysis, I will follow Gussenhoven (to appear) as faithfully as 
possible, although there are some weak - mostly technical - points in his analysis, such 
as the claim that WbyP does not work beyond the left of main stress or that FTBin can 
be satisfied either at the moraic or syllabic level, allowing for instance a quadrimoraic 
bisyllabic foot such as (airon), which would by most analyses be considered two feet. 
All  these  however  are  tangential  to  the  main  point  made  here.  Since  I  argue  that 
ALiGNdO  -  my  focus  here  -  does  not  affect  the  stress  algorithm,  but  merely  turns 
onsetless syllables, which have been designated stressed, to onsetful ones, then the exact 
analysis of Dutch  stress does  not really matter, so long as it manages to produce the 
right stress. As far as I can see, what would most likely vary among different analyses is 
the footing assumed, but again this will pose no threat to the ensuing analysis. This is 
because ALiGNdO targets the stressed syllable independently of the footing. An analysis 
based on  AlignFTO  (Goedemans  1996,  1998) on the other hand might have a harder 
time in this respect.
1323-3*2.2 The core analysis
It should be obvious that the data in (16) are compatible with the facts mentioned above. 
It is not the case that ALiGNdO affects the general stress algorithm. Had it done so, then 
since feet are formed from right-to-left and assuming ALiGNdO dominated WSP and 
N onFin, we could perhaps expect to stress the word  ‘aorta’  as aorta instead of a?orta 
since in the former the first onsetful syllable receives stress. This would be more or less 
what seems to happen in Juma mentioned in the discussion of the OSE effects, where 
the first onsetful syllable from the right receives stress. Dutch is not like that though. It 
will assign stress following the normal stress algorithm, but if it so happens that stress 
falls on an onsetless syllable in a hiatus environment, then it will insert a glottal stop. 
Thus,  ALiGNdO  must  be  dominated  by  the  constraints  mentioned  before  which  are 
responsible  for Dutch  stress.  This  is  illustrated below.  For convenience,  I  group  the 
constraints above under the tag: Stress Constraints.
(17)  7-insertion11
/aorta/ Stress Constr ALiGNdO D ep-?
a. a.or.(ta:) * !   ( N o n - F i n )
b. a.(5r.ta) *!
^   c. a.(?5r.ta) ♦
The first candidate presents a case where ALiGNdO would be perfectly satisfied (as it 
happens in the winning candidate too), but would violate at least one of the constraints 
that  regulate  the  stress  algorithm  in  the  language,  e.g.  N onFinality.  The  second 
candidate  satisfies  the  stress  constraints,  but  fails  with  respect  to  lower-ranked 
ALiGNdO. Because of the ranking ALiGNdO »  Dep-?, there is an additional candidate 
to be considered, namely one with glottal stop insertion, which actually proves to be the 
winner12.
This  ranking  can  also  neatly  produce  the  absence  of  ?-epenthesis,  when  the 
onsetless syllable involved is stressless, as in xaos.
111 assume that the constraint Max dominates at least DEP-? s o  that no input material is lost.
1 2  Gussenhoven argues that feet in Dutch are either (HL) or (H). Examples (17b) and (17c) are footed as 
(HL) accordingly. The same holds for (20b) and (20c) below.
133(18)  lack of ?-insertion
/xaos/ Stress Constr ALiGNdO Dep-?
N o n F in WSP
a. xa.(5s) *! *
b. xa.(?os) *! *
c. (xa:.?Ds) * (WSP) *!
d. (xa:.os) * (WSP)
To understand why (18d) is chosen here,  we need to explicitly make reference to the 
constraints N onFin and WSP which are contained in the generic Stress Constr group. 
Their relative ranking is N onFin »  WSP as argued above. This comes in handy now. 
Candidates  (18a)  and (18b)  stress the final  syllable  violating  N onFin  which requires 
that final syllables are stressless. (18c) and (18d) avoid violation of N onFin by stressing 
the penult. But this comes at a cost; since the final closed syllable is argued to be heavy, 
then it incurs a WSP violation by remaining unstressed. One way or another, (c) and (d) 
tie at this point, therefore the evaluation continues.
The crucial bit comes here; unlike (17), ALiGNdO is vacuously satisfied in (18c) 
and (18d), because although they include an onsetless syllable, this is also unstressed. 
Since there is no requirement that stressless onsetless syllables acquire an onset, (18c) 
and (18d) escape  violations  of ALiGNdO.  As  a result,  the addition of a ?-onset as in 
(18c) gratuitously  violates  D ep-?  and consequently loses.  (18d)  without ?-insertion is 
selected.
As  it  stands,  this  analysis  has  an  undesirable result.  It predicts  that an  initial 
onsetless  syllable  should  acquire  an  onset if it is  stressed.  This  is  bound  to  happen, 
because  of the  ranking  ALiGNdO  »  Dep-?,  thus  an  example  like  [oli]  ‘oil*  should 
actually  surface  as  *[?oli]  instead.  How  can  this  problem  be  resolved?  Positional 
faithfulness (Beckman  1999, Casali  1996) offers a way-out. Positional faithfulness has 
been designed to account for instances of positional neutralization and preservation of 
contrasts.  It  has  been  repeatedly  found that a contrast  may  be  retained  or lost  in  all 
positions,  but  if it  is  to  be  lost  in  a  specific  environment,  then  this  will  be  a  weak 
position, and not a strong one. The general schema that produces contrast maintenance 
in a strong position only is given by:
(19)  Contrast in strong position only
Faithpositionai »  M »  Faith
134This means that a contrast will be generally lost because Markedness dominates general 
Faithfulness,  except  for  in  a  strong  position,  since  Faithfulness  relativized  to  this 
position protects the contrast from being lost. We can now transfer this schema to the 
case at hand substituting Faith with Dep-?, M with ALiGNdO and Faithposkionai with Dep- 
? i n i t -o   (cf. McCarthy (2002: 32-36)). Empirically this means that in Dutch we should be 
able to find both onsetful and onsetless initially stressed syllables, but word-medially, 
stressed  syllables  should all be onsetful.  The contrast between  onsetful and onsetless 
stressed syllables is thus lost in the weak medial position, but maintained initially. The 
following tableau exemplifies.
(20)  No ?-insertion in stressed onsetless syllables word-initially
/oli/ Stress Constr D E P - ? i n i t -o ALiGNdO Dep-?
a. o(lf:) * !   ( N o n - F i n )
b. (?o:li) *! ♦
***  c. (o:li) ♦
3.3.2.S Remaining hiatus cases when Vj is other than /a /
In the preceding discussion we had considered hiatus cases where the first vowel was 
/a/.  We saw that if the  second vowel  was stressed,  then ?-insertion would occur as a 
response to ALiGNdO. If it was unstressed, then nothing would happen, since ALiGNdO 
does not penalise onsetless unstressed syllables. The decision would thus be passed on 
to Dep-? which would militate against unnecessary epenthesis. In this section, we will 
examine what happens when the first vowel is other than /a/. As it will become evident 
from  the  data  below,  hiatus  resolution  take  place,  independently  of  whether  the 
onsetless syllable is stressed or not. This is in contrast to the data before13.
(21)  Dutch glide-formation under hiatus when Vj £ /a/ (Booij  1995: 66)
a.  After front rounded vowels, glide is [q]
/dyo/  [dyqo]  ‘duo’
/edyard/  [edyqart]  ‘Edward’ (name)
/rean/  [rdqan]  ‘male dogs’
/janyari/  [janyqari]  ‘January’
/ryina/  [ryqrna]  ‘ruin’
131 use the transcription of Booij, where /y/ is a front high rounded vowel and /j/ is the front unrounded 
glide. Dutch also possesses a front rounded glide /q/ and a rounded labiodental back glide /v/.
135b.  After front unrounded vowels, glide is [j]
/diet/
/bioskop/
[dijet]
[bijoskop]
‘diet’ 
‘cinema’ 
‘Geo’ (name) 
‘seas’
/yeo/
/zean/
[yejo]
[zejan]
c.  After back vowels other than /a/, glide is [u]
/ruanda/
/boas/
/houan/
[ruuanda]
[bouas]
[hduuan]
‘Rwanda’
‘Boaz’
‘hold’ (verb)
This distribution may at first glance seem odd compared to the previous facts. As we 
will see, it is not. The first ‘peculiarity’ is that no glottal stop is inserted. Instead, there 
is  a  glide,  which  also  shares  all  its  features  with  the  first  vowel,  except  that  it  is 
systematically [+high], even if the preceding vowel is [-high], as in e.g. yejo. Given that 
the majority of Dutch vowels prefer glide formation over ?-epenthesis, this suggests that 
glide formation is a more economical way to provide an onset than ?-epenthesis is. Dep- 
C must therefore dominate the constraint that gets violated during glide formation. This 
is Integrity (‘input segments do not have multiple correspondents’), because the input 
vowel has on the surface two correspondents, the vowel itself and the glide.
The second ‘peculiarity’ is that the creation of a glide onset here does not serve 
as a response to ALiGNdO satisfaction.  Rather, an onset is provided independently of 
stress, thus Onset »  Integrity. But does this put the previous analysis in danger, i.e. 
does it predict we should get glide formation (or even ?-insertion) when the first vowel 
is /a/? I will show that it does not.
The idea is that Onset will break the hiatus environment as much as it can by 
providing a glide onset due to  Onset »  Integrity.  However,  as we have seen, this 
glide  needs  to  be  [+high],  therefore  onsets  which  are  [-high]  will  not  be  admitted, 
meaning  that  *[-high]  Ons  needs  to dominate  Onset.  This  easily  accounts  for glide 
formation  from  high  vowels.  Since  they  are  [+high],  spreading  all  their  features  - 
including [+high] - will create the sought-after onset, only at the expense of low-ranked 
Integrity, as in dijet.
But this  now leaves  us to consider what happens with the non-high vowels,  i.e. 
mid  and  low  ones.  Of these,  only  mid  vowels  follow  the  glide formation  pattern.  The 
low  ones  do  not.  In  fact,  apart from  adding  a /?/,  the  latter are  also  sensitive  to  stress 
placement.  However,  the glide formed after a mid vowel is not [-high], but predictably 
[+high],  thus  during  the  creation  of the  glide  the  [high]  feature  value changes.  This  is 
possible to do,  if we assume that lDENT-[high], the constraint which requires that input
136specifications with respect to the feature [high] do not change between input and output, 
is ranked very low (perhaps next to Integrity). As a result, glide formation in the case 
of mid vowels will be admitted, because their [-high] feature will turn to [+high], which 
is characteristic of the glides, while their [-low] feature will stay intact. These effects are 
illustrated in the following tableaux.
(22)  Vi = high vowel: glide formation
/diet/ *[-high] Ons Onset Integrity lDENT-[high]
a.  diet *!
* * ■   b.  dijet *
In (22), the first vowel is high, thus it can easily form an onset through glide formation. 
The winning candidate (22b) will thus only violate Integrity.
(23)  Vi = mid vowel: glide formation
/ZC[.hi, -lowpn/ * [-high] Ons Onset Integrity  ;  lDENT-[high]
a.  zesn *! :
b.  zeC[.hi, -iow]3n *! *  :
**  c.  zej[+ h i, .iow]9n *  ;  *
Effectively, (23) results in the same output. The first candidate loses because it fails to 
present an onset that would resolve the hiatus. The other two candidates include a glide. 
The  winner  (23c)  has  a  glide  that  is  [+high],  whereas  (23b)  presents  a  glide  that is 
[-high].  While the latter is entirely faithful in terms of low-ranked lDENT-[high],  it is 
already excluded by the  high-ranking  *[-high]  Ons,  which militates  against non-high 
onsets. Consequently, (23c) wins by only violating the low-ranked constraints.
Of course, one could apply the same strategy of changing the value of [-high] to 
[+high] in low vowels too. The problem is that the newly formed glide will be [+high, 
+low],  i.e.  an  articulatorily  impossible  sound  which  can  be  easily  eliminated  by  the 
high-ranked  *[+high,  +low]14.  But  this  is  not  yet  sufficient to  explain  why  no  glide 
formation  follows  low  vowels,  since  in  principle  not  only  the  [high]  feature  could 
change  its  value,  when  the  glide  is  formed,  but  also  the  [low]  one,  yielding  a 
[+high, -low] glide after a low back vowel. This can be avoided if the constraint which 
preserves identity with respect to the feature [low], i.e. Ident-[1 ow] is highly-ranked.
1 4  Other constraints which directly ban low glides are  {A}=V that bans non-moraic counterparts of low 
vowels (Rosenthall 1994) or *Low Glide as in Smith (2005).
137(24)  Vi = low vowel: no glide formation
/ai-hi.-iowprta/ *[+high,
+low]
IDENT-
[low]
O nset Integrity
IDENT-
[high]
a. a?orta
b. aorta *!
c. aCj+hi, + IO wprta *! * *
d. aC[+hi, -lowprta *! * *
In (24), I have deliberately shaded the first candidate - the actual winner - as I would 
like  to  focus  on  the  other  candidates.  More  specifically,  (24c)  and  (24d)  are  the 
candidates  with  some  type  of glide  formation.  Changing  the  feature  value  of [high] 
only, as in (24c), results in an unattested [+high, +low] configuration which is ruled out 
by  the  corresponding  constraint.  Changing  the  [low]  value  too  (24d)  avoids  such 
violation,  but incurs an equally fatal  violation of Ident-[1 ow].  As it stands  then,  and 
without any additional modifications, the predicted winner should be (24b) which leaves 
the syllable onsetless. Some extra ingredient is obviously needed.
To sum up the discussion up to this point, what we have achieved so far is that 
glide formation occurs in a hiatus context irrespective of stress considerations, but only 
when  the  first  vowel  is  high  or  mid.  This  is  given  by  the  ranking:  *[+high,  +low], 
Ident-[1 ow] »  *[-high] Ons »  O nset »  Integrity, lDENT-[high]. This also tells us 
that the when the first vowel is low, glide formation is impossible. But it does not yet 
tell us what happens instead. The findings of the previous section now become relevant. 
Recall that when the first vowel is low and the second vowel is stressed, ?-insertion in 
front of the onsetless syllable occurs. When that vowel is unstressed, nothing happens. 
The  way  we  analysed  that  was  by  the  ranking  ALiGNdO  »   Dep-?,  whereby  glottal 
insertion  was  seen  as  a remedy  triggered  by ALiGNdO  only.  Since  the  addition  of a 
glottal stop is allowed but only when there is no glide alternative, i.e.  in the case of a 
sequence  /a+V2/,  then  *[+high,  +low],  Ident-[1 ow]  must  certainly  dominate  Dep-?. 
However,  the  fact  that  ?-insertion  only  shows  up  in  front  of  an  onsetless  stressed 
syllable and not in front of any syllable,  indicates that ALiGNdO »  Dep-? »  Onset. 
Now if we put all these together, what we get is:
(25)  Dutch ?-insertion and glide-formation under hiatus
*[+high,  +low],  Ident-[1 ow],  ALiGNdO »  Dep-?,  *[-high]  Ons »  O nset »  
In tegrity, lDENT-[high]
138What this means is that an onset needs to be created by means of a glide  (Onset »  
Integrity) provided the resulting glide is  [+high, -low].  If it is something other than 
that, then glide formation is blocked due to * [-high] Ons. However, this does not mean 
that the onsetless syllable will remain without an onset. An alternative strategy is now 
chosen, that of ?-epenthesis which is not normally preferred, since Dep-? »  Integrity. 
While under D ep-?  »  Onset  alone,  one would not expect epenthesis at all,  it is the 
force of the ranking ALiGNdO »  Dep-?  that will enable epenthesis, but only under a 
certain  condition,  namely  to  provide  an  onset to  an  onsetless  stressed syllable.  Thus 
under the  ranking  in  (25),  we  can  express  the  fact that  glide-formation  occurs  as  a 
response to Onset, whereas ?-epenthesis, as a response to ALiGNdO.
I  will  exemplify  this  full  ranking  with  a  few  examples.  I  will  start  with  the 
examples of section  §3.3.2.1,  and then move on to the cases discussed in the present 
section.
(26)  When Vj = /a/ and (i) V2 = stressed, (ii) V2 = unstressed
/^[-hi,+low]3rt2/
♦[+high,
+low]
IDENT-
[low]
Align
dO
Dep-
?
♦[-high]
Ons
Ons Integrity
IDENT-
[high]
^   a.  a?5rta ♦ *
b.  aorta *! **
c*  aC[+hi<+l0wi3rta *! * * *
d*  aC(+ hi. .lowprta *! * * *
/xa^i,+,ow ,os/
*[+high,
+low]
Ident-
[low]
Align
dO
Dep-
?
♦[-high]
Ons
Ons Integrity
IDENT-
[high]
^   a.  xa:os ♦
b.  xa:?os *!
c.  xa:C[+ hi, +iow ]3s *! ♦ ♦
d.  xaiC[+hi.-lowj^s *! * *
Candidates (26c) and (26d) in both sub-tableaux are ruled out because they violate the 
top-ranked constraints. The difference then between (26i) and (26ii) lies in ALiGNdO. In 
the former it is active, therefore it chooses the candidate with ?-insertion as the winner 
(26i.a), but in the latter, it is vacuously satisfied by both remaining contenders, thus the 
decision is passed on to D ep-? which selects (26ii.a) as the winner.
139(27)  When Vj ±/a/: (i) Vj = +high and V2=stressed (x) or V2-unstressed (y);
(ii) Vj = -high
(i-x)  /ryina/ *[+high,
+low]
IDENT-
[low]
Align
dO
Dep
-?
♦[-high]
Ons
Ons Integrity
IDENT
[high]
a.  ryipna *
b.  ry?ma *!
c.  ryrna *! ♦
(i.y)  edyard *[+high,
+low]
IDENT-
[low]
AUGNd
0
Dep
-?
♦[-high]
Ons
Ons Integrity
IDENT
[high]
***  a.  edyqart ♦ ♦
b.  edy?art *! *
c.  edyart **!
(ii)  /ye[4 li.-iow]0/ *[+high,
+low]
IDENT-
[low]
AUGNd
0
Dep
-?
♦[-high]
Ons
Ons Integrity
IDENT
[high]
a.  yejI+ h i,.,ow]0 ♦ ♦
b.  yeC[.hi,-iow ]° *! ♦
c.  ye?o *!
d.  yeo *!
The examples in (27) refer to cases where the first vowel is other than /a/. The common 
thing  shared  in all  three  sub-cases  is  that glide formation can  avoid the  violation  of 
higher-ranked constraints  such  as  *[+high,  -flow]  and  Ident-[1 ow],  since  the  vowels 
involved are other than /a/. As a result, the insertion of /?/ now incurs a relatively high- 
ranking violation of Dep-?  and proves fatal in all cases. Creating no onset at all, also 
violates  O nset,  consequently  the  winning  candidates  are  the  ones  that present glide 
formation15.
A final point that needs to be addressed is the directionality of glide formation. 
The data suggest that this is always rightward as shown below:
(28)  Rightward glide formation in Dutch (Booij  1995, Rubach 2002)
a. /yeo/  [yejo]  *[yeuo]  ‘name’
b. /poet/  [pouet]  *[pojet]  ‘poet’
c. /dyo/  [dyqo]  *[dyuo]  ‘duo’
In fact, leftward glide formation is not even employed as a remedy to avoiding glottal 
stop insertion,  which as we have seen,  is less preferred in the language. The example 
/kaunda/  — »  [ka?unda]  rather  than  *[kauunda]  illustrates  this  point.  Rubach  (2002) 
points  out  that  there  are  languages  which  only  allow  rightward  spreading  (Dutch,
15 The same result as in (27ii)  would obtain,  had the second vowel  been stressed.  The only difference 
would be that a candidate like (d) would be ruled out sooner, due to its violation of ALiGNdO.
140Malay),  others  which  only  allow  leftward  (Ukrainian)  and  others  which  allow  both 
(Polish). As the specific analysis of this phenomenon is orthogonal to the larger picture 
examined in Dutch, I will follow Rubach and assume that the ranking Anti-Crisp Edge 
»   Onset »   Crisp Edge  is  in  order.  An  informal  definition  of Crisp Edge  is  that 
multiple linking between prosodic categories is prohibited (for a formal definition see 
ltd and Mester 1994). Thus, Crisp Edge is violated when a segment spans across two 
syllables. A nti-Crisp Edge is treated as the reverse of Crisp Edge. Due to the ranking 
mentioned above, satisfaction of Onset will be preferred even if crisp edges are created, 
as the result of high-ranking A nti-Crisp Edge. This is what happens in rightward glide 
formation, i.e. /ia/ — »[i.ja] (satisfaction of Anti-Crisp Edge), but not in leftward /ai/ — >
a.ji  (satisfaction  of  Crisp  Edge).  It  should  be  noted  that  A nti-Crisp  Edge,  as  the 
reverse of Crisp Edge is stipulatory, thus while it serves for current purposes, a better 
solution seems plausible16.
3.4  Concluding rem arks
In  this  section,  I  have  examined  the  non-moraic  effects  between  onsets  and  stress. 
Adapting Goedemans’ Align-P tO (1996, 1998), I have claimed that ALiGNdO provides 
the  appropriate  account  in  generating  both  OSE  and  SOE effects.  In  the former,  the 
presence of an onset attracts  stress.  ALiGNdO  affects  prosodic  aspects of the  normal 
stress system of the language and causes misalignment of stress to an onsetful syllable. 
The ranking D ep-C »  ALiGNdO  »  A lign-Stress produces this result. The opposite 
effect  occurs  when  stress  imposes  the  presence  of an  onset  (OSE).  Here,  the  stress 
algorithm remains unaffected, because it dominates ALiGNdO, the only effect of which 
can be to add an onset to a syllable that has already been designated as the stressed one, 
in case it is onsetless. The ranking Align-Stress »  ALiGNdO »  D ep-C captures this 
situation.
Before closing this  chapter it is  worthwhile  mentioning that ALiGNdO  seems  a 
counter-example  to  Blumenfeld’s  (2005c)  hypothesis  that  markedness  constraints 
relativized to prosodic domains will receive a segmental fix by removing the segmental 
markedness  violation  and  not  a  prosodic  fix  by  moving  the  boundary  of the  prosodic
1 6  Rubach (2002) observes that Crisp Edge and Anti-Crisp Edge might not be as unreasonable in the 
presence  of other, apparently contradictory, constraints which have been  used in the  literature such  as 
Final-C (McCarthy and Prince  1994) and FlNAL-V (Rosenthall  1994). In addition to that, I would add 
that  Alderete  (1999)  argues  for  the  existence  of anti-faithfulness  constraints.  While  the  (Anti)-Crisp 
Edge constraint is not of the faithfulness type, it is similar in spirit.
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visualize, he argues that if the avoidance of voiced obstruent codas is applicable, then in 
an example like /tab/, final devoicing [tap] will be preferred (segmental fix) rather than 
deletion [ta] (prosodic fix).
As  we  have  seen  previously,  ALiGNdO  can  be  translated  into  a  markedness 
constraint  with  reference  to  prosody  in  the  shape  of ONSET/d  (cf.  Smith  2005)  and 
become  comparable  to  the  type  of constraints Blumenfeld  uses,  such  as  AsPlRATE/d 
(“stressed  syllables  are  aspirated”).  If we  now look into the  strategies  for ALiGNdO/ 
ONSET/d  resolution,  it  should  be  evident that both  segmental  and prosodic  fixes  are 
available.  Onset  insertion  (Dutch)  could  under  some  interpretation  be  seen  as  a 
segmental fix, and thus should be valid. But if it is construed as a prosodic fix, like the 
deletion  in  /tab/— »[ta]  above,  then  it  violates  Blumenfeld’s  claim.  At  any  rate,  the 
alternative solution,  i.e.  shift of prosodic domain, as it happens in the Aranda-type of 
languages,  is  unambiguously  an  allegedly  impossible  prosodic  fix,  given  that  it  has 
perceptual consequences.
This concludes  my discussion  of onset-sensitive stress.  From the next chapter 
onward (Ch. 4-7), I will shift my interest to other phenomena which are clearly weight- 
based and I will demonstrate that there too one finds effects from onsets. Since for such 
cases only an analysis that utilizes weight is possible, the proposal about the moraicity 
of onsets receives strong support.
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Moraic onsets and Word Minimality in Bella Coola
4.1  Introduction
In  this  chapter  I  will  focus  on  a  clearly  weight-based  phenomenon,  that  of  Word 
Minimality, and show that languages like Bella Coola calculate the onset for minimality 
purposes.  As I have argued at length in chapter 1, for weight-based phenomena other 
than stress,  no re-analysis along the lines of prominence is available,  rendering cases 
such as Bella Coola Word Minimality as strong supporting evidence for the existence of 
moraic onsets.
Introducing weightful onsets in Bella Coola greatly improves Bagemihl’s (1998) 
previous analysis of these data, which suffers from the undesirable designation of Word 
Minimality  as  an  input condition  and  the  necessary  stipulation  that all  segments  are 
underlyingly moraic.  The current account is an output-oriented solution which  solves 
these problems by admitting moraic onsets albeit in a very marginal environment. While 
onsets  are  generally  non-moraic,  as  confirmed  by  the  Root  Maximality  facts  (cf. 
§4.2.2.1), they are moraic in /CV/ words only. In this way, the overarching requirement 
of bimoraic  Word  Minimality  can  be  satisfied.  Bella  Coola  thus  presents  a  case  of 
coerced onset weight, where onset moraicity is enforced by a higher imperative in the 
language, namely Word Minimality.
This  chapter  is  structured  as  follows.  In  section  2  I  introduce  the  data under 
investigation and  summarize Bagemihl’s (1998) analysis highlighting the problems  it 
faces. In agreement with Bagemihl, I too argue that only an account based on moraic 
structure  is  feasible.  In  section  3  I  show  how  this  can  be  implemented  avoiding 
Bagemihl’s  shortcomings.  After  outlining  the  core  proposal,  section  4  presents  the 
analysis  in  detail  and considers possible  objections.  Section  5  handles  some  residual 
issues and provides some tentative comments concerning the suitability of the MParse 
in accounting for the null candidates and the recognition of the morphological root as a 
prosodic domain. Section 6 offers a few concluding remarks.
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4.2.1  General syllabification and unsyllabified obstruents
In  this  section I  will  present  some  basic  facts of Bella Coola  as  background for the 
Word Minimality analysis. Data and facts are based on Bagemihl (1991) and Bagemihl 
(1998) [henceforth B91  and B98 respectively]1. Note that much of this section will be 
devoted  to  reviewing  the  arguments  Bagemihl  (1991)  has  provided  to  justify  the 
existence  of  unsyllabified  obstruents  that  Bella  Coola  is  so  notorious  for.  This  is 
important,  because  unsyllabified  consonants  play  a  key  role  in  the  overall  analysis 
below. The Bella Coola inventory is presented below.
(1)  Bella Coola inventory
[N.B: /c/=alveolar affricate, /i/=lateral fricative, A’/=lateral glottalic affricate]
p t c k kw q qw
p’ t’ c’ X’ k’ r q’ qw
s * X xw X xw
m n 1 y w
m n ,1 i u
a
Despite allowing numerous unsyllabified consonants, as we will see in a moment, the 
language  is  quite  usual  in  that  it  otherwise  exhibits  normal  syllabification.  Thus, 
syllables are maximally TRVVC, where T-obstruent, R=sonorant [I use R to represent 
a  sonorant  consonant  which  is  either the  second  consonant  in  an  onset cluster or  is 
syllabic.  This  should  be  obvious  from  the  context].  Only  TR  complex  onsets  are 
allowed, so TT and RR do not constitute complex onsets. Vowels and syllabic sonorants 
can serve as nuclei.  Singleton obstruents syllabify either as onsets or codas depending 
on the environment.  Codas receive moras, while onsets are claimed not to be moraic. 
The  latter  fact  is  generally  true,  but  will  be  disputed  later on,  as  we  will  see,  in  a 
particular instance. Some examples follow.
1  Bagemihl uses a number of sources for his data. That is why I also mention the page where the example 
is located in Bagemihl’s work so that the interested reader is able to check the original reference too.
144(2)  Syllables with vocalic nuclei
a. CV Vi “fast” (B98: 75)
b. CVC kw it’ “to pry loose” (B98: 75)
c. c v v c niixw “fire” (B91: 599)
d. TRVC xnas “woman” (B91: 601)
e. TRVVC c’wiixw “having grey hair” (B91: 619)
Syllables with sonorant nuclei
f.  CR  c’m  “index finger”  (B98:79)
g.  CRC  tjqw   “to swallow something” (B98:79)
As mentioned, obstruent clusters cannot syllabify as complex onsets, since TT complex 
onsets are banned. However, no deletion of consonants occurs either. Instead, in a string 
of obstruents - which can be as many as three or four root-intemally and up to eight or 
nine  across  morphemes  (cf.  B98’s  examples  on  p.  74  and  (55)  here)  -  the  one 
immediately  before  the  nucleus  syllabifies  as  an  onset,  the  one  immediately  after  a 
nucleus syllabifies as a coda, and the remaining consonants are unsyllabified2.
(3)  Sequences with unsyllabified consonants
a. stn “tree” (B91: 609)
b. st*xwm “floor mat” (B91: 609)
c. sqwcii “ventral posterior fin” (B91: 609)
d. c’klakt “ten” (B98: 78)
e. cipsx “fisher” (B98: 80)
f. pitkn “bark of bitter-cherry tree” (B98: 79)
To  establish  the  above  finding,  Bagemihl  first  shows  that  obstruents,  contrary  to 
sonorants and vowels, cannot serve as nuclei. He then supplies evidence corroborating 
the fact that in each syllable only one obstruent can syllabify as an onset and one as a 
coda. Any remaining obstruents must stay unsyllabified.
Data from reduplication, vowel allophony and glottal stop distribution are used 
to  support  the  claim  that  sonorants  and  vowels  pattern  identically  as  nuclei  to  the 
exclusion  of  obstruents.  For  instance,  roots  with  a  vocalic  or  sonorant  nucleus  get 
reduplicated with one of the lexically-determined CV, CVC or V templates3, e.g. qayt 
— ►  qaqayt-i “hat — >  toadstool-diminutive” with a vocalic nucleus (B91: 598) and f/#v v  — >
2  In this chapter, I will use boldface to represent unsyllabified consonants.
3  Reduplication patterns in Bella Coola are complex, but as my focus is not reduplication, I will most of 
the time use examples of CV  (the simplest) reduplication.  Note, however, that reduplication facts may 
also prove relevant to the onset moraicity issue, but to keep things manageable I will leave this possibility 
open to future research.
145tltllF “swallow — >  continuative” with a sonorant one (B91: 599). If obstruents could be 
nuclei, then we would expect similar reduplication facts, e.g. H— ►  *ktJd- “fall” (B91: 
606),  but  these  are  absent  from  the  Bella  Coola reduplication  system.  In  fact,  most 
obstruent-only words either do not reduplicate at all or they exhibit sonorant or vowel- 
epenthesis  since  the  newly  supplied  nucleus  allows  them  to  get  syllabified  and 
reduplicated.
A  number  of  arguments  are  also  put  forward  against  the  syllabification  of 
obstruent  clusters.  First,  within  syllables,  a  strict  sonority  profile  is  observed  where 
sonority rises from the onset to the nucleus and then falls towards the coda. This is why 
complex onsets can only be TR - presenting rising sonority - and not TT or RR. TT 
clusters on the other hand are indifferent towards sonority considerations, cf. sqwcii (3c) 
or pitkn (3f), therefore they cannot be part of the syllable.
Reduplication facts are a very good source of additional arguments. TR clusters 
are syllabified in onset position.  Had TT clusters been syllabified too, then we would 
expect them to pattern identically with TR clusters in processes such as reduplication. 
Words made of TT clusters only, as we have seen already, do not reduplicate at all or 
undergo nucleus epenthesis in order that they reduplicate (4a).  On the other hand, TR 
clusters participate in reduplication as shown below (4b):
(4)  Reduplication with TT-only sequences (in the cases that this applies)4
a.  Iq’-  (base)  — >   inq’  (n-insertion)  — >  Jnfnq’-  (reduplication)  “slap  — >  
continuative” (B91: 607)
Reduplication in TR sequences5
b.  xwnai — » xwnxwnaai-i6 “spring of water — >  diminutive” (B91: 615)
The really interesting facts though come into play when one considers what happens in 
the reduplication of words containing initial obstruent clusters followed by a nucleus. In
4 Underlining is used to represent the reduplicant, while normal typeface is used for the base. Boldface is 
reserved for the unsyllabified consonants.
5  It is obvious here that the reduplicant is copying the obstruent and the sonorant which now serves as the 
nucleus.  This  is  merely  a  generalization  though,  as  data  are  complicated  when  one  considers  other 
templates of reduplication (i.e. CVC or V patterns) as well as other processes that can accompany them, 
e.g.  vowel  syncope,  glottal  insertion.  In  the  cases  presented  here,  we  might perhaps  have  expected  a 
reduplicated form like (i) TRV.TRV or (ii) TV.TRV for a base /TRV/. The reason TR.TRV emerges as 
optimal could be attributed to Emergence of the Unmarked issues (McCarthy and Prince  1994), namely 
that although complex onsets are allowed generally in the language, reduplicants present the unmarked 
case banning complex onsets. This would exclude (i). (ii) would need to be excluded by a constraint that 
would explain why the original vocalic nucleus of the base is not used as the reduplicant’s nucleus too; 
the reason is that in that case, the sonorant would have to be skipped causing a Contiguity violation.
6 Lengthening of the base vowel applies here [as in (6a) too]. This will not be of concern to us in the 
current work. For details, the interested reader is referred to Bagemihl (1991).
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However,  when  compared  with  reduplication  of TR-initial  sequences,  a discrepancy 
arises. In TR clusters, the reduplicant appears prefixed immediately before the base TR 
sequence; and effectively, since the cluster is initial, the reduplicant appears in word- 
initial  position.  In  TT  clusters  though,  the  reduplicant  is  not  positioned  in  the  same 
place,  i.e.  word-initially.  Instead  it  is  located  before  the  last  member of the  cluster. 
Some examples are given below.
(5)  Reduplication in TR initial sequences
a.  xwnai — >  xwnxw naai-i  “spring of water — > diminutive” (B91: 615)
Reduplication in TT initial sequences
b.  p’fa- — >  p’iaia  “wink, bat the eyes — >  continuative” (B91: 609)
c.  tqnk- — >  tqnqnk  “be under — » underwear” (B91: 609)
Reduplication in a combination of clusters
d.  skma — »skmkma-v  “moose — »diminutive” (B91: 615)
The question then is whether there is any way to unify these patterns. In fact there is. It 
simply suffices to say that the reduplicant gets prefixed before the first base syllable7. In 
(5a) this coincides with the beginning of the word, since the TR clusters are part of the 
syllable.  In  (5b)  and  (5c),  the  reduplicant  appears  before  the  last  obstruent  (in  the 
cluster) of the base, thus failing to align with left edge of the word. This comes as no 
surprise if we assume that the first consonant stays unsyllabified and remains outside 
the reduplication domain. (5d) illustrates the interaction of unsyllabified consonants and 
TR clusters.  As  it is  now  anticipated,  the reduplicant consists of a copy of the onset 
obstruent and the sonorant that becomes  syllabic. This is prefixed to the syllable and 
preceded by the unsyllabified consonant s.
Up to now, we have seen evidence against the onset syllabification of obstruents. 
No  more  than  one  obstruent can  syllabify  as  an onset.  How  about codas?  The  same 
result obtains for codas too, as the reduplication facts again reveal.
(6)  Reduplication in final TT clusters
a.  yafk— » vafvaafk-  “do too much — >  continuative” (B91: 617)
7 Bagemihl (1991: 613) based on examples such as milixw  -> milmilixw -ip “bear berry -» plant of the bear 
berry” (gloss mentioned in p. 603), argues that the reduplicant should be prefixed to a foot, rather than a 
syllable, since mil spans across two syllables. This is however not necessary in OT. All we need to say is 
that a CVC template needs to be filled from base segments without having to make specific reference to 
base syllabification. For present purposes at least, affixation to the first base syllable is sufficient.
147b.  yw alx — » vw alvw alx  “to melt — >  solder” (B91: 617)
In these examples the postulated unsyllabified consonant is at the end of the word. If 
this could be incorporated in the preceding syllable, we would expect the reduplicated 
forms:  *vafkvaafk  or  *ywalxyw alx8.  but  again  the  reduplicant  prefixes  before  the 
syllable  and fails to copy  the  final  obstruent of the base,  as  this  is not a part of the 
syllable9.
These data then confirm that the maximal syllable in Bella Coola is TRVVC. 
Only a single obstruent can syllabify in an onset and a coda position. Further obstruents 
are bound to stay unsyllabified.
One might however expect that these segments would get deleted, since they are 
neither syllabified nor extrasyllabic. Instead they surface. Bagemihl claims that although 
these segments are not licensed by syllables, they are nonetheless moraically licensed 
and  this  suffices  to  allow  them  emerge.  In  other  words,  he  claims  that  moras  may 
license segments so that they receive a phonetic representation. As we will see in the 
next  section,  Bella  Coola  roots  are  subject  to  maximality  restrictions  which  are 
computed  on  the  basis  of  moras.  Unsyllabified  obstruents  count  for  maximality 
purposes, a fact that confirms their moraicity.
As  a final  note  here,  bear in  mind  that since obstruents  cannot act  as  nuclei, 
Bagemihl is also forced to claim that obstruent-only words will consist of no syllables at 
all, e.g. ixw  “to wake somebody up”, c’kt “to arrive”, stxw c’ “cottonwood buds” (B98: 
78).  This statement is adopted here too.  Unsyllabified obstruents and their moras will 
prove  important  in  computations  relating to Root Maximality  and Word Minimality. 
These two phenomena are the topic of the next section.
4.2.2  Root Maximality and Word Minimality
4.2.2.1  Root Maximality
While  our major focus  with  relation  to moraic onsets  is  on Word Minimality,  I  will 
begin by discussing the Root Maximality facts, the characterization of which finds both
8 Notice that in this instance, the reduplication pattern is a bimoraic one.
9 Alternatively,  one  might suggest that the reason that forms like  *valkvaalk are bad is because these 
complex codas are banned from reduplicants.  In fact, we  will  see  later on that the language generally 
lacks complex codas. This interpretation is indeed possible, but by no means provides a counter-argument 
to the explanation given in the text. The latter is consistent with the independently established fact that 
consonants remain unsyllabified under certain circumstances and thus offers a more unified approach.
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mora-counting and not segment-counting is necessary to capture the Word Minimality 
data presented in §4.2.2.2 .
As  we  have  seen,  Bella  Coola  has  only  a  superficially  complex  syllable 
structure. In fact, maximal syllables are TRVVC with remaining consonants surfacing 
unsyllabified. What is elaborate though is the rich moraic  structure that the language 
possesses.  The major generalisation that can be drawn is that Bella Coola roots consist 
of maximally 4 moras [i.e. two bimoraic feet]10, where a root is a monomorphemic base 
to which affixes are added (B98:  91, note  8)11.  Roots may also occur as independent 
words  without any  affixes  (B98:  93,  note  18).  Bagemihl  presents  a large  number of 
possible roots and corresponding examples that conform to such a generalisation.  He 
also presents examples that would be considered to have five or more moras and these 
are all ill-formed (p. 77-81). To name a few12:
(7)  Heavy -  Light syllable sequence [B98: 79]
a. CVCCV  k’ucxi  “maggots”  3p  [p|i][|x]
b.CVCCCV  X’iq’fki?  “(low) dwarf blueberry”  4p  [pp]p[p]
c.CVCCCCV  *  5p  [li|A]Wi[[i]
d. CVCCCCCV  *  6p  [Wi]pwi[[i]
Here the first syllable is closed, followed by an open syllable. Between the coda of the 
first  syllable  and the onset of the  second one,  only one unsyllabified consonant may 
intervene (7b). Additional ones would lead to an increase of moras beyond the total of 
four  per  root  that  the  language  accepts.  Had  the  sequence  been  one  of two  closed 
syllables,  then  no  unsyllabified  consonants  would  be  permitted,  since  the  four-mora 
maximum would have been reached already as illustrated in (8).
(8)  Heavy -  Heavy syllable sequence [B98: 79]
a. CVCCVC  qacqit  “ant’
b. CVCCCVC
c. CVCCCCVC  *
qacqii
♦
10 Yoruba (Oia 1995) is another language that posits a two feet maximum for prosodic words. Ola (1995: 
282-3  and  references  cited  therein)  also  mentions  languages  that  make  use  of  a  two  feet  prosodic 
template. These include: Japanese, Ponapean, English and of course Bella Coola.
1 1   Crucially,  note  that  this  is  a  root restriction  and  not a word one.  Polymorphemic  words  frequently 
exceed this limit, e.g. xip’x w ltipHs “he had had in his possession a bunchberry plant” (B98: 74) [jrf- “to 
have, possess”; p ’x w h  “bunchberry”; -ip “tree, plant”; -H PLUPERFECT;  -s POSSESSIVE).  More examples 
are given in (55).
12  Following Bagemihl’s notation, moras within brackets indicate syllabified moras, while those without 
any brackets flanking them are the moras contributed by unsyllabified segments.
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space for clustering - and thus potentially unsyllabified consonants - is available. This 
can be shown when considering trisyllabic roots.
(9)  Trisyllabic roots  [B98: 81]
a. CVCVCV
b. CVCVCVC
c. CVCCVCV
d. CVCCVCVC
quluci
k’anawii
t’ixiala
‘skunk”  3*1
‘bow of boat” 4*1 
‘robin”  4ji
5*1
[*i][*i][*i*i]
[*i*i][*i][*i]
[*i*i][*i][*i*i]
Here  no  unsyllabified  consonants  are  permitted.  In  fact,  no  more  than  one  heavy 
syllable  can  arise.  Only  one  instance  of  a  trisyllabic  root  with  an  unsyllabified 
consonant is imaginable and this presupposes that all syllables have to be light, so that 
there is space for one more moraic unsyllabified consonant,  namely CCVCVCV, e.g. 
stapiirq “bat (animal)” (B98: 81).
Conversely,  increasing clustering is possible in monosyllabic roots.  These can 
maximally be CCCCV when open, e.g. pitkq “bark of bitter-cherry tree” (B98: 79), i.e. 
with  three  unsyllabified  moraic  consonants  and  one  mora  from  the  vowel,  while 
CCCVC when closed, e.g. q'tfis “fish weir made of rocks” (B98: 79), or CVCCC, e.g. 
cipsx “fisher”  (B98:  80),  with final clustering. Thus, extensive clustering is permitted 
either initially or finally, but not simultaneously at both edges.
1 3 (10)  Clustering at the edges in monosyllabic roots (B98: 80)
“liver” a. CCVCC
b. CCCVCC
c. CCVCCC
kw patt
♦
4*1
5*1
5*1
*i[*i*i]*i
*i*i[*i*i]*i
*i[*i*i]*i*i
Before concluding that the maximality criterion is found on mora count, we would need 
to  dispense  with  any  argument  based  on  other  types  of  counting,  e.g.  segment, 
consonant or vowel  counting.  For instance,  to  argue  for segment counting,  the  four- 
mora maximum that Bagemihl persuasively presents, has to be interpreted in terms of 
segments, e.g. a root is maximally four segments long (or something longer than that,
13 Bear in mind that while a form like  CCCVCC (10b) is bad since it exceeds the mora maximum by 
virtue of the far too many unsyllabified obstruents, the near identical CCCVCC form is well-formed, e.g. 
c’klakt (1 la). The difference here is that a complex onset that fits the sonority profile has been created. 
Since the cluster is syllabified in the onset, it no longer carries a mora, thus the total number of moras 
involved  now  reaches  the  maximum of four (i.e.  p[)X|i]|x). This  fact is  an  additional  argument for the 
correct interpretation of the root maximality facts and their relationship to unsyllabified consonants and 
onsets.
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84)  points  out that there exist roots  with  more  than four segments,  e.g.  stapling  “bat
(animal)” (B98:  78) or more than four consonants, e.g.  s^xlun “knee-cap”,  so that a 
segment-based  analysis  cannot  account  for  these  deviations  from  an  alleged  four- 
segment maximum. In fact, no type of counting, i.e. segment-, C- or V-counting, apart 
from the moraic one can account for the facts in a uniform manner. This is illustrated 
below.
(11)  Possible counting criteria14
C-counting  V-counting15  Seg-counting  p-counting
a. c’klakt 5 1 6 4
b.  p’xw *t 4 0 4 4
c. pitkn 4 1 5 4
d.  Viq’fkij 4 2 6 4
e. k’anawii 4 3 7 4
f. X’aqwakila 4 4 8 4
g. miank 3 2 5 4
The well-formed roots above present variable numbers it terms of consonants, vowels or 
segments, but their moras are consistently four (the alleged maximum). However, given 
the table above the following maxima obtain for the rest of the categories: 5 consonants, 
4 vowels or 8 segments.
It  would  be  thus  interesting  to  see  whether these  maxima  generally  produce 
well-formed  roots  as  well.  If any  of them  does,  then  we  could  claim  that  it  is  that 
criterion and not the  mora one which is responsible for the observed root maximum. 
Assuming  for  instance  that  the  language  uses  a  segment-counting  maximum  (i.e.  8 
segments), then we would expect roots with 8 segments to be consistently attested. The 
same should occur with the consonant maximum (5 consonants) or vowels (4 vowels).
14  Glosses  for words  first time  introduced here:  miank “wide canoe”  (B91:  616),  A’ aqw akila “a  man’s 
name” (B98: 78).
151 count syllabic sonorants as Vs by virtue of their function as nuclei. Perhaps nucleus-counting might 
seem more appropriate, but I am simplifying here and keep the V-counting in line with Bagemihl who 
considers sonorants as Vs, e.g. when discussing Word Minimality (cf. (13e)).
151(12)  Unattested roots based on C-,  V- or Seg- maxima [N.B: Boldface here is used to
indicate that the maximum has been reached each time]
C-counting  V-counting  Seg-counting  p-counting
a. CVCCCCV (B98:75)  5  2  7  5
b. CCCCC (B98: 75)  5  0  5  5
c. CCCVCVCV (B98: 81)  5  3  8  5
d. CCVCCVC (B98: 80)  5  2  7  5
(12)  however shows that many roots that conform to these requirements are nevertheless 
unattested. All the roots in (12), have 5 consonants - which in (11a) is acceptable - and 
are unattested. So is the case in (12c) that has 3 vowels, although in (lie), this does not 
entail any problems.  Under the segment counting approach,  8 segments do not ensure 
the well-formedness of the root, as (12a)-(12d) illustrate. In fact (12b) has 5 segments 
only, but still does not occur. Thus, even though these examples contain a number of 
units  which other extant roots  exhibit,  they do not appear as  well-formed roots.  One 
thing unites them however; they all exceed four moras. Therefore, the root maximum 
can only be defined in terms of moras.
Having seen that an analysis based on a different type of counting other than 
mora-counting  is  unsuccessful,  let  us  consider a  final  alternative,  namely  that  of an 
extraprosodicity account. Bagemihl correctly observes that such a solution would also 
be untenable, because it predicts that unsyllabified consonants should be able to arise 
freely at both word-edges. The problem arises once we consider the following. If there 
are Bella Coola roots which contain up to three such consonants at the left edge, e.g. 
pitkn “bark of bitter-cherry tree”, and up to two at the right edge, e.g.  ?astxw  “(to be) 
inside”  (B98:  84),  then  why  should  these  not  appear  simultaneously  forming  e.g. 
*CCC.CVC.CC? This seems coincidental unless one considers that structures like the 
above exceed the four-mora maximum.
In  conclusion,  the  Root  Maximality  facts  demonstrate  that  nuclei,  codas  and 
unsyllabified  consonants  carry  moras,  whereas  onsets  do  not.  The  overwhelming 
majority of Bella Coola roots conform to the 4-mora limit (over 94% out of the  1169 
monomorphemic roots listed in Nater (1977). Since the exceptions are either personal or 
geographic  names,  loanwords  or  possibly  morphologically  complex  forms,  the 
generalisation put forward seems well-grounded (see Bagemihl  1998, Appendix B for 
the exceptions).
1524-2.2.2 Word Minimality
In addition to the maximality effects, the language also exhibits a word minimum effect. 
As  we  will  see  later  on,  it  is  there  that  Bagemihl’s  analysis  no  longer  flows  as 
convincingly. The minimal word facts are stated below (B98: 87-89)16:
(13)  Word Shape  Examples
a. V  *
b. VV  ya17  “good”
c. VC  nX’  “dark, night”
d. C  *
e.CV  /  CR  X’i  “fast”  /  c’n?  “index finger” (B98:79)
f. CC  tk’  “sticky”
g. CCC  sxp  “to tie a knot”
h. CCCC  p’xw ft  “bunchberries”
i. CCCCC  *
Before we proceed, we need to clarify that by CC clusters, Bagemihl refers to obstruent 
clusters,  and  not  for  instance  to  a  sequence  of an  obstruent  followed  by  a  sonorant 
which can act as a nucleus. The latter case falls under what he considers CV sequences 
(13e). This means that the consonants in (d) and (f)-(i) remain unsyllabified, since none 
can act as a nucleus.
Bagemihl - as we do as well - claims that the word minimum is based on the 
notion of mora.  Examples  (13a) and (13d) are unattested since they are monomoraic, 
whereas  (13i) cannot surface as it exceeds the four-mora limit that Bella Coola roots 
need to observe. The remaining cases are all at least bimoraic and thus correctly surface.
Suppose however we contest Bagemihl’s claim that final long vowels are rare 
and let us consider a genuinely long vowel, e.g. aa and not ya of (13b). Given that this 
consists  of  one  root  node,  it  can  be  treated  as  a  single  segment  alongside  words 
consisting of only V or C. With this in mind, it could be argued that the Minimal Word
16 Notice that since roots are the only morphemes which can occur independently as words without any 
affixes, a minimal constraint on roots is equivalent to a minimal-word constraint (Bagemihl 1998: 93).
17  Bagemihl (1998: 89) presents this as an example of VV and later on (1998: 93) mentions that there are 
no examples of roots consisting of only a long vowel, which may be an accidental gap, but such absence 
is more likely attributed to the extreme rarity of long vowels in morpheme-final position (Nater 1984:  17). 
Although a bimoraic structure for ya is a possible one [cf. Smith (2003: example (8b.ii))], one might still 
argue that such an example constitutes a CV sequence and not a VV one. In this case and under a moraic 
approach, the lack of VV words is unexpected. Nonetheless, the extreme rarity of morpheme-final long 
vowels mentioned above could be employed for such absence.  Note though  that in the segment-based 
approach below no similar idea has to be postulated. There, VV can be treated as a single segment, if one 
segment  means  one  root  node.  This  is  however  a  small  gain,  unable  to  compensate  for  the  serious 
drawbacks the segment-based approach carries along.
153in Bella Coola merely has to consist of two segments. Since all of V, C and VV include 
just one segment, it would be correctly predicted that these fail the minimality criterion, 
and as  such never surface  as possible roots.  In the  light of the above,  could we then 
successfully pursue the claim that the language simply requires minimally bisegmental 
words? The answer will be negative.
First,  this  proposal  is  undesirable  since  no  languages  seem  to be  sensitive  to 
such  segmental  restrictions  when  considering  word  minimality18.  It  would  thus  be 
plausible  to  be  able  to  frame  the  problem  within  a  more  cross-linguistically  likely 
solution, such as the one advanced by the independently established and well-accepted 
moraic theory. As we will see in a moment, this is indeed possible, as we only need to 
posit a bimoraic word-minimum for Bella Coola. So in this respect, the language is one 
among many others that impose such a requirement and does not present an exceptional 
or unusual case.
There  is  additional  supporting  evidence  against  a  segment-based  analysis 
particular  to  Bella  Coola.  For  instance,  as  noted  before,  the  language  exhibits  rich 
reduplication in the form of CV, V and CVC reduplicants (Bagemihl  1991). It suffices 
to mention here that these can plainly be described as consisting of either one or two 
moras,  whereas  no  adequate  generalization  can  be  achieved  in  a  segment  counting 
approach.
Moreover,  apart  from  the  Word  Minimality restriction,  we  have  already  seen 
(§4.2.2.1)  that the  language  also  has  a  Root Maximality constraint  which  states  that 
roots consist of maximally four moras. If a segment-based analysis is put forward for 
the minimality case, one would prefer to maintain a uniform analysis for the maximality
18 One potential exception  I am  aware  of is  Yakima  Sahaptin  (Curtis 2003:  193-207),  where  minimal 
words  seem to be  of the  type CCV  or CVC.  CV  words do not occur,  but surprisingly CVV  syllables 
although admitted in the language do not satisfy the minimality criterion either. Curtis suggests that if one 
insists  to  see  this  as  a  prosodic  phenomenon,  then  the  minimality  criterion  must  be  at  least  two 
consonants.  Given  that  this  is  unsatisfactory  under  standard  weight  approaches,  she  suggests  that 
minimality  is  not  a  prosodic  phenomenon,  but  instead  “is  related  to  lexical  recoverability  and  the 
overwhelming frequency of consonant clusters in Sahaptin” (2003: 206). I find this equally unsatisfactory 
but also rather cryptic and unclear,  so I opt for a tentative suggestion made to me by Moira Yip (p.c). 
Given that all initial clusters are invariably released (Curtis 2003:  196), some illicit clusters are split by 
epenthetic or excrescent [i] (Curtis 2003:  195), and that some codas are released (Curtis 2003:  198,  199), 
it  makes  sense  to  suggest  that perhaps  CCV  and CVC  sequences  are  more  accurately  something  like 
C'CV  and  CVC1   respectively.  Under  this  conception,  the  minimality  criterion  can  be  interpreted  as 
disyllabic. It will not come as a surprise then that CVV words are missing, since they are made up of just 
one  syllable.  Hence,  Sahaptin  is  not  a  counter-example  to  the  prosodicity  of  the  minimal  word 
phenomenon. What’s more, it presents itself as an additional language - apart from Bella Coola - where 
entities usually thought of as unable to contribute to weight, actually may do so, as is the case with onsets 
in Bella Coola or excrescent vowels in Sahaptin.
154effects too19. But as we have seen in the preceding section, only a mora-based account 
can explain the root maximality facts, thus the only option is to propose a uniformly 
moraic approach.
4 .2 .2.3 Problems fo r Word Minimality in Bagemihl (1998) and a solution
Under  the  view  of  a  moraic  analysis,  a  problem  now  becomes  evident  when  one 
compares V words which do not meet the WdMin requirement with the CV ones which 
do. Given Bagemihl’s analysis, both should be light monomoraic by virtue of the single 
mora contributed  by  the  vowel.  However,  CV  satisfies  the  word minimum,  while  V 
does not. To resolve the problem, Bagemihl assumes that all segments are underlyingly 
moraic  so  that  V  syllables  are  underlyingly  monomoraic,  while  CV  ones  are 
underlyingly bimoraic.  Similarly, C is monomoraic and CC is bimoraic. If WdMin is 
allowed to hold in the input,  then it is correctly predicted that CV and CC  satisfy it, 
while V and C do not. In the output however, CV and V are monomoraic - since the 
singleton C syllabifies as an onset, it cannot retain its mora - and syllabified, while C 
and CC share the fact that remain unsyllabified (although the former is monomoraic and 
the latter bimoraic). The representations Bagemihl proposes are (1998: 88-89)20:
(14)  Word Shape  Respects WdMin?
a. C  No
b. CC  Yes
c. V  No
d. CV  Yes
19 Alternatively, one could utilize a segment-based approach for WdMin facts and a mora-based one for 
RtMax effects. A segment-based approach adds an extra component to the analysis and implies that cross- 
linguistically there can be other languages that base their WdMin considerations on segment counting. 
This seems unsupported.  It is thus preferred to use a moraic approach throughout achieving consistency 
and making a less controversial claim, i.e. that onsets may be moraic, a fact suggested by data in several 
other languages and phenomena examined in this thesis.
20 Recall that (14a) and (14b) include unsyllabified segments and thus come without any syllable node. 
They manage to surface though because they are moraically licensed (see end of §4.2.1).
Prosodic Structure 
Underlying  After syllabification
p  p
I I   I I
c   c   c   c
c
*  i
a
H  11  I
I  I   M
C  V  / I
C  V
155These  representations  bring  forward  two  issues,  the  latter  being  more  serious;  first, 
(14a)  and  (14b)  do  not respect the  Strict Layer Hypothesis  (SLH),  since  no  syllable 
dominates (any of) the consonants. This may be seen as a significant drawback, because 
the  SLH seems  to be universally applicable,  at least in the  sense that for each word, 
there is at least one foot, which dominates at least one syllable, which dominates at least 
one mora.  Apparently though,  Bella Coola presents direct evidence that the SLH can 
nevertheless be violated,  if it conflicts with higher demands of the language, namely 
what can constitute an acceptable nucleus in the language.
More importantly, for current purposes, Word Minimality has to be treated as a 
condition in the input, because (14d) satisfies it and (14c) does not, and yet in the output 
they each have exactly one mora. This cannot be maintained in an output-based theory, 
where such restrictions spring from constraint interaction. The analysis to be presented 
next  attempts  to  resolve  this  issue  by  claiming  that the  reason  (14d)  respects  Word 
Minimality  and  (14c)  does  not,  is  because  onsets  in  Bella  Coola  are  allowed  to  be 
moraic  in  the  output,  albeit  in  a  very  restricted  environment.  If this  possibility  is 
admitted, then the C of CV will be treated as a moraic onset, hence (d) will actually be 
bimoraic in the output. Word Minimality will no longer need to be hypothesized as a 
property of the input. As for CC, this manages to satisfy word minimality, despite being 
unsyllabified.  Constraints  regulating  the  minimal  sonority  of  the  nucleus,  e.g. 
*Nuc/Obstr  »   Nuc  »   *Nuc/Son  »   *Nuc/Vowel,  will  ensure  that  obstruent-only 
words  will  remain  unsyllabified.  Word  Minimality  though  is  only  interested  in  the 
moraic make-up of the words; hence bimoraic obstruent-only words will still satisfy it. 
The modified representation proposed is depicted below21:
21 Unlike Bagemihl, I am being neutral as to whether the consonants should have any moras underlyingly 
(more on that in the beginning of section §4.3). This is why consonantal moras are within brackets.
156(15)  Word Shape  Respects WdMin?  Prosodic Structure
Underlying  After Syllabification
a.  C  No  (jj,)  \i
(It)  (It)  If  *f
CC  Yes
C  C  C  C
a
c.  V  No  u
i
v
a
0 0   (f  ./X .
d.  CV  Yes  If  If
C  V C  V
As  mentioned,  onsets  will  be  moraic  only  in  this  extremely  restricted  environment, 
namely  CV words.  We  can  tell  that  in  larger  roots,  this  is  not  the  case  due  to  the 
maximality  restrictions  discussed  in  §4.2.2.1.  In  particular,  roots  such  as  CCVCC 
sqw aikw  “ashes” [B98: 76] or CVCCC muxw it “to cry huyp (a dance cry)” [B98: 75] or 
CVCCCV nuxw ski “soapberries”  [B98:  75] among others are admitted, because all of 
them are maximally quadrimoraic. Had the onsets counted moraically, all these forms 
would either include 5 or 6 moras. Given the maximality restrictions, they should thus 
fail  to surface.  The fact that they  surface, clearly suggests that onsets are not moraic 
with the exception of CV words22. The following sections present a detailed analysis of 
the above.
4.3  The core analysis
The current proposal focuses on the word minimality facts and then expands on the full 
range of data to provide a complete analysis. It maintains much of Bagemihl’s original 
analysis, but admits moraic onsets in just one particular environment. Note though that 
unlike Bagemihl who assumes that moras are underlyingly present after Hyman (1985),
22 Alternatively, one may propose that onsets are consistently moraic and the only thing that needs to be 
done is to revise the mora maximum to five or six moras so that moraic onsets are also taken into account. 
However, this is not correct. To illustrate, suppose we modified the limit to six moras, so that roots like 
CVCCCV above are admitted [i.e. with all segments moraic]. The question would then be why roots such 
as CCCCCV or CVCCCC or CCVCCC [B98: 79-80] etc. are not well-formed, although these comprise 
six moras too. Such an amendment would ruin the generalisation formerly established, which as we have 
seen is well-grounded. Evidently then onsets are moraic only in CV roots and the moraic limit should not 
be modified.
157I will present an analysis which works irrespective of the presence of underlying moras, 
so as to conform to the Richness of the Base (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004).
However, because the language has phonemic vowel length and vowels have to 
be distinguished in this respect, I will represent short vowels as monomoraic and long 
ones  as  bimoraic.  This  is  an  assumption  that  every  analysis  needs  to  make.  More 
generally, even Rosenthall  (1994) who argues that vowels acquire moras through the 
constraint  V-mora  ,  claims  that long  vowels  are  lexically  specified  in  terms  of two 
moras and are not subject to V-mora.
Unsyllabified consonants will also be admitted, while the only complex onsets 
allowed  are  of  the  obstruent-sonorant  kind.  Presumably  a  ranking  like  SonSeq  »  
♦Complex Onset holds, but this will not be discussed here in more detail.
The core of the analysis deals with the environment where moraic onsets appear; 
it argues that moraic onsets only emerge so that Word Minimality, a top priority in the 
language,  is  satisfied.  This  renders  CV  words  minimal.  Larger forms  already  satisfy 
Word Minimality, thus use of moraic onsets is superfluous. Moreover, as the language 
also presents a Root Maximality condition, we are actually able to tell that onsets do not 
contribute  any  moras  in  other cases.  If they  did,  then  we  would predict that  certain 
attested roots like CVC.CVC should instead be unattested, because they would exceed 
the four-mora maximum.
In due course, numerous technical details will be added to complete the analysis. 
While  these  details  might  be  more  relevant  to  the  OT  theorist,  careful  technical 
development is crucial  for empirical  reasons too.  For instance,  I will devote detailed 
discussion  on  why  the  output  of a  /CV/  word  appears  moraified  and  syllabified  as 
[[CuVJaJwd. This is because there is independent evidence from reduplication that CV 
forms  get  syllabified  (cf.  §4.2.1).  It  is  therefore  important  that  all  other  reasonably 
conceivable candidates such as:  [C[VJc]wd* the null parse,  [C^VJwd and [C^[V^]a]W d 
examined in  (19),  (28),  (36),  and (38) respectively are eliminated.  Similarly,  we also 
know that words that consist of a single C or V do not occur either. Therefore, in this 
case  too,  we  need  to  dispense  with  alternative  possibilities  (see  also  some  relevant 
discussion  in  fn.  36  and  §4.4.4).  Both  these requirements  reflect empirical  facts  that 
require  an  elaborate  analysis,  which  will  be  developed  shortly.  For  the  time  being 
however, I will only lay out the basic proposal.
23 The V-mora constraint states that for every vocalic root node rt|, there is a mora fi|  (Rosenthall  1994: 
26 in ROA-126 version). Effectively, this says that every vowel is (mono-)moraic.
158The form we need to examine is /CV/. Unlike Bagemihl who needs to make two 
crucial assumptions,  namely that:  i) Word Minimality is an input condition and ii) all 
segments are underlyingly moraic, in the current proposal, segments do not have to be 
underlyingly  moraic  and  Word  Minimality  is  not  an  input  condition  but  an  output 
constraint.
(16)  WdMin: Words are minimally bimoraic
Given  that  WdMin  is  a  requirement  that  is  never  violated  in  the  language,  it  is 
reasonable  to  assume  that  it  is  undominated.  The  proposed  solution  admits  moraic 
onsets, therefore the constraint that militates against them (17), has to be dominated by 
WdMin.
(17)  *M oraic O nset: Moraic onsets are banned
Since we want to be able to consider both moraically specified and unspecified inputs,
i.e.  I C ^ f J  and I C V J  respectively24, we want to permit mora insertion as a strategy for 
WdMin  satisfaction.  As  a  result,  Dep-jj.  must  be  dominated  by  WdMin  too.  We 
therefore obtain the following ranking:
(18)  W dM in »  D ep-jx,  *M o ra ic O nset
Let us now see how /CV/ fares in terms of these constraints. Importantly, note that here 
and throughout, the brackets surrounding the mora indicate that if they are considered, 
then the input is assumed to include a mora. In the case of a non moraic input, violations 
of DEP-p become relevant. These are also represented within brackets. The remaining 
violations  are  shared  in  both  moraic  and  non-moraic  inputs.  This  practice  will  be 
repeated again whenever it does not overburden the tableaux.
24  Since  vowels  are  moraically  specified  either  as  monomoraic  (short)  or  bimoraic  (long),  the  terms 
moraicity and non-moraicity refer to consonants.
159(19)
W dM in D ep-p
♦M oraic
O n set
a.  Wd 
C  V
♦!
* * *   b*   Wd
1
o
p ^  
1   1
C  V
(*) *
An output like (19a) violates W dM in .  The candidate in (19b) has a moraic onset, but 
this violation is less important than the one incurred by the first candidate. An additional 
DEP-|i violation occurs when the input is /CV^/. The outcome remains unaffected since 
W dM in »  D e p-ji.
In a form larger than the CV one, WdM in can be satisfied by other means, so 
our claim is that no moraic onsets will  appear in such a case, because although low- 
ranked,  *Moraic  Onset  violations  are  taken  into  account.  Even  if  the  input  is 
moraically specified,  ♦MORAIC Onset dominates Max-ji, the constraint responsible for 
mora preservation. As a result, moras will not appear on onsets even at the expense of 
mora loss. All these can be illustrated in the following example25.
(20)  /C> lVH CM / — [[CV^CJC T ]prwd: WdMin »  Dep-p, ♦M oraic O nset »  M ax-p
W dM in D ep-p ♦M ora ic O nset M ax-p
a.  Wd
1
G
H  H  H 
1   1   1  
C V C
♦!
~   b-  Wd 
1
A '‘
C V C
*
25 For  full ranking of  /CVC/ input (moraic and non-moraic), see Appendix A example (20).
160To  illustrate  this  point  in  (20),  I  consider  the  fully  moraically  specified  candidate 
ICyS^CyJ.  Its  /CV^C/ counterpart  would just present  some  DEP-p  violations  without 
changing anything in the outcome. Both candidates satisfy W dMin,  but only the first 
one  includes  a moraic  onset.  Due to the proposed ranking,  (20a)  incurs  more  severe 
constraint violations than (20b) and hence loses. Of course, empirically (20a) cannot be 
distinguished from (20b). However, Root Maximality facts support a representation like 
(20b).
Recall from §4.2.2.1 that roots in Bella Coola consist of maximally four moras. 
This is encoded in the following undominated constraint.
(21)  RtMax:  N o  root  may  exceed  four moras  [B98:  77]  (for an  amendment  see 
beginning of section §4.4.1)
RtMax  sets  a limit to the  number of moras,  so  if this  is  superseded,  no  fully-fledged 
output may win. Instead, the null parse is selected.
(22)  MPARSE:  Morphemes  are  parsed  into  morphological  constituents  [Prince  and 
Smolensky 1993/2004]
This is briefly illustrated here (various details are added in section §4.4.1).
(23)  /C ^C ^C ^V ^C ^C ^)/ — 0 i  RtM ax »  MParse
RtMax MParse
“•  Wd
J p \
P  P  /P  P P
1   1   / I   1   1
CCCVCC
* !
^   b.  0 *
Let  us  abstract  away  from  the  exact  input  mora  specification  and  focus  on  the  two 
candidates presented here. Anticipating the relevant discussion, let us also assume that 
unsyllabified  consonants  only  survive  if they  bear a  mora.  Then,  as  (23a)  shows,  a 
/CCCVCC/  root  fails  to  emerge.  This  is  because  it  includes  three  unsyllabified 
consonants, all of which need to be moraically licensed in order that they survive.  But
161this  means  that  the  root  maximum  is  exceeded,  since  the  CVC  syllable  is  already 
bimoraic. Candidate (a) therefore is ruled out and the null parse is considered optimal.
Notice however that a root such as CCVCC (24) with just one less unsyllabified 
consonant is well-formed, e.g. kw paU “liver” (B98: 80). What this means is that this root 
adheres to RtMax and implies that the onset of the CVC syllable has to be non-moraic.
(24)  /C ^ V ^ C ^ / — [C^CVnCJoCJprWd: RtM ax, *M oraic O nset »  M Parse
RtM ax ♦Moraic Onset MParse
a-  Wd
A
\L \L \L \l\L  
1   1   1   1   1  
CCVCC
* ! *
b.  0 * !
~  c-   W d
/ L
1   /I  1   1  
c cvcc
Note that no (direct) ranking argument can be formed between RtMax and  *Moraic 
Onset, since the winning candidate violates both. Later on, however, we will be able to 
indirectly  infer  that  RtMax  »   *Moraic  Onset,  through  the  interaction  of  other 
constraints. At this stage, the inclusion of this tableau merely highlights that apart from 
reasons specific to our analysis suggesting that supraminimal words contain no moraic 
onsets (cf. (20)), there is also empirical evidence leading to this conclusion. Roots of the 
type  in  (24)  are  acceptable,  so  clearly  the  upper limit of moras  per root entails  that 
moraic onsets do not appear in maximal roots.
Summarising  the  core  part  of  this  analysis,  we  have  provided  the  ranking 
arguments given in (26) and have proposed a mini-grammar for Bella Coola which is 
consistent with the one in (25).
(25)  RtM ax, W dM in »  MParse »  Dep-ji, *Moraic Onset »  M ax-jx
162(26) WdMin RtMax
(19)
(19)
(23)
D ep-p ♦Moraic Onset  MParse 
(20)
M a x -\i
The  exact  ranking  of  these  constraints  as  indicated  in  (25)  will  be justified  as  the 
analysis progresses. Additional constraints will also be employed, but these will just be 
needed to polish the analysis so that various details are covered. The next section ranges 
over Word Minimality and Root Maximality facts and examines them in detail.
4.4  Detailed analysis
4.4.1  Word Minimality
I will begin by examing the word minimality facts. I assume that the foot node is always 
there, therefore its absence in the following representations should not be construed a 
violation of SLH (for more on this see (34)).
In fact, there is supporting evidence for the presence of the foot node. According 
to Kiparsky (2002), “moras which are not affiliated with syllables or feet do not count 
towards syllable weight or foot size”. Nonetheless, moras of unsyllabified Bella Coola 
consonants  do contribute  to  the computation of the root  maximum of four moras.  If 
Kiparsky is right, then these moras have to link directly to the foot level. An amendment 
of RtMax is thus in order. The constraint should require that roots maximally contain 
two feet. However, due to the absence of footing evidence, e.g. stress, we do not know 
how  exactly  the  moras  should  be  footed.  Thus  for expository  (and  space)  reasons,  I 
simplify the analysis by disregarding feet and continuing to compute RtMax violations 
in terms of moras. Also bear in mind that the root maximum is exactly four moras (or 
exactly two feet), so no additional moras can be left unaffiliated or adjoined to higher 
prosodic structure.
Let us first consider the case of monosegmental words. These fail to emerge (cf. 
(15a)  and  (15c)).  Since  they  are  subminimal  forms,  they  violate  W dM in.  However, 
unlike /CV/ forms  which circumvent the  same problem by  assigning  a mora to  their 
onset, /C/ or /V/ forms are not rectified in any analogous way. An obvious remedy for a 
monoconsonantal  form  would  be  the  insertion  of  a  vowel,  but  this  is  not  allowed,
163therefore  the  null  parse  is  preferred.  This  entails  that  D ep-Seg  -  which  penalises 
segment insertion - is highly-ranked and dominates MParse.
(27)  /Qn)/ — [0 ]:  WdMin, Dep-Seg »  M Parse26
W dM in Dep-Seg MParse
a-  Wd
1
a
1
P
1
C
*!
b.  Wd 
1
a
P  P
1   1
C  V
*!
^   c.  0 ♦
Things  are  slightly  more  complicated when  one considers  monovocalic  forms.  Here, 
apart from the insertion of a segment, e.g. a consonantal onset, which would already be 
excluded due to Dep-Seg,  another option is feasible, namely lengthening of the vowel 
so that it becomes bimoraic. In fact, this idea puts the analysis proposed so far at risk. 
The reason is that if we are to avoid vowel lengthening, we could employ violations of 
D ep-jx.  However,  we have already seen that Dep-jx (cf.  (19)) can be violated in Bella 
Coola, so it must not be too highly ranked. If the solution lies in the use of D ep-j l i then 
the only thing we can suggest is that Dep-ji »  MParse so that the null parse makes a 
better candidate than the one with the lengthened vowel.
The general facts though run against such a hypothesis, because otherwise we 
would expect the null parse to be the winner more often than it is. For instance, for the 
input /CVj*/ which we have already encountered,  DEP-p »   MParse predicts the null 
parse as the winner, but since we know that CV words are attested, it must be the case 
that MParse »  DEP-p.
26 Although I will be arguing that the null parse is the winning candidate for /V/ and /C/ roots as well as 
for roots  that exceed the  mora  maximum  imposed in the  language,  other logical  possibilities  are  also 
available,  e.g.  /V/  could  lengthen  to  [VV]  and  /Cl  could  become  [CV]  by  epenthesis.  This  issue  is 
addressed in more detail in fn. 36 below and in §4.4.4.
164(28)  IC W y J — [[C^V^]0]prWd‘ M Parse »  DEP-p
MParse Dep-p
a.  0 *!
^   b.  [[CjjV  |i]a]prWd ♦
This conclusion however only adds to the conundrum, since the opposite ranking DEP-p 
»  MParse seems to be required for the mono  vocalic forms. To deal with this problem, 
recall that Bella Coola allows underlyingly long vowels, therefore any ban that needs to 
be imposed has to be on long vowels which originate from short vowels in the input. To 
capture this  we could  use the  notion of old and new  markedness  (McCarthy  2003a). 
Within  this  model,  the  Bella  Coola  facts  currently  investigated  present  a  case  of a 
“grandfather effect”,  where violations of a markedness constraint are tolerated if they 
come  from  the  input,  but  not  if they  come  from  the  output.  This  would  mean  that 
branching  structures,  like  the  ones  occurring  in  long  segments,  are  allowed  if such 
branching  (*oB ranching)  occurred in the input, but they are banned if they are first 
introduced in the output (*nB ranching)27.
(29)  *nB ranching »  MAX-p »  *oB ranching
(30)  V inputs - monomoraic and bimoraic: MAX-p »  *qB ranching28
Vu ♦nBRANCHING Max-p ♦oBRANCHING
^   a.  Vu
b.  Vua *!
♦nBRANCHING Max-p *oB RANCHING
c.  Vu *!
~   d-  —
*
Bella Coola underlying mono-moraic vowels surface as short vowels (30a). Effectively, 
branching is banned (30b), unless vowels are underlyingly branching. In this case, they 
will surface as long in the output as in (30d). Now all we need is to rank * n B r a n c h i n g  
above  M Parse,  s o   that null outputs  are a better solution when it comes to structures 
requiring  newly  introduced  branching  configurations  in  the  output.  MAX-p  »
27 An informal definition of *Branching could be that branching in segments is not allowed [i.e. no long 
vowels and no geminates].
28 Actually, as shown here, *nBranching could be ranked anywhere, but I simplify in presenting it top- 
ranked  from  the  beginning,  as  the  ranking  arguments  *nBranching  »   MParse  and  MParse  »  
♦qBranching in (32) immediately below indirectly suggest.
165*oB ranching  on  the  other  hand  ensures  that  underlying  branching  structures  will 
survive  unaffected  in  the  output29.  With  this  modification,  the  correct  result  for 
monosegmental roots obtains. Note that monomoraic outputs are not considered since 
these will have already failed due to a W dMin violation.
(31)  *nB ranching »  M Parse »  *0B ranching
(32)  / \ y  and  roots: *nB ranching »  M Parse »  Dep-|i, *qBranching
Vu *nBRANCHING M Parse D ep-p *oB  RANCHING
a. Vuu *! ♦
*   b. 0 ♦
Vuu
~   C. Vuu ♦
d. 0 *!
For  a  monomoraic  input,  the  null  parse  wins,  since  the  alternative,  namely  the 
lengthened vowel incurs a violation of *nBranching. Most significantly, observe that 
(32a) establishes the necessity of *nB ranching;  had this constraint been absent, then 
the  ranking  MParse  »   D ep-|X  alone  would  favor  the  lengthened  candidate  (32a) 
instead. In the case of an underlying bimoraic input though, the null output fails since 
the bimoraic winning candidate only violates the low-ranking *qB ranching30.
29  This analysis  is  not without problems either.  Apart from  some general  difficulties that comparative 
markedness carries with it (Yip 2003), there are also some additional language-specific issues that need to 
be considered. The problem is how  * BRANCHING is to be understood.  Although its interpretation as an 
output constraint is straightforward, the input representation it requires appears troublesome. The reason 
is that it entails underlying branching. Bimoraic vowels will have two moras in the input, but their links 
may be a product of output considerations. Instead we are here forced to say that the links are present in 
the input. This leads us back to enriching inputs, a task we have been trying to avoid (although recent 
work on geminates argues that underlying branching is perhaps necessary, cf. Muller 2001, Curtis 2003). 
Notice however that comparative markedness may not be the only way out of this problem. An alternative 
is  the  use  of constraints  such  as  MAX/DEP-LlNK-p  after  Moren  (1999/2001)  that  ban  the  deletion  or 
insertion of moras linked to specific segments (vowels or consonants). This approach however seems to 
bear  on  the  same  assumption,  i.e.  that  there  are  underlying  links.  The  reason  I  choose  Comparative 
Markedness here is for expository reasons only. It requires the addition of fewer constraints and can be 
illustrated in the absence of links (this does not mean that these are not there though).
Finally, note that there is an alternative that does not make reference to link structure. This would be 
the constraint ’"Lengthen which would penalize segments that get lengthened in the output and not those 
that are already long. By ranking *Lengthen »  DEP-p, the correct results would obtain. MAX-p would 
not interfere, thus the ranking we required all  along, i.e.  *Lengthen »  MParse »  DEP-p would be 
possible.  The  problem  with  this  view  however  is  that  ""Lengthen  describes  a  process  rather  than 
expressing a representation that evaluates an output configuration.
30 For consonants, the comparison would be one between ICI and ICyJ, since long consonants are assumed 
to have branching but only one mora. For both inputs however and irrespective of old and new branching 
considerations, the competing outputs would be the monomoraic branching C and the null parse. At any 
rate, the former would violate WdMin and thus be excluded. Vowel epenthesis could apply too, but this 
can easily be prevented by high-ranking Dep-Seg.
166So up to now we have seen that a series of constraints dominates M P arse,  i.e. 
RtM ax  »   M P a rse  (23),  W dM in  »   M Pa rse  (27),  D ep-S eg  »   M P arse  (27), 
*nB ra n ch in g »  M P a rse (32).  W dM in  also dominates  ♦M oraic O nset (19). Apart 
from M P a r se’s domination over DEP-p (28), it is also the case that M P arse dominates 
*oBra n ching  (32).  ♦M o ra ic  O n set  also  dominates  ♦oB ra n ch in g  by  implication 
since  the  following  holds:  ♦M oraic  O nset  »   M ax-ji  (20)  and  MAX-p  »  
*oB ra n ch in g (30). What this suggests then is that the relative ranking of M P arse and 
♦M oraic O n set may be somehow related, but we cannot yet determine exactly how. 
The introduction of SLH below supplies the missing link.
Before  moving  on,  recall  that  in  monosegmental  words  there  is  no way  that
W dM in and ^ B ra n ch in g can be simultaneously satisfied, thus the optimal  output  is
found  in  the  guise  of the  null  parse.  However,  in  CC  or  CV  words,  ♦nB ranching 
violations can be avoided, and W dM in can be remedied by either allowing unsyllabified 
moraic consonants or by having a moraic onset, rendering the null parse an impossible 
candidate. Such forms are discussed presently.
We already know that in a CC sequence, where both consonants are obstruents 
(TT), no nucleus can be formed. This can be accounted for by the ranking:
(33)  ♦N uc/O bstr »  Nuc »  ♦N uc/S o n »  ♦N uc/V ow el
This expresses that only sonorants and vowels can serve as nuclei, but not obstruents. 
Given that Dep-Seg and ♦Nuc/Obstr are very highly ranked, a /CC/ form is destined to 
either arise as the null output or unsyllabified as illustrated below (for full-ranking and 
justification of *Nuc/OBSTR »  SLH see Appendix A). Note that this is the first time 
that SLH (Strict Layer Hypothesis) must be included in the ranking.
(34)  SLH: For every word, there is at least one mora dominated by a syllable
(35)  /CwQn/ — [CuCJprwd: M P a rse »  D ep-p , SLH
♦NUC/
O bstr
Dep-
Seg
MParse D ep-p SLH
a.  w d
1   1  
C  C
(*)(*) *
b.  0 ♦!
167SLH is violated by (35a) since both consonants remain unsyllabified and no syllable is 
formed.  (35b) loses though as it presents the more serious violation of M P a rse.  The 
question  now  is  whether  SLH  can  have  any  unwelcome  repercussions  in  the 
consideration of our very first example, i.e. /CV/, which is clearly both a syllable as the 
reduplication facts show (§4.2.1) and has a moraic onset since it satisfies W dM in. The 
answer is negative provided SLH »  ♦M oraic O n set.
(36)  /C^)V^/ — [[CM V^]a]prwd: D ep-jx, SLH »  ♦M o raic O nset
DEP-|X SLH
♦M oraic
O n set
a.  wd
P  P
1   1
C  V
(*) ♦!
m  b.  Wd
1
c
1   1  
C  V
(*) *
Candidates  (36a)  and  (36b)  are  very  similar,  the  only  difference  being  that  (36b)  is 
syllabified.  Evidence for syllabification has been supplied earlier in our discussion of 
reduplication in §4.2.1. SLH is decisive in favouring (36b) over (36a) by virtue of SLH 
»  *M o raic O n set. SLH is not a high priority of the language, but whenever it can be 
satisfied,  it will do so as it does here31.  On the assumption of moraic  inputs, nothing 
really changes apart from a few extra D ep-ji violations, which at any rate do not affect 
the outcome.
An additional reasonable candidate is the one below in (37) where the only thing 
different from the winning candidate is that the mora is not linked to an onset, but to an 
unsyllabified  consonant.  Apparently  ONSET  is  in  operation  here,  requiring  that 
whenever syllabification can apply, the prevocalic consonant must syllabify as an onset 
instead of staying unsyllabified.
31 The constraint O n set will be used next. One would wonder whether this could be used here instead of 
SLH. I believe the answer is no. O n set will impose certain requirements on prenucleic consonants of an 
already syllabified nucleus  [as in  (37)].  In  (36a), there is no syllabification at all,  so O n set would be 
vacuously satisfied.
168Thus, a further ranking is now established: 
(38)  O nset »  *M oraic O nset
Onset ♦ M o raic Onset
- r   a.  [[CuVu]0]W d  (36b) ♦
b.  [Cu[Vu]0]W d  (37) ♦!
The  only  remaining  word-minimality  case  that we  have  not  yet discussed  is  that of 
/VC/. Two facts are relevant here. The first one is that Bella Coola prefers syllabified 
codas  to  unsyllabified  consonants.  This  suggests  that  the  constraint  which  militates 
against unsyllabified segments, namely Parse-Seg must dominate No Coda as shown 
below.
(39)  Parse-Seg »  N o C oda
Moreover, codas are moraic  in the language, hence MORAIC Coda »  Dep-jj,.  Taking 
this into consideration,  alongside the MParse »  SLH established before in (35),  the 
following ranking obtains {relevant tableaux in Appendix A):
(40)  M oraic Coda, M Parse »  Dep-p, SLH
To  sum  up,  Bella  Coola  monomoraic  words  are  banned  due  to  Word  Minimality 
restrictions. Bimoraic or larger words are well-formed. In the case of bimoraic words, 
we can find those that end up unsyllabified, i.e. CC, with an obstruent cluster or those 
which are syllabified by virtue of a sonorant segment that can act as a nucleus, e.g. CV 
or VC. The latter form presents a straightforward example of a heavy syllable where the 
coda contributes to weight. Things are more surprising in the case of CV, which, as we 
know, has to be both syllabified and bimoraic. Since one mora comes from the vowel, 
the other is bound to come from the onset. This is the only example where we can seemoraic onsets in Bella Coola in action. Thus, the major constraints pertaining to Word 
Minimality and their respective ranking is given below.
(41)  W dM in »  M P a rse »  D ep-ji, SLH »  *M oraic O nset
So the picture we have shaped so far looks like [App=reference to Appendix A]:
(42)  *N uc /O bstr  ♦nB ra n ch in g, W dM in  D ep-Seg  RtM ax  M oraic C oda
(35)+app. M P arse 
(35)  ^   \( 2 8 )
♦NUC/SON
♦NUC/V
(40)+app.
O n set  SLH 
(38)
Parse-S eg  D ep-p  
40)+app.
(36)
♦M oraic O nset 
(20) 
M ax-p  
(30)
♦0B  RANCHING
(39)+app. 
N o C oda
4 .4 .2   A gain st m o ra ic  o n se ts
Before  concluding  the  analysis  of  WdMin,  I  will  briefly  examine  an  alternative 
suggested by Elliott Moreton (p.c.) who claims that there is a way out without making 
reference to onset moraicity.  Suppose that M ax-Seg dominated W dM in  and that we 
only admitted the standard notion of bimoraicity. Then all of CVC, VC, and VV words 
would be well-formed by virtue of bimoraicity, while CV ones would be accepted due 
to the overriding importance of M ax-Seg.  C and V words however, despite satisfying 
M a x-Seg  would fail  minimality,  thus they would be unable to  surface.  The problem 
with this approach is that there is no reason why /CV/ would not lengthen to [CVV] or 
[CVC] so that it would simultaneously satisfy bimoraicity.
One possibility is that D ep-Seg is also top-ranked so that /CV/ cannot become 
[CVC].  This  would  not  stop  it  from  becoming  [CVV]  however,  so  again  no  good 
explanation obtains.  An apparent remedy would be the use of high-ranked  DEP-p,  so 
that  lengthening is  banned.  But  DEP-p  cannot be  highly-ranked,  because  we want to 
allow for the addition of moras on syllables with codas or on unsyllabified consonants. 
It seems that employment of ♦nB ranching bypasses this problem in the way shown
170earlier too  (cf.  (32)).  By  having  it  highly-ranked,  /CV/  — >   [CVV]  would  be banned 
without affecting /CVC/ — >  [CV^C^]. Is then the ranking in (43) a real problem for my 
analysis? Consider the following tableaux that illustrate the problem:
(43)  *nB r a n c h in g, M a x-S eg, D ep-Seg »  D ep-p , W dM in »  M P arse
A y
♦nBranching Max-Seg, Dep-p WdMin MParse
Dep-Seg
a. Vuu ♦!
b. Vw ♦!
or c. 0 *
Arj
d. Vun
e. 0 ♦!
/c/
f. cvu ♦!
fi­ c *1
ll. 0 *
/CV/
j- CVuu ♦! *
i. cvu ♦!
k. 0 *
This  grammar  yields  the  right  results  for /V/  and  /C/ roots  where  the  null  parse  is 
generated  (43c,  h),  while  it  chooses  a  long-voweled  output  for  a  input.  The 
problem arises in a /CV/ input where the optimal candidate is wrongly the null parse 
(43k). The problem could be resolved if the ranking between W dM in and M P arse was 
reversed. M P a rse »  W dM in would now select (43i) as the winner, but it would also 
entail that [V] and [C] outputs [(43b) and (43g) respectively) should survive too. This is 
clearly  wrong  as  the  empirical  facts  show.  Thus,  an  alternative  which  makes  no 
reference to onset moraicity is not viable. With this in mind, we can consider the rest of 
the facts.
4 .4 .3   T h e r em a in in g  ro o ts
As  already mentioned, Bella Coola allows numerous unsyllabified consonants,  which 
are not stray erased.  This can be explained using the notion of moraic  licensing after 
Bagemihl (1991,  1998) and Lin (1997) for Piro. In these works,  it has been proposed 
that unsyllabified consonants do not delete because they can be licensed by moras. This 
is an assumption shared here as well.
171(44)  M oraic Licensing (MLic): An unsyllabified consonant is realized, i.e. licensed,
when dominated by a mora
We know that the  maximal  syllable in Bella Coola is (C)CVVC32,  which means that 
complex  onsets  are  allowed  (provided  they  are  of the  obstruent-sonorant type),  long 
vowels  are  permitted,  but complex  codas  are banned.  Evidently  *Complex  Coda  is 
undominated  in  the  language.  Given  the  maximal  syllable,  any  remaining  surface 
obstruents must be unsyllabified, but also be moraic so that they satisfy MLic. At the 
same  time,  another constraint,  Max-Seg requires  that as  many  segments as  possible 
surface.  The  obvious  solution  to  reconcile  Max-Seg  which  requires  the  output 
realization  of  all  segments  and  MLic  which  deletes  non-moraic  unsyllabified 
consonants  is  to  attach  a  mora  to  all  consonants.  In  this  way,  both  constraints  are 
satisfied.
Under this view, MLic is seen as a trigger for mora insertion and therefore has 
to  dominate  the  constraint  which  punishes  such  an  insertion,  i.e.  D ep-ji.  Notice 
however, that mora insertion occurs, but is not uncontrolled. It is restricted by RtMax. 
The  next  sub-sections  highlight  how  MLic  operates  in  well-formed  (§4.4.3.1)  and 
maximal (§4.4.3.2) roots in combination with other constraints.
4.4.3.1  Well-formed roots
I will briefly examine how the analysis built up to now accounts for roots which are 
neither minimal nor maximal, but somewhere in between. First, recall that we have seen 
moraic onsets only emerging in CV words. This was due to a combination of constraints 
and of a particular ranking, but in larger roots, WdM in can be satisfied by other means, 
thus violations of *M oraic Onset prove gratuitous, as we have seen in the /CVC/ case 
in (20).
Now we will examine how unsyllabified consonants are dealt with. So far and 
with the exception of CC clusters, we have not seen exactly how these are treated. To 
express  their  retention  on  the  surface,  MLic  must  be  introduced  in  the  tableau.  The 
minimally larger /CVCC/, e.g. sutk “winter” (B98: 75) serves well for this purpose.
32 We have already seen an example of the CVVC type, e.g. si.taax su. The claim is that the language 
posits a bimoraic maximum for each syllable, therefore in the syllable taa%, the two moras come from the 
vowel, while the coda bears none.
172(45)  /CVjtCC/ —  [ [ C V ^ q j a C  Jp rW d : MLlC »  Dep-ji
c v uc c MLlC DEP-p
a-  Wd
/ I   1   1
C  V C   c
**
b-  Wd
A
c   v c c
*! ♦
Bearing  in  mind  that  the  RtMax  data establish  that unsyllabified consonants  carry  a 
mora, we only need examine the two candidates above to establish that MLlC »  D ep-ji. 
Numerous other candidates can be considered for this input. The interested reader may 
find these as well as discussion of the moraic input in Appendix A. Candidate (45b) is 
identical  to  (45a),  the  only  difference  being  that  it  fails  to  assign  a  mora  to  the 
unsyllabified consonant at the end of the root. This proves fatal, because of the MLlC 
violation.
The  final  part  of the  analysis  explores  cases  with  larger roots  and  shows  the 
effects  of  Max-Seg  and  RtM ax.  The  latter  expresses  the  restriction  examined  in 
section §4.2.2.1 regarding the four mora maximum per root. A few additional but more 
peripheral constraints will also be discussed to complete the analysis.
4.4.3  2 Larger roots and root maximality
The RtM ax constraint permits us to discard numerous segmental  sequences which are 
not predicted to occur, and indeed they do not, such as those below:
(46)  Roots exceeding the 4u-maximum33 
Disyllabic roots
a. CVCCCCV  *  5p  [fj.|x]|xjx[jj.]
b. CVCCCCCV  *  6p  [|x|x]jj.fx[x[jx]
c. CVCCCVC  *  5p  [pp]p[pp]
33 Recall that boldface is used for the unsyllabified consonants.
173d. CVCCCCVC  * 6\i [|X|4]pp[fip]
Trisyllabic roots
e. CVCCVCVC  * [pfl][p][pp]
Monosyllabic roots
f. CCCVCC  * 5jx |X|X[|X]X]|X
Based on the observations made above, e.g. that the maximal syllable is TRVVC, where 
T=obstruent,  R=sonorant,  as  well  as  that  complex  codas  are  banned,  while  extra 
consonants may be unsyllabified, these are the facts that we indeed expect. In all these 
roots, unsyllabified consonants are utilized, but at the same time, the maximum mora- 
limit is exceeded, hence these forms do not after all make it to the surface.
Observe however that R tM a x merely says that roots should have no more than 
four moras.  As a result,  the analysis produced so far can only exclude the candidate 
* V u C ^ C j i  for an input like /CCCVCC/ as it includes five moras. We know that 
eventually for such cases, the null parse wins, but rather than producing an output that 
does  not realize  any  segments,  other reasonable  candidates  can be considered all  of 
which satisfy R tM ax and delete one mora to obtain the four-mora maximum. The main 
contenders are the following: a) (47) with mora sharing, b) (49) with segment deletion 
and c) (51) with unsyllabified non-moraic consonants.
(47)  Wd
I
C
Here the onset is non-moraic, while the nucleus V and the coda C receive a mora. There 
are three unsyllabified consonants, but because only two more moras are available, two 
of the segments share a mora. Such a representation violates *M ora Sharing34.
34 Bagemihl does not consider representations like (47), and makes no reference to the ban against mora 
sharing. Nonetheless, in (47), the first two consonants share a mora and are in this sense licensed. Thus, in 
his system, (47) is left unaccountable for, unless he implicitly assumes a formulation of moraic licensing 
that requires each segment to be licensed by a unique mora, so that mora sharing is not allowed. At any 
rate, this is not discussed and remains a weak point in his approach.
Furthermore, note that in a different context, Bagemihl seems to allow mora sharing although perhaps 
unintentionally. In his example (1) [B98: 73], the syllable ?an is naturally parsed in a CVC syllable. The 
coda has a mora and the vowel has one which is also shared with the onset consonant. This constitutes 
mora sharing and provides an extra argument that a representation like the one in (47) is left unaccounted 
for in his model.
174(48)  *M o ra  S h a r in g:  Segments  do  not  share  moras  (Sprouse  1996:  398,  406;
Broselow, Chen and Huffman 1997: 65)35 
(49)  Wd
C C   V  c  c
This time, instead of mora sharing, a consonant has deleted, violating Max-Seg36.
(50)  Max-Seg: Do not delete segments
Finally, it is possible to leave one of the unsyllabified consonants without a mora. This 
causes  a  moraic  licensing  violation  since  every  unsyllabified  segment  must  be 
dominated by a mora.
(51)  Wd
C   C   C   V  c  c
Three consonants are unsyllabified, but unlike the other two, the first one is also non- 
moraic leading to an ill-formed structure. Again no difficulty emerges in accounting for 
this example, because as we know already, MLlC is top-ranked. All of the above can be 
summarized in the following tableau:
35 The word sitaaxsu in (1 If) could be seen as an instance of mora sharing, since the moras contributed 
by the vowels are already four.  Perhaps then the consonant x  shares a mora with the preceding vowel. 
This  would  obviously  violate  *MORA  Sharing.  In  the  absence  of  compelling  evidence,  we  could 
however claim that the widely-attested  *3|i constraint is in operation and forces the coda consonant to 
surface  as  non-moraic.  Given  that  the consonant  is  syllabified,  this  does  not  present any  problems  in 
terms of moraic licensing.
36 This possibility cannot really be ruled out. Perhaps the input for the word sfa tk ” “ashes” (B98:  76) 
may  be  the  hypothetical  /ts4waikw /.  Then  the  initial  consonant could delete and  we  would  obtain  the 
output above. However, by Lexicon Optimization (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), the input /sqw aikw / 
will be preferred. Moreover, since Rt M a x  is a root constraint, all the forms it evaluates are underived. As 
a result, no alternations - occurring in processes such as deletion in derived environments - emerge that 
could offer us empirical evidence towards one direction or another.
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RtM a x, M L ic, *M o ra S h a re »  M ax-S eg »  M P arse »  D ep-ji
Rt
M ax MLic *p
Share
M a x-
Seg
M
Parse
D ep
-P
a-  Wd
P-  M -  V -  H U
1   1   / I I   1
CCCVCC
* ! (*)(*)
(*)(*)
(51)  b.  [CCll[CVM C)l]0ClJPrwd *! (*)(*)
(*)
(47)  c.  [CjnC^ [CVnC^JtjC^JprWd *! (*)(*)
(*)
(49)  d.  [CJCV^CJaCJprWd *! (*)(*)
(*)
^   e.  0 *
Candidate  (52a)  has  five  moras  and  thus  exceeds  the  four  mora  maximum;  (52b) 
includes an unsyllabified non-moraic consonant that violates MLic. The next candidate 
presents  mora  sharing,  while  (52d)  deletes  a  segment  which  causes  a  M ax-Seg 
violation.  (52e) therefore  wins  since it incurs the least severe M P arse  violation. The 
same  results  would  occur  even  if  the  input  were  moraic,  since  all  the  violated 
constraints are markedness constraints. DEP-p is too low ranked to affect the outcome in 
any way as is shown by the violations within brackets in the last column.
In  sum,  whenever  the  root  exceeds  the  four  mora  maximum  imposed  in  the 
language,  the form cannot survive,  since it violates RtM a x.  Other possible forms are 
excluded  too,  because  these  also  violate  other  high-ranking  markedness  constraints. 
Consequently, the null parse proves to be the optimal output.
4.4.4  Sum m ary and Final Ranking
In this chapter, I have offered an analysis of Bella Coola roots. Although the focus has 
been on word minimality, root maximality has also been considered to provide a fuller
37 It is possible to have M ax-Seg among these top-ranked constraints, i.e. RtMax, ..., Max-Seg, but this 
also permits the interpretation  Max-Seg »  RtMax,  which is excluded,  since it is  never the case that 
roots  exceed  the  mora  maximum  in  order  that  more  segments  are  realized.  To  avoid  this  problem,  I 
present  Max-Seg  dominated,  but still  highly-ranked,  since  given  the  chance  -  when  the  other  highly- 
ranked constraints are satisfied - the highest possible number of segments is realized.
176account of the language’s roots and establish that moraic onsets are only present in CV 
words. The core phenomenon of Word Minimality is just described by:
(53)  W dM in »  M P arse »  Dep-p, SLH »  *M oraic O n set
WdMin  is  a  very  highly  ranked constraint requiring that all  words  satisfy it.  In CV 
words, this leads to the emergence of moraic onsets. At the same time, no segments can 
be added in the output,  whereas the addition of moras is limited. This means that for 
words made of a single vowel or consonant, only the null parse can be generated.  In 
words of the CC type, the SLH is violated, since these consonants cannot be syllabified. 
However,  these  carry  moras  and  fulfil  the  word  minimum  despite  the  lack  of 
syllabification.
Outside  Word  Minimality  and  more  generally  in  the  language,  the  preferred 
syllabification is quite typical in that CVC syllables are constructed where the nucleus is 
either a vowel  or a sonorant.  Complex onsets of rising sonority are also allowed, but 
complex codas  are banned.  Frequently,  obstruent consonants cannot syllabify,  but do 
not delete either, because M a x-S eg is high-ranked. The only way that these consonants 
can surface is by being moraically licensed (high-ranking MLlC). Indeed, this is what 
happens,  provided that the total number of moras within a root does not exceed four 
moras (due to high-ranking R tM a x). If the maximum is exceeded, the null parse wins. 
The resulting ranking for Bella Coola is:
(54)  Bella Coola — Final ranking
* N ur ^ d ° td   * .,R d ANPHTNr.  W n M iM   D p p -S rt;
(40)+app.
M Parse (35)+app.
(45)+app.
R tM a x, *p Share 
M L ic
„,  I M o r a i c  C oda
*CC]0
(33)
*N uc/S on  O n set  SLH
^40)+app
Parse-Seg  DEP-p
(39)+app.
*NUC/V ♦M oraic O nset  N o C oda
(20)
M ax-p
(30)
*0B  RANCHING
177The current analysis offers  an accurate representation of the Bella Coola facts, but is 
also advantageous over Bagemihl’s (1998) proposal in several respects. Making use of 
the  OT  framework,  I  have  provided  an  account that dispenses  with  two undesirable 
assumptions  of  Bagemihl’s,  namely  crucial  reference  to  underlying  moraicity  and 
satisfaction  of  Word  Minimality  in  the  input.  The  present  account  is  instead  fully 
output-oriented.  Moreover,  due  to  the  inherent violability of the OT constraints,  it is 
possible to express that moraic onsets will only arise in a restricted environment, only as 
a means to satisfy  W dM in.  When this is not at stake,  *Moraic Onset which is still 
active, albeit low-ranked, ensures that no superfluous weightful onsets will arise.
Before  concluding,  I  would  like  to  stress  that  the  rankings  presented  in  the 
preceding analysis are entirely consistent with the empirical facts, but some technical 
details could be somewhat different from what has been sketched out here. In particular, 
I have argued that the null parse is the winning candidate for /V/ and /Cl roots as well as 
for  roots  that  exceed  the  mora  maximum  imposed  in  the  language.  It  is  however 
logically  possible  that /V/ and /C/ roots  may actually lengthen to  [VV]  and  [CC]  or 
epenthesize  a  segment  so  that  /C/  becomes  [CV].  Similarly,  extra-large  roots  could 
shorten by deleting segments and moras to fit the RtMax pattern.
By looking at the empirical facts we simply cannot tell what exactly happens, 
but even if it were the case that these alternative strategies were optionally or wholly 
adopted, then we would just require some modification of the rankings suggested. For 
example, in (27), minimally altering the ranking from W dMin, D ep-Seg »  MParse to 
W dMin  »   D ep-Seg,  MParse  would  generate  both  the  null  parse  and  [C^V^  as 
possible outputs for a /C/ word. Similar alterations could apply in other cases too.
In the absence of empirical confirmation towards one direction or the other,  I 
have chosen to provide a grammar with stricter rankings than the ones required in the 
alternative  cases.  Note  also  that  examination  of some  general  facts  of the  language 
suggests  that  re-locating  certain  constraints  might  actually  not  be  so  desirable.  For 
instance, in the above ranking, D ep-Seg has been demoted so that it can be violated in 
the  language.  This  would  imply  that  epenthesis  is  more  generally  allowed  in  the 
language.
However,  Bagemihl  only  mentions  schwa  insertion  as  a  transition  between  an 
obstruent and a following sonorant consonant regardless of the syllable structure, thus 
its insertion does not relate to the presence of unsyllabified segments. Bagemihl claims 
that  such  a  schwa  is  actually  excrescent rather than  epenthetic,  since it bears  all  the 
characteristics  of  excrescent  vowels.  Its  quality  is  variable  and  subject  to  the
178surrounding  environment,  while  it  is  not  referenced  by  any  morphological  or 
phonological  processes  (B91:  600).  If  it  participated  in  mopho-phonology,  then  for 
instance, the base ijJt after schwa insertion would become tdllF and should reduplicate 
as  ^tdtdlJc*  which  is  incorrect.  In  fact,  Bagemihl  claims  that  “no  other  process  of
epenthesis is reported for Bella Coola” (B91, fn.  12), a fact that would run counter to 
the modified ranking suggested above.
Further  exploration  into  the  language  would  thus  be  required  to  establish  a 
grammar that would take into account all the other possibilities, but remain consistent 
with the general Bella Coola facts.  For the time being, the grammar proposed in (54) 
achieves the desirable effects and does not bear any negative repercussions of the sort 
described.
In my view, however, the most important point is that irrespective of the specific 
details of the grammar, nothing changes with respect to the - up to now - controversial 
[CV] facts. No matter what the source of [CV] outputs is, e.g. /V/, /C/ or /CV/, reference 
to moraic onsets must be made.
4.5  Residual issues
4.5.1  Morphological Root vs. Morphological Word
In  the  preceding  discussion,  it  has  been  made  clear  that  the  restrictions  relevant  to 
Maximality refer to the root. No such restrictions apply at the morphological word level, 
as the following examples reveal (B98: 74):
(55)  c’klaktkw p  “ten fathoms” (c’klakt “ten”, -kw p “fathoms”)
ixwtfcxw  “you spat on me” (lxwt “to spit”, A   past tense, -c  ISg,  -xw 2sg)
This  may  be  problematic  for  an  output-oriented  theory  as  it  may  first  presuppose 
syllabification  and  moraification  at  the  root  level,  followed  by  syllabification  and 
moraification at the word level, suggesting a serial derivation. This however may not be 
necessary as is argued immediately below. Much of what follows though is of a more 
speculative kind due to the lack of sufficient data that would test the current proposal or 
other alternatives.
First,  we have to notice that even if the syllabic and moraic behaviour across 
morphemes  differs  from  the  intra-morphemic  one  at  the  root  level,  this  may  not
179necessarily condemn the current approach or indeed any OT approach. It is not at all 
random that such potential difference coincides with morpheme boundaries. Within OT 
there have been descendants of Lexical Phonology (e.g.  Kiparsky 2000), that propose 
different constraint rankings depending on the morphological level evaluated each time.
Another  possibility,  which  I  am  personally  more  inclined  to  adopt  is  the 
necessity of constraints that refer to certain morphological levels. Downing (1999) for 
instance shows the need to make reference to a particular morphological constituent to 
account  for processes  such  as  reduplication  or  infixation  in  Bantu  languages.  More 
concretely, the reduplicant in Kikuyu and Kinande consists of a disyllable that copies 
the first foot of the base. The interesting thing is that the final vowel of the reduplicant 
is always the vowel  /-a/ irrespective of the root’s vowel. Although the choice of /a/ is 
phonologically arbitrary,  morphologically it is unmarked,  since it is the ending of the 
disyllabic  canonical  Bantu  verb  stem.  Downing  concludes  that  not  only  metrical 
constituents  may  serve  as  prosodic  templates,  but  also  morphoprosodic  constituents 
such as the canonical, i.e. in this case disyllabic, verb stem may do so.
Bagemihl  (1998:  89)  also  cites  work  by  Orgun  and  Inkelas  (1992)  where 
minimality constraints in Turkish may be restricted to certain sub-lexical levels instead 
of  applying  to  the  entire  lexicon.  Even  more  convincing  evidence  comes  from 
Musqueam, which like Bella Coola is a Salish language (Shaw 2002). Shaw examines 
obstruent clusters in this language and observes that certain restrictions may apply at the 
morphological word domain and not at the morphological root one or conversely. To be 
more  specific,  Place  and  Manner restrictions  apply at  the  MWd  but not at  the  MRt 
domain.  On  the  other  hand,  schwa-epenthesis  occurs  to  break  up  obstruent  clusters 
within the root, but not within the word. Finally, the maximal initial obstruent sequence 
at the word domain is [OOO+, whereas for the root the restriction is [OO. Additionally, 
Shaw  (2004)  shows  that  stress  consistently  falls  on  the  first  syllable  of  the 
morphological root. In the light of the above, she concludes that the morphological root 
constitutes a distinct prosodic domain that has to be recognized at the output level.
The current proposal is along these lines, since it admits a constraint that makes 
specific reference to the maximality of the root. Bella Coola is now added to the pool of 
languages  that  provide  support  that  the  morphological  root  may  serve  as  a  distinct 
prosodic domain.
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The  current  analysis  makes  use  of  the  constraint  MParse  (Prince  and  Smolensky 
1993/2004,  McCarthy and Wolf 2005) to deal with candidates that do not manage to 
receive any phonetic representation. However there are other conceivable accounts for 
this problem which will be reviewed here.
Fanselow  and  Fery  (2002)  refer  to  a  number  of  examples  drawn  from 
phonology,  morphology  and  syntax  and  argue  that  parochial  language-specific 
constraints  are  unavoidable.  They  claim  that  such  constraints  could  obviously  be 
incorporated in EVAL, so that in languages that they have an effect on, they would be 
highly-ranked  and  as  a  result  play  a  decisive  role  in  the  output.  Conversely,  in  the 
languages where they have no effect at all, they would be so low-ranked that practically 
they would be inactive. The problem with such a view is that it would run the risk of 
making OT non-falsifiable, since for each construction, there would be some (parochial) 
constraint that could account for it.
Instead, what they propose is that in addition to EVAL, there is also a separate 
control component that includes language-dependent constraints or morpheme-specific 
restrictions. Under the proposal that Control follows EVAL, candidates may be optimal 
through EVAL but parochial constraints or lexical restrictions of Control (e.g.  "goed" 
cannot survive since  "went"  already exists) may block them from appearing.  Turkish 
and Chaha are the relevant examples  they offer that somehow resemble Bella Coola. 
Turkish has a WdMin requirement which cannot always be  satisfied.  If the available 
repair strategies cannot apply, i.e. epenthesis is blocked by hiatus, then the form fails to 
surface.  In Chaha,  frequentative verbs must consist of four consonants,  so in triliteral 
roots  the  second  consonant  is  copied  to  fill  the  extra  C  slot,  but  there  are  no 
frequentative forms for diliterals as double-copying is banned.
Under this approach,  in Bella Coola where roots are maximally quadrimoraic, 
forms that exceed this number are impossible since on the one hand moraic licensing 
requires  all  unsyllabified  consonants to be moraic,  so that no consonants can remain 
stray and on the other hand no consonants can be deleted or be allowed to share moras. 
Since all these cannot be simultaneously satisfied, no output can be generated.
Nonetheless, there are two important reasons not to adopt this idea for at least 
the Bella Coola data. The more general reason is that, as the authors admit, there is not 
yet an explicit mechanism of how the control component is organised. As a result, we 
cannot articulate  a  full  proposal  for the Bella Coola large-root cases,  contrary to the
181MParse analysis which can be directly incorporated to the general schema proposed for 
the  language.  In  addition,  Bella Coola does  not seem exactly  analogous to the cases 
mentioned in Fanselow and Fery,  in the sense that - as we have seen in the previous 
section - there are other languages, e.g. Musqueam, which support the idea of allowing 
constraints that make reference to the maximality of roots. Therefore, the parochiality of 
*goed, because of the lexical blocking of went, seems very different from the situation 
appearing  in  Bella  Coola.  By  proclaiming  such  maximality  restrictions  ‘language- 
specific’,  we  may  also  lose  the  insight  that there  are  certain  languages  that actually 
share  such  restrictions,  and  presumably  these  are  not  as  language-specific  as  put 
forward in Fanselow and Fery (2002).
A  similar  but  more  promising  approach  is  presented  in  Orgun  and  Sprouse 
(1999).  They  too  propose  a  separate  Control  component,  but  this  has  different 
properties. First, they present convincing evidence that in some languages the MParse 
approach is not tractable. For instance, considering again the Turkish example, the word 
minimality condition cannot be satisfied by subminimal words, as these are not repaired 
by  epenthesis,  therefore  no  output  obtains.  This  would  suggest  the  ranking  Dep  »  
MParse. At the same time, epenthesis is available for other processes, such as complex 
clusters  or  vowel  hiatus  avoidance.  In  this  case,  an  output  is  indeed  possible,  thus 
MParse »  D ep. Similar examples are presented illustrating such a conflict.
The  solution  Orgun  and  Sprouse  (1999) propose  is  that in fact EVAL  as  we 
know it in classic OT not only includes rankable violable constraints, but also inviolable 
ones. These are the ones that are never violated in a language, e.g. Onset in a language 
where  all  syllables  are  or  become  through  epenthesis,  onsetful.  Crucially  though,  a 
further distinction needs to be made; apart from the inviolable constraints that trigger a 
particular repair so that they remain unviolated (inviolable-in-practice),  e.g.  Onset in 
the example above, there are also inviolable constraints which do not allow any repair at 
all (inviolable-in-principle). These only evaluate whether a candidate is grammatical or 
not.  The  way  this  works  is  the  following:  candidates  are  evaluated  in  the  normal 
fashion.  Then  the  proclaimed  winner  goes  through  the  Control  component  which 
includes  a  constraint  that  evaluates  the  form’s  grammaticality.  If  this  constraint  is 
satisfied, then the form is rendered grammatical, otherwise ungrammatical.
Under this conception, in the case of Turkish above, Dep will be low-ranked in 
EVAL  and  dominated  by  constraints  -  which  are  inviolable-in-practice  -  against 
complex  coda  clusters  or  vowel  hiatus,  i.e.  *V.V.,  *CodaCond  »   Dep,  s o   that 
epenthesis may apply to avoid such violations. The winners of this evaluation are then
182submitted to Control that includes the Word Minimality constraint and this will decide 
if the form may after all survive or not. Under this EVAL ranking, the optimal forms for 
words like /do-m/ “my C (musical note)” and /it-m/ “my dog” are [dom] and [itim]. But 
when  these  are  submitted  to  Control,  only  the  latter  will  pass  through  it,  since  the 
former violates Word Minimality.
Indeed,  Orgun*s  and  Sprouse’s  (1999)  approach has  a number of advantages, 
both empirical, e.g. accounting for problematic examples under the MParse model and 
conceptual,  e.g.  effectively  and  directly  distinguishing  inviolable  constraints  (for 
detailed  argumentation  the  reader is  referred to the original).  However,  a number of 
considerations are simultaneously raised. For example, the authors focus on the role of 
Control in systems where an output is judged ungrammatical. The question is then: what 
happens  in a system  where there  is  always an  available  winner? Would Control  still 
need to be induced? And if so,  how exactly would we know which constraint would 
belong  to  that  component?  Assuming  that  some  constraint  has  to  constitute  this 
component, then presumably it should be one that is never violated in the language, but 
which? The obvious answer is that it would be one of the undominated constraints in 
EVAL. But as we have seen, undominated constraints in EVAL are those which trigger 
a repair to the output. On the other hand, Control contains constraints that do not allow 
repairs.  In  other  words,  for  these  systems,  EVAL  and  Control  should  contain  a 
constraint which is simultaneously inviolable-in-practice and inviolable-in-principle, but 
this seems impossible given Orgun’s and Sprouse’s model.
Even if a remedy can be thought for this problem and assume that there is such a 
constraint  that  fulfils  these  requirements,  another  issue  is  brought  up,  namely 
duplication. For instances where a unique winner is produced, i.e. the majority of cases, 
the  same  constraint  would  have  to  be  considered  in  both  the  EVAL  and  Control 
components  and  this  is  obviously  superfluous,  loses  insight  and  adds  unnecessary 
complexity to the grammar. Finally, a practical consideration also arises. Which of the 
undominated  EVAL  constraints  would  be  chosen  as  the  Control  constraint?  So  for 
instance, what if the language in question was like Turkish in having the two top-ranked 
constraints  *V.V  and  CodaCond  (and  apparently  more  when  considering  the  whole 
grammar of the  language),  but  different in  that an  optimal  winner would  be  always 
produced for all cases? Would then *V.V or CodaCond be the Control constraint?
I  conclude  that  despite  the  advantages  of the  Control  analysis  of Orgun  and 
Sprouse,  a  series  of unresolved  issues  persist  which  make  this  approach  difficult  to
183sustain.  An MParse analysis  works well and less controversially for the Bella Coola 
data at least, therefore it is the one I adopt.
4.6  Conclusion
The present chapter has focused on a clearly weight-based phenomenon, that of Word 
Minimality  and  has  shown  that  languages  like  Bella  Coola  calculate  the  onset  for 
minimality purposes. Given that no re-analysis based on prominence is available for this 
phenomenon, we thus have a strong argument for the existence of moraic onsets. The 
introduction of weightful  onsets  in Bella Coola also eliminates the problems that the 
previous analysis of the same data by Bagemihl (1998) faced. Since the current account 
is fully output-oriented, it no longer treats Word Minimality as an input condition nor 
does it consider all segments as underlyingly moraic. Both assumptions were crucial in 
Bagemihl (1998), in order that CV words could satisfy the bimoraicity criterion of Word 
Minimality, but surfacing as monomoraic light syllables.
The  present  proposal  instead  argues  that  onsets  are  moraic,  albeit  in  a  very 
marginal  environment,  namely  that  of  a  /CV/  word.  In  this  way,  the  overarching 
requirement of bimoraic Word Minimality can be satisfied. Elsewhere onsets are non- 
moraic, as the Root Maximality facts verify (cf. §4.2.2.1). Bella Coola thus presents a 
case of coerced onset weight, where onset moraicity is enforced by a higher imperative 
in the language, that of Word Minimality.
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CL from onset loss: the case of Samothraki Greek
Mia (pova ki eva kio peg ra fiaaxia rg Zapadaaxg (Andriotis 1926-1928) 
[Mja  fu(r)a kjdna ki(r)d mes ta v(r)daxja ts Samad(r)daks] 
* Once upon a time in the rocks of  Samothraki../
5.1  Introduction
In this chapter, I examine a paradoxical instance of compensatory lengthening (CL), that 
occurring  in  the  Northern  Greek  island  of Samothraki.  It  is  paradoxical,  because  it 
apparently  involves  lengthening  after  onset  loss,  a  situation  which  is  held  to  be 
impossible among theorists, especially in Hayes’ (1989) seminal paper on CL. Instead I 
argue  that  such  kind  of lengthening  is  indeed possible.  The  fact  that  CL after onset 
deletion is so rare has other causes, such as the cross-linguistic observation that onsets 
delete much less often than codas as well as the fact that onset-deletion with CL (at least 
in simplex onsets) would lead to sequences such as VVV or V:V which are frequently 
disallowed. These two factors, also need to be considered in conjunction with the fact 
that even coda deletion does not always lead to CL. Sometimes, the consonant deletes 
without any remnant by means of lengthening. The standard explanation for that would 
be that such codas  are  non-moraic,  hence their deletion may not lead to lengthening. 
This is not an adequate explanation, since there also exist cases where a vowel deletes, 
but  no  lengthening  occurs  either.  One  cannot attribute  this  to  the  lack of moraicity, 
because it is uncontroversial that vowels are always moraic. This issue is addressed in 
more detail in §5.7.
The general idea here is that CL is not treated as mora preservation, but rather as 
preservation of the position of a segment via mora addition. The major advantage of this 
approach is that it frees CL from intermediate and serial derivational levels. It can apply 
just as well to coda and onset deletion cases,  while it makes the important prediction 
that some languages might even show CL from consonants which stay unsyllabified, as 
for instance in Piro (Lin 1997).
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the proposed analysis should not be construed as a remedy for all cases of compensatory 
lengthening,  but  as  a  starting  point  for further  investigation  of CL  as  a  whole.  My 
attention  is  mainly  drawn  on  CVC CL as  Kavitskaya  (2002)  calls it,  that is  when a 
consonant deletes and causes lengthening. No account for CVCV CL is attempted at this 
stage.  Notably,  the  current  proposal  remains  phonological  like  Hayes’  one  (1989), 
instead of transferring much of the burden onto phonetics as in Kavitskaya (2002).
The chapter is structured as follows:  I first briefly consider Hayes’  (1989) CL 
account in a serial derivational framework (§5.2). This serves as the point of departure 
to show that a similar analysis cannot be maintained in an OT parallelistic framework 
for reasons to be discussed. I then present the current analysis and show in which way it 
is advantageous (§5.3). Having considered a few cases of standard CL, I move on to 
consider  Samothraki  Greek  CL  in  large  detail  (§5.4).  After  the  completion  of that 
analysis,  I  examine  possible  alternatives  and  comment  on  the  problems  each  faces 
(§5.5). Next,  I explore the consequences of the proposed model and show how some 
cases which are unexplained under more traditional approaches, e.g. CL in a language 
that  lacks  syllable  weight  contrast  and  has  unsyllabified  consonants  (cf.  Piro),  are 
straightforward  here  (§5.6).  Finally,  I  offer some ideas  on  why onset-deletion  CL is 
vanishingly rare (§5.7) and present some concluding remarks (§5.8).
5.2  Hayes’ (1989) model and problems for OT
Compensatory  lengthening  is  a  widespread  phenomenon  under  which  a  segment 
(usually) deletes and as a result a neighbouring segment lengthens to compensate for its 
loss. Hayes has carefully investigated numerous instances of CL and concluded that a 
straightforward explanation can be given within a moraic phonology model. Working in 
a  serial  framework,  he  proposes  that  an  input  string  first  gets  to  be  syllabified  and 
simultaneously moraified. Only nuclei and codas may bear moras, since the assumption 
is that onsets never carry them. Then a rule applies that deletes a segment from a certain 
syllabic  position.  If this  happens  to  be  the  coda  -  which  can  carry  moras  -  then  a 
neighbouring  segment  lengthens  to cover for the former’s  loss.  This is only possible 
because the deleted segment was in a position that can host a mora. Had it deleted from 
an onset position, CL would never occur, since onsets never host any moras.
Crucially, this process happens in stages, i.e. first taking an input like /kan/, then 
assigning moras and syllables [kcfn?], then deleting an offending segment [k<f  0 * ] and
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process, the use of the mechanism dubbed Weight-by-Position (WbyP) which ascribes 
moras  on  codas  proves  indispensable.  Of course,  WbyP  must  apply  before  segment 
deletion applies so that its effects by means of lengthening are visible.
While most cases of CL are successfully and straightforwardly accounted for in 
this  model,  it  is  notoriously  difficult  to  translate  this  analysis  to  an  output-oriented 
model such as OT. The reason is that since in classic OT only two levels are allowed, 
namely the input and the output, no level exists to allow intermediate syllabification and 
WbyP application, the two defining features of the Hayesian approach.
This makes CL a difficult issue in OT: if there are no intermediate stages, then 
how can lengthening occur after a segment deletes since there was never a mora that 
would cause such lengthening in the first place? One way to produce CL then is to have 
the  mora that WbyP previously  introduced be  specified already  in the input.  This  is 
exemplified below.
(1)  CL in OT — moraic input
/C V W N oCoda Max-p Max-Seg Dep-p
a.  CV*1 *! ♦
b.  C V ^ *
To simplify things,  I am here using NoCoda so that the final C deletes (Dep-Seg is 
high-ranked banning vowel insertion as an alternative remedy). Both candidates under 
consideration  fare  equally  well  in  terms  of  the  remaining  constraints.  The  only 
difference is that the winner, i.e. the lengthened candidate, satisfies MAX-p perfectly by 
preserving all  input moras  in the output.  We thus generate the right CL pattern.  The 
problem we face however is that to obtain this result we need to restrict inputs, an action 
that runs  counter to  the  Richness  of the  Base  (Prince  and  Smolensky  1993/2004),  a 
basic  tenet of OT that  states  that no prohibitions  should be  imposed on  inputs.  This 
forces us to consider an input that is not moraically specified.
(2)  CL in OT — non-moraic input
/CV^C/ N oCoda Max-p Max-Seg Dep-p
"   a.  CV* 1 *
b.  CVW * *!
This  time,  MAX-p  is  no  longer applicable  since both  outputs  retain  all  input  moras. 
Max-Seg is equally satisfied by both candidates, therefore the decision is passed onto
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insertion.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  given  that  the  violations  of (2a)  are  a  subset  of those 
incurred by  (2b),  (2a)  harmonically bounds  (2b),  which means that any ranking of the 
constraints in (2) would favour the non-lengthened output.
Consequently,  we  run  into  a  dilemma  where  both  options  are  equally 
unappealing; we either need to impose input moraicity, but this violates ROTB (1), or 
we conform to ROTB, but then half of the time, we produce the incorrect results (2).
Numerous OT analyses have been devised to account for CL, but as I will show 
later on, all require some retreat from the basic premises of the OT model as sketched 
above, since they either introduce intermediate levels (Sprouse  1997, McCarthy 2003c, 
McCarthy  2005)  or require  moraic  specification  (Topintzi  2005b).  Others  attempt to 
avoid these problems by making use of notions such as segmental faithfulness (Hermans 
2001) or as preservation of the numerical integrity of segments (Lee 1996). A variant of 
the  former  approach  treats  CL  as  coalescence  (Sumner  1999)  and  seems  more 
promising. All of these however fail in different respects.
For this reason, I will provide an alternative model, which aspires to solve some 
of the problems other accounts face. It is a fully parallelistic account and makes no use 
of  implicit  [e.g.  sympathy  (McCarthy  2003c),  enriched  inputs  (Sprouse  1997)]  or 
explicit serialism [OT-CC (McCarthy 2005); Stratal OT (Kiparsky 2000), which - as far 
as  I know  -  has  not offered  an  account of CL].  Moreover,  it makes  no reference to 
underlying  moraicity  and does  not require implementation of stipulatory mechanisms 
such as WbyP. These are two obvious advantages over previous accounts.
Additionally, it can account for two famously problematic instances of CL. One 
involves CL after onset loss (Samothraki Greek) and the other CL in a language that 
lacks pre-existing syllable weight contrast (Piro). Both are predicted not to occur under 
Hayes’ account where CL is all about mora preservation. For Hayes (and for that matter 
in all other moraic models other than the current one), onsets never carry moras, thus 
their deletion  cannot cause  lengthening.  Furthermore,  it is  claimed that CL can  only 
occur in languages which already show a syllable weight contrast, thus in cases like Piro 
where no long vowels arise and there is no evidence that coda consonants are moraic, 
CL should be impossible.
Based on Samothraki Greek and Piro, I argue that these predictions are incorrect 
and  construct  a  model  where  such  cases  are  allowed  to  emerge.  Their  rarity  - 
particularly  CL  after  onset  loss  -  is  attributed  to  different  reasons  independent  of 
moraicity.
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The basic idea I will pursue is that CL is not about mora preservation, but about position 
preservation  via  a  mora.  An  input  segment  needs  to  have  an  output  correspondent. 
There are two ways it can achieve this. It may either survive in the output intact (or with 
some of its identity features altered) or it may delete, in which case CL occurs via the 
addition of a mora. CL is then just seen as an alternative strategy for a segment to show 
up in the output with lengthening acting as a  ‘cue’  for the lost segment. This can be 
coded in the constraint termed Position Correspondence (PosCorr).
(3)  PosCorr:  An  input  segment  must  have  an  output  correspondent  either 
segmentally by means of a root node or prosodically by means of a mora
To  illustrate,  let  us  consider  a  classic  synchronic  case  of CL.  I  use  the  following 
hypothetical example where the root /kan/ may either surface on its own or be followed 
by vowel-initial (-a) or consonant-initial (-ta) suffixes1.
(4)  a. /kan/  — »  [ka:]
b. /kan-ta/  — >   [ka:ta]
c. /kan-a/  — >   [kana]
(4a-b)  show  that  when  the  root-final  consonant  appears  in  syllable  final  position,  it 
deletes. On this occasion, CL occurs, producing lengthening of the preceding vowel. In 
(4c), no deletion occurs, since the consonant /n/ is no longer in syllable-final position. 
At the same time, no lengthening occurs either. How are we to account for these facts in 
a parallelistic account? The next tableaux will shed some light on this issue.
To  facilitate  their  reading,  I  will  be  using  indices  to  identify  corresponding 
positions.  To avoid too many indices,  moras of input segments  will have no indices.
1  Alternations like the ones in (4) indicate that the consonant that deletes cannot be underlyingly moraic. 
This can be seen if one compares (4a, b) with (4c). In the former case, /n/ may be considered moraic since 
its deletion  leads  to  lengthening,  but in  (c)  no deletion  occurs, even  though  the Ini is  now  in  what  is 
usually considered to be a non-moraic position - an onset. The absence of lengthening could either be 
attributed to the lack of input mora for Ini or to the retention in Ini of an input mora, but then /n/ in (c) 
would have to be considered a moraic onset. Since this is not ordinarily accepted, the mora would need to 
be somehow realized in a position other than the onset. An obvious candidate is the vowel before, so then 
we should get [ka:na], which of course does not happen. In addition, under standard moraic accounts such 
as Hayes (1989) or Moren (1999/2001), an underlyingly moraic consonant denotes a geminate, but as (4c) 
highlights, no geminate arises. All these observations lead to the conclusion that the consonant Ini cannot 
underlyingly bear a mora.
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the deleted segment.
(5)  /kan/  [ka:]
/k ia /n ^ NoC oda PosCorr Dep-p
a.  ..a2^n3 *!
b.  ..a /n 3M *! *
c.  ..a / *!
~   d.  ..a /* *
The  first  two  candidates  retain  the  coda  consonant  and  thus  violate  NoC oda,  even 
though the second also assigns a mora to this consonant. The third candidate deletes the 
coda, but fails to present any correspondent of /n/, either segmental or prosodic. As a 
result, PosC orr is violated. The winning candidate is therefore (d), because it manages 
to  simultaneously  satisfy  N oC oda  but  also  retain  a  correspondent  of  the  position 
occupied by /n/ by lengthening the previous vowel (indicated by the added p and the 
index 3 which identifies it with the deleted consonant). All this happens at the cost of 
DEP-p only.
Of course,  there is one  more important candidate we should have considered, 
namely kazj*. This has no lengthening, but presents coalescence of the deleted segment 
with the previous vowel. While this does not seem very likely, given that in such case 
we  should  also  probably  get  nasalization  of  the  vowel,  we  should  consider  this 
competitor too. By ranking the constraint against coalescence (Uniformity) [McCarthy 
and Prince 1995] highly enough, this candidate will be easily excluded as in (7a)2.
(6)  U niform ity:  N o element of the output has more than one correspondent in the
input, i.e. no coalescence
(7)  /kan/ -> [ka:]
/kia/n^ Uniformity PosCorr Dep-p
a-  “^2.3^ *!
~   b.  .A2m ♦
2  An additional  alternative  somehow  analogous to (7a) would have mora fusion (although 1 X 3  does not 
necessarily have a correspondent in the input):  [k|a2Wj], but this would apparently violate some sort of 
UNIFORMITY with respect to moras.
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ranking also works in /kan-a/ — » [kana].
(8)  /kan-a/ — >  [kana]3
/k ia /n 3- a // U niformity i *n/C0DA  :  PosC orr Dep-p
a. ..a2^n3a /
b. ..a2m n3Z4ii :  : *!
c. ..a2 V :  :  *!
This  time there’s  no  trigger for /n/-deletion (8c),  so there’s  no reason why  the  input 
segment /n3/ should not have a segmental correspondent (8a). A prosodic correspondent 
by  means  of an  inserted  mora  would  satisfy  PosCorr  but only  superfluously  at the 
expense of DEP-p (8b). Thus, we can see that the right results obtain. More generally, 
the pattern for CL involves the following:
(9)  Pattern for CL
-  a  trigger  for  deletion  of  segments  in  particular  syllabic  positions  must  exist 
(markedness constraint M)
-  POSCORR »  D ep-p  ensures that CL occurs, i.e. insertion of a mora identified 
with the position of the deleted input segment
-  Uniformity  »   DEP-p:  prosodic  rather  than  segmental  identification  is 
preferred
This  system  can  also  easily  generate  the  absence  of  CL,  as  shown  in  (10).  A 
hypothetical example of this sort also appears in /kan/ — » [ka] illustrated in (11).
(10)  Deletion of a segment not followed by CL — preliminary version:
-  requires  minimal  re-ranking:  DEP-p  »   PosCorr  implying  that  no  trace 
(segmental or prosodic) of the deleted segment is left behind
3  This raises the question of what the winning candidate in a language without CL would look like. This is 
tackled next. We could also consider a candidate like: [.^ ^ a /L  that would have the violations of (8b), 
plus a violation of either Onset or,  if the vocalic sequence was wholly syllabified in a single syllable,
*3p
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/M /n ^ U niformity *n/CODA Dep-p PosCorr
a. ..a /n 3 *!
b. ..a /n / *! *
c. ..a / *
d.
nil,
..Sii^ *!
e. -a2/ *!
This is a good result, because obvious alternative analyses of CL face several problems. 
In an analysis h la Hayes, serial derivation has to be utilized under which W byP acts 
before the coda consonant is deleted so that this receives a mora. After coda deletion, 
lengthening occurs. The absence of CL is attributed to the inactivity of W byP or to its 
application  after coda  deletion.  This  is  only possible  however if the  process  is  seen 
derivationally.  The  other  possibility  which  would  avoid  this  problem  involves 
underlying moraic specification. This produces several problems as we have seen in the 
discussion of (4).
Note however that (c) is not the only conceivable winner in (11). As hinted in
(9), high-ranking PosC orr dictates the need for a position correspondent, but due to the 
ranking U niform ity »  D ep-ji, the prosodic option through a mora is chosen. Thus, CL 
occurs. But there is another possibility. If all else stays the same, but there is a minimal 
re-ranking so that D E P -p»  U niform ity,  there will still be a position correspondent, 
but  this  time  it  will  take  the  form  of  a  segmental  one.  This  ranking  would  select 
(ll/12e)  instead as  illustrated in the tableau in (12).  In effect,  this is another way to 
produce the lack of CL.
(12)  Lack of CL: /kan/ -> [ka]
/k ia /n ^ *n/CODA PosCorr Dep-p Uniformity
a. ~a2% *!  :  :
b. ..a / n / *! *
c. ..a / :  *!  :
d. ..a /* i  i  *!
e. ..a2/ ♦
In most instances where CL fails to occur,  it is difficult to decide between (11c) and 
(12e), so in principle, both options are available. There is however a reason why I am 
inclined  to  choose  (11c)  over  (12e)  whenever data  do  not  suggest  otherwise.  (12e) 
involves  fusion,  which  entails  that  it  should  be  possible  to  recognise  whether  the
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we could argue that fusion is involved had the resulting vowel shown nasalization, i.e. 
as in  [ka].  This  is  indeed the case in French,  as shown below.  Consonant deletion is 
followed by nasalization, which suggests that the winning candidate in French would be 
the product of the ranking in (12).
(13)  French: [V] ~ [Vn] alternations in masculine-feminine (Tranel 1987: 70-71)4
bon  [bo]  vs.  bonne  [bon]  ‘good’
fin  [fe]  vs.  fine  [fin]  ‘thin’
certain [serte]  vs.  certaine [serten]  ‘sure’
A similar example  is found in Portuguese (Mateus and d’Andrade 2002), where it is 
argued that nasalized vowels are the product of an underlying sequence of a vowel and a 
nasal. For instance, the prefix /in-/ appears as [in-] before a vowel, but as a nasalized 
vowel [7] before a consonant. In the latter case, presumably nasal consonant deletion has 
occurred, with the nasal feature being left behind and linked to the preceding vowel.
(14)  Portuguese nasalized vowels  (Mateus and d’Andrade 2002: 22)
a.  V-initial stems
acabado  ‘finished’  inacabado  [inek^badu]  ‘unfinished’
oportuno  ‘opportune’  inoportuno  [inopurtunu]  ‘inopportune’
b.  C-initial stems
capaz  ‘able’  incapaz  [TkcpaJ]  ‘unable’
posto  ‘put in place’  imposto  Ppojtu]  ‘tax’
This kind of evidence however is not always available. Consequently, whenever such 
direct evidence is lacking, I will assume that the language prefers to delete the position 
altogether leaving no relic of it behind, i.e. as in (11). For concreteness, though I will 
update the pattern for lack of CL accordingly.
(15)  Deletion of a segment not followed by CL — final version:
i)  no trace of deleted position: M, Uniformity, Dep-p »  PosCorr, (cf. (11))
ii)  segmental correspondent: M, PosCorr, DEP-p »  Uniform ity (cf. (12))
4 Tranel (1987: 49-50) also discusses lengthening in French. There are certain conditions under which this 
may occur.  As far as nasal  vowels are concerned, lengthening applies when they are in a stressed and 
closed syllable.  In  the cases  mentioned  here,  the  nasal  vowel  is  not in a closed  syllable,  therefore  no 
lengthening may show up.
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The obvious examples involve Bantu prenasalization and glide formation. In the former, 
Luganda  inputs  like /ba-ntu/ surface as  [ba:ntu]  ‘people’,  while in  the  latter /mu-iko/ 
becomes [mwi:ko]  ‘trowel’. No segment is lost here so why should CL occur in the first 
place? The answer lies in the definition of PosCorr repeated below.
(16)  PosCorr:  An  input  segment  must  have  an  output  correspondent  either
segmentally by means of a root node or prosodically by means of a mora
Work by Clements (1986), Sagey (1986) and Rosenthall (1994) suggests that the nasal 
or the high vowel in the sequences mentioned above has no correspondent in terms of a 
root  node.  In  the  output,  the  complex  segment consists  of a  single root node which 
contains the nasal features or the ones of the high vowel. But since there is no segmental 
correspondent  and  assuming  that  PosCorr  »   Dep-jj.  holds,  some  correspondent  is 
required.  This  can  only  take  the  form  of  a  prosodic  correspondent  by  means  of 
lengthening of the following vowel.
Kinyarwanda is  a useful  example for this claim (Sagey  1986).  This  language 
admits sequences of a consonant followed by a glide. Compelling evidence that this is a 
single complex segment with multiple articulations that consists of just one root node 
comes  from  the  fact  that  Kinyarwanda  does  not  allow  complex  onsets.  More 
specifically, German loanwords that involve complex onsets are not preserved intact in 
Kinyarwanda (as predicted had the language allowed complex onsets), but are split by 
epenthesis so that simplex onsets are created, e.g. Republik > repuburika, Prdsident > 
perezida, etc. Complex segments are allowed however, therefore they must be a single 
root node.
While I am not concerned with the specific features or the geometry involved in 
complex segments of this sort (see e.g. Sagey 1986, Lombardi 1990), the point which is 
of importance for us is that these segments are simply one root node. For instance, in 
Sagey (1986:  75), the representation of glide formation and subsequent CL is in (17) 
and corresponds to Kinyarwanda examples like the ones in (18):
194(18)  /ku-i-Bon-a/ — >  [kw i:Bona]5  ‘to see oneself 
/ku-gu-ir-a/[kugwi:ra]  ‘to fall on’
The first vowel creates a complex segment with the preceding consonant under a single 
timing slot (or root node).  The first vowel’s timing slot re-associates with the second 
vowel leading to CL. We could translate these representations to the current model in 
the following way:
(19)  Glide formation and CL
Cl  v 2  v 3 \l2  M -3
1   1   1
r.n  r.n  r.n =>  Ci 
1
V3
1
1
r.n
1
r.n
/ \
...i  ...2
...i  ...2
...1  ...2
An  input sequence such as /C1V2V3/ then becomes  [CiV3W M 3 ].  The features of V2 are 
included in the complex segment Ci  which consists of one root node.  V3 on the other 
hand  lengthens  so  that  it  provides  a  prosodic  correspondent  for  V2,  namely  p.2-  An 
identical process holds for examples that involve prenasalization6.
(20)  /ba-nde/ -> [ba:nde]  ‘who?’
/ku-ngana/ — >  [ku:Q gana]  ‘to be equal’
5   I choose  here  a transcription  like  [kw i:Bona]  instead of Sagey’s  [kwiiBona]  so that  I simultaneously 
stress the  fact that we  are  talking  about complex segments with  multiple articulations  as  well  as  long 
vowels (rather than a sequence of identical vowels).
6  The  representation  in  (21)  is  in  accordance  with  Sagey’s  observation  that “in Guarani,  prenasalized 
stops are derived by a process of nasal  harmony that spreads just the feature nasal. Thus, the resulting 
prenasalized stop must be branching just for the feature [nasal] and not for any class nodes” (1986: 50).(21)  Prenasalization and CL
V,  N2  C3  Pi  P2
r.n  r.n  r.n  =>  y,  c 3
I   i
r.n  r.n
.
[nas]2 ...3
•••3
•••3
An example of these facts using an OT tableau is shown immediately below7.
(22)  /ba-nde/ — >  [ba:"de]
/bia/n3d4e5J A / U n iform ity Prenasalization
Pos
CORR
D ep-p
a.  b ia/.nd3,4e5^ *!
b.  bia2H .n3d4e5^ *! *
c.  bia/."3& ^ *!
~   d.  b . a / ^ d ^ *
Candidate (b) fails to emerge with prenasalization, so it violates whichever constraint is 
responsible  for  this  violation  (informally  called  here  P renasalization).  The  other 
candidates all emerge with prenasalization. The first one presents fusion, thus it violates 
U n ifo rm ity. Among the two remaining rivals, (c) loses since its representation implies 
that the nasal consonant appears with its own root node. We have argued that there is 
empirical  evidence  suggesting  that this  is  an  incorrect  representation of prenasalized 
stops,  which  consist  of  a  single  root  node.  Thus,  in  (c)  there  is  no  position 
correspondent  for  /i3,  therefore  such  form  fails  PosC orr.  (d)  wins  since  its  only 
violation is the addition of a mora as an output prosodic correspondent for /n/.
5.4 Sam othraki Greek
5.4.1  T he d ata
With  this  much  as  background  for the  suggested  CL  model,  we  can  proceed  to  the 
analysis of Samothraki Greek8. The reason Samothraki Greek (SamG) is interesting is
7  The language bans codas, so I do not consider candidates that have codas.
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coda  one.  Moreover,  such  deletion  causes  compensatory  lengthening  (CL)  of  the 
following vowel. This of course seems as a counterexample to more familiar cases of 
CL, where CL occurs after coda loss, but not after onset loss (Hayes 1989).
Unless  indicated  otherwise,  data  come  from  Katsanis  (1996;  henceforth  K). 
Some extra data are due to some additional sources and from personal communication 
with Maria Tsolaki, a native speaker of Samothraki Greek and Marianna Ronga at the 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,  who has knowledge of the data too9. Let us first 
present  the  /r/-facts:  /r/  stays  on  two  occasions:  i)  when  it  is  word-final  and  ii)  in 
sequences VrCV, i.e. when in coda position10.
(23)  Coda /r/ stays [here and throughout all  glosses are mine]
fanar  ‘lantern’ (K: 48)  arpazu  ‘I grab’(K: 48)
figar  ‘moon’  (K: 58)  karpos  ‘seed’ (K: 48)
In all other instances, /r/ deletes.  In the case of singleton onsets, /r/ deletion leads to 
vowel  lengthening,  but only  word-initially  (24).  Word-medially  no  such  lengthening 
occurs (25)u.
(24)  Deletion of/r/initially and lengthening  (K: 50-51)
ra > a: rafts > a:fts ‘tailor (masc.)’
ri > i: riyaji > fiyaji ‘oregano’
ru > u: ruxa > u:xa ‘clothes’
re >e: rema > e:ma ‘stream’
ro > o: roya > o:ya ‘nipple, berry (of a grape)’
8   This  analysis  improves  significantly  on  the  one  proposed  in  Topintzi  (2005b).  There,  underlying 
moraicity of /r/ was an important assumption for the analysis. This is no longer required. Moreover, it was 
predicted  that  word-medial  /r/-deletion  leads  to  a  slight  phonetic  lengthening  which  is  not  really 
perceived. On the contrary, now we can straightforwardly express the fact that no lengthening occurs in 
this environment at all. Some other points have been altered too. For comparison, the reader is referred to 
that work.
9 SamG shares with other Northern Greek dialects the raising of stressless e, o to i, u respectively, e.g. 
pede > pedi “five”, potamos > putamos “river” and the loss of underlying i and u (with some exceptions) 
tiyani >  tyqjt  “frying pan”, kufos > kfos “deaf*. These are tangential to our current focus so I abstract 
away from them.
1 0  /r/-deletion but no lengthening is also reported in the dialect of Taifiri of Kallipolis and occasionally in 
the dialect of Kapi in Lesvos (Papadopoulos  1927). He also mentions /l/-deletion in Samothraki Greek, a 
non-productive  and  practically  no  more  attested  process  also  acknowledged  in  Katsanis  (1996)  and 
Afroudakis (p.c, 29/12/05). Unlike them however, Papadopoulos claims that sometimes /1-deletion leads 
to CL. Thus, we get interesting examples where both Id- and /l/-deletion apply with subsequent CL, e.g. 
lutra > u:ta: ‘baths’.
1 1   Andriotis  (1926-1928)  suggests  that /r/-deletion and lengthening occurs  in a coda position  too,  e.g. 
varka > va:ka ‘boat’. Other works of the same period, e.g. Papadopoulos (1927) agree with more recent 
accounts such  as  Krekoukias  (1964),  Afroudakis (1985) and Katsanis  (1996),  who report that coda Id 
survives.
197(25)  Deletion of  /r/ word-medially and no lengthening (K: 52)
aro > ao 0aro > 0ao ‘I reckon’
iru > iu leftirus > leftius ‘free’
are > ae vareX > vaeX ‘barrel’
iri > ii 0irfda > 0fida ‘pigeon-hole’
eru > eu kseru > kseu ‘I know’
uri > ui lurf > luf ‘strap, strip’
era > ia mera > mfa ‘day’
ara > aa skara > skaa ‘grill’
ure > ue kurevo > kuevu ‘I cut someone’s hair’
In  complex  onset  clusters,  /r/  again  deletes,  but  lengthening  occurs  in  all  positions. 
Numerous examples are given in K: 54-55, 59. Some are presented here:
(26)  /r/ in onset cluster+ V+C: deletion and lengthening
a) biconsonantal clusters
pr+o > po: protos > po.’tus ‘first’
vr+i > vi: vrisi > vi:s’ ‘tap’
fr+e > fe: frena > fe:na ‘brakes*
xr+o > xo: xroma > xo:ma ‘colour’
kr+a > ka: krato > ka:to ‘I hold’
yr+a > ya: yrafo > ya:fu ‘I write’
0r+o > 0o: 0ronos > 0o:nus ‘throne’
dr+a > da: drakos > 5a:kus ‘dragon’
br+e > be: yabre > yabe: ‘bridegroom’
dr+u > du: dedro > dedu: ‘tree’
tr+u > tu: metrun > mitu:n ‘they count’
b) triconsonantal clusters
spr+a > spa: aspra > aspa: ‘white’
xtr+a > xta: extra > exta: ‘hostility’
zdr+u > zdu: sidmf9a > zdu:f9a ‘company (of
ftr+a > fta: raftra > a:fta: ‘tailor (fern.)’
Things are however different when the Cr+V sequence is followed by another vowel, 
i.e. Cr+V+V. The output of the sequence C + r + i/e + Vis not C + i:/e: + V; rather it is 
C + i +rjV without r-deletion or lengthening, but with metathesis and glide formation. 
As it stands, the analysis presented below also suggests that if the first vowel is other 
than i/e - namely one of the three remaining vowels a,  o,  u - the same kind of output 
should occur. Two points are worthy of discussion here. First, I have been unable to find 
any data that would fit the desired profile, i.e. C + r + a/o/u + V. Modem Greek words
198like fraula, kruo, praos, akroasi are not used in the dialect (Ronga p.c. 9/3/05), thus we 
cannot  yet  test  what  happens  in  Cr+V[a,0,u]+V  sequences.  Moreover,  while empirical 
confirmation is absent, we do not actually expect to get metathesis and glide formation 
for these cases for independent reasons. Given that the vowels involved are back, a back 
glide  w  would  be  required,  but  this  is  missing  from  the  dialect,  as  is  missing  from 
Standard Modem Greek too. With this caveat in mind, I will build an analysis designed 
to only make reference to C + r + i/e + V sequences.
(27)  C+ r + i/e + V — >  C + i +rjV  Ronga (p.c.)
priakoni > piijakoji  “jagged file used to sharpen knives”
aletria > aletiija  “plough (plural)”
trfa > tiija  “three”
Katsanis describes exactly the same phenomenon but with reference to velars only, i.e. 
Velar  +  r +  i/e  +  V  — >   Velar +  t +rjV.  An additional process applies  here,  namely 
centralization of front vowels i/e to 1 (or e occasionally)12.
(28)  Velar + r + i/e + V -> Velar + i +rjV [all from K: 71]
ayrios > ayirjus  ‘wild’  axriastos > axirjastus  ‘unneeded’
kreas > kiijas  ‘meat’  yria > yiija  ‘old woman’
Centralization of front vowels in the environment k/g/x/y + r + i/e generally happens, 
i.e. even when a consonant follows (compare (29) with (26))13.
(29)  Velar + r + i/e + C — >  Velar + ii/e: + C
gr+i > gt:  grfzos > giizus  ‘gray’  (K: 56)
kr+i > ki:  krinu > ki:nu  ‘I judge’  (K: 56)
kr+e > ke:  kremnos > keimnus  ‘precipice’  (K: 72)
It  should  thus  be  evident  that  while  vowel  centralization  is  clearly  related  to  velar 
consonants, the absence of /r/-deletion and the emergence of a glide in (27) and (28)  is 
independent of the quality of the consonant; it relates to the presence of a Vfront+V.  In
1 2  As the exact phonetics of l / 6 is quite unclear to me, I maintain Katsanis’ representation in this respect. 
However according to Ronga (p.c. 9/3/05), [i] is most likely IPA [i] and [e] is [a]. She maintains that [!] is 
the unstressed realization of [e].
1 3  According to Maria Tsolaki,  some of the words above are instead pronounced as: axerjastus, kirjas’ 
(where the final s is palatalized) and ge:mnus.
199what  follows,  I  will  abstract  away  from  centralization  and focus  on the /r/ loss  and 
lengthening facts.
5.4.1.1  Summary of the patterns
The preceding patterns can be summarized in the following table:
(30)  SamG /r/ patterns
Deletion Lengthening Other
Coda /r/ NO NO
Singleton 
onset /r/
word-initially
word-medially
YES
YES
YES
NO
Complex 
onset /r/ Cr+V+C YES YES
(also when C=velar & 
V=front-»centralization)
Cr+V[i,e]+V NO NO glide appearance 
+metathesis 
(♦centralization as above)
5 .4 .2   T he a n a ly sis
5.4.2.1  On the placelessness of  SamG /r / and constraints required
One assumption that is going to prove crucial for the subsequent discussion is the claim 
that the SamG /r/ is placeless. Such placelessness will serve to explain not only why /r/ 
deletes  from  onset  position  in  the  first  place,  but  will  also  provide  the  basis  for  a 
specific case of vowel spreading (cf. section §5.4.2.6).
The placelessness of /r/ receives support from other languages where a similar 
claim  has  also  been  put  forward  such  as  Yoruba  (Akinlabi  1993)  or English  (Rice 
1992).  For  instance,  Rice  observes  that  onset  clusters  *tl  *dl  *pw  and  *bw  are 
impossible in English. Using evidence from similar cases like English, she claims that 
(onset)  consonants  cannot  be  identical  in  terms  of  Place  structure.  But  then  this 
generates a problem; /tr/ and /dr/ onset sequences are allowed.  If both /r/ and /V are 
coronal,  then  why  are  r-coronal  clusters  accepted  but  1-coronal  clusters  are  bad?  A 
possible answer is that /r/ is placeless.  As a result, coronal+r sequences are expected 
since they differ in terms of place of articulation.
The implication of /r/’s placelessness in Samothraki Greek is that /r/ will be able 
to survive in codas where placelessness is often accepted or required [cf. Selayarese ? 
(Rice  1992),  Japanese  q  (Yip  1991)],  but  not in  onsets,  because  placeful  onsets  are 
preferred.  Technically  this  point  can  be  implemented  by  means  of  positional
200markedness  (e.g.  Zoll  1998).  The  positional  markedness  schema  includes  a context- 
specific markedness constraint that dominates a faitfulness constraint and this in its turn 
dominates  the  context-free  markedness  constraint  as  in:  Mposidonai  »   F  »   M.  The 
relevant constraints here are: ♦Ons/Placeless »  Max-Seg »  *Placeless.
(31)___________________________________________________________________________
/rar/ ♦Ons/Placeless Max-Seg ♦Placeless
a. rar ♦! **
b. ra *! * *
c. a **t
d. ar * 4c
(32)
/sas/ ♦Ons/Placeless Max-Seg ♦Placeless
a. sas
b. sa ♦!
c. a 4c 4c |
d. as ♦!
For an input like /rar/, only [ar] will manage to survive, as it exhibits minimal deletion 
and gets rid of onset /r/ thus avoiding a  *ONS/PLACELESS  violation.  On the contrary, 
input /sas/ will emerge faithfully since there is no trigger for any M ax violations.
To simplify things  however,  I  will  collectively present the  results  attained by 
using the following constraint.
(33)  *ONSET/r: /r/ is disallowed in onset position
Our analysis will  also be making use of the following constraints,  most of which we 
have already seen in §5.3, while some more will be added as we move along.
(34)  Uniform ity: No coalescence
PosCorr:  An  input  segment  must  have  an  output  correspondent  either 
segmentally by means of a root node or prosodically by means of a mora 
D ep-ji: Do not insert moras in the output 
Linearity: N o metathesis
2015-4 2.2 Coda /r /
Let  us  first  start  with  the  easy  case.  In  codas,  /r/  does  not  delete  (23),  thus  any 
lengthening is gratuitous (35a-b).  While no ranking argument can be provided by the 
coda data, by looking ahead to the onset analysis, the ranking U niformity,  *ONSET/r, 
PosCORR »  DEP-p is  proposed,  /r/ of course does  not delete  since being in a coda 
protects it from a *ONSET/r violation (35a).
(35)  no CL when /r/ in coda: Uniformity, *ONSET/r, PosCORR »  DEP-p
/kia2 fir3p405H s6/ Uniformity  j   *ONSET/r Pos
CORR
DEP-p
a.
b. ..aaw \ . *!
c. *!
5.4.2.3 Singleton /r / word-initially
Word-initially, /r/ deletion is forced by *ONSET/r, which now becomes active (24). The 
ranking  U niformity,  *ONSET/r,  PosCorr  »   DEP-p  is  justified.  The  first  three 
candidates are wiped out as all violate one of the top-ranked constraints by presenting 
coalescence, a placeless onset or by failing to show up with a correspondent for lv\l. The 
final candidate manages to pass all these constraints, only at the expense of low-ranked 
DEP-p. A s a result, the initial vowel lengthens.
(36)  CL of singleton /r/ word-initially14: UNIFORM, *ONS/r, PosC orr »  DEP-p
/ r ^ S i u / / Uniformity *ONSET/r PosCorr Dep-p
a. a ,/ .. *!
b. ria2^.. *!
c. a/.. *!
* *  d. a2w\. *
14 A candidate  which would lengthen the consonant instead,  i.e. as.sa at the  very least violates  ’“Gem, 
which seems to be undominated in SamG,  since the dialect possesses no geminates.  Moreover,  such a 
candidate may also present problems in terms of locality, i.e. as in a2^s3> 1 |.sa4, an issue I set aside here. 
However,  the  constraint  against  long  vowels  NLV  (Rosenthall  1994)  must  be  low-ranked  to  allow 
lengthening.
2025-4-2-4 Singleton /r / word-medially
In  contrast  to  the  word-initial  position,  word-medially  no  lengthening  occurs  (25). 
While this may seem at first glance puzzling, it proves quite a sensible thing. Imagine 
what  would  happen  to  an  input  like /liu2^r3i4^/ if lengthening took place.  We would 
either expect  lu:i  [liu /^ V ]  or lui:  [liu2V 3 M 4 ].  In other words,  a sequence  V:V  (or 
VVV) would be created. As it seems, such sequences tend to be avoided in languages as 
observed  by  Kavitskaya  (2002:  43)  who  claims  that  the  ban  on  V:V  “...  can  be 
motivated by perceptual properties of W  sequences: since vowel-to-vowel transitions 
(emphasis added mine) are always very long, a two-vowel sequence is not likely to be 
re-interpreted as a three-vowel one”. I would like to propose that this could be encoded 
in the markedness constraint in (37), which of course is very highly-ranked in SamG.
(37)  *Super-Long V ocalic Hiatus (*S-L VH) / *V:V
There is a reason why I have changed Kavitskaya’s term from ‘transitions’ to ‘hiatus’ in 
the  markedness  constraint.  As  Moira  Yip  (p.c.)  points  out,  we  cannot  talk  about 
‘transitions’  in  cases  where  the  vowels  flanking  r are  the  same.  Keeping  the  term 
‘transitions’  would entail on the one hand correctly that when the surrounding vowels 
are different, no lengthening occurs after r-deletion, e.g. luri > lui, *lu:i, but on the other 
hand incorrectly that in a word like  6  i  rid  a we would get 6i:ida, instead of the actual 
*0(ida, that lacks lengthening (cf. (25)). For this reason, the more neutral term ‘hiatus’ 
is chosen that also bans *0i:ida.
(38)  no  CL  in  singleton  /r/  word-medially:  Uniformity,  *S-L  VH,  *ONSET/r  »
PosCorr »  D ep-p
/l,u /r 3i / / *ONSET/r *S-L VH Pos
CORR Dep-p
a. ..u /r 3i / . . *!
b. . . u ^ i / . . *! *
c. ..U jV *. *! *
d. . .u / i / . . *
*S-L VH ensures that (b) lu:i and (c) lui: are eliminated,  (a) fails, because it does not 
delete the onset /r/.  This time the  winning candidate is actually one where  PosCorr 
cannot be satisfied, as in (d). No correspondent - segmental or prosodic - for /r3/ exists,
203thus  the  winner  shows  no  lengthening.  As  a  result,  our  ranking  needs  to  be  slightly 
modified.  The  relationship  between  (a)  and  (d)  offers  the  ranking  argument  *ONSET/r 
»  PosCorr, yielding the adapted ranking:
(39)  SamG CL (to be revised): UNIFORMITY, *S-L VH, *ONS/r »  POSCORR »  DEP-p
5.4 .2.5  Complex clusters o f the type Cr+V+C - the simple(r) case
We have now dealt with simplex /r/. It remains to see what happens with h i in complex 
clusters. I will first consider the case where the cluster is followed by a V+C sequence 
((26) and (29)). As we know, the output of a cluster of this type involves h i  deletion and 
lengthening as in (d). Given the grammar employed so far, the right results obtain in a 
manner by now familiar.
(40)  CL of h !  in Cr+V+C15: U niform ity, *ONS/r »  PosC orr »  Dep-p
/m ii2 ^t3 r4u5W U niformity *ONSET/r PosCorr Dep-p
a. ...t3U 4 /n 6 *!
b. ...t3r4u5%> *!
c. . .. t i u s ^ n e *!
d. ...t3u5^ n 6 *
5.4.2.6  Complex clusters o f the type Cr+i/e+V - the difficult case
In cases where the cluster is followed by  i/e   +  V,  no  h i  deletion occurs,  but also no 
lengthening takes place ((27) and (28)). The question posed then is why for an input like 
/ayrius/  we  get  [ayirjus]  and  not  *[ay!:jus]?  Katsanis  considers  two  approaches  that 
involve  derivational  epenthesis  and  deletion  and  both  of which  he  ends  up  finding 
problematic (K: 57). I present some additional reasons why these are implausible.
(41)  i)  a y r i u s   —►   a y r i j u s   ( j - e p e n t h e s i s )  —>   a y i t j u s   ( r - d e le tio n )  — >   a y i j u s   ( c o a l e s c e n c e ) 
— >  a y i r j u s   ( r - a n a p t y x i s / e p e n t h e s i s )
15  A  candidate  like  m i^n /n ,  i.e.  [m ^ ^ U s^ ]  is excluded because  it would entail  that  the  onset  is 
moraic.  Assuming  that  *Moraic  Onset  is  high-ranked,  this  competitor  is  avoided.  It  is  interesting 
however to note that while the current proposal allows CL because of onset loss, this does not have to 
relate  to moraic  onsets.  As  we  will  see  later on,  the claim is  that any segment loss can result  in CL, 
provided certain conditions are met.
204ii)  a y r i u s  —►  a y r i j u s   ( j - e p e n t h e s i s ) —►  a y i r i j u s   ( i - e p e n t h e s i s   b e t w e e n   y r ) —>  a y ir j u s  
(s e c o n d - i - d e l e t i o n   )
The problems (41i) faces are the following. First, /r/-epenthesis seems unlikely as it is a 
process generally unprecedented in Greek dialectology. But even if it was grounded, it 
is odd why /r/ should delete only to re-emerge later in the derivation. Moreover, why 
should the high central vowel coalesce, given that lengthening is not only allowed, but 
is in fact necessary in Cr+i/e+C? (41 ii) is similarly troublesome. No good trigger for /i/- 
epenthesis  exists,  because  SamG  permits  complex  onset  clusters  e.g.  k le v u   (K:  63), 
k m a r  (K: 64), z m a r  (K: 67)) and resolves complex onset clusters with /r/ by deleting it. 
So why should the language choose /i/-epenthesis instead? In addition, it is extremely 
bizarre  to  argue  that  the  second  N  deletes,  as  no  markedness  pressure  seems  to  be 
applicable here.
The alternative I offer is very different from both these approaches; I propose 
that  what  really  goes  on  is  m e t a t h e s i s ,  i.e .  r + i/ e   b e c o m e s   i/e + r .  A s   a   r e s u lt,  / r /  
s y l l a b i f i e s   in   a   c o d a   a n d   s u r v i v e s   w i t h o u t   g e t t i n g   d e le te d .  F i n a lly ,  d u e   to   / r / ’s  
p l a c e l e s s n e s s  (cf. §5.4.2.1),  i / e   c a n   s p r e a d   r i g h t w a r d  o v e r   t h e  / r /  a n d  f o r m   a n   o n s e t  f o r  
t h e  f o l l o w i n g   s y l l a b l e .  Recall from §5.4.1  that the current analysis in principle extends 
to cases  where  V|  is  a,  o   or  u ,  but apart from  lacking empirical  confirmation,  glide 
formation is not expected, since it would require the back glide w  which is missing from 
the language. The proposal should become clearer if we consider the input /a y r i u s / and 
the possible representations its output could take stepwise [I will abstract away from the 
centralization facts].  Consider first (42).
(42)  a.  a  a   a   b.  o  a   a
(42a) is what I call ‘initial syllabification’, i.e. the structure we should expect if nothing 
at all have happened.  (42b) is the structure we would expect after onset creation. The
ai  Y2  r3  14  u5  s6 ai  Y 2  r3  14  u5  s6
Root  Root Root  Root
Place
i n i t i a l  s y l l a b i f i c a t i o n  
ayrius
Place 
o n s e t  c r e a t i o n  
ayrijus
205next  logical  step  would  then  be  to  get  ayiijus  (43)  by  /r/-deletion  and  subsequent 
lengthening, but this is not what happens. Why should this configuration be suboptimal?
(43)  What does not happen - multiple linking in ayi:jus
ai  Y2  U  u5  s6
I
Root
l
Place
Observe that in this  structure,  the segment N  has three links to prosodic constituents 
(two to moras,  one to a syllable).  I would like to suggest that this is a configuration 
avoided in languages, similar in spirit with other restrictions against ternary structures, 
such as *3|i. Thus, (43) can be excluded by the following proposed constraint:
(44)  *3 Links: No ternary branching originating from a single segment
Such constraint on the surface seems to overlap with  *S-L VH presented in (37) that 
bans V:V sequences. However, while *3 Links can eliminate (43), the same cannot be 
said for *S-L VH. The reason is that the intervening onset glide can be considered to 
ruin the environment upon which *S-L VH is relevant. Nonetheless, *S-L VH can be 
applicable if one considers other candidates like ayi:us or ayiuis, i.e. in cases where no 
glide appears  in an onset position16.  Only  *SL-VH but not *3  Links  could deal with 
rejecting these candidates.
But there are more candidates to consider. The correspondent for /r^/ could for 
instance  be  one  that  changes  features  of /r/  and  turns  it  to  a  glide.  This  is  not  a 
particularly plausible candidate, but even if possible, Ident-[F] would easily rule it out 
(45a). Another, slightly more plausible candidate, involves fusion, but as we have seen 
throughout the analysis, U n ifo rm ity violations deal with this too (45b).
16 We could alternatively provide an onset by inserting a glide instead of spreading. This would avoid the
*S-L VH violation, but would violate Dep-Seg, the constraint against segment insertion, which I claim is 
highly ranked in the language.
a a a
206(45)  a. Ident violation b. Uniformity violation
G  G  G  G  G  G
Y2  14  J3  U5  S6  ai  Y2  13,4  Us  S6
This leaves us with the following representation. 
(46)  What does happen
G  G  G
ai
Root Root
Place
This is based on /r/’s placelessness which permits /i/ to spread its place features over /r/ 
and  onto  the  onset  of the  next  syllable.  At  the  same  time,  by  having  a  metathesis 
between /i/ and /r/, /r/ now appears in a coda position, where it can survive (cf. §5.4.2.2) 
and thus no deletion occurs. Since /r/ has a segmental correspondent of itself, it satisfies 
PosCorr and therefore no lengthening takes place. While this form is consistent with 
*ONSET/r, U niformity, PosCorr, *S-L VH, *3 Links, Ident-[F] (as well as *Moraic 
Onset and  Dep-Seg discussed in  footnotes),  it presents  violations of two constraints 
that had not been previously discussed. One is Linearity which bans metathesis, as it 
happens  here  since /...^ ..V   — >   [ ..^ 3...]. The  other is  INTEGRITY  which  penalises 
splitting of a segment into two, as it happens here with i4.
To  see  how  the  right  results  are  obtained  through  our  tableaux,  let  us  first 
consider some candidates we can easily exclude as they violate high-ranked constraints.
(47)  No CL but instead metathesis: less interesting candidates
/ a ^ ^ V s e / *3 Links  : :  VH
*ONSET/r Pos
CORR
Dep-p
(42) a. ..r3i4V . . i  i  *!
b. ..U ^ u A . i  *!  i *!
c. ..i4^U5^ . . i  *!  i *!
(43) d. ..i4M 3 > i4 j4U5 M 5 .. *!  i  i
The remaining candidates can be accounted for by this updated ranking:
207(48)  Ident, Uniformity »  Integrity, Linearity »  Dep-p
(49)  No CL but instead metathesis: more interesting candidates
/a iV ^ iV W
U niform  .
__:  Ident
-ity  :
Pos
CORR
INTEGR
-ITY
L inear
-ity
Dep-
P
(45a)  a. ..i/j3U5^.. •   *! :  *
(45b)  b. ..i3/  u5*.. *j  :
(46)®'  c. ..i/r 3j4 u5K * *
Integrity  and  Linearity  have  to  be  low-ranked,  because  the  winning  candidate 
violates  both.  Moreover,  we  can  also  form  an  important  ranking  argument  that 
Linearity  »   DEP-p  as  shown  by  re-examining  simple  data  from  CL  in  complex 
onsets.
(50)  L inearity »  Dep-p
/kir2a3 ^t405*7 Linearity Dep-p
a.  ..a / r2.. *!
m   b.  ..a3M a M 3 .. ♦
This reveals  that metathesis  is  not the preferred resolution for PosCORR satisfaction. 
Had it been, then we would expect metathesis rather than lengthening in cases involving 
Cr+V+C  clusters.  With  all  this  in  mind,  the  SamG  grammar  for r-deledon  and  CL 
involves:
(51)  U niform ity,  *3  Links,  *S-L VH,  *ONSET/r,  Ident  »   PosCorr,  Integrity, 
L inearity »  Dep-p
As is evident, SamG CL presents the proposed pattern that CL needs to exhibit, namely: 
Markedness, U niformity »  PosCorr »  DEP-p.
5.5  Alternatives to CL as position preservation
In  this  section,  I  explore  alternatives  to  CL  as  position  preservation  with  special 
reference to SamG.  Note that reference to SamG is important, because it is one of the 
toughest cases to account for. Not only is it a case of CL with whatever problems this 
generally carries over for OT models, but also a case of onset CL. The latter implies that
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data demonstrate additional difficulties owing to the special nature of the phenomenon.
5.5.1 Hayes (1989)
Let us then first see what Hayes (1989) has to say about the SamG data. Since in his 
model CL is attributed to mora preservation and since CL from onset loss is prohibited, 
he needs to offer a different account for this set of data. His attention is drawn on /CrV/ 
inputs which are claimed to have undergone V-epenthesis to split the cluster resulting in 
[CVrV],  Subsequently,  intervocalic  /r/  loss  applied  and  merger  of  [VV]  to  [V:] 
followed.
Hayes  bases  this  proposal  on  a  suggestion  by  Newton  (1972)  that  /i/  is  an 
originally epenthetic vowel as in the development of xarti to xaiti “paper” or karpos to 
kaipos “seed”. This would be analysed as  [VrC] -»  [VriC] -»  [ViC].  Katsanis (1996: 
48) mentions that these examples are reported in Heisenberg (1921), whose credibility 
is  unquestionable.  Nonetheless,  Katsanis  claims  that  such forms  are  not  accepted by 
modem  speakers.  He  eventually  accepts  Newton’s  interpretation  of  the  facts,  but 
remains somewhat sceptic regarding its validity given that l\l epenthesis is common in 
Imvros or Lesvos but does not emerge in Samothraki, as Newton himself observes with 
the exception  of two examples,  i.e.  tun-i-mikro (MG:  ton mikro)  “the little one” and 
babazim (MG: babas mu) “my dad” (K: 51).
More  importantly,  apart from the complex onset data,  Hayes also investigates 
the  loss  of  word-medial  /r/  and  suggests  that  under  his  proposal,  the  absence  of 
lengthening there is anticipated since there is no motivation for vowel epenthesis in a 
VrV  sequence.  Crucially,  there  is  no  discussion  of the  word-initial  data,  where  the 
deletion of the singleton /r/ is actually followed by vowel lengthening. In analogy to the 
complex onset proposal, one would expect vowel epenthesis as a possible solution here, 
but no motivation exists for V-insertion in this case, since no cluster is involved. In fact, 
there  should  not be any reason for /r/-deletion either here,  since in  Hayes’  view, /r/- 
deletion only occurs intervocalically. Hayes’  analysis then fails to account for at least 
one  pattern,  that  of  word-initial  /r/-loss  and  subsequent  lengthening,  therefore  his 
solution is unsatisfactory.
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While Hayes’  analysis fails on empirical grounds, other more recent accounts largely 
fail on theoretical grounds. Three main lines of investigation will be reviewed here. The 
first implicitly or explicitly accepts that an intermediate level needs to be invoked for 
CL treatment (Sprouse 1997, McCarthy 2003c, McCarthy 2005). The second sees CL as 
segmental faithfulness (Hermans 2001) or as preservation of the numerical integrity of 
segments (Lee  1996) and the latter is a variant of the former approach which treats CL 
as coalescence (Sumner  1999). We will examine these in turn and end up saying that 
although Sumner’s approach renders itself as the more promising one, some problems 
remain unresolved. For this reason, the model currently advocated is more successful.
5.5.2.1  Intermediate levels
The first set of analyses reviewed here makes some use of the idea that intermediate 
representations  or  levels  have  to  be  introduced to  account for CL  and opacity  more 
generally.  Sprouse (1997) notes that only by using an intermediate representation is it 
possible to express the fact that the segment that deletes and causes CL, corresponds to 
what would be syllabified in a coda. Hence, he explicitly admits such a level. However, 
in order that he restricts the proposed system so that no unlimited levels are permitted, 
he puts forward the idea of enriched inputs, i.e. inputs which exhibit syllabification and 
moraification. Not any form can be an enriched input as enriched inputs are subject to 
particular conditions (for more discussion, see Sprouse (1997, section 5.1)). Despite all 
the attempts to restrict this model, it is still quite powerful and crucially makes use of 
the notion of an intermediate level, which is one aspect of the model that we would like 
to get rid of.
McCarthy’s sympathy theory (2003c) faces more or less the same problems. The 
use of an intermediate level here is more covert by means of a sympathetic candidate, 
which  never  really  emerges,  but  interacts  with  other  candidates  and  eventually 
determines  the  correct  output.  Sympathy  theory  has  faced  a  significant  amount  of 
criticism for a number of reasons, including the extreme complexity of the system, the 
introduction  of  intermediate  forms  and  leamability  issues  as  well  as  its  failure  to 
produce the correct results in certain occasions (cf. Bermudez-Otero 2001). For all these 
reasons, I do not consider it a viable solution to the CL problem.
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dubbed OT-CC  where CC  stands for what he calls candidate chains. This framework 
resembles  in  certain  aspects  the  harmonic  serialism  (HS)  model  of  Prince  and 
Smolensky (1993/2004). Unlike harmonic parallelism which includes just a single pass 
from input to output, evaluation in harmonic serialism is repeated until it converges to 
the correct output. However, the ranking assumed each time is the same (unlike Stratal 
OT,  where  in  each  stratum  a  different  ranking  is  imposed).  Crucially,  under HS  all 
candidates considered in each pass differ from the assumed input in just one respect (a 
property  that  inspires  the  use  of  ‘candidate  chains’),  e.g.  for  an  input  like  /kat/, 
candidates  that  are  considered  can  only  be:  {kat  (faithful),  kati  (insertion),  kaS 
(palatalization)}, but not  {kadi}  since the latter simultaneously involves palatalization 
and  insertion.  The  postulated  ranking  at  this  pass  will  choose  one  candidate  as  the 
winner. Let us assume that this is [kati], which now becomes the input for the next pass. 
This  time  {kadi}  is  a  possible  candidate  since  it  only  presents  palatalization.  The 
imposed ranking in this case could be one which selects {kadi} so no further evaluation 
takes place.
McCarthy makes use of the basic ideas of HS  and builds a framework which 
allegedly accounts for opacity.  It is outside the scope of the current work to examine 
this framework in detail, especially given that it is not yet fully worked out, however a 
couple of notes are in place. First, note that this framework explicitly makes reference to 
intermediate  stages,  which  seems  to  be  a  full  circle  back  to  serial  derivational 
approaches. It remains to see whether such a costly move is justified. Second, McCarthy 
does not consider CL opacity in this work, but it seems unclear how exactly OT-CC can 
treat it.
To exemplify, suppose that we have an input such as /CVM C/ which in the output 
becomes [CVV] through coda deletion and subsequent CL.  According to OT-CC (see 
McCarthy  2005:  example  (8)),  chains  are  made  up  of candidates  which  are  either 
faithful to the input or - if less faithful - more unmarked than it. This is what is called 
harmonic improvement. Suppose then that in our example, coda loss occurs due to high- 
ranking N oCodA. This then means that the first candidate chain we need to consider is 
{CV^C, CV^}. The former candidate is totally faithful, but violates NoCoda while the 
latter is  less  faithful,  but  less  marked.  The problem  however here  is  that  the  actual 
winner is CVW. To achieve this we should perhaps first include the candidate {CV^C^} 
in our candidate chain,  so that  {CV^C, CV^C^}. Notice though that at this stage, this 
candidate is less faithful, because it incurs a Dep-jx violation, but presents no obvious
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contentious17),  thus it should not be a candidate included in the candidate chain. But 
without such a candidate it is very unclear how the desirable CVW can be generated.
This hypothetical situation has been implemented by means of an analysis closer 
to an HS approach, which as McCarthy observes, faces difficulties with opacity. It may 
just as well be the case that an analysis strictly along OT-CC’s lines may work. Even if 
it  does  however,  it  should  again  make  reference  to  an  intermediate  stage  -  already 
problematic - plus it would require the use of Prec(A, B) constraints, which stipulate 
that violation of constraint A must precede violation of B. Once again, this suspiciously 
resembles rule ordering, bringing us back closer to a serial account.
This approach then seems to explicitly deny the property that started off OT in 
the  first  place  and  led  to  its  successful  implementation,  namely  parallelism.  By 
accepting  OT-CC  we  run  the  risk of re-introducing  serialism  in  the  model  and thus 
reverting to older theories with all the problems these faced. Moreover, if it is the case 
that opacity has to be handled by means of serial derivations, one wonders why such an 
elaborate and complex system such as the one in OT-CC has to be employed instead of 
the more familiar and straightforward rule-based accounts. Given that parallelism is one 
of the most significant tenets of OT,  I contend that at least until further justification, 
OT-CC is not a plausible explanation for CL opacity and perhaps for opacity in general.
5.522 Segmental  faithfulness
This type of approach shares with the coalescence approach (to be presented in the next 
section) the fact that it keeps track of the number of segments involved (indicated by 
means of indices). Other than that, some differences arise. Such analyses are akin to the 
current view, although the latter is not interested in the preservation of the number of 
segments, but in the preservation of the number of input positions, which can take the 
form of either segmental or prosodic elements.
171 mean ‘contentious’ here in a very specific way. Although WbyP, or its equivalent Moraic Coda, are 
widely used in the literature (Moren  1999/2001; McGarrity 2003; Crosswhite 2001; Broselow, Chen and 
Huffman  1997  among  many  others),  this  constraint  is  basically  a  convenient  stipulation  to  assign 
moraicity onto coda consonants, which would otherwise surface as non-moraic. Moreover, in many cases, 
WbyP is used alongside  its opposite  *Moraic Coda (for striking examples,  it suffices just to look at 
Crosswhite 2001,  or McGarrity’s  2003  tableaux (24) and (25)).  Both these constraints are markedness 
constraints, but it is unclear what the unmarked option for a language really is: should codas be moraic or 
not? I will not explore this issue in this work. It is nonetheless worthwhile noticing that while I make use 
of similar constraints too, I do not subscribe to any particular view of markedness. OT-CC on the other 
hand could only be viable if it assumed that moraic codas are the unmarked option for a language.
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segments  of  a  morpheme”18.  In  this  way,  a  form  such  as  /C1V2C3C4V5/  becomes 
[CiVswQVs]. This approach fails in many respects. First, there is no explanation why 
an  output  such  as  [CiV2,3C4V5],  i.e.  without  lengthening,  should  be  excluded.  Lee 
claims that the proposed analysis can handle lots of CL instances without use of moras, 
but it seems that only the deletion of a mora could dispose of [CiX^oGiVs]. What is 
more, as the analysis progresses, moras are explicitly used to account for CL cases such 
as Bantu prenasalization /muntu/ — >   [mu:ntu].  There is no point then to introduce an 
additional mechanism that keeps track of the segmental numerical integrity, if moras are 
still  going  to  be  used.  Furthermore,  underlying  moras  (cf.  p.  21-26)  and  input 
syllabification (cf. p. 4, 22-24) play an important role in the generation of the patterns. 
Since  input  specification  proves  critical  in  this  model,  we  again  face  the  ROTB 
problems described in the beginning of this chapter.
A somewhat similar account appears in Hermans (2001), who also sees CL as 
segment preservation, but forms a more elaborate analysis so that he captures Hayes’ 
claim that there is no CL after onset loss. Hermans claims that segments in an input- 
output correspondence relation should be identical in terms of sonority. Technically, the 
major segmental classes are characterised by c- and v- elements (c- meaning low degree 
of periodic energy, and v- meaning high degree of periodic energy). Each segment has 
an  obligatory  c-  or  v-head,  and,  depending  on  its  type,  may  also  have  a  non-head 
element too. This yields the following categories:
(52)
obstruents sonorants
head c c
non-head
v 2 Vy
V V
Vi refers to the first part of a long vowel, with V2 being the second part of it. Obstruents 
only have a c-head element and Vi’s have a v-head only. Sonorants are consonants with 
some vocalic feature (non-head), while V2’s are the reverse, by virtue of the fact that in 
some  languages  the  second  part of a long vowel  is reduced19.  The  idea is that three 
natural classes are formed: i) those with a c-head, i.e. obstruents and sonorants, ii) those
1 8 As far as I can see, there is no definition of the notion ‘numerical integrity’ anywhere, but we are being 
told how this can be achieved, i.e. by the general ranking Markedness »  Max »  Faith.
191 am not convinced that this renders the ‘v-head, c-non-head’ as V2’s, but for the sake of clarity, I am 
following Hermans’ suggestion.
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although the internal structure may differ, i.e. sonorants and V2.
The idea is then that since segments need to belong to the same sonority class 
based  on  one  of the  categories  above,  effectively  CL cannot  occur after onset  loss, 
because the product of that type of lengthening would occupy the Vi position. But Vj 
may only  be  in  correspondence  with  segments of the  V2  type,  therefore  such  CL  is 
impossible.  On  the  other hand,  CL  after sonorant  coda loss  is possible,  because  the 
product of lengthening corresponds to the V2 position, and, as we have seen, sonorants 
and V2*s may stand in correspondence.
There are two problems with this approach. The first one is that I contend that in 
light of the SamG data, it is wrong to conclude that CL from onset loss is impossible. 
Obviously, it occurs and while Hermans exceptionally seems to allow a special case of 
onset CL, i.e. that of /C 1 V 2 C 3 V 4 /   — >  [ C 1 V 2 V 3 .V 4 ] ,   both SamG patterns of word-initial 
and complex onset loss are missed. This is an obvious defect.
Moreover, it seems to me that Hermans also misses another relatively standard 
pattern,  namely  that  of obstruent  coda  loss  and lengthening,  e.g.  /tja^j/ -»  [t^tfj]. 
Given  that the  only  natural  class  obstruents  are  in  is  the  one  that  also  includes  the 
sonorant consonants, I cannot see how an obstruent may delete and cause lengthening 
reflected on the V2, since the latter belongs to a different class.
All  in  all,  while  his  proposal  is  an  interesting one  and certainly  insightful  in 
some respects, it empirically suffers, thus it is not a promising alternative.
5.5  2 3 CL as coalescence (Sumner 1999)
This  approach  also  focuses  on  segmental  preservation  through the  use  of numerical 
indices. There is a certain attractive feature that this analysis makes use of which makes 
it stand out as more promising than the other alternatives. More specifically, it does not 
refer to input moraicity. In fact, although moras are included in representations, CL is 
not seen as the product of mora preservation. Instead, what drives CL is the following 
ranking:
(53)  Biposition »  M ax-Seg
214The former constraint is defined in the following way.
(54)  B ipo sitio n:  An  output  segment representing two  input  segments  (denoted  by 
subscripts) must be linked to two prosodic positions [Sumner 1999: 538]
What is handy  in  this constraint is the reference to  ‘two prosodic positions’,  without 
necessarily imposing linking to two moras.  Let us  see how this approach fares when 
considering the Samothraki Greek cases.
Things should become clearer once few possible representations are depicted. I 
shall  first  consider  a  rather  straightforward  case,  such  as  /krato/  becoming  [ka:to]. 
Importantly, observe that I will consider a non-moraic input and see how the proposed 
analysis handles the facts.
(55)  Input: /k i^ t^ s/ 
a.  «  °
k|  a2,3  O 5 ki  a2,3  L  05 ki  a2.3  t4  O 5
The  first representation fails  B ipo sitio n  since the  coalesced vowel  only  links to one 
prosodic position. The third representation avoids such a problem, since the vowel has 
two links, one to a mora and one to a syllable; nonetheless it exhibits a structure which 
is at the very least controversial.  Bear in mind that Rubach (1998) argues for exactly 
such a structure in his discussion of Slovak glides.  Curtis (2003) comments on some 
problems this representation carries with it. I will not discuss these here, but it suffices 
to mention that even if a representation like (c) is acceptable for high vowels as glides, 
it seems a highly unlikely one for other vowels. We are thus left with (b), a candidate 
which satisfies B ipo sitio n by virtue of the extra mora the coalesced vowel is linked to. 
Under  this  approach  then,  CL  indeed  has  to  do  with  segmental  preservation,  a  by­
product  of  which  is  vowel  or  consonant  lengthening.  Let  us  see  these  results  in  a 
tableau:
215(56)  *ONSET/r, Biposition »  Max-Seg
/k.r^ttOj/ *ONSET/r B iposition Max-Seg
a.  k,r2a3t405 *!
(55a)  b.  li 
1
kia23t405
*!
c.  p
1
kia3t405
*!
**  (55b)  d.  p  p
1 /
kia2i3tj05
We have already discussed the candidates above with the exception of (56c). This is the 
candidate that presents no coalescence, so effectively /r/ has deleted altogether.
The advantage of this approach is that it needs make no reference to underlying 
moraicity or particular syllabic positions.  What is  more,  it seems much more lenient 
than Hayes’  model in admitting CL from onset loss, which seems particularly suitable 
for  cases  like  Samothraki  Greek.  Nonetheless,  Sumner  acknowledges  that  there  are 
cases  where  CL  does  not  occur,  since  the  segment  deletes  altogether  and  thus  no 
lengthening  applies.  She  is  a bit cryptic  at this  point though in  saying that there are 
independent constraints which decide whether segments delete or coalesce.  Note that 
such constraints must at least dominate Max-Seg and penalize (d) so that a candidate 
like (c) is preferred.
Assuming that such constraints are indeed plausible, then this approach produces 
good results.  In particular,  in  Samothraki Greek, a reanalysis along Sumner’s lines is 
possible.  However,  there is a single environment where her approach makes incorrect 
predictions. As a matter of fact, this problem also arises in her own example (23b), but 
she devotes no discussion on it.
Consider our example /luri/ from (38). There we proposed a structure where no 
lengthening occurs, because if it did, an undesirable V:V structure would be generated. 
Note however that there is a structure that adheres to Sumner’s proposal.
(57)  /l,u2r3i4/ — [11  U 2,3*  i^l —  liU2w3i4Although this representation captures the lack of vowel lengthening after /r/-loss word- 
medially,  it  has  the  implication  that  the  high  back  vowel  acts  as  an  onset  of  the 
following syllable, i.e. effectively something like lu.wi. The same problem arises even if 
take [l,u2.i3,4] as the output,  i.e lu.ji. These are clearly wrong since the actual output is 
lui. Perhaps, a remedy for this would be the following structure:
(58)  /l,u2r3u/ — [liu2,3i4]
li  u2 > 3   u
The  vowels  here  are  represented  as  a  diphthong,  but  it  is  quite  unclear  what  this 
structure entails. Furthermore, it is equally possible that the index of /r/ is linked to the 
vowel i, but as it stands we cannot simply tell. Phonetically the prediction seems to be 
that u should incorporate about two thirds of the diphthong’s duration, leaving only one 
third for i.
Finally, setting aside this specific case, it is not immediately obvious why under 
Sumner’s approach the following structure should not be generally preferred.
ki  a2i3  t4  O 5
This is equivalent to the problematic representation in (57), but is nonetheless appealing 
compared to the winner (56d),  since it satisfies all constraints that (d) does,  but also 
does not incur any D ep-|i  violation. It is unclear how (59) could be excluded, other than 
making use of phonotactic considerations, especially given that Sumner wants to keep 
this configuration available since she makes explicit use of it on occasion. Indeed this 
remains a significant problematic aspect of this model which the present approach does 
not share.
5.5.3 A phonetically-based approach - Kavitskaya (2002)
Kavitskaya  examines  the  SamG  data  too,  and  unlike  Hayes  (1989),  she  considers  a 
fuller range of data, although not the complete set. In particular, there is no reference to 
the /ayrius/  [aytijus] type of cases (cf. (27)-(28)).
a
(59) a o
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preservation, but as phonologization of inherent phonetic length. For instance, in CVC 
syllables,  vowels are phonetically longer when followed by certain consonants whose 
transitions can be misheard as part of the vowel (i.e.  sonorants, approximants). When 
these consonants delete, the “excess” length of vowels is now justified by phonologising 
it. Thus vowels are reinterpreted by listeners as phonemically longer. Since her model 
does not bear on the idea of CL as weight preservation, Kavitskaya is free to assert that 
onset deletion can cause CL when the consonants involved fit a certain profile.
In particular, she claims that r is vocalic enough to be reinterpreted as additional 
vowel length, as is the case in SamG. The fact that no lengthening occurs when r deletes 
in a word-medial position is attributed to a ban against VVV  sequences,  a position I 
have  adopted  as  well.  Incidentally,  while  such  assertion  also  explains  why  no 
lengthening  occurs  in  Cr+V+V sequences  such  as  *ayi:us,  one  can  only  guess  why 
*aytrjus  is  chosen  instead.  As  a  matter of fact,  this  pattern  is  not  discussed  at  all. 
Moreover, the data referring to coda r come from Newton (1972), who claims that when 
r  is  in  a  coda  position,  then  i  is  inserted  between  r  and  the  following  consonant. 
Subsequently r deletes as it is found intervocalically, e.g. xarti > xariti > xaiti ‘paper’. 
As we have seen earlier, in his recent study of the dialect, Katsanis (1996) claims that 
such  forms  are not  accepted  by  modem  speakers  and questions  the  application of i- 
epenthesis generally in the dialect.
One way or another, nowadays there are words such as karpos or arpazu where 
the r is preserved intact syllable-finally (cf. (23)), while both Kavitskaya and Katsanis 
accept that r word-finally is preserved, e.g. fanar. Now the question is the following: if 
Kavitskaya is right in the reinterpretation of r’s length, then why does this fail to apply 
when  r  is  in  a  coda  position,  as  in  the  two  cases  mentioned just  above?  This  is 
particularly  disconcerting,  since  coda  r-deletion  and  lengthening  would  be  the 
prototypical  situation  rather  than  onset  r-deletion  and  lengthening.  Of course,  with 
several  amendments,  such  as  the  placelessness  of  r,  much  of  the  analysis  can  be 
rescued,  but  this  presupposes  a  much  more prominent role for phonology  than what 
seems to be the author’s intention.
There is one additional question; if r is vocalic enough and reinterpreted as extra 
vowel  length,  then  why  no  similar result obtains  with  more  vocalic  glides?  While  the 
status of glides in M odem  Greek is notoriously controversial and confusing, there seems 
to  be  some evidence  that there  are  some  underlying  glides  as  minimal  pairs  like ddia 
‘permit,  leave’  vs.  ddja  ‘empty-NEUTER-PL’  suggest.  It  would  make  sense  to  expect  a
218similar behaviour from glides as with the rhotic r, but there is no evidence for anything 
like that.
Finally, and on a more technical note, Kavitskaya (2002:  180-184) considers in 
passing  a  few  analyses  of  CL  within  an  OT  framework,  using  the  idea  of moraic 
conservation.  Importantly,  she  assumes  that  there  is  full  syllabification  and 
moraification in the input,  a point which as we have shown is not only incompatible 
with core OT, but also generates wrong results. Thus, while Kavitskaya’s approach has 
certain appealing properties and rightly permits CL from onset loss, her analysis of at 
least SamG exhibits some defects and less worked out features.
5.6  An extension: CL in Piro
It was  previously  mentioned  that CL as position preservation has  another significant 
advantage, which all other analyses cannot handle, unless certain modifications apply. 
Given that CL is not tied with moraic segments in certain syllabic positions, it is now 
expected that CL can occur as a result of deletion of segments that are unsyllabified or 
non-moraic.  Piro CL can be  viewed as  an instance of this sort.  Piro is an interesting 
example for an additional reason; it lacks phonemic long vowels and has no evidence 
for  moraic  codas,  and  yet  undergoes  CL  rendering  itself  as  a  counter-argument  to 
Hayes’ (1989) claim that only languages with a pre-existing syllable weight contrast can 
participate in CL.
Piro  is  an  Arawakan  language  spoken  in  Eastern  Peru  (Lin  1997,  Matteson 
1965). While there is consensus that all syllables in Piro are onsetful and open, some 
controversy  exists  over how  the  various  consonant clusters  are  syllabified.  Matteson 
(1965) argues for a (C)(C)CV structure, whereas Lin (1997) suggests that syllables are 
simply CV. Remaining consonants are unsyllabified. Lin observes that in all positions 
in the word, all possible clusters are allowed, ignoring sonority sequencing principles. 
Only  some clusters  are  banned,  since  their cooccurrence  leads to OCP violations  by 
sharing similar place and/or manner of articulation.
(60)  sample of Piro clusters
tpa ‘curve’ pto ‘...’s group
mwenutu ‘cheap’ wmahataya ‘we lack’
wyoptota ‘we receive’ ywalitxa ‘hip’
ksu ‘tube’ skota ‘lower abdomen’
tmennu ‘flaw’ mtenotu ‘short’
smota ‘blunt point’ msa ‘empty com cob’
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followed  by  a  very  short  epenthetic  vowel,  whose  role  is  to  facilitate  consonant- 
consonant  transitions.  This  vowel  is  inactive  phonologically  speaking,  so  it “is  best 
treated as a phonetic phenomenon” (Lin 1997:406).
Piro’s  interesting property for our purposes is the fact that it has a  ‘boundary 
vowel  deletion’  rule  (BVD)  which  deletes  the  final  vowel  of each  lexical  root  and 
derived  stem  at  each  stage  of  suffixation.  The  process  applies  cyclically  from  the 
innermost domain to the outermost one. There are two exceptions to BVD. First, certain 
suffixes are lexically marked as not triggering the deletion process (see the example in 
(62)).  BVD  also  fails  to  apply  if it  would lead to illicit or extra-long clusters  (I am 
following Lin’s notation in marking the deleted vowel with the underscore and the non­
deleted vowels with boldface).
(61)  Boundary vowel deletion (B VD)
nika + ya + waka + lu  ‘to eat it there’
to eat-LOC-place-it
cycle 1  nika+ya  — >   nik_ya
cycle 2  nikya+waka  — >   nikyawaka
cycle 3  nikyawaka+lu  — >   nikyawak_lu
On the first cycle the  stem vowel deletes,  but this does not repeat on the  next cycle, 
since deletion would lead to the illicit [kyw] cluster. On the final cycle BVD can again 
apply,  because  no  similar  risk  arises.  On  other occasions,  BVD  is  accompanied  by 
subsequent  consonant  deletion  which  optionally  or  obligatorily  leads  to  CL  of  the 
previous vowel (62). Since it is not my aim here to focus on the exact conditions under 
which BVD is blocked or CL applies (see Lin  1997,  1998), I will draw my attention 
onto  the  process  itself  as  illustrated  in  the  following  example.  For  presentational 
purposes,  I  will  assume  that  a  simplified  version  of a  constraint  *CCC  is  in  effect 
banning three consonant clusters, whereas OCP forbids certain clusters that share place 
or manner of articulation. Both of these lead to consonant deletion and subsequent CL. 
Of course, a fully-fledged analysis of Piro requires consideration of all these cases.
(62)  BVD, C-deletion and CL (non-BVD-triggering affixes are marked with capitals)
i) obligatory CL
nika+ka — > •  nikka — » ni:ka  ‘he is eaten’
hira+re-TA -» hirreta — »hiireta  ‘to drink’
xitxi+t§i — >  xitxtSi — >  xi:t§i  ‘foot’
ii) optional CL
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ruhi.. .TA+hima — >  ruhhimata - ruihimata  ‘it is said that he answers’
Significantly,  Piro  has  no  underlying  weight contrasts.  There  are no geminates other 
than  the  ones  which  are  the  result  of  morphological  concatenation.  Moreover,  the 
distinction between long and short vowels is not phonemic, but derived, since all long 
vowels  are  the  outcome  of CL.  This  fact,  combined  with  the  generalisation  that  all 
syllables in Piro are open pose a serious problem for standard moraic theory and CL.
As Lin correctly points out, according to Hayes (1989), CL can only occur in 
languages that have a pre-existing weight contrast. While Piro lacks such contrast, CL is 
still  applicable.  In  addition,  since  consonants  are  not  syllabified  as  codas,  they  are 
presumably syllabified as onsets. Again, Hayes prohibits CL from onset deletion. Piro 
therefore renders itself a challenge for moraic theory.
There  are  two  basic  assumptions  that  Lin  makes  in  order  to  avoid  these 
problems. First, she claims that these consonant clusters are not syllabified as complex 
onsets. Doing so - apart from the CL problem - makes it difficult to account for certain 
co-occurrence  restrictions.  For  instance,  if consonants  of  any  type  make  legitimate 
onsets, it is difficult to explain why *CCC should hold. Thus, Lin proposes that only the 
prevocalic  consonant  is  syllabified  in  an  onset.  Other  consonants  before  it  remain 
unsyllabified.  The absence of sonority restrictions and the possibility for virtually all 
combinations  between  consonants  (other than  the  OCP-violating  ones)  is  compatible 
with this proposal. In this way, Lin avoids the problem of CL after onset loss.
Second,  these unsyllabified consonants are underlyingly moraic  (cf.  Bagemihl 
1998)20. This move has two gains. First, it can account for the occurrence of CL; since 
the consonants are moraic, their deletion leads to lengthening due to high-ranking M ax- 
p.  Second, it allows Lin to modify Hayes’  claim about the necessity of input syllable 
weight contrasts as a prerequisite for CL to the following generalisation:  “a language 
that has the moraic and non-moraic contrast among consonants or the monomoraic and 
bimoraic contrast among vowels can exhibit CL” (Lin  1997: 424).  According to Lin, 
Piro falls under the first category, since it has a contrast between unsyllabified moraic 
consonants and syllabified moraless onset consonants.
Notably, this distinction makes reference to output contrasts, which can be quite 
problematic  and  circular.  In  particular,  imagine  a  language  that  not  only  lacks 
unsyllabified consonants altogether but also any positive evidence about the moraicity
20 More accurately, her assumption is that all segments are underlyingly moraic. I will return to this issue 
later on.
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for this language to have CL is then by fulfilling the other part of the proposal, i.e. by 
making  reference  to  the  long  vs.  short  vowel  contrast.  But  given  the  proposed 
generalisation, it is actually possible that a language fits this criterion by presenting no 
other distinction but a V vs.  VV contrast due to CL itself. This is of course circular, 
since the validity of CL is based on the moraicity contrast, which in its turn hinges upon 
the CL facts.
Nonetheless, Piro could actually be an example of such a language, if it is shown 
that unsyllabified consonants are not moraic. As I will argue later on, Piro unsyllabified 
consonants may just as well be non-moraic, thus Lin’s generalisation fails. On the other 
hand, I will argue that since CL is not about mora preservation, input syllable weight or 
any  modification  of this  sort  is  simply  not  applicable,  which  is  why  CL  may  even 
happen to languages like Piro with unsyllabified - moraic or not - consonants.
The biggest problem for Lin though is the input moraification she has to assume. 
While this does not complicate things in Piro,  it runs into several problems once one 
considers most other languages. Technically, it also violates the Richness of the Base 
since it imposes restrictions to the input.
All these problems vanish in the alternative approach which sees CL as position 
preservation.  The  idea  is  the  following;  unsyllabified  segments  may  lack  syllable 
affiliation, but are like all other segments in requiring an output correspondent. As we 
have seen before, this may come in the guise of an entirely faithful output that preserves 
the segments in question or in the shape of moras which serve as the prosodic remnant 
of that  position.  When  a  consonant  deletes,  the  first  option  is  ruled  out.  The  only 
solution then  is CL.  Notably,  assignment of input moras plays no role in this.  If we 
assume that the consonant that deletes lacks underlying moras, then we simply need to 
add a mora that conserves the lost position. This is possible because PosC orr »  D ep- 
|i. If the consonant on the other hand is assumed to include input moras, then that mora 
can act as the correspondent of the lost position. In this case D ep-jl i is not violated at all. 
A sketch of this account is illustrated in the following example.
(63)  /mtasa+xe/ — » [mtaixe] — first attempt
/mit2a3S4a5+X6e7/ BVD OCPf
Pos
CORR
Dep-p
a.  mit2a3S 4a5X 6e7 *!
b.  mit2a3S4X6e7 *!
c.  mit2a3X 6e7 *!
2221 **  d.  mit2a3^x6e7  |  j  *  1
I follow Lin in utilizing the constraint OCPf which militates against adjacent fricatives. 
This  is  violated  in  (63b)  where  /s/  and  /x/  are  found  next  to  each  other.  The  first 
candidate  violates  the  constraint  which  forces  the  boundary  vowel  deletion  process, 
informally stated here as BVD. Both these contenders are quickly ruled out. We are now 
left with  (c)  and  (d).  Both  apply  BVD  and delete the fricative /s/ to avoid an  OCPf 
violation. The difference lies in the fact that (d) ensures an output correspondent for /sV 
by  inserting  a  mora  and  thus  lengthening  the  vowel  /ay.  In  this  way  it  satisfies 
P osC orr. The Dep-jj, violation is thus unimportant, (c) by failing to lengthen lacks such 
a correspondent and therefore loses with respect to POSCORR’s evaluation.
Two  issues  are  pertinent  here.  First,  as  we  have  said,  nothing  would  change 
substantially had we assumed that the input consonants were moraic. While in (63), I 
deliberately make no claims about this point, it should be obvious that if /s/ also had a 
mora, then after the segment’s deletion, no mora would need to be added\ instead the 
pre-existing one would subsume the role of the segment’s correspondent. Consequently, 
candidate (d) would again be the winner, but without any D ep-jj violation.
A  more  challenging  question  relates  to  the  absence  of lengthening  after  the 
vowel’s deletion due to the application of BVD. More concretely, the winning candidate 
presents /as/ deletion, but there seems to be no moraic correspondent for this segment. 
While  it is quite unclear what the anticipated remedy should be in Piro, there is one 
possible way out of this. Perhaps, Piro provides evidence that P o sC o rr can be realised 
by means of its subparts PosCORR-C and P osC orr-V . The former requires a position 
correspondent  for  consonants  and  the  latter  for  vowels.  This  should  not  come  as  a 
surprise since P o sC o rr’s akin constraint M ax-Seg has often been claimed to require 
separation in its two variants: M ax-C and M ax-V  (used in several analyses, e.g. Kager 
1999 on Southeastern Tepehuan, Hall 2000 on Zoque, Kiparsky 2002 on Arabic, etc.).
For Piro then, all we would need to do is to rank PosCorr-C above D ep-jj.  so  
that its deletion is followed by subsequent lengthening, but PosCORR-V below D ep-|I, 
so that no lengthening is caused after vowel deletion. Of course one needs to note that 
under the assumption that vowels have input moras, 1^1 would already have a mora in 
the input which could be realised in the output, without violation of D ep-jj. Apparently 
this case would require some amendment against trimoraic syllables, so that the vowel 
does not become super long.
223(64)  /mtasa+xe/ — > [mta:xe] — revised version
/m it2a3S4a5+X6e7/ BVD  |  OCPf j  *3p
Pos
CORR-C
Dep-
n
Pos
CORR-V
a. m it2a3S4a5X6e7 *!  :  i
b. in 1123384X567 i  *!  i *
c. m it2a3^ 4tl,X6e7 i  i  *!
d. m it2a3x6e7 *! *
e. mi 1233^ X 667 * *
5.7  On the rarity o f CL after onset loss
It should by now be evident that if CL works pretty much in the way described in this 
chapter, then reference to terms such as “CL after coda loss” or “CL after onset loss” do 
not  make  much  sense,  as  there  is  no  point  in  the  ‘derivation’  during  which  these 
consonants syllabify. They are however descriptively convenient. Consequently, Hayes’ 
claim  that  CL occurs  only  after coda  loss  is  significantly  weakened.  It makes  much 
more sense to talk about CL after consonant deletion. Despite that, it is indeed true that 
there is a well-established asymmetry between coda and onset CL with the first being 
exceedingly common, and the latter increasingly rare.
There are certain reasons which provide some explanation for this discrepancy. 
First,  it has  to  be  noted that not all  cases  of segment deletion  result in CL anyway, 
which  of  course  entails  that  numerous  cases  of potential  CL  actually  never  really 
emerge. The Australian language Lardil serves as a good example (Kenstowicz  1994a 
and  references  cited  therein)21.  Data  from  Lardil  stems  reveal  that  while  codas  are 
permitted, these can only be coronals unless they are homorganic to the following onset 
in which case labials and velars are allowed too. Some examples are presented below.
(65)  Lardil stems and permitted codas
i) coronal wu.lun ‘fruit species’
rel.ka ‘head’
kar.mu ‘bone’
ii) homorganic kurpka ‘groin’
iii) combination 13am.pit ‘humpy’
21  Another example is Diola-Fogny (Sapir  1965, Kager  1999), where deletion of a coda consonant in a 
heterorganic  cluster  occurs  to  avoid  violation  of the coda condition.  No lengthening of the  preceding 
vowel arises although phonemic  length exists for all  vowels (Sapir  1965:  6).  For instance /let-ku-jaw/ 
surfaces as [lekujaw], *le:kujaw ‘they won’t go’ or /jaw-bu-gar/ becomes [jabuqar], *ja:burjar ‘voyager.
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in the light of the generalisation above. Consonants that do not fit the profile above have 
to  delete  when  in  coda  position  (absolute  form);  on  the  other hand,  when  they  can 
syllabify  as  onsets,  they  emerge  intact  (inflected  form).  Notably  for  our  purposes, 
although  a coda deletes,  no  lengthening occurs on the previous  vowel,  i.e.  *rjalu: or 
*thurara
(6 6)  Stem alternations: final C-deletion
absolute  inflected
galu  galuk-in  ‘story’
thurara  thurarag-in  ‘shark’
In addition, Lardil also presents final vowel apocope in stems of three or more syllables. 
This time a vowel - which is unquestionably moraic - deletes, but again no CL applies.
(67)  Stem alternations: final V-apocope
absolute  inflected
yalul  yalulu-n  ‘flame’
mayar  mayara-n  ‘rainbow’
In  fact,  both  V-apocope  and  final  C-deletion  may  occur  when  the  stem>3a and  the 
consonant in question is labial or velar. Once more, CL does not apply.
(6 8)  Stem alternations: V-apocope & final C-deletion
absolute  inflected
putu  putuka-n  ‘short’
tipiti  tipitipi-n  ‘rock-cod species’
Hayes (1989) acknowledges that not all instances of coda deletion lead to CL. One easy 
way to explain this is that in those cases, W byP has not applied and therefore there is no 
mora  on  the  coda  to  compensate  for  after  its  deletion.  Since  the  whole  system  ties 
moraicity and CL so closely,  the prediction is that onsets  should never trigger CL as 
they are non-moraic,  while codas  should trigger CL only when moraic.  The problem 
now this account faces is that it ignores the effect of CL after nucleus loss. Since nuclei 
are always moraic22, their deletion should always cause CL. And yet as we have seen in 
Lardil this is not always the case.
22 This is overwhelmingly the case. However, there are instances where some vowels have been claimed 
to contribute no mora. See for instance Shaw (2004) who argues that schwa in Mohawk is non-moraic.
225Numerous  instances  of  a  similar  kind  can  be  easily  traced  in  the  literature. 
Consulting standard textbooks is a good start. In a quick search, I have located several 
examples  where  a  vowel  deletes  and  no  lengthening  occurs.  Some  of the  examples 
include:  Chukchee  vowel  apocope  (Kenstowicz  1994a:  105),  e.g.  nileq  ~  nileqe-t 
(absolute sg.  - absolute pi.)  ‘match’; Tangale vowel elision (Kenstowicz  1994a:  96); 
Klamath  first  stem  (short)  vowel  syncope  between  a CV-prefix  and a following CV 
syllable, e.g. mad  a:t-ka  ‘listens’  ~ sna-mdait-iila ‘causes to hear’  (Odden 2005:  121), 
and Icelandic /-deletion and vowel syncope (Odden 2005:  189-190). Of course, in most 
cases  things  are  more  complicated,  so the  interested reader is  invited to check these 
works and the references cited therein for details.
In  the  light  of the  discussion  above,  it  should  be evident that  the  connection 
between  moraicity  and  CL  is  thus  not  as  robust  as  previously  claimed.  Segment 
deletion, even if the segment is uncontroversially moraic, i.e. a vowel, is not guaranteed 
to be counterbalanced by CL. This fact makes the explanation that the absence of onset 
CL as the product of the lack of onset weight less convincing. Since the generalisation 
above holds equally for all syllable constituents, the absence of CL after onset loss may 
simply relate to the lack of CL occurring frequently in languages and not to the absence 
of onset weight per se. This then provides the first explanation of why no expectation 
for CL after onset loss is necessary. But this does not tell us much about the fact that 
onset CL specifically is not only fairly uncommon, but also indeed increasingly rare. I 
would  like  to  suggest  that  there  are  some  additional  reasons  at  play  which  pertain 
specifically to onsets.
The most prominent is the fact that it is cross-linguistically the case that coda 
loss is overwhelmingly more common than onset loss. Onset loss in the beginning of the 
word is repeatedly observed in Australian languages,  but in  virtually no case has CL 
occurred.  An  important exception  nonetheless  seems  to be  Proto-Austronesian initial 
consonant loss, which according to Zewen (1977), has led to CL, relics of which can 
still be seen in Marshallese today (§7.2.2.2). The fact that onset loss is on its own quite 
rare obviously decreases the chance for CL to a large extent.
The  other  factor  which  seems  to  be  at play  is  that  deletion  of an  onset  and 
subsequent lengthening can often lead to super-long vocalic hiatus, which as we have 
seen before,  is  universally dispreferred (Kavitskaya 2002).  This type of hiatus  would 
arise in virtually all cases where there is a singleton intevocalic onset, i.e. VCV, that 
gets deleted. By ranking the constraint *S-L VH highly, we can ensure that lengthening 
of this type cannot occur. As a matter of fact, Samothraki Greek is an excellent example
226of this type, /r/ deletes from an onset position, and causes lengthening whenever this 
would  not  violate  *S-L  VH,  namely  word-initially  and  in  a  complex  onset  cluster. 
Word-medially,  its deletion would result in the prohibited V:V configuration, thus no 
lengthening takes place. This makes the strong prediction that there will be no language 
with  compensatory  lengthening  after  onset  loss  word-medially,  without  equivalent 
lengthening word-initially.
More generally, since *S-L VH seems to be cross-linguistically highly-ranked, it 
falls out that it frequently destroys the environment for CL after onset loss.
5.8  Conclusion
In this chapter, I have argued for an analysis that sees compensatory lengthening not as 
mora  conservation,  but  instead  as  position  preservation  through  a  mora.  A  segment 
requires an output correspondent, either segmentally as a root node, or prosodically as a 
mora. This is dubbed P o sC o rr. However, when the segment deletes, only the prosodic 
correspondent  solution  remains.  In  the  languages  where  P o sC o rr  takes  priority, 
lengthening  through  a  mora  occurs  as  a  response  to  POSCORR  satisfaction.  The  net 
effect is CL. In the languages where lengthening is banned, P o sC o rr is either sacrificed 
so that no output correspondent for the segment exists,  or it is  satisfied by having a 
segmental correspondent by means of fusion.
Moraicity is then seen as the remedy, rather than the trigger of CL. This analysis 
does  not  require  reference  to  underlying  moras  (Lin  1997)  or  intermediate 
representations (Hayes  1989) to account for CL. Given a certain ranking, CL can occur 
in a familiar input-output manner, thus this solution is obviously advantageous because 
it does not compromise OT’s  orientation to the output.  It also does not conflict with 
other important tenets,  such as the Richness of the Base,  which although not entirely 
uncontroversial, has remained influential.
But  apart  from  being  theoretically  advantageous,  this  analysis  has  empirical 
merits too. Without any additional assumptions, it can account for the existence of CL 
in languages which present deletion of an onset or of unsyllabified material. The former 
is explicitly ruled out as an option in virtually all analyses of CL,  while the latter is 
more controversial, but as Lin suggests, again it seems to be impossible in the standard 
moraic  theory of Hayes  (1989).  If CL is  about  segment preservation  through  moras, 
then it is actually expected that we should get cases like that, because these too involve 
segments.  Syllabification  into an  onset or no syllabification  whatsoever is beside  the
227point.  What  matters  is  that  there  must  be  a  prosodic  correspondent  for  the  deleted 
segment.
However note that as it stands, this analysis does not form a direct argument for 
onset  moraicity,  simply  because  it  does  not  make  any  reference  to  retention  of 
underlying moras. It treats all segments as equal and thus as equally able to cause CL23. 
The fact that CL from onset or unsyllabified-material loss is not as common, probably 
relates to the rarity of this kind of loss in the first place. Additionally in the former case, 
the usually high-ranking *S-L VH can also block the process. This proposal then does 
not use CL as a testing ground over weight.
But bear in mind that the preceding analysis has been designed to conform to 
some of the major tenets of OT, such as avoidance of serialism (as serialism contradicts 
parallelism)  and  liberation  from  input  restrictions  (as  input  restriction  contradicts 
ROTB).  It is then essential to avoid making any reference to onset moraicity, and for 
that matter, to coda moraicity too. The important point, which this thesis aspires to have 
achieved, is to show that CL after onset loss exists and that it can, but does not have to 
be,  the  product  of  onset  moraicity.  In  addition,  as  we  will  see  in  §7.2.2.3  when 
discussing data from Trique, there is supporting evidence that apart from CL which is 
caused by onset loss as in  SamG,  there is also CL that causes onset lengthening and 
produces a moraic onset.
In previous accounts that viewed CL as mora preservation, it was impossible to 
express  SamG  CL  simply  because  such  proposals  denied  onsets  any  possibility  for 
weight contribution.  This  is  not  the  case  anymore.  If one  prefers  to treat CL of the 
SamG type under the scope of more traditional accounts in terms of mora conservation, 
this thesis provides the tools to do so by permitting onset weight. As a matter of fact, an 
analysis  of SamG  making  use  of onset  moraicity  is  already  available  (see  Topintzi 
2005b), but this nevertheless bears the - by now familiar - problems that all previous OT 
analyses of CL face.
The current analysis of course does not claim to be a full theory of CL, since this 
would require exhaustive investigation of the reported CL cases. This is by far beyond 
the scope of the present work.  Presumably, certain additions and modifications would 
be required to account for the full inventory of CL cases. Then, both approaches,  i.e. 
position preservation and mora conservation would need to be tested against them. No
23 At a closer inspection, some refinement may be required, since it is an oversimplification to say that all 
segments  are  equal.  For  instance,  epenthetic  segments  in  some  languages  are  invisible  for  certain 
processes (cf. for instance the discussion on Marshallese epenthetic yV- prefix in Hendricks (1999) and 
§d.4.2 here).
228matter which proves to fare better, one thing is for sure. CL after onset loss is possible, 
either because every segment is eligible to cause CL (cf. Piro unsyllabified consonants) 
or because onsets are moraic, a conclusion compatible with the position advocated for in 
this thesis.
Having  examined  instances  of  coerced  onset  weight,  I  will  now  turn  to 
distinctive  onset  weight  which  involves  moraic  geminates  wholly  syllabified  in  the 
onset. I will explore data from Pattani Malay, Trukese and Marshallese, and argue that 
onset moraic geminates are possible both word-initially and word-medially.
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Moraic onsets and geminates
6.1  Introduction
In this chapter, I will be looking at languages with initial geminates which contribute to 
the  moraicity  of the  syllable.  I  will  claim  that  the  introduction  of the  machinery  of 
moraic  onsets  used  in  this  thesis can provide an easy and  straightforward account of 
initial moraic geminates. These are considered to be moraic onsets as shown in (l)1.
(1)  Initial moraic geminates as moraic onsets 
a
n  n 
I   I
#  C:  V
I will also show that this representation has been implicitly (Muller 1999) or explicitly 
(Hajek and  Goedemans  2003)  adopted in  previous  works and that it is advantageous 
over other representations such as Davis (1999) and Curtis (2003). I will then present 
data from Pattani Malay, Trukese and Marshallese and demonstrate how these support 
or are compatible with the structure in (1).
The  chapter  is  structured  as  follows:  In  section  2,  I  evaluate  the  theoretical 
arguments for the  ‘moraic onset’  analysis of initial moraic geminates.  Section 3 deals 
with two languages which support such an account. One is Pattani Malay, where effects 
from initial geminates can be identified with reference to stress. I review Hajek’s and 
Goedemans’ (2003) analysis of the same facts, who also explicitly utilize moraic onsets. 
However, I point out several shortcomings of their proposal which can be eliminated by
1  Throughout this chapter, I will include the length mark (:) in (1) and other similar representations. I am 
not of course claiming that length is represented on both the segmental (as part of the featural content of 
the segment) and timing tiers. I merely use it to remind the reader I am talking about geminates and not 
about singletons.  This  becomes quite  important particularly  since I claim  that singleton  moraic  onsets 
receive the same representation as the geminate ones. Moreover, I will represent geminates as either C: or 
CjCj. The former is used in the discussion of Pattani Malay, the latter in the discussion of Trukese and 
Marshallese. This choice just follows the major sources of data for these languages and should facilitate 
comparison  with them.  On  occasion,  this  rule  may be overridden,  if it serves analytical  purposes.  For 
instance, it is much easier to show the coda-onset syllabification of a geminate in Cj.Q instead of C:.
230modifying  certain  aspects  of  their  account.  The  other  language  is  Trukese,  whose 
gemination effect can be seen with respect to Minimality and fmal-mora deletion. The 
proposed  analysis  is  based  on  work  by  Davis  and  Torretta  (1998)  and  particularly 
Muller (1999). I show how a ‘moraic onset’ analysis is entirely compatible with the data 
at hand. In section 4 ,1 return to an idea first advocated in section 2, namely that moraic 
onset geminates may also occur word-medially. I illustrate how this option is possible 
theoretically and exemplify it with data from Marshallese. In the final section, I briefly 
consider  the  relationship  between  geminate  weight  and  length  and  also  suggest  a 
possible representation for long non-moraic onset consonants.
6.2  Theoretical background
Many  languages  present  a  distinctive  contrast  between  singleton  and  geminate 
consonants word-medially, e.g.  Hungarian, Gujarati (Moren  1999/2001). Traditionally 
(cf.  Hayes  1989),  this  distinction  is  held  up  to be  one  between  underlyingly  moraic 
consonants (geminates) versus non-moraic ones (singletons). This is shown in (2).
(2)  Singletons vs. geminates in the input (Hayes 1989)
i
c  c
According to this proposal,  a word-medial geminate surfaces with a flopped structure 
where the first part of the geminate syllabifies in a coda (and carries a mora), and the 
second  part directly  associates  to  the  onset  of the  following  syllable.  There  are  two 
advantages  in  this configuration.  First,  it captures the increased length of a geminate 
compared to a singleton.  Second,  the assignment of a mora to the coda expresses the 
fact that the first syllable of the two becomes heavy and as such can attract stress or 
participate in other weight sensitive phenomena.
(3)  Flopped structure of geminates word-medially
G  G
C:
While  this  is  the  accepted  representation  of  a  geminate  for  many  researchers,  the 
proposal that geminates are cross-liguistically underlyingly moraic has been questioned
231over the years, particularly in the light of languages with geminates, which nonetheless 
present no evidence about their moraicity, e.g. Malayalam (Tranel 1991), Cypriot Greek 
(Muller  2001,  Arvaniti  and  Rose  2003)  or Berawan  and  Tukang  Besi  (discussed  in 
Chapter 7). Despite that, in the majority of languages, geminates are moraic, suggesting 
that apparent exceptions need to be re-analysed somehow (cf. Ham 2001 and §5.5.2).
A  more  interesting  problem  for  our  purposes  is  the  existence  of  initial
•  2  * geminates .  While  initial  geminates  are  not  as  common  as  medial  ones,  several 
languages  have  them.  In  fact,  there  are  certain  languages  which  only  allow  initial 
geminates  (Pattani  Malay,  Sa’ban  and  perhaps  Nhaheun  cited  in  Muller  2001  and 
Logbara and Oneida cited in Hajek and Goedemans 2003). The problem arises once we 
try to represent an initial geminate. If we attempt to extend the representation in (3) to 
initial positions, then again we end up with double linking, but this time, it is unclear 
where  the  left  branch  should  attach  to,  since  there  is  no  coda  available  that  can 
simultaneously  host the  mora and the  first part of the  geminate.  Thus,  Davis  (1999) 
proposes (4) where the first part of the geminate remains unlinked.
(4)  Davis ’ (1999) representation of initial geminates
a
The obvious difficulty this proposal faces relates to its inability to count the first mora 
in weight processes, since a mora needs to be affiliated to higher prosodic structure, e.g. 
a foot or a PrWd (cf. Kiparsky 2002) in order to be computed. Here it links to neither, 
therefore,  it  will  be  impossible  to  add  to  the  weight of a  syllable3.  This  has  further 
repercussions, because there are languages, such as the ones examined below, where the 
mora of an  initial  geminate matters for Word Minimality (Trukese) or stress  (Pattani
2  Word-final  geminates  are  similarly  problematic,  but will  not be  tackled here.  See  Ham  (2001)  for a 
possible account.
Hayes (1995) presents the moraic trochee as a possible foot type that several languages employ. Since 
this foot-type creates feet of two moras and as it is interested in moraic rather than syllable structure, it is 
conceivable that under a moraic trochee analysis, the configuration in (4) could constitute a bimoraic foot. 
However, moraic trochee analyses almost always assume that syllable integrity is nevertheless observed, 
so that moras  belonging to the  same  syllable are grouped  in the  same foot rather than different ones. 
There are a few exceptions to this generalization such as Southern Paiute and Winnebago, both of which 
however  are  re-analysed  in  a  way  that  syllable  integrity  is  not  violated.  One  analysis  that  explicitly 
challenges syllable integrity is that of Banawa (Everett, Buller and Buller 1993, Everett 1996,  1997). The 
case  in  (4)  is however slightly different since it proposes to incorporate  in the  same foot syllabic  and 
extra-syllabic material, rather than material which belongs to two different syllables.
232Malay).  Consequently, the structure in (4) has to be discarded4.  As a response to this 
problem, Curtis (2003) proposes (5a), but also accepts that the representation in (5b) is 
structurally possible, although incompatible with standard moraic theory.
(5)  Possible representations of initial geminates according to Curtis
a.  PrWd  b.  a b.  a
p:  o
C:  V
Even though according to (5a), the consonantal mora can now be computed for weight 
considerations,  this  representation  seems  to  partially  identify  initial  geminates  with 
unsyllabified consonants like the ones surfacing in Bella Coola (Bagemihl  1991), Piro 
(Lin  1997) or Arabic  (Kiparsky 2002).  The status of geminates seems to be different 
though and provides no evidence against the presence of syllabification. Consequently, 
(5a) has to be dispensed with too.
We are thus left with (5b), which, I claim, is actually the right representation of 
initial  moraic  geminates.  In  the  next  two  sections  I  will  exemplify  this  pattern  by 
considering initial geminates in Pattani Malay stress and in Trukese Word Minimality. I 
will then propose that the structure in (5b) is also available word-medially, extending an 
idea Ham (2001) first proposed.  Data from Marshallese will be used to illustrate this 
pattern.
6.3  Initial  m oraic  gem inates  as  m oraic  onsets  (‘Initial’ 
gem inates word-initially)
6 .3.1 P attan i M alay a n d  str e ss
6.3 .1.1 The data
Pattani Malay is a dialect of Malay spoken widely among the Muslim communities of 
the  southern  provinces  of Thailand.  The  analysis  that  I  will  build  is  based  on  data
4  Perhaps  though,  such  a  representation  could  prove  useful  or  necessary  in  languages  where  initial 
geminates are ‘weightless’ and no re-analysis a la Ham (see below) is available.
233presented by Yupho (1989) and will be compared to the analysis Hajek and Goedemans 
(2003; henceforth H&G) provide for the same set of facts.
The consonantal phonemic inventory of the language includes: the stops /p t c k 
? b d j g/, fricatives /shz y/, nasals /m n ji 13/, post-stopped nasals /mb nd ji* rjg/, liquids /r 
1/ and the glides /w y/5. There are also twelve vowels /i e e 1 a u o o § § y o/. Vowel 
length is predictable, so that vowels in open syllables are long, whereas those in closed 
syllables are short. Only the schwa-like vowel N  is special in that it is relatively short 
even  in  open  syllables.  Consonant  length  contrasts  only  word-initially,  where  the 
language  distinguishes  between  short consonants and  long  geminates.  Geminates  are 
banned from other positions.
(6)  Initial geminates vs. singletons in Pattani Malay (Abramson 1999: 592)
Sineletons Geminates
make ‘to eat’ m:ake ‘to be eaten’
lama? iate’ l:ama? ‘cause to be late’
yatD ‘comprehensive’ y:ato6 ‘to spread out’
sepa? ‘to kick’ siepa? ‘to be kicked’
cabe ‘branch’ c:abe ‘side road’
burp ‘flower’ b:uip ‘to bloom’
kukoh ‘to be stable’ k:ukoh ‘to render stable’
Abramson  has  attempted  to  identify  the  phonetic  correlates  of geminates  in  Pattani 
Malay  and has concluded that the primary correlate is  the  duration of the closure or 
constriction (Abramson  1987).  While generally geminates are three times  longer than 
their singleton  counterparts  (Abramson  1986),  things  are  a  bit  more  complicated  for 
voiceless stops given that their occlusions are  silent,  and yet the length distinction is 
clearly discernible by  speakers.  In further experimentation,  Abramson has discovered 
that the greater amplitude (Abramson  1991) and higher Fo (Abramson  1999) that were 
found in geminates also affect the identification of long vs. short consonants, especially 
with  regard  to  voiceless  stops.  However,  the picture  is  not  yet complete  and further 
research  is  required.  For  our  purposes  however,  it  suffices  to  mention  that  the 
distinction between short and long consonants is a real one and is easily identified by 
speakers.
5  This  is  H&G's  (2003)  description.  Yupho  does  not  include  the  post-stopped  nasals  among  the 
phonemes, as she considers them clusters of nasals and stops. However, the fact that as she admits, the 
stop portion  is almost inaudible and that they are syllabified in an onset position  suggests that we are 
talldng about secondary articulation of a single consonant. Note also that /y/ is a rhotic-like velar (H&G: 
83), so it is not clear whether it should be included next to the fricatives.
6 According to H&G (2003: 83), l\l cannot geminate. But this example contradicts this statement.
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much more commonly, they are the product of initial syllable or morpheme reduction. 
The initial syllable of a word can delete and a free variant is produced where the second 
onset  (in  the  original  form)  geminates  as  in  e.g.  buwi  -  w:i  ‘give’,  sidadu  ~  d:adu 
‘police’, pimatD ~ m:ato ‘jewellery’ (Yupho 1989:  130). The same effect can also occur 
in some morphological environments, namely in:  i) words that have a derivational or 
verbal prefix of the type /Ct-/ plus the stem, ii) reduplicated forms where instead of the 
reduplicated  form,  one  finds  a geminate,  iii)  cases  where  a functional  word  deletes. 
Some examples with geminates in prefixed forms are given below7.
Geminates in prefixed  forms
Unprefixed form Prefixed form Geminate variant
jale ‘road, path’ byale j:ale ‘to walk’
diyi ‘self bidiyi d:iyi ‘to stand’
kaji ‘no gloss’ mirjaji 9:aji ‘to study’
Moving  on  to  the  stress  facts,  primary  stress  is  on  the  final  syllable.  All  preceding 
syllables receive secondary stress, unless they include the vowel N  in which case they 
are stressless. Thus we get:
(8)  Final stress in Pattani Malay
a.  jal£  ‘road path’
pfe?d5h  ‘usefulness’
mgkfen!  ‘food’
b.  sipin5  ‘perfect, complete’
sidadu  ‘police’
The data in (a) show that primary stress is placed on the final syllable, and secondary 
stress on every syllable before that,  (b) however reveals the exception to that, namely 
when the syllable’s vowel is /i/, no stress is placed on that syllable.
The  interesting  bit  comes  once  we  consider  stress  in  words  with  initial 
geminates,  where primary  stress retracts from the  final  syllable  and is placed on  the
7 While it seems that geminate formation is not totally oblivious to morphology, data are murky, so not 
much can be concluded. Moreover, there are still cases, like loanwords and first syllable deletion where 
no morphology seems to be involved. I will thus assume that gemination is a phonological process which 
can be morphologically conditioned.
8 Unlike H&G (2003), but like Yupho (1989), I do not mark vowel length for reasons that should become 
evident soon. In the mean time, the reader should keep in mind that vowels are long in open syllables, but 
short in closed ones.
235initial  one  (9a).  With  the  usual  caveat  about  syllables  including  /i/,  the  remaining 
syllables receive secondary stress. In this way, some minimal pairs are also formed (9b).
(9)  Geminates and stress 
Non-eeminated
a.  [pimat5]
[sidadu]
b.  [buwdh] ‘fruit’ 
[jale] ‘road, path’
Geminated
[m:atb] ‘jewellery’
[d:adu] ‘police’
[b:uwbh] ‘to bear fruit’ [from /bi+buwoh/] 
[j:al'e] ‘to walk’ [from /bi+jale/]
The  most  startling  fact however is  the  following.  According to  Yupho,  the  effect of 
gemination on stress is so strong that even a syllable with the otherwise weak l\l will get 
primary  stress  if it  is  preceded by  a geminate.  Consequently,  we have the following 
contrast.
(10)  Geminates and /i/
kida  ‘shop’  vs.  k:ida  ‘to the shop’  [from /ki+kida/]
In kida,  the final syllable is  stressed as anticipated,  while the first syllable carries no 
stress whatsoever. In kuda though, it is now the first syllable that includes a geminate 
which receives primary stress. Secondary stress appears on the final syllable.
In  the  next  section  I  will  briefly  summarize  Hajek’s  and  Goedemans’  (2003) 
attempt to account for these facts by means of moraic onsets. While I share this idea too, 
I will  show that their analysis  as  a whole presents undesirable implications,  which is 
why I will propose numerous important modifications.
Before I go into this issue, it is worthwhile mentioning that an account that does 
not make use of gemination seems possible. Examples like the ones in (7) and (9) in 
particular  could  perhaps  suggest  an  analysis  where  the  prefix  vowel  deletes  and 
subsequently a syllabic consonant is formed (Moira Yip, p.c.). If we were then to argue 
that the language forms iambs, most of the stress facts would fall out easily.
For  instance  in  a  word  with  an  initial  singleton,  e.g.  [diyi],  primary  stress  is 
final,  so  the  footing  with  respect  to  main  stress  only,  i.e.  abstracting  away  from 
secondary  stress  for  a  moment,  would  be  (diyi).  Its  geminated  counterpart  [d:iyi] 
however would now actually include a syllabic consonant, therefore it would be footed 
as (cj.dOyi, accounting for the stress pattern described in Pattani Malay above. To also
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bimoraic (i.e. CVW, CV^C* 4 or C:V; the latter are in practice disyllables 0\CV^) with 
the exception of those open ones including l\l as these would be monomoraic. Recall 
(see  beginning  of this  section)  that  this  is  in  line  with  Yupho*s  description  that  all 
vowels other than l\l are long in open syllables, and that:  ii) the possible iambic feet 
should either be (H) or (LH) [H=heavy, L=light]. The combination of these allows us to 
take  secondary  stress  into  account  too  and  parse  [diyi]  as  (di)(yO  and  [d:iyi]  as 
(4.di)(yi). Such analysis however faces some difficulties.
First, from a typological point of view, Bell (1978:  160) argues that in a sample 
of 53 languages with syllabic consonants, these were found in the following positions in 
the  word:  i)  medial,  ii)  initial  and  medial,  iii)  medial  and  final,  and  iv)  all  three. 
Importantly,  there  were  no  cases  where  syllabic  consonants  emerged  in  word-initial 
position only (and for that matter nor in final position only). As we know, Pattani Malay 
possesses  geminates  only  word-initially.  If  these  geminates  were  thus  considered 
syllabic consonants,  Pattani Malay would be a counterexample to this generalization. 
Pattani  Malay  would  also  be  highly  unusual  in  admitting  even  voiceless  stops  as 
syllabic consonants, e.g. as in c:abe  ‘side road’, although these are not unprecedented, 
e.g. Koryak (Bell 1978:  185), Berber (Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988).
From an empirical point of view, this analysis also fails to explain why only in 
words  with  syllabic  consonants  is  primary  stress  systematically  assigned  on  the first 
syllable, i.e. the contrast between diyf and d:fyl receives no explanation. In the absence 
of any supporting evidence for syllabic consonants in Pattani Malay and in the presence 
of overwhelming  phonetic  evidence  for the  existence  of initial  geminates  in  Pattani 
Malay, I opt for an account that builds on the latter.
6.3 .1.2  Hajek and Goedemans (2 0 0 3)
H&G (2003) explicitly  state that in order that we explain the Pattani Malay data,  we 
need  to  invoke  moraic  onsets  for  the  initial  geminates  since  they  affect  stress 
assignment. The structure they thus adopt is the following.
(11)  Initial moraic geminates in Hajek and Goedemans 
a
A
p  p
I   I
C:  V
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stress  placement  is  determined  by  moraic  onsets  is  inescapable,  if  we  accept  the 
following claims in phonological theory (most of which are uncontroversial): i) moraic 
weight  affects  the  stress  algorithm  in  many  languages,  ii)  geminates  are  generally 
moraic, and iii) onset geminates exist and can be moraic (cf. Davis 1999). While I agree 
with this approach, which also happens to be totally compatible with the claims of the 
present thesis, there is a point in which I differentiate from H&G’s conception of moraic 
onsets. For Goedemans (p.c.), initial moraic geminates call for an analysis that utilizes 
moraic onsets, but cases like Piraha do not. The point however is that once we introduce 
this extra bit of machinery and even if the point of departure in doing so are the initial 
moraic  geminates,  then  it  should  be  clear  that  Piraha  and  the  other  similar  to  it 
languages could be merely seen as a natural extension to this proposal.
Setting this conceptual issue aside, let us focus on the more technical aspects of 
H&G’s analysis of Pattani Malay. For them, the moraic composition of Pattani Malay 
syllables is the one below:
(12)  Pattani Malay syllables and their moras in H&G's approach
i) C j=1|A
ii) CVV=2|i, where V is not Id
iii) CVC=2|i
iv) C:i=2p
v) C:VV=3|X, where V is not /i/9
Recall that all vowels apart from /i/ are long in open syllables and short in closed ones. 
If these are seen as CVV and CVC, then it is reasonable to claim that they are bimoraic, 
whereas an open syllable with l\l which does not ever receive stress, could be treated as 
monomoraic. Geminates on the other hand cause stress attraction, therefore they have to 
be considered moraic.  Thus, when they precede Id, they render the syllable bimoraic, 
whereas in front of the other vowels, the syllable becomes trimoraic.
In  the  examples  below,  we  see  that  primary  stress  is  word-final  when  all 
syllables  are  maximally  bimoraic  [(13a.i),  (13b.i)].  Any  remaining  syllables  receive 
secondary stress. In the second examples of each case, a geminate arises which renders
9  As far as  I can  tell,  there  is  no C:VC  example  in the  data provided,  but this  should  not come  as  a 
surprise, since medial clusters are relatively rare. Most of them are homorganic nasals and voiced stops, 
which actually get to be realized as post-stopped nasals in onset position. Only a few clusters occur in 
coda-onset  position,  such  as  ba?po  ‘why’  or  kiyenme  ‘sending’,  but  these  are  usually  loanwords  or 
morphologically complex (Yupho 1989:  128-129).
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effect of initial primary stress.
(13)  a.  i)  [buwoh]  (fr)wi(<*)wi
ii)  [biuwbh]  (tfWtfOwi
b.  i)  [pimato]  (a)^ (d)^ (<f)m
ii)  —   [miatb]  (^)nmi (fr)mi
Crucially, the analysis up to this point makes the prediction that if the first syllable were 
bimoraic due to a moraic onset geminate followed by /i/, and the remaining syllables 
were CVV or CVC, then primary stress would be word-final by virtue of the preference 
for rightmost stress, since all syllables would be equally bimoraic.
This expectation however is contradicted by the example ktda (cf. (10)), where 
primary stress retracts on the initial syllable, although it should stay put on the final. So, 
how can the initial syllable get stress if it too is bimoraic? The answer H&G give is that 
Pattani Malay presumably illustrates an instance where onset weight takes priority over 
general weight. The presence of an onset geminate is enough to attract stress even if this 
syllable is not trimoraic. To express this fact, they utilize a constraint, whose name is 
never provided, but is described as follows.
(14)  cf H&G’s (12) on p. 89
The left edge of the main stress foot must be aligned to a moraic consonant10
This  constraint  needs  to  dominate  the  constraint  that  ensures  that  primary  stress  will 
otherwise  reside  on  the  final  syllable  (Align-Head-R).  No  fully-fledged  analysis  is 
provided, but it should be clear that H&G’s proposal could account for the full range of 
facts, once the addition of (14) is acknowledged.
The  problem  with  this  proposal  however relates  to  the  idea  of onset  weight 
taking  precedence  over  general  weight  both  on  empirical  and  technical  grounds.  By 
claiming that onset weight can take priority over nucleic weight (to simplify), then the 
proposed pattern is:  C:V > CVV. Once this is possible, nothing stops us - in fact it is 
entirely reasonable - to predict that some other language which is insensitive to onset- 
weight, but where coda weight matters, would have an analogous pattern, but this time
10 And this edge  must coincide with a moraic onset and not with a moraic coda,  because in the latter 
instance, we would have a violation of syllable integrity.
239for codas yielding: CVC > CVV. In other words, coda weight would be more significant 
than nucleic weight. To my knowledge however, this pattern is unattested.
The patterns we get with respect to CVV and CVC are the following (cf. Gordon 
2002 and references cited therein): i) CVV > CVC, CV, i.e. CVV is heavier than both 
the light CVC and CV (Khalkha Mongolian), ii) CVV, CVC > CV, that is both CVV 
and  CVC  are  heavy,  whereas  CV  is  light  (Latin,  Yana,  Japanese,  Finnish)  and
iii)  CVV  > CVC  >  CV  where  there  is  a three-way  weight hierarchy where CVV  is 
heavier  than  CVC  and  CVC  is  heavier  than  CV  (Kashmiri,  Klamath,  Chickasaw, 
Telugu). What we do not get is what H&G predict, namely: CVC > CVV > CV1', where 
the contribution of coda weight is more important than that of the nucleus.
One possible counter-example however is Dutch,  which superficially suggests 
this pattern when one compares words like  [xibrdltar]  and [dlmamdk]. Both end in a 
closed syllable, which is skipped for (primary) stress purposes. The former has a CVC 
penult, whereas the latter has a CVV one. And yet, it is only the CVC penult that gets 
stressed.  A CVV one does  not.  This fact can thus be construed as CVC > CVV, but 
Gussenhoven (to appear) shows that this is mistaken. Note that the penult vowels here 
are /a/ and /a/, the difference of which has been claimed to be one of length, i.e. long 
[a:] vs. short [a]. This point exactly is the one that allows the interpretation of CVC > 
CVV, since long [a:] is skipped for stress purposes.
However,  Gussenhoven  argues  that the difference  instead  should be  stated  as 
one between tense and lax vowels (van Oostendorp  1995/2000). The idea is then that 
underlyingly both types of vowels are short and have the same duration in unstressed 
positions.  On  the  surface,  tense  vowels  will  remain  short unless they  are  stressed in 
which case they  lengthen  and become  bimoraic due to  Stress-to-W eig h t;  short lax 
vowels on  the other hand can become bimoraic when followed by a coda consonant. 
Previous works confused the length observed in stressed tense vowels for an underlying 
property, which is why it was assumed that even when unstressed, they would still be 
long bimoraic implying that in cases like [dlmaindk], they would need to be considered 
lighter than the CVC ones.  In Gussenhoven’s proposal however, this word is actually 
[almanak], with a short unstressed tense vowel in the penult, hence it no longer suggests 
that  CVC  syllables  act  as  heavier  than  CVV  ones.  These  two  situations  can  be
1 1  Or even CVC > CVV, CV, but then we could argue that vowel length is not really contrastive, so that 
this  actually boils  down  to CVC > CV  which  would be possible to get in a language  that  lacks long 
vowels.  Such  a  case  occurs  in  Hixkaryana  (Hayes  1995),  West  Tarangan  (Gordon  1999)  and  Moro 
(Gordon  1999). The latter’s weight pattern is CVC > Full V > Reduced V.
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assumptions about the input length.
(15)  Dutch  tense  V  length:  (I)  underlyingly  long  vs.  (II)  underlyingly  short 
(Gussenhoven to appear);' = stressed, w  = unstressed
Observation  Input
(I)  [a:]  therefore  /a:/  suggesting  [a:] when unstressed
(II)  [a]  therefore  /a/  suggesting  [a:] under stress
As a matter of fact, Gussenhoven explicitly argues that Dutch presents the well-attested 
CVV,  CVC  >  CV  schema,  therefore  it  is  no  counter-example  to  the  weight 
generalizations listed above.
The incorrect prediction of CVC > CVV can also associate to another possible 
pattern. If we have languages where onset weight takes priority, and others where coda 
weight takes priority,  then perhaps  we could simultaneously combine the two in one 
language.  This  would  generate  extremely  complicated  weight  systems,  such  as 
d V C 1 >  V^C^> C^V^, V ^  > V“ which fail to arise.
Finally and on a more technical note, observe that the constraint mentioned in
(14),  which  could  perhaps  be  represented  as  A lign-L  (H dFoot,  C*1 )  is  not  only 
unprecedented, but also quite complex, stuffing in several things at the same time. Thus 
it does not simply require the alignment of a foot with a consonant, but the alignment of 
the head foot with a consonant which is moraic. All this reminds us of a conjunction 
constraint of some sort. Conjunction has been criticized a lot over the years (see Padgett 
2002,  Topintzi  2005a  for discussion  and  references  cited  therein),  but still  might  be 
needed for certain  well-argued cases.  In the next section,  I will attempt to show that 
Pattani Malay is not one of these.
By re-examining the data, and drawing slightly different, yet cross-linguistically 
reasonable  assumptions,  we  can  account  for  Pattani  Malay  avoiding  all  the  rather 
unpleasant results of H&G’s analysis. We would only need to admit moraic onsets, but 
this is a move H&G already accept and should by now be well-justified throughout the 
course of the present work.
6.3.1.3 Current analysis and the role of vowels
Recall that a crucial component of H&G’s analysis was that CVV and CVC syllables 
were considered bimoraic,  whereas Ci was monomoraic. This started the problem we
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the  initial  onset geminate,  both  syllables became equally bimoraic,  therefore primary 
stress should be word-final, due to right-edge stress preferences.
But  note  that  this  problem  only  exists  if we  accept  that  CVV  and  CVC  are 
indeed  bimoraic.  I  would  like  to  argue  that  they  are  not.  As  has  been  mentioned 
previously on  several  occasions,  vowels in open syllables are long,  whereas those in 
closed ones are short. Effectively this suggests that there is no phonemic vowel length 
contrast.  It  could  thus  be  claimed  that  this  lengthening  is  merely  phonetic,  but 
phonologically  it  has  no  substance12.  Syllables  of CVV  and  CVC  type  would  thus 
phonologically contain just one  mora,  as it happens in quantity insensitive languages 
like  Standard  Modem  Greek.  As  a  matter of fact,  the  claim  is  that all  syllables  are 
monomoraic  in Pattani Malay,  with the exception of C:V ones, which are bimoraic.  I 
follow  H&G  in  claiming  that  onset  geminates  are  indeed  moraic,  therefore  they 
contribute a mora to the syllable. The moraic composition of syllables under this view is 
the following.
(16)  Pattani Malay syllables and their moras in current approach
i) CV(V)=l|i  for all vowels including /»/
ii) CVC=1 p.
iii) C:V=2p,  for all vowels including /i/
The  advantage  of  this  proposal  is  that  it  can  straightforwardly  account  for  all  the 
examples, including kiida. To see how, let us re-examine kiida and the other relevant 
data in the new light.
(17)  a. Non-geminate, non-h/ words
[biiwdh]  (dV (<%
b. Non-geminate, /%/ words
[pimatS]  On (&V (<%
c. Geminate, non-A/ words
[b:uwbh]  (6)^ (6)^
d. Geminate, A/words
knda  (ri)^ (fr)n
12 The central vowel III does not lengthen at all, as is also the case in Yakima Sahaptin (Hargus 2001 and 
below). This may relate to its inherent weakness (van Oostendorp 1995/2000) or its low sonority (de Lacy 
to appear; see footnote below for more discussion). Ill is commonly schwa-like, as it seems to be the case 
in Pattani  Malay too.  The absence of long III is then fully parallel with the lack of long h i that other 
languages exhibit, e.g. Yiddish (Albright 2002: 7) and Yupik (Bakovic 1996: 13).
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includes it is bimoraic. All remaining syllables are monomoraic. Consequently, the use 
of the  widely-accepted WSP,  without any additional constraints  such as the one that 
H&G  utilize,  i.e.  “The  left edge of the main stress foot must be aligned to a moraic 
consonant”  (cf.  (14))  will  generate  the  right result provided  it will  be  ranked above 
Align-Head-R, which requires default final stress.
The new problem now is that if all syllables other than C:V are monomoraic, 
then  how  come  syllables  with  a  reduced  vowel l\l never  receive  (secondary)  stress, 
whereas those  with full  vowels do  (compare (17a)  with (17b))? I will argue that this 
property  does  not  relate  to  the  moraic  content of the  syllable,  but with the fact that 
central  vowels  are cross-linguistically weak and low  in terms  of sonority.  It is well- 
known  that  the  stress  systems  of several  languages  recognise  this  property  and  as  a 
result  avoid  assigning  stress  on  such  vowels.  Pattani  Malay  will  merely  need  to  be 
added to the pool of such languages.
Kenstowicz (1994b) presents Mordwin, Kobon, Chukchee, Aljutor and Mari as 
cases where sensitivity to the relative sonority of the vowels can be detected. Although 
the pattern of each of these is somehow different from the Pattani Malay one (and will 
not  be  reviewed  here),  the  common  property  is  that  all  these  languages  follow  the 
hierarchy below:
(18)  Kenstowicz’s (1994b) Peak Hierarchy:
*Ph  »  *PA, u »  *P/e, o »  *P/a
Reference to  *P/a  is  more  general  and encompasses other central  schwa-like  vowels 
such as /§/ as mentioned with regard to Kobon and Mari. This hierarchy explicitly states 
that there will be languages which will avoid stressing a schwa-like vowel. The same 
point  is  made  in  Gordon  (2002)  who  uses  Chuvash  and  Javanese  as  representative 
examples. Gordon’s (2002: 71) remark that: “Virtually all weight distinctions based on 
vowel  quality,  including distinctions  between  short central  vowels  and other vowels, 
occur  in  languages  in  which  vowel  length  is  not  phonemic”  is  also  interesting  and 
compatible with what we find in Pattani Malay. This observation makes the possibility 
that there is no real weight contrast coming from vowels all the more likely.
An analogous situation arises in Yakima Sahaptin, as reported in Hargus (2001). 
Sahaptin has four vowels /i i u a/, all of which have long counterparts with the exception 
of A/, which cannot appear long. There is also a strong trend for A/ to remain unstressed,
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that Sahaptin /*/ has other properties which reveal its schwa-like nature, such as the fact 
that /i/, in contrast to the other vowels, deletes, fails to appear in diphthongs and does 
not  emerge  word-finally.  As  far  as  I  have  been  able  to  tell  given  Yupho’s  (1989) 
description of Pattani Malay, this language too presents most of these properties. There 
are no examples with a word-final l\l and l\l tends to delete in a word-initial position (cf. 
(9)),  although  occasionally  other vowels can delete in the same position,  e.g.  [b:ae?] 
from /bae?-bae?/ (Yupho  1989:  131). According to Yupho, there are no diphthongs in 
the language, so that property cannot be tested. All in all then, the marked nature of l\l 
and its inability to get stressed find precedents in several other languages.
Finally, de Lacy (to appear) revisits this phenomenon from a broader perspective 
and shows how we can formally capture the fact that languages whose stress algorithm 
is  sonority-driven,  group  vowels  in  certain  ways  based  on  their  sonority  profile 
(conflation). Conflation can group any set of contiguous categories so that they behave 
in the same way. Thus given the sonority hierarchy: a > e, a > e, o > i, u > a > i, it is 
possible  for  a  language  to  favour  stressing  the  contiguous  peripheral  low  and  mid 
vowels  over  the  contiguous  central  and  high  peripheral  ones,  i.e.  a,  e,  o  >  i,  u,  a 
(Nganasan). It is not possible however to have a system where it is better to stress mid 
vowels over low and high ones, i.e. e, o, a > a, i, u, i, since peripheral mid vowels are 
not contiguous with the mid central ones (and similarly for the low and high ones).
While the reader should consult de Lacy for details on how conflation works, it 
is  sufficient  to  mention  that  this  mechanism can easily generate  a  language  like  Yil 
where the stress preference is: a, i, u, e, o > a. In other words, Yil avoids stressing the 
mid  central  vowel  /a/.  This  situation  is  exactly  analogous  to  Pattani  Malay,  which 
avoids stressing the high central vowel hi. It should thus be clear that this preference is 
cross-linguistically well-grounded13. In the interests of simplicity and since this detail is 
tangential to the broader picture of Pattani Malay I would like to draw at this point, I 
will  use  Kenstowicz’s  constraint  *P/i  to  militate  against  a  stressed hi instead  of de 
Lacy’s more elaborate equivalent.
13 While for de Lacy it is the low sonority of central vowels that sometimes makes them unable to bear 
stress, for other researchers, such as van Oostendorp (1995/2000), it is their weakness due to the lack of 
featural content. In Pattani Malay, either approach would work, since it is only N  that behaves differently 
from other vowels. However, as de Lacy observes, if featurelessness is responsible for this effect, then in 
a language like Nganasan where all of h a i u y/ equally repel stress, we would need to say that all these 
vowels lack features. But this would make them phonologically indistinguishable, an undesirable result.
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constraints Align-Hd-R and  *PA combined with some additional ones to get the full 
range of Pattani Malay facts.
Let us first take the simplest case of a Pattani Malay word, namely one which 
contains any vowels other than A/ and which lacks an initial geminate, e.g. /buwoh/ or 
Anakeng/.  As  we  have  previously  seen,  such  words  receive  final  primary  stress  and 
secondary stress on the remaining syllables, i.e. [buwdh] and [mgkfeng]. In other words, 
every syllable receives some level of stress. This property is rather strange and unusual, 
since  languages  usually  avoid  consecutive  stresses  which  entail  numerous  *Clash 
violations.
On the other hand, if Yupho’s (1989) description is accurate, then there seems to 
be a contrast, which needs to be accounted for, between syllables with full vowels that 
receive secondary stress and those with an A/ that lack stress altogether, e.g.  [ma] and 
[pi]  respectively  in  [pimat5].  Still  then,  it  is  an  issue  to  what  extent  this  is  really 
phonological  stress,  rather than perhaps a phonetic effect due to the relatively longer 
duration of a CVC or a CVV lengthened syllable compared to shorter Ct. In the absence 
of any conclusive evidence, I will build an analysis that assumes and accounts for this 
contrast.
The first step in doing so is to explain how all syllables receive stress and thus 
form  monosyllabic  feet.  The  answer  to  this  lies  in  the  following  foot  alignment 
constraints.
(19)  Align-L (Ft, FtHd):  Align the L edge of every foot with the L edge of a foot 
head
Align-R (Ft, FtHd):  Align the R edge of every foot with the R edge of a foot 
head14
As Prince (1997, citing Bruce Tesar) and Green (2002) observe, the constraints above 
can  both  be  simultaneously  satisfied only  in a monosyllabic  foot.  Prince  (1997) also 
notes that if these constraints are very highly-ranked, then we can produce languages 
which only allow monosyllabic feet, like Cantonese (Moira Yip, p.c). Obviously, feet in 
Pattani  Malay,  which  are  strictly  monosyllabic  as  the  stress  facts  reveal,  call  for  a 
similar account. In addition, all syllables - with the exception of those including A/ (we
14 Following Prince (1997), I will abbreviate these as Ft-Hd-L and Ft-Hd-R respectively.
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the  ranking  in  (20)  which  expresses  the  fact  that  all  syllables  have  to be  parsed  in 
monosyllabic feet, even at the expense of creating several stress clashes or non-binary 
feet. Tableau (21) exemplifies this result.
(20)  Monosyllabic feet in P. Malay'. Ft-Hd-L, Ft-Hd-R, PARSE-a »  FtBin, *CLASH
(21)  [biiwdh]: Ft-Hd-L, Ft-Hd-R, Parse-o »  FTBin, *Clash
buwoh Ft-Hd-L Ft-Hd-R PARSE-a F tBin ♦Clash
a.  (buw5h) *!
b.  (buwoh) ♦!
c.  bu(w5h) ♦!
d.  (bu)(w5h) ** ♦
To keep tableaux as manageable as possible, I will use the cover constraint F tForm to 
represent the constraints Ft-Hd-L, Ft-Hd-R, PARSE-a. While (2Id) is the correct winner, 
it is not the only possible candidate with monosyllabic feet.  [(bu)(w5h)] is another. To 
rule  this  out,  we  need  to  make  reference  to  A lign-R  (PrWd,  HdFt)  [abbreviated  as 
Align-Hd-R],  which  requires  that  primary  stress  appears  at  the  right  edge. 
Incorporating this to our ranking - although no ranking argument can be established - 
provides the right candidate.
(22)  [biiwbh]: FTFORM, A lign-H d-R
buwoh F tForm  j  Align-H d-R
a.  (bu)(wbh) :
b.  (bu)(w5h)
The next ingredient in the analysis involves the treatment of words including A/. The 
constraint *P/t now comes handy. If we rank *P/» »  FrFORM, then we ensure that the 
syllable  which  includes  /»/  will  be  left  unstressed.  An  illustration  with  the  example 
[pimat5] follows. Here, we get primary stress on the final syllable and secondary on the 
syllable before. The first syllable remains unstressed. This can be done by either leaving 
it unparsed (23e) or by parsing it in the foot tail position (23d). Any of the two will do, 
as empirically they are the same.
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pimato *P/i FtF orm A lign-H d-R
a. (p'i)(ma)(t5) *!
b. pi(mat5) *  (Ft-Hd-L), *! ( P a r s e - o )
c. pi(ma)(t5) *   ( P a r s e - o ) *!
d. (pima)(t5) *  (Ft-Hd-L)
* * ■   e. pi(ma)(to) *   ( P a r s e - o )
Summing  up  the  preceding  discussion,  we  have  seen  that  the  part  of Pattani  Malay 
stress  which  does  not  involve  any  weight  considerations  -  since  all  syllables  are 
monomoraic - requires the ranking:
(24)  Pattani Malay stress (to be revised)
*P /t»  Ft-Hd-L, Ft-Hd-R, Parse-o, A lign-Hd-R »  F tB in, *Clash
What this means is that primary stress is final (Align-Hd-R) and all remaining syllables 
receive secondary stresses (Parse-o) forming monosyllabic feet (Ft-Hd-L/R »  FtBin). 
The only exception to that is with a syllable that comprises the schwa-like /§/, which has 
to stay unstressed (top-ranked *P/i).
Now we only need to consider cases which involve an initial geminate. Let us 
begin  with  an  example  like  [biuwbh],  which  is  very  similar  to  [biiwdh]  previously 
examined in  (21)  and  (22).  The  former differs in  that it  includes  a geminate,  whose 
effect is to attract primary stress on its host syllable. This can be attributed to a high- 
ranking WSP constraint whose effects now become visible, since it applies on a syllable 
which is bimoraic by virtue of one mora of the vowel and the one of the initial moraic 
onset geminate.
However, note that it is primary stress which shows up on this syllable, therefore 
reference to general WSP is not sufficient,  as it can be satisfied by either primary or 
secondary stress. What we need is a version of this constraint specific to primary stress, 
namely WSPprWd (cf. McGarrity 2003).
(25)  WSPprWd^ Heavy syllables receive primary stress15
1 5  WSP can still be present in the ranking, but no matter its ranking with respect to WSPprwd. the winning 
form will be the one that assigns primary stress on the initial heavy syllable, so it will always satisfy both 
WSPprwd and WSP, whereas secondary stress on that syllable will satisfy WSP, but violate WSPPrW d. For 
this reason, I will leave WSP out of the following tableaux.
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assigns primary stress on the first syllable (26a), and ii) the one that assigns secondary 
stress on  the  same  syllable  (26b).  Due to the ranking WSPprwd »   A lign-H d-R,  the 
winner will be the former candidate, despite misaligning primary stress from the right 
edge.
(26)  WSPprwd »  Align-Hd-R
buwoh WSPprWd Align-H d-R
■ * *   a.  (b:u)(wbh) *
b.  (b:u)(wc5h) *!
Only  one  thing  remains  to  be  discussed16.  What happens  when there  is  a word that 
consists  of both  a  geminate  and  a /»/?  This  is  exactly  the  [k:ida]  case  which  posed 
problems for H&G and required the introduction of undesirable constraints such as (14). 
Given that the first syllable can be stressed despite the presence of N  indicates that the 
effect of geminates and the activation of WSPprwd is overwhelming, therefore it must 
also dominate *P/i.
(27)  WSPprWd »  *P/*
k:ida WSPprWd *P/i
m  a.  (k:i)(da) *
b.  k:i(da) *!
With this  modification,  the  newly  acquired ranking  for Pattani  Malay stress  is given 
below.
(28)  Pattani Malay stress (final version)
WSPprwd »  *P/*»  Ft-Hd-L/R, PARSE-o, A lig n-H d-R »  FTBlN, *CLASH
16  There  is  actually  a  Richness  of the  Base  issue  here  involved  too.  What  happens  with  underlying 
geminate consonants in word-medial/final position? We know that these do not emerge, therefore some 
markedness constraint militating against them must be highly-ranked.  In the interests of simplicity - as 
this  would  shift  our  focus  here  which  is  the  initial  geminates  -  but  not  of elegance,  I  assume  that 
something like the ad hoc constraint *Medial/Final Gems is in operation.
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In this part of the chapter, I have examined the Pattani Malay stress pattern as described 
in Yupho (1989) and proposed an alternative analysis to the one argued for in Hajek and 
Goedemans (2003). Both accounts however share the same important intuition, namely 
that the initial moraic geminates of the language should be represented as moraic onsets, 
thus providing an additional case of onset weight.
Nonetheless,  there  has  been  disagreement  over  the  specifics  of the  analysis. 
Thus,  while  H&G  explicitly  state  that  onset  weight  can  take  priority  over  general 
weight, I have argued that this is undesirable for reasons both empirical and technical. 
Instead I have pursued the idea that the language only has a weight contrast with regard 
to consonants, so that otherwise syllables are monomoraic. Whenever all syllables are 
monomoraic,  primary  stress  is  word-final due to alignment considerations.  Whenever 
there  is a bimoraic  syllable  -  which is  necessarily initial,  given that geminates occur 
word-initially  only  -  this  attracts  stress,  because  of  high-ranking  WSP.  Finally,  to 
account for the absence of stress on syllables with the vowel A/, I have made reference 
not  to  weight  but  rather  to  quality  considerations,  since  it  is  cross-linguistically 
observed  that central  vowels  commonly  remain  unstressed.  Conforming  to  the  WSP 
however is more important than leaving a syllable with /»/ unstressed, which is why we 
can find stressed /i/’s only when preceded by a geminate as in k/i'da.
6.3.2  Trukese Word Minimality
The next language I will consider is Trukese, a Micronesian language,  spoken on the 
islands of the Truk Atoll south of Guam. Trukese is similar to Pattani Malay in that it 
too presents initial moraic geminates, which I will argue can likewise be represented as 
moraic  onsets.  This  time  however,  the  effects  of geminates  will  be  identified  with 
respect to Word Minimality and not stress.
Minimal Words consist of either a long vowel, i.e.  ( C ) V V   or a geminate plus a 
short  vowel,  i.e.  C j Q V .   C V C   or  C V   words  are  not  allowed  (Davis  1 9 9 9 ) 17,  which 
suggests  that  coda  consonants  are  not  moraic  (Muller  1 9 9 9 ) .   In  fact,  Davis’  and 
Torretta’s  ( 1 9 9 8 :   1 1 2 ,   fn.  2 )   comment that the only codas available are the first part of 
geminates,  except  in  word-final  position  and Muller’s  ( 1 9 9 9 :   3 9 4 )   statement that no
1 7  Although Muller (1999: 395, fn. 3, and p. 394, example in (2)) observes that there are verbs which are 
monomoraic, such as ma ‘to be ashamed’ or kak ‘ring’. This is never the case for nouns.
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occur word-finally and geminate codas only occur word-medially. Given the minimality 
and the weight facts below, I will also argue that singleton codas are not moraic, but 
geminate  ones  are.  But  let  us  first  exemplify  the  minimality  pattern  with  some 
examples.
(29)  Trukese Minimal Words
Form Gloss
a. CVV words maa ‘behaviour’
oo ‘omen’
166'* ‘islet’
nuu ‘unripe coconut’
b. CCV words tto ‘clam sp.’
kka ‘taro sp.’
eea ‘blood’
This pattern  suggests  that a Word Minimality restriction is  applicable in Trukese.  A 
bimoraic minimum is imposed,  which can either be satisfied by a long vowel or by a 
geminate  followed  by  a  short  vowel.  Geminates  consequently  contribute  to  weight. 
Additional  data  (see  below)  highlighting  an  interesting  interaction  between  final 
deletion and lengthening also illustrate that geminates are indeed moraic.
The next question has to do with the correct representation for such a consonant. 
If  we  are  right  that  representations  like  (4)  and  (5a)  mentioned  previously  are  not 
appropriate, then we are left with (5b), i.e. the representation of an initial geminate as a 
moraic onset [structures repeated as (30a), (30b) and (30c) respectively].
(30)  Possible moraic representations of initial geminates
a.  *  a   b.  *  PrWd  c.  a
I  I
C:  V
In what follows,  I will briefly summarize the analyses Davis and Torretta (1998) and 
Muller (1999) suggest and show how they are compatible with the current proposal. I 
will  start  by  describing  the  data  where  the  interaction  between  vowel  deletion  and 
minimality considerations relate to lengthening.
18 e=[A], u=[i] (Davis and Torretta 1998:  112, fn. 2).
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if it appears word-finally. As a result of this, one can see effects that interact with Word 
Minimality.  In  particular,  when  a  trimoraic  word  shows  deletion  of its  final  mora, 
nothing  extra  happens,  because  the  resulting  word  still  satisfies  the  bimoraic  word 
minimum (31).
(31)  Final mora deletion in words of more than or equal to 3/1
Suffixed form  Unsuffixed form
sawaa-n  ‘taro of  sawa  ‘taro’
orosseti-n  ‘shore of  orosset  ‘shore’
The first column shows suffixed forms, where deletion fails to apply, because the final 
mora is not in word-final position. It is protected by the suffix /-n/ which is non-moraic. 
On the contrary,  unsuffixed forms present mora deletion. This is why the long vowel 
becomes  short  in  /sawaa/  and  the  short  vowel  deletes  altogether  in  /orosseti/.  The 
resulting  form  is  minimally  bimoraic,  therefore  no  other process  occurs.  Things  are 
different in smaller words. In particular, if the original word is bimoraic, deletion leads 
to a monomoraic word. Since this is not permitted, lengthening occurs, which can take 
the guise of either lengthening of a vowel (32) or consonant gemination (33).
(32)  Final mora deletion causing V-lengthening
Suffixed form  Unsuffixed form
a. fasa-n  ‘nest  of  faas  ‘nest’  *fas
b. faene-n  ‘building of  faeaen  ‘building’  *faen
(33)  Final mora deletion causing C-gemination
Suffixed form  Unsuffixed form
a. fitta-mw   ‘your package’  ffit  ‘package’  *fiit, *fitt
b. kikki-k  ‘you move’  kkik  ‘move’  *kiik, *kikk
In  (32),  we  see that the  anticipated unsuffixed form fas does not occur,  because it is 
monomoraic. Vowel lengthening takes place yielding the bimoraic faas. The same result 
is achieved in (33), but this time in a different way; consonant gemination occurs, but 
rather than being realized word-finally as in fitt, it happens word-initially, thus we get 
ffit. The reason for this is that word-final geminates are never admitted in Trukese. Such 
‘long-distance’  gemination has been dubbed “geminate throwback” (33) and obviously 
corroborates  the  finding  about  the  geminates’  moraicity  since  no  additional  V- 
lengthening is required to fulfill the bimoraicity requirement.
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no  obvious  reason  why  some  roots  choose  V-lengthening  and  some  others  C- 
gemination.  Davis  and  Torretta  (1998)  impose  a  markedness  constraint  *p#  (or 
alternatively named Free-ji =  ‘the final mora of the input cannot be realized in word- 
final position in the output’) that forces deletion of the final mora19, and lengthening is 
imposed  only  whenever  applicable,  that  is  to  avoid  minimality  violations20.  For 
instance, a form like /o^mo^su^/ becomes [o^mo^s] without any lengthening establishing 
*p#  »   MAX-p.  The  alternative  [o^mo^s]  is  not  chosen,  because  lengthening  of 
underlying  short  /o/  would  needlessly  violate  iDENT-p,  which  requires  that 
corresponding segments have identical weight21. Thus, iDENT-p »  Max-jj22. Similarly, 
a word with an initial geminate such as /f^e^ne^/ ‘advice’ surfaces as [f^e^n] without any 
other  modifications.  However,  in  a  form  like  /ti^pe^/,  the  output  [ti^p]  would  be 
subminimal,  which  is  why  lengthening  applies  yielding  [ti^p].  iDENT-p  is  violated, 
since  short /i/  lengthens,  but  W dM in  is  a  higher priority,  i.e.  WdMin  »   iDENT-p. 
W dM in is also a higher priority than *p# because a word like /ma^V ‘behaviour’  will 
stay [ma^1 ] rather than shorten to the subminimal *[maH ].  All these lead to the ranking: 
W dM in »  *p# »  Ident-p  »  MAX-p.
The interesting point arises in surface suffixed forms like [munnu-n] from input 
/muVu^-n/  ‘upper  back  [-n=relational]’,  whose  bare  root could in principle  emerge 
either as  mmun  [n/u^n]  with  initial  consonant gemination,  munn  [muV]  with  final 
consonant gemination or as muun  [mu^n]  with vowel lengthening23.  Final consonant 
gemination  is  easily  excluded  because  of a  top-ranked  constraint  in  Trukese  against 
final  geminates  (*Final  Gem).  Each  of  the  remaining  two  forms  violates  iDENT-p 
twice: mmun because it lengthens m and shortens n and muun because it shortens n and 
lengthens the first u. In each case, the final mora is lost, so MAX-p is equally violated.
19 Some constraints are shared among Davis and Torretta (1998) and Muller (1999), but they choose to 
use different names for them. Given that I consider Muller’s analysis slightly more advantageous, I will 
use Muller’s constraints for consistency. The equivalent constraints are the following: Free-p and Weight- 
Identity in Davis and Torretta correspond to Muller’s *p# and iDENT-p respectively.
20 In the following discussion I assume the following standard moraic structure: short V=lp, long V=2p, 
short C=0p, geminate C=lp.
21  Davis and Torretta make no reference to any DEP-p violations, but presumably they assume it is not 
violated here or in other similar cases below, where the total number of moras between input and output 
remains the same.
22 A further ranking argument *p# » iDENT-p can also be established, but explaining how would take us 
too far afield (see Davis and Torretta for details).
23 [mu^n*1 ] with a final singleton moraic consonant is not considered, but presumably it is banned, because 
singleton moraic codas are not permitted.
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they  need  to  be  able  to  somehow  select  the  actual  winner  mmun  with  “geminate 
throwback”.  To  do  so,  they  stipulate  the  ranking  MAX-pc  »   MAX-pv  which  gives 
priority  to  retaining  input  consonantal  moras  on  consonants  on  the  surface  over the 
corresponding requirement for vocalic moras. The net effect is that [m^u^n] fares better 
than [mu^n] because it manages to retain one vocalic and one consonantal mora of the 
input /muVu*1 /,  whereas  [mu^n]  retains both vocalic moras,  but has  no consonantal 
correspondent for the consonantal mora /n^/. The ranking MAX-pc »  MAX-pv ensures 
that this proves fatal.
While  the  ranking  imposed  seems  to  yield the right effects,  there  are certain 
shortcomings  in  this  approach.  First,  it  makes crucial  use  of the  distinction between 
vocalic  and consonantal  moras,  which is not unreasonable,  but is  not well-supported 
either. Also the ranking MAX-pc »  MAX-pv seems rather controversial, as one would 
perhaps expect higher faithfulness rank for vocalic moras rather than consonantal ones. 
The  biggest  problem  however  that  this  analysis  suffers  from  is  that  it predicts  that 
suffixed forms surfacing with a medial geminate as in munnu-n should include a medial 
geminate in the input, i.e. /CVQCjV/ and produce forms with  ‘gemination throwback’ 
like  mmun  when  unsuffixed.  Muller  (1999)  though  points  out  that  there  are  other 
suffixed  words  with  medial  geminates,  which  when  unsuffixed  present  vowel 
lengthening instead of consonant gemination. The relevant contrast is the following:
(34)  Roots with surface medial geminates when suffixed
Suffixed form  Unsuffixed form
a. fitta-mw   ‘your package’  ffit  ‘package’  *fiit, *fitt
b. tappa-mw   ‘your coconut’  taap  ‘coconut’  *ttap, *tapp
While  Davis  and Torretta  (1998)  do  not consider this contrast,  an extension of their 
analysis on roots such as [tappa-mw ] would be bound to incorrectly produce unsuffixed 
*ttap instead of taap. Muller tackles this problem by drawing attention to the following 
morphological alternations.
(35)  Morphological alternations and geminates24
Prefixation  Suffixation  No affixation
initial geminate  medial geminate  initial geminate
a.  o-kkun  ‘rotate it’  kunnu-n  ‘its rotation’  kkun ‘rotate’
24 To highlight the length alternations involved in (35), I mark corresponding consonants in boldface.
253ae-ppep  ‘cause to skip’  peppa-n  ‘its skipping’  ppep  ‘skip’
initial singleton  medial geminate  long vowel (nouns)
b.  fita-tap  tappa-n  taap
In (35a) we find alternations between e.g.  [k]~[kk] and [n]~[nn]. In contrast, in (35b), 
only p alternates between [p]~[pp], but [t] merely appears as a singleton. Note however 
that in the suffixed form - the one Davis and Torretta use to construct the input - all 
words have an identical [CVQCjV] pattern. The alternations above cannot be accounted 
for  unless  there  is  some  kind  of intermorphemic  gemination  process,  for  which  no 
evidence  is  available.  Moreover,  under  the  assumption  that  inputs  are  consistently 
/CVQCjV/,  as  Davis  and  Torretta  suggest,  we cannot explain that in the first word, 
sometimes Dd geminates and sometimes /n/. Muller’s response therefore is that there is 
no single input.  Her generalisation is that nouns and verbs with geminate alternations 
(35a) have an  input with  two geminates,  i.e.  /QQVCjCjV/,  whereas nouns that show 
vowel lengthening (35b) have an input with a single geminate /CVQQV/25.
In her formal analysis, Muller too uses high-ranking constraints such as W dM in, 
♦Final  Gem  and  ♦p#26.  All  these  outrank  Ident-ji.  Furthermore,  Muller  assumes, 
without further justification,  that initial  geminates  are  indeed moraic  onsets.  For this 
reason,  she  also  uses  low-ranked  *M oraic  O nset  which  effectively  allows  moraic 
onsets  given  the  opportunity.  The  tableaux  below  show  how  the  analysis  works. 
Throughout, I will adopt the following convention: to facilitate candidate evaluation, I 
will  present  the  moraic  structure  of input  and candidates,  followed  by  the  forms  in 
italics to clarify their length, i.e. represent long segments as doubled and short ones as 
single.  The  offending  segment  violating  iDENT-p  is  presented  in  brackets  whether it 
implies lengthening of an underlyingly short segment or the reverse.
(36)  Vowel lengthening in inputs with a single geminate
/ta y v 1 / tappa
♦Final  :
~  :  W dM in 
Gem  ;
iDENT-p
♦Moraic
Onset
~   a. ta^p taap *(a)*(p)
b. tW p ttap *(.)*<»> ♦!
c. ta^p tap i  *j *
(P)
d. ta V tapp ♦!  :
e. t a W tappa ♦!
25 Of course, there are inputs without any geminates at all, such as (32).
26 I have adapted Muller’s original  *C o m p l e x  constraint to *  F in a l G em   s o   that its meaning and role is 
clear.
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lack final mora deletion [(36e), (37c)] or fail Word Minimality requirements [(36c)] are 
ruled out by high-ranking constraints. The burden then falls on iDENT-p and ♦Moraic 
O nset.  The remaining candidates in (36), i.e.  (a) and (b) fare equally with respect to 
iDENT-p. Both shorten an underlyingly geminate consonant, but in addition to this, the 
former lengthens a short vowel,  whereas the latter lengthens a short consonant.  Since 
iDENT-p does not select a winner, the decision is passed onto  ♦Moraic Onset which 
chooses (36a) with V-lengthening, because the contender (36b) violates this constraint 
by having an initial geminate.
In (37), the situation changes. This time the input includes two geminates, thus 
iDENT-p violations are different. The candidate with V-lengthening (37d), incurs extra 
violations of iDENT-p when compared to (37a) because not only does it shorten the first 
geminate,  but it also lengthens the vowel. In contrast, the winner merely shortens the 
second geminate, a process that (d) is also bound to present given that final geminates 
are impermissible. The output thus correctly includes an initial geminate and lacks any 
extra process.
(37)  Vowel lengthening in inputs with two geminates
/p V p W  ppeppa
♦Final  |  Wd  j  + 
G em  :  M in  i  ^
iDENT-p
♦Moraic
Onset
a.  p^e^p  ppep *(P) *
b.  p^e^p^  PP£PP ♦!  i  : *
c.  p^e^p^a^  ppeppa i  i  ♦! *
d.  pe^p  peep *(P)*(e)V
An additional detail has to be considered to cover a fuller range of facts. It is expected 
that inputs like /ppeppa/ should surface with two geminates when suffixed, because the 
second geminate would no longer be word-final. This prediction however is falsified by 
the data, as the example /ppeppa-n/ — >  [peppan] ‘skipping of illustrates. More extended 
observation leads to the conclusion that no word is allowed to include two geminates in 
the word, a fact that has been interpreted by both Davis and Torretta (1998) and Muller 
(1999)  as  an  OCP  effect,  banning  the  co-occurrence of multiple  geminates  within  a 
single  morpheme  (OCP  G e M { M o p h e m e } ) 2 7 -  The  result is  that  one  of the  geminates  de­
27 This is not an inter-morphemic restriction, cf. kuddu-yyaw ‘to fit badly’  (Muller  1999: 403) which is 
well-formed. The OCP explanation is not particularly appealing since the OCP usually makes reference to 
tones or features, but not to more abstract notions such as weight. In fact, it is difficult to imagine how
255geminates, but which? It can be shown that it is the first one that consistently does so. 
Muller claims that this effect can be achieved by the constraint *M oraic Onset, which 
whenever possible, will exclude candidates with moraic onset geminates. While I argue 
that this is the correct solution, one needs to be a bit more specific in the syllabification 
assumed.
Given  that  Muller  allows  geminate  syllabification  wholly  in  the  onset,  it  is 
conceivable to assume the same for a medial geminate. But this would not be permitted 
due to the action of ♦M oraic O nset, which of course would penalise candidates with 
onset geminates.  There  is however one way to keep one of the geminates and avoid 
violating  ♦M oraic O nset,  but this also requires the consideration of NoCoda which 
has to be dominated by ♦M oraic O nset.
(38)  Suffixed input forms with two geminates
/p^p^a^+n/ ppeppa+n
OCP
Gem (morph)
IDENT-
u
♦Moraic
Onset
NO
Coda
«*•  a. p eV ^ n pep.pan * *
b. pe^p^a^n pe.ppan * ♦!
c. p^e^pa^n ppe.pan * ♦!
d. p^p*V*n ppep.pan ♦! *
The last candidate loses as it violates the OCP. The remaining candidates equally violate 
iDENT-p, thus the decision falls onto ♦M oraic O nset. Candidates (b) and (c) have just 
one  geminate,  but  both  syllabify  it  in  the  onset,  thus  being  penalised  by  ♦Moraic 
Onset.  There is  yet another candidate  which avoids such violations as  shown in (a). 
This time, the medial geminate takes the usual flopped structure of geminates and only 
violates low-ranked N oC oda. What this grammar of Trukese suggests then is that while 
initial  geminates  are  analysed  as  moraic  onset  geminates,  medial  ones  are  of  the 
traditional kind, where the consonant spans the coda and onset.
Taking  this  statement  a  step  further,  we  can  argue  that  only  the  codas  of 
geminates  are moraic  due to their underlying moraicity.  On the other hand,  singleton 
codas are not as the minimality facts suggest, presumably because the constraint which 
assigns  coda  moraicity  (i.e.  M oraic C oda)  is  too  low ranked.  Recall  moreover that 
singleton codas can only be found word-finally since medially they do not occur.
one would exactly devise an OCP(weight) constraint.  Perhaps, there is instead an upper bound on the 
moras a word can include, cf. similar restrictions in Bella Coola (Bagemihl  1998) or Yoruba (Ola  1995, 
1997). For current purposes however, I will make use of the OCP.
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language  with  moraic  onset  geminates.  For the  most part,  I  have  followed Muller’s 
analysis, but this too presents a small bug. Because it locates *|i# highly in the ranking, 
it  implies  that  word-final  mora  deletion  applies  in  the  majority  of cases.  Thus,  the 
prediction is that a /CVW V C W  root should actually surface as [C^V^] C/C/V, because 
by doing so, both W dM in and *p# can be satisfied. Davis’  and Torretta’s (1998:  121- 
122) solution to the problem employs the use of *Mismatch, which requires that moras 
in input-output correspondence must be realized on like segments, i.e. either on vowels 
or on consonants but not on vowels in the input and on consonants in the output and the 
reverse. This cannot extend as straightforwardly to the present analysis, because we do 
need a violation of *M ism atch for the case of /ta^p*W — >   [ta^p]  since the mora of 
input /p/ corresponds to one of the moras of the long [a] in the output. Since this is a 
minor technical point, which can be amended by modifying the constraints slightly, I set 
it aside for future discussion.
A final  mystery that both analyses face is why a few bimoraic  words present 
final mora deletion, without any subsequent lengthening28. For instance:
(39)  Final mora deletion in words of 2n  without lengthening
Sfxed form  Unsfxed form
a. ku££u-k  ‘you suit’  kud  ‘suit’  *kkud, *kuu5
b. podde-y  ‘I hurry’  pod  ‘hurry’  *ppod, *pood
Davis and Torretta (1998) fail to mention the existence of such data,  whereas Muller 
(1999) seems to suggest that she will provide an explanation of the facts, but this never 
comes.  Additional  data,  information about the generality of the phenomenon and the
281 suggest that these data should be treated with caution. Muller only mentions these two examples, but I 
have been unable to find her example kud in Goodenough’s and Sugita’s (1980) dictionary, which serves 
as the standard source for Trukese examples. A similar example exists with a relevant gloss, i.e. kkud ‘fit 
well’, but this is  no counter-example to the preceding discussion. Perhaps this example after all comes 
from Muller’s own fieldwork data. As for pod (Goodenough and Sugita  1980: 286), this is presented as 
po££e-y (suffixed) ~ po£a (unsuffixed). It is accurate compared to (39), since it is assumed that all root 
forms underlyingly end in a vowel which is subsequently lost. Notice that the two examples that Muller 
uses however involve a final affricate. As Moira Yip (p.c.) observes, it would be possible to assume that 
in  fact  the affricate  is a cluster,  i.e.  [tj]  and as such the final consonant cannot carry a mora, but the 
previous one can, e.g. p o ^cj'x  While this proposal requires further in-depth study of Trukese, there are 
some reasons why we should not entertain it. First, Muller (1999: 401) states that consonant clusters are 
never allowed in  Trukese.  And  second,  a brief look  in Goodenough  and  Sugita reveals  that there  are 
several other similar examples which do not involve final affricates such as: kus ‘spurt out, get away’, nan 
‘chatter’,  tik  ‘be  sticking’.  The  thing  all  these  share  is  that  they  are  verbal  forms  (and  sometimes 
adjectival too). As we have seen in fn.  17, verbs can be monomoraic in contrast to nouns which always 
have to be bimoraic.
257structure of the Trukese lexicon are some of the things one would need to look into for a 
more well-informed exploration of this detail.
Meanwhile,  the  currently  available  Trukese  data  are  entirely  compatible  and 
more  straightforwardly accounted for by means of a  ‘moraic onset’  analysis. What is 
more, with the grammar proposed, we may also predict exactly in which instances we 
should expect to find initial moraic geminates. These include:  (i) when, regardless of 
how big the word is, there is only one geminate underlyingly and it is initial, e.g. /ffene/ 
->  [ffen]  ‘advice’,  because  of iDENT-p »   *M oraic  O n set and (ii) in /CjQVCjCjV/ 
unsuffixed  inputs  of exactly  two  syllables,  e.g.  /ppeppa/ — >   [ppep]  ‘skip’  because of 
♦ F inal  Gem  »   *M oraic  O nset.  An  identical  -  or  bigger  -  input  to  (ii),  which 
nevertheless happens to be suffixed, will arise instead with the medial geminate because 
of OCP Gem jmorph i »  *M oraic O n set »  N o C oda.
6.4  M oraic  on sets  in  m edial  gem inates  (‘Initial’  gem inates 
word-m edially)
6.4.1  T h eo retica l b a ck g ro u n d
So far,  I have argued that initial  moraic  geminates can be analysed as moraic onsets 
with the structure in (40). However, in §6.2 previously, I hinted at the idea that the same 
representation may also be possible word-medially. In other words, that we can get so- 
called  ‘initial’  geminates word-medially too.  In this part of the chapter, I explore this 
possibility both theoretically (in this section) as well as empirically (in the next section) 
considering data from Marshallese.
(40)  Moraic geminates as moraic onsets 
G
/ i
ft  H
I  I
C:  V
The possibility for the structure in (40) word-medially springs from an idea proposed by 
Ham (2001), who claims that the usual  ‘flopped’ structure of a medial geminate, where 
the first half syllabifies in the coda and the second half in the onset of the next syllable 
is  not  necessitated  by  moraic  theory  but  by  syllable  theory  which  prefers  onsetful 
syllables.  Moraic  theory  only  asks  that the  geminate  bears  a mora.  The fact that the
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well-formed syllables,  i.e.  those beginning with an onset.  To see this, compare (41a) 
where  the  geminate  is  wholly  syllabified  as  a coda,  thus  rendering the  next syllable 
onsetless,  with  (41b),  where the  mora of the geminate is still linked to the coda, but 
itself is split between the coda and the onset for syllabification purposes.
(41)  Geminates word-medially
a. Avoidance of onsetless os  b. Preferred structure
*  o  o  o  a
K   I  K
n  H   n  ^  i
I I I   I
V  C:  V  V
But there  is an additional  representation which simultaneously assigns a mora to the 
geminate and conforms to preferred syllabification. This possibility is not mentioned in 
Ham, but is made available in the current work which accepts the moraicity of the onset. 
Such representation  is  depicted  in  (40),  where the geminate syllabifies wholly in the 
onset, but also carries a mora, which this time shows up in the onset rather than in the 
coda.  The two possibilities,  the flopped  structure and the moraic  onset geminate,  are 
shown in (42). Crucially, in the former, it is the first syllable that becomes heavy, while 
in the latter, it is the second one.
(42)  [VC:V] sequence word-medially
a.  Avoidance of moraic onsets  b. Avoidance of syllables with codas
a   a   a  a
! \   A   I   / I
It  l i / l i   M -  M -  jx
I   /   I   I I I
V  C:  V  V  C:  V
Languages may choose between (42a) and (42b). (42a) does better in having no moraic 
onsets at all, which entails that the constraints banning all types of moraic onsets - let us 
call  this generically  *M o ra ic  O n set  -  are highly-ranked.  (42b) is better in avoiding 
extra  codas.  Assuming  a  language  has  *M0RAIC  O nset  low-ranked  and  provided 
N oC od a »   *M o ra ic O n set,  the latter constraint will prefer a structure where codas 
are minimised by virtue of tautosyllabic assignment in onsets (as in (42b)). This ranking 
of N oC o da  -  if sufficiently  low-ranked  -  does  not  entail  that codas  will  be  banned 
altogether (e.g. they should be allowed in non-geminate CC clusters), but that they will
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consequently  it  is  only  natural  that  the  majority  of  languages  syllabify  geminates 
heterosyllabically (42a) rather than tautosyllabically (42b).  The latter is merely rarer, 
but  by  no  means  impossible.  In  the  following  section,  I  argue  that Marshallese  has 
geminates which syllabify as moraic onsets word-medially.
6.4.2  Marshallese
The  Ralik  dialect  of  Marshallese  (Micronesian)  presents  an  interesting  case  of 
consonant doubling to form the distributive29. The distributive is an important category 
in  Marshallese,  which  is  very  productive  and  covers  a  constellation  of  semantic 
distinctions  (for  discussion  see  Bender  1991).  Most  distributives  are  formed  by 
consonant  doubling  and  final  syllable  reduplication,  e.g.  koto  — »  kkototo  ‘windy  — » 
always  be  windy’.  However,  these  two  processes  seem  to  be  independent from  one 
another since, as Bender notes (1991:  15), words which already present initial consonant 
doubling can  form  the distributive by having final copying,  and those which already 
have final reduplication may instead present gemination only.  The current discussion 
will thus address only the facts relevant to gemination30.
(43)  Marshallese distributive - Ralik dialect31
Root Ralik Gloss
korap yokkoraprap ‘gecko’
tumej yuttumejmej ‘open eyes under water’
panuk yeppanuknuk ‘pile up, gather’
bale yebbalele ‘a type of fish’
diylah yiddiylahlah ‘nail’
jekapen yejjekapenpen ‘less than half full’
mede yemmedede ‘young coconut meat’
nib yinnibnib ‘preemptive’
29  In  the  Ratak  dialect  of  Marshallese,  the  reduplicant  appears  as  a  simple  CV-copy,  e.g.  betah  — » 
bebetahtah,  diylah  — >   didiylahlah, etc.  This  is  Hendricks’  (1999) interpretation.  Other sources seem to 
suggest that there too gemination applies, but the geminate is split by an epenthetic vowel identical to the 
base vowel. The first view is simpler, but still it seems to me that the latter one projects the unity and the 
similarity of the  process  between  the  two dialects  in a more direct way.  Accounting for this formally 
however is more difficult.
30 These data come from Abo et al. (1976). Next, I will build on data based on Zewen (1977). These two 
sources  use  different  symbols  for  certain  segments.  In  order  that  I  avoid  confusing  the  reader  with 
presenting too many different characters, and given that Abo et al. (1976) is a dictionary, I had the luxury 
to pick out forms with segments whose representation is the same in both sources. With respect to data 
however from Zewen, I will introduce the symbols he uses.
31 Following the practice of Hendricks, I present the reduplicated data not with a phonemic transcription, 
but with their spelling as presented in Abo et al. (1976). Apart from being a harmless simplification for 
current purposes, it is also preferred, as Abo et al. (1976) do not always give the phonemic transcription, 
so one would half the time need to guess what this would really be.
260lokjak  yollokjakjak  ‘be busy with’
reja  yerrejaja  ‘shave (from Engl)’
As Hendricks (1999:  36) observes:  “(in Marshallese) the reduplicant (at least in most 
dialects)  surfaces  in  onset  position  of  a  syllable”,  a  fact  that  makes  this  language 
relevant to our discussion. He nonetheless correctly claims that since traditionally it has 
been  argued  that  onsets  do  not carry  weight,  no prosodic  analysis  that makes  direct 
reference to them can be constructed.  But of course, this is no longer necessary in a 
model along the lines proposed in this thesis. Since onsets can be weightful, we could 
express  such  facts  by  means  of moraic  onsets.  I  will  argue  that this  is  the  case  for 
reduplication in the Ralik dialect of Marshallese. In other words, one possible account 
of the reduplication facts is that the reduplicant is merely a mora and that the minimal 
way of realizing it is by geminating the consonant. This is entirely compatible with the 
‘moraic onset’ proposal.
However,  while  virtually  all  sources  agree  that  the  above  pattern  is  what 
generally goes on,  the reduplicated form actually never surfaces exactly as suggested. 
Instead, an epenthetic yV- prefix precedes it. The quality of the vowel in yV- is the same 
as the base vowel, unless this is /a/ in which case the epenthetic vowel is Id.
There  are  at  least  two  issues  which  crop  up  at this  point.  First,  how  can  we 
account for the presence of y V-? Isn’t this part of the reduplicated form? In other words, 
why don’t we simply get reja — >  *rrejaja instead of yerrejajal It seems that this can be 
straightforwardly  accounted  for  if we  claim  that  Marshallese  bans  initial  geminates. 
This is not surprising given that most languages prefer medial to initial geminates. This 
could explain the presence of an epenthetic vowel word-initially. To account further for 
the onset preceding it, on top of that, we also need to add a requirement that syllables 
must have an onset. While this yields the prefixation of a CV- form to the reduplicant, it 
does not answer the question why re-rejaja is not chosen instead given that it fits the 
bill perfectly, and also happens to be the form that appears in the Ratak dialect.
At this point I can only speculate and will not offer a fully-fledged analysis, but 
the  insight  seems to be the following (cf.  Hendricks  1999).  Ralik requires absolutely 
minimal  reduplication  (Sloan  1988,  Spaelti  1999),  so  it  disfavours  Ratak’s  CV- 
reduplication and instead goes for C-reduplication. Moreover, the yV- prefix seems to 
have to be considered as somehow external to the reduplicated form. Its presence must 
be justified for phonological reasons only, i.e. avoiding an initial geminate and ensuring 
an onsetful syllable. Hendricks shares this idea, and claims that since yV- is epenthetic 
and corresponds to no input morphological material, it is not part of the morphological
261word  of the  reduplicated  form32,  thus yerrejaja corresponds  to  ye[r-rejaja]woixi-  In  this 
word,  the  base reja is closer to  the  left edge of the word than  it would be  in the rival 
reduplicated form  [re-rejaja]word, and thus it wins. But how exactly can we exclude that 
y V- is  not part of the reduplicant since the latter is included in the input,  i.e. /RED-reja/ 
and thus any part of its output realization must be included in the morphological word? 
Marshallese distributive reduplication thus definitely merits additional investigation, but 
at this  point  it  seems  that claiming  that it involves  consonant doubling is  on the  right 
track.
Having thus seen that geminates occur in Marshallese and are potentially moraic 
onsets, I will address another aspect of the language which leads to the same conclusion. 
This  deals  with  the  effects  of geminates  and  stress.  I  will  argue that stress  provides 
evidence which suggests two things: i) Marshallese geminates are onset geminates, and
ii)  Marshallese geminates are moraic.
Since the stress data all come from Zewen (1977)33, let me first introduce the 
spelling  conventions  used  in  that  work  and  adopted  here  to  facilitate  comparisons 
between  the  two.  With  respect  to  consonants,  it suffices  to  mention that b=rounded 
bilabial  plosive,  i.e.  something  like bw ,  m=rounded bilabial  nasal,  i.e.  something like 
mw , n=i\, 1=1, r=alveolar-coronal trill, r=dental-apical trill.
The  following  represents  the  vowels  of Marshallese  (Zewen  1977:  31).  Most 
vowels have short and long versions, thus:
(44)  Marshallese long and short vowels
Short Long
i [i] i: [i:]
e[e] e: [e:]
a [a] a: [a:]
u[u] u: [u:]
o [d] o: [o:]
Some vowels are always long or always short (45). Unlike Zewen, in the examples that 
follow  I  will  make  this  clear,  since  I  will  be  adding  the  length  mark  whenever 
appropriate.
32  Van  Oostendorp (2005)  pursues  this  general  idea and incorporates it in a larger framework entitled 
‘Coloured Containment’. As this theory is not yet totally spelled out, 1 will not attempt a re-analysis along 
those lines at present.
33 As far as I have been able to tell, no other work of the ones I have consulted, i.e. Abo et al. (1976), 
Bender (1976), Bender (1991), Hendricks (1999) makes reference to Marshallese stress.
262(45)  Marshallese long-only or short-only vowels34
a. Long only:  low mid-front unrounded a: [ae:]
low back rounded o: [o:]
b. Short only:  high central rounded u [u]
high-mid central somewhat rounded probably 9 [e] 
low-mid central o [a]
After this preamble we can move on to the stress facts (Zewen  1977: 40-41), where I 
use the acute accent to indicate stress. Stress is assigned within a trisyllabic window at 
the right edge. If the final three syllables are light, the antepenult gets stress. Codas - at 
least final ones - do not count for stress purposes (e.g. ekajet and not *ekajet).
(46)  Trisyllabic words LLL: Antepenultimate stress
ekajet  ‘to judge’
nukileb  ‘to have a big family’
jekaru  ‘coconut syrup’
lakatib  ‘to make angry’
If there is a heavy syllable, then this is stressed.
(47)  Trisyllabic words LHL or Disyllabic LH: Stress H 35
je.ui.rur ‘commotion, excitement’
je.ro.ain ‘to waste’
kora': ‘woman’
jela: ‘to know’
kije:k ‘fire’
Penultimate stress appears on disyllabic words where both syllables are either heavy or 
light, i.e. the leftmost of the two is stressed (48).
(48)  Disyllabic words (either LL or HH): Penultimate stress
nebar  ‘to praise’
ma:ja:j  ‘to  be clear of underwood’
34 Abo et al. (1976) have a somewhat different inventory particularly with respect to the vowels in (45b). I 
am not in the position to choose one over the other. The stress data I focus on hinge on vowel length, so if 
this is correctly presented, then slight differences in vowel quality are of no importance.
35  Marshallese  diphthongs  are:  ao,  au,  ai,  ae,  ei,  ou.  These  act as  long  vowels.  It is  implied that  the 
remaining vowel sequences are heterosyllabic.
36 An exception is koto which is not stressed on the penult as expected.
263Default stress then is leftward (within the trisyllabic window), but it can shift so that it 
docks onto  a heavy  syllable.  As we have mentioned already, coda consonants - or at 
least final codas  - do  not render a syllable heavy and thus do not attract stress. This 
proves crucial when we consider what happens in the case of medial geminates.
(49)  Geminate stress (Zewen 1977: 27)
jibbuq  ‘morning’
(y)emman  ‘good’
e'mmer  ‘to  be ripe’
I have managed to spot only four examples with geminate consonants, and stress clearly 
indicated. Three out of them (49) suggest tautosyllabic syllabification and contribution
37  • of a mora  . To show this, see what happens if syllabification were e.g. jib.buy. Since 
codas do not contribute any weight, then both syllables should be light, in which case 
we would expect jib. buy, because this is the leftmost syllable that can carry stress (cf.
(48)). For the sake of the argument though, let us assume that only final codas do not 
contribute  weight  (maybe  because  they  are  extrametrical),  whereas  medial  ones  are 
moraic. Again, jVb.buy is predicted since it is the heaviest syllable (cf. (47)). But this is 
not the right result. The only representation that can give us the correct stress pattern is 
the following:
The geminate is wholly syllabified in the onset of the syllable. Moreover, it contributes 
a mora, which renders the syllable heavy and thus stress-attracting. Unfortunately,  no 
further data are available to shed more light on this issue. Given what we have available 
though,  there  is  indication  that Marshallese has onset moraic  geminates which  make 
their presence evident in both reduplication as well as stress.
One potential test for stress however is the following.  Abo et al.  (1976:  xxxi) 
report that Marshallese commonly employs the prefix ri- with its various alternants to 
form Person nouns, e.g.  ruwa  ‘sailor’. Now, a number of person nouns have their first
37  The  exception  is  larrik  ‘boy’  (Zewen  1977:  27)  with  stress  on  the  first  syllable.  This  suggests  a 
heterosyllabic syllabification. There are plenty of examples where stress is not shown; some of these are: 
jilliib  ‘sound  produced  by  something  that  falls  into  the  water’  (1977:  56),  killebleb  ‘to  be  very  big, 
corpulent’ (1977: 59), komman ‘make’ (1977:  107), ello:lo: ‘see’ (1977:  110).
(50)  ji.bbug
(y)e.mwmw an
*jfb.buq
*(y)emw.mw an
264consonant doubled when this suffix is added, thus tarianae > ruttarianae ‘soldier’38. If ’  )  >
stress  assignment  occurs  as  described  below,  then  we  can  imagine  the  following 
situation: we take a base like katta, which we should expect to be stressed as katta if the 
geminate is tautosyllabic,  but katta  if it is heterosyllabic. Then we add the prefix ri-. 
Assumming  that  consonant  doubling  occurs,  what  we  should  get  is  something  like 
ri-kkatta  . Given that the leftmost heaviest syllable receives stress, then depending on 
whether the  geminate  is  tautosyllabic  or heterosyllabic,  we  should expect rikkatta  or 
rikkatta respectively. Anticipating relevant empirical testing, for the time being I merely 
observe that an analysis of geminates as moraic onsets in Marshallese seems plausible.
6.5  Remaining issues
6.5.1  Geminate weight and length
The  preceding  discussion  points  to  a  related  issue:  that  of the  connection  between 
geminate length and weight. In this chapter I have used a representation of geminates 
particularly  initially,  but  also  medially,  where  the  consonant  in  the  onset position  is 
simply moraic.
(51)  Initial geminates 
a
/ 1
It  H
I   I
C:  V
Notably, the geminate here does not link to any other prosodic structure, as is standardly 
the case in medial geminates that straddle a coda-onset boundary.  One common view 
suggests  that  the  latter  representation  has  the  advantage  that  it  directly  reflects  the 
longer duration characteristic of geminates by means of the two links available. If this is 
true, then  it poses  a problem for the representation in (51), which lacks such double­
linking.
Recall however that moraic theory argues that the distinction between geminates 
and singletons is not one between double- and single-linking. Rather it is the contrast
38 For Abo et al. (1976), n = nw, u = ui.
39 Two geminates within a word are possible, e.g. yibbiddikdik ‘many crumbs, grains, morsels’ (Abo et al. 
1976: 32).
265between an underlyingly moraic consonant /C*7 versus a non-moraic one ICI. In other 
words,  moraic  theory  on  its  own  does  not impose  double-linking.  As pointed out in 
§6.4.1, geminates in medial position, can achieve better syllabification by spanning the 
syllable boundary, since the geminate can be moraic in a coda position and provide an 
onset to the otherwise onsetless syllable that follows. In addition, the resulting double 
linking can also be interpreted as longer duration. However, we have argued that word- 
initially and word-finally no such double linking occurs, and yet, geminates are longer 
than  singletons,  although  there  is  impressive  variation  in  duration  differences  cross- 
linguistically.  In fact, Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 91-92) report that, depending 
on the language, geminate stops can be anywhere between one and a half to three times 
longer than their singleton counterparts. So if double linking is not necessary, how can 
we contrast singletons from geminates? And how about the relationship between weight 
and duration in geminates?
To reconcile all these properties, I will follow the idea of Hubbard (1994) and its 
extension  in Ham  (2001)  about the moraic primacy in  the implementation of timing. 
The idea is that moras are allocated a minimum target duration, whose implementation 
in terms of timing  takes precedence over any other segment-specific effects,  such as 
place of articulation and voicing. If the main characteristic of geminates is to be moraic, 
then it is anticipated that the priority is to achieve the mora’s minimum duration target, 
thus leaving smaller space for other durational segment-related differences.
Ham (2001) tested this hypothesis comparing the segment durational effects of 
voicing and place of articulation in four languages with geminates: Bernese, Madurese, 
Levantine  Arabic  and  Hungarian.  With  respect  to  place  of  articulation,  a  strong 
tendency is that closure duration decreases the less anterior the point of oral constriction 
becomes (Ham 2001:  215  and references therein). Ham found that the place effect on 
closure  duration  is  substantially  larger  in  singletons  than  in  geminates.  Similarly, 
although voiced stops are generally shorter than their voiceless counterparts due to the 
aerodynamic difficulties of sustaining vocal fold vibration in the presence of a complete 
oral  seal  (Ham  2001:  217  and  references  therein),  singletons  exhibited  more  voice- 
conditioned variation in closure duration than the geminates.
Both  these  findings  corroborate the anticipated prediction,  namely that due to 
moraic primacy, geminates  should present smaller durational effects on the segmental 
level compared to singletons.  This  is not however a prediction shared by a view that 
treats  geminates  not  as  moraic,  but as  inherently  long  and phonologically represents
266them through double-linking in terms of two timing slots or two root nodes (cf. Tranel 
1991, Selkirk 1990 and others).
(52)  Geminate representations based on length
Selkirk (1990): as two root nodes  Tranel (1991): as two timing slots
a
x
V
X
t  t  e 
V  
[-cont]
C
coronal
As Ham (2001:  223) observes, such models predict that segmental effects on duration 
should either be greater in geminates, if the magnitude of the effects directly correlates 
to  the  number  of timing  slots,  or  they  should  be  the  same  between  geminates  and 
singletons, under the assumption that the effects are distributed across both the timing 
slots. At any rate, the empirically confirmed prediction that the effects are minimized, is 
not possible under this view.
Moreover, a two-slot geminate model seems to predict that all else being equal, 
geminates  should  have  double  the  duration  of  singletons  owing  to  the  double 
association to timing structure.  A moraic theory on the other hand only says that the 
geminate is underlyingly moraic leaving the phonetic implementation of phonological 
weight to language-specific considerations. This seems to be closer to reality, as Ham 
demonstrates empirically (for further discussion see Ham 2001: Chapter 7).  All in all 
then,  in  the  moraic  theory  of geminates  put forward by  Ham,  the  added duration  of 
geminates observed in the phonetics, is the product of an underlying mora and not of 
double linking per se.
Focusing  on  phonological  representations  now,  as  we  have  seen  (cf.  §6.4.1), 
double-linking of a geminate in word-medial position achieves better syllable structure 
by providing an onset to the second syllable and assigning a mora to the coda of the first 
syllable,  so  VC^.CjV  is  preferred.  This  is  what  happens  in  a  language  that  avoids 
moraic  onsets  (i.e.  in  most  languages).  A  language  that  permits  moraic  onsets,  e.g. 
Marshallese, will opt for the word-medial V.C:R V representation because it provides an 
even better syllabification by avoiding a coda at the expense of a moraic onset.
267As a matter of fact, I argue that these are the only two representations a medial 
geminate can take. The other alternative VC:*\V (cf. (41a)) is excluded as it will always 
be harmonically bounded by VC^.QV given that while both violate N oC oda equally, 
only the former also violates O n se t  [to see this, in (53) compare (a) with (b) in each 
case]. If the constraints involved here are O n set, N o C o d a and * M o raic O nset, then 
their  factorial  typology  yields  six  grammars,  half  of  which  prefer  the  ‘flopped’ 
VC^.CjV and half the moraic onset V.C^V.  Importantly, VC:*\V is never chosen. To 
illustrate, it only suffices to consider two tableaux.
(53)  Medial geminate factorial typology
(i) / V C ^ V / O n set ♦M oraic O nset N oC oda
er a. V C ^ i . C i V *
b. v c ^ .v ♦! ♦
c. v .c ^ v ♦!
(ii) /vc^v/ O nset N oC oda ♦M oraic O nset
a. V C f i . C i V ♦!
b. v c ^ .v ♦! ♦
a r c. v .c ^ v *
Here only  the  relative  position  of N oC oda  and  *M oraic  O nset differs.  In the first 
case,  moraic  onsets  are  banned  therefore  the  ‘flopped’  structure  is  selected.  In  the 
second case, avoidance of a coda is more important, therefore a moraic onset geminate 
is  admitted.  This  ranking  between  these  two  constraints  produces  the  variable 
representation of geminates. If N oC oda »  ♦M oraic O n set, then V.Ci^V is chosen, if 
♦M ora ic O n set »  N oC o d a,  then VC^.CjV is favoured. For this reason, of the four 
remaining grammars in the factorial typology, the two with N oC oda top-ranked choose 
(53c) as the winner and the two with *M oraic O nset top-ranked choose (53a)40.
40 If Anttila (1997) is right in deriving the frequency of outputs based on constraint rankings, then we 
would  perhaps  expect  that  given  this  factorial  typology  half of the  time  medial  geminates  should  be 
syllabified tautosyllabically in a coda and the other half heterosyllabically in coda-onset configurations. 
This  would  be  problematic,  since  cross-linguistically  the  overwhelming  majority  of languages  prefer 
heterosyllabic syllabification.  However, Anttila’s proposal is not unquestionable. The frequency effects 
crucially bear on the number of constraints assumed each time. To put it simply (and setting harmonic 
bounding  aside),  to  get  two  possible  outputs  with  a frequency of 50%-50%,  then  two constraints  are 
needed;  if the  frequency changes to 66%-33%,  three are required; if to 75%-25%,  four and so on. To 
some extent then,  the statistics can be  manipulated depending on the constraints involved.  If Anttila is 
wrong, then at this stage no concrete prediction can be made regarding the frequency of the two patterns 
with  respect  to  geminates.  If  he  is  nonetheless  correct,  then  we  would  need  to  identify  how  many 
languages  there are  with  ‘initial’  medial  geminates  and then provide some fine-tuning of the factorial 
typology to capture this effect statistically too. I leave this matter open for further investigation.
268Word-finally  and  word-initially  though  no  such  preferences  apply  and 
consequently  we  find  single  linking of a geminate to a mora yielding VC*1:]# word- 
finally  in  languages  like  Hungarian  and  #[C**:V  word-initially  in  Pattani  Malay  and 
Trukese.
One  question  remains.  If  phonetics  deals  with  the  implementation  of 
phonological weight, do we not run the risk of losing the surface contrast, e.g. between 
a singleton CVC*1 where the coda acquires a mora through WbyP/Moraic Coda and a 
geminate CVC:*1 ,  given that both  are phonologically represented the same way? This 
problem essentially arises word-finally, because word-medially the preferred  ‘flopped’ 
structure also happens to distinguish between the two, thus posing no threat (54).
(54)  Word-medial distinction between singletons and geminates
a. Singleton CVC*1  b. Geminate CVC:*1
a   a   a   a
K   A  K n   n   /n  H   v   i
I   I   /   I   I
V  Ci  Cj  V  V
With  regard  to  word-final  geminates,  Ham  explains  that  in  all  the  languages  he 
examined  (Bernese,  Levantine  Arabic  and  Hungarian),  word-final  singletons  were 
treated  as  light  (therefore  it  could  be  argued  that  WbyP  was  inapplicable),  but 
geminates acted as heavy, a fact attributed to their inherent moraicity. This means that 
the contrast between singleton and geminates word-finally is once more retained in the 
guise of:
(55)  Word-final distinction between singletons and geminates
a.  singleton CVC]  b. geminate CVC:*1 ]
a
N
?   ?
V  C:]
Ham therefore  makes  the  strong prediction that there will be no language which has 
both heavy  singleton CVC*1 and geminate CVC:*1  (although word-medially singletons 
can be moraic, given that the contrast with geminates is available through other means 
(cf.  (54)).  In  the  sample of languages  he has investigated,  this prediction holds true; 
nonetheless further empirical testing is in order.
269This  now  brings  us  to  the  last  case:  the  initial  position.  Recall  from  the 
discussion  in  this  chapter  that  in  languages  like  Pattani  Malay  there  is  a  contrast 
between singleton and geminate onsets, e.g. |jal£]  ‘road, path’  vs.  [j:ale]  ‘to walk’. By 
assigning  a  mora  to  the  initial  onset  of  the  second  word,  while  leaving  the 
corresponding one of the first word mora-less, the contrast can easily be maintained, as 
shown below.
(56)  Word-initial distinction between singletons and geminates41
a.  singleton CV  b. geminate C**V
At this point, one final remark is in order. CVC* 1 singleton codas acquire weight on the 
surface - usually due to W byP/M o ra ic C oda - thus they illustrate the coerced type of 
coda  weight  (Moren  1999/2001).  CVC:*1  geminate  ones  on  the  other  hand  are 
underlyingly moraic,  hence they represent an instance of distinctive weight.  As these 
types of codas can co-exist in languages (e.g.  Italian), one wonders whether a similar 
situation may arise in onset weight. In other words, should we expect to find languages 
where coerced onset weight of e.g. the Piraha type and distinctive onset weight of e.g. 
the Pattani Malay type are simultaneously present?
I  suggest  that  this  is  impossible.  First  observe  that  in  the  case  of codas,  the 
contrast between  coerced  and  distinctive  ones  is represented either in  syllabification, 
that  is  geminates  have  the  ‘flopped’  structure  medially  (54)  or  some  sort  of 
extrametricality of singletons word-finally (55). For onsets, this is not possible. Recall 
that apart from geminate moraic onsets (distinctive weight), there are also moraic onsets 
which are the product of coerced weight, i.e. weight imposed by M oraic O nset as in 
Piraha  (Chapter  2)  or  W dM in  as  in  Bella  Coola  (Chapter  4).  However,  the 
syllabification of coerced and distinctive moraic onsets is the same and simply contrasts 
with non-moraic onsets, i.e. (56b) vs. (56a).
Now  suppose  we  find  a language that contrasts  [pa]  with  [p**a]  and  [ba]  with 
[b*V|.  The  first  thing  that  would  come  to  mind  given  this  distribution  is  that  this 
language has distinctive onset weight. If it were to also possess coerced onset weight,
a a
C  V C:  V
41 The same contrast is also available word-medially for cases like Marshallese with ‘initial’ geminates.
270then only contrasts of the type  [pH a]  and [ba] due to voicing should be permitted (see 
Chapter 1  and 2). And yet [pa] and [b^a] are also allowed, which indicates that coerced 
weight is inapplicable here. Similarly, if a language only has a [p^a] and [ba] contrast, 
then it would need to be of the coerced type, since under distinctive weight the lack of 
[pa] and [b^a] is unexplained. For such cases then, moraic onsets would either take the 
form of coerced or distinctive weight, but not of both.
Seeing this point from a different angle, note that if a language is found to have 
[p^a]  and  [b^a],  it  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  it  provides  evidence  for distinctive 
weight.  Recall  that  in  coerced  onset  weight  the  markedness  hierarchy  that  holds  is: 
*|i/ONS/[voi]  »   *|i/ONS  which always prefers moraic onsets that lack specification of 
[voice]  over  those  that  possess  it.  In  addition,  the  constraint  M oraic  Onset  is 
interleaved  among  these  constraints  assigning  moraicity  to  certain  types  of  onsets. 
Although in Chapter 2 we had clear evidence for the ranking:  *p/ONS/[voi] »  M oraic 
»  *p/ONS, which only admits moraic onsets without [voice], another pattern we could 
also  have  is:  M oraic  »   *p/ONS/[voi]  »   *p/ONS.  This  latter ranking  assigns  onset 
moraicity to all types of onsets, effectively generating [p^a] and [b^a] on the surface.
This is then a potential case for distinctive weight, but as we have just seen, for 
coerced weight too, so could it be an instance where both types co-exist? The answer is 
no,  because  they  make  mutually  exclusive  predictions.  If it  were  distinctive  weight, 
empirically we should expect to find contrasts between bimoraic  [p^a] and [bH a]  with 
monomoraic  [pa],  [ba] and [a]  (cf. Pattani Malay). If it were coerced weight however, 
then  the  available  contrasts  should  be  between  bimoraic  [pH a]  and  [b^a]  with 
monomoraic [a] only (cf. Bella Coola Word Minimality). At any rate, the empirical data 
would tell us that it should be one or the other, but not both. Given the data available in 
this  thesis,  this  result  seems  to  be  correct,  since  no  single  language  possesses  both 
moraic onset geminates and moraic onset singletons.
In  the  next  section,  I  will  briefly  consider  one  more  case,  that  of  alleged 
‘weightless geminates’ and argue that since these lack weight, then they cannot be real 
geminates. A different representation is instead appropriate.
6.5.2  ‘W eightless geminates’
In spite of the results above,  it has been claimed in the literature that languages with 
non-moraic  geminates  also  exist,  e.g.  Malayalam,  Selkup  and  Tiibatulabal  (Tranel
2711991).  These  so-called  ‘weightless  geminates’  cannot  be  represented  as  suggested 
above,  given that they  lack a mora.  They also seem to be in direct contrast with the 
proposal of moraic theory that geminate consonants are underlyingly moraic, and thus 
should be consistently weightful.
However,  in the current view (see also Ham 2001, Hayes  1989), these are not 
really geminates,  since geminates are by definition underlyingly moraic.  Rather, they 
are  simply  doubled  consonants  with  two  root  nodes  (cf.  Selkirk  1990),  which  can 
receive  the  following  representation  (also  used  in  Hayes  for  ‘fake’  geminates  which 
arise under morphological concatenation). These involve a complex onset made of two 
identical consonantal root nodes.
(57)  Representation of  fake geminates and of doubled consonants
c
t  t  e 
V  
[-cont]
coronal
That  this  representation  seems  well-suited  for at least  some  of the  languages  Tranel 
discusses becomes evident when we consider, for instance, Malayalam. K. P Mohanan 
(1986: 73-74) and T. Mohanan (1989) argue that Malayalam bans codas and ‘weightless 
geminates’  are tautosyllabic in the onset position. Mohanan (1989) is more specific in 
claiming that the language actually allows codas during initial syllabification, but bans 
them in  later syllabification.  It is  in the latter stage where this type of geminates are 
tautosyllabic, as evinced by native speaker intuitions, language games and word-level 
restrictions.  Given  the  representation  in  (57),  geminates  in  Malayalam  can  thus  be 
argued to be an instance of doubled consonants.
Note  that  this  representation  is  now  extended  beyond  doubled  consonants 
generated through morphological concatenation to identical consonants brought next to 
each other by a phonological accident. In all likelihood, this would then be the correct 
representation  for alleged  geminates  in  certain languages to be examined in the next 
chapter, such as Tukang Besi (Donohue 1999) and Berawan (Garcfa-Bellido and Clayre 
1997).  Since these consonants provide no evidence for moraicity and seem to require 
syllabication wholly in the onset, they are best represented as doubled consonants.
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different species, one may expect to find them co-occur in the same language. This is 
what Ham (2001) argues for the case of Bernese, since he treats word-medial and word- 
final geminates as real geminates, but word-initial ones as doubled consonants resulting 
from morphological concatenation.
6.6 C onclusion
This chapter has  dealt with  distinctive onset weight,  as  it appears in both initial  and 
medial  geminates.  Syllabification  and  moraification  of  an  initial  moraic  geminate 
wholly  in  the  onset  resolves  one  of  the  longstanding  problems  of  standard  moraic 
theory, which suffers due to the inherent inability to represent a geminate in the familiar 
coda-onset  structure  in  word-initial  position.  Admitting  moraic  onsets  settles  this 
problem  since  the  geminate  can  now  be  simultaneously  syllabified  and  moraified 
without any ad hoc assumptions that either leave part of it unlinked to any structure 
(Davis  1999)  or  unsyllabified  and  linked  to  higher prosodic  structure  (Curtis  2003). 
Implementation of this idea in Pattani Malay and Trukese successfully accounts for the 
facts at hand.
The next logical step has been to extend this proposal to word-medial geminates. 
As Ham (2001) observes,  moraic theory only asks that a geminate carries a mora.  Its 
split syllabification as argued for by the standard moraic model (Hayes  1989) is a by­
product of syllable  well-formedness,  but not necessitated by the  weight theory itself. 
Ham  does  not  accept  moraic  onsets,  but  in  the  current  work,  where  these  are  put 
forward,  it is  logically possible and in fact attested in a language like Marshallese to 
have a /CVCjQV/ form (where Q Q  = C: = geminate), syllabify as CV.C:V instead of 
the more familiar CVCi.CjV. The ranking NoCoda »  *Moraic Onset allows for this 
possibility.  The  reverse  produces  the  opposite  result,  i.e.  the  case  where  medial 
geminates  syllabify  as  coda-onset  instead  of  as  exclusively  (moraic)  onsets.  The 
addition of moraic onset geminates,  which had not been discussed in previous works, 
such  as  Ham  (2001),  once  more  highlights  (cf.  Ham  2001:  224)  the  asymmetrical 
representation of geminates in different word-positions.
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Ambiguous and misanalysed onset-sensitive languages
7.1  Introduction
In the previous chapters,  I have been arguing for the existence of onset moraicity by 
investigating onset effects on weight. Several case studies had been explored to this end. 
In this chapter, this effort is continued, but takes a slightly different route. In particular, 
I examine a range of languages that fall within two broad categories.
The  first  refers  to  languages  whose  data  lend  themselves  to  a  moraic  onset 
analysis, but no conclusive evidence is available. In particular,  these are cases where 
data are either too sparse or too ambiguous to reach a safe conclusion. The second type 
comprises  languages  which  have  in  the  past received  analyses  that made  explicit or 
implicit use of moraic onsets. I attempt to show that this is the wrong analysis for these 
languages,  or that at the very least, the evidence currently available does not strongly 
support such an analysis.
Thus the aim of the chapter is twofold; first, it highlights the fact that there are 
several languages which suggest but do not yet establish their use of moraic onsets. By 
addressing these languages and pointing out the questions these pose, it is anticipated 
that future documentation and investigation should be able to clarify their status. At the 
same time, this study shows what kind of traits moraic onset languages may have and 
therefore  opens  up  the  possibility  of  identifying  additional  languages  that  may  fall 
within the moraic onset realm.
However, I contend that the reverse is equally important, that is, by examining 
languages which have been falsely or less convincingly argued to present themselves as 
candidates for onset moraicity, we learn more about the factors that can cause confusion 
and lead us to the wrong conclusions regarding their moraicity status.
The  chapter  is  divided  into  two  large  chunks,  namely  sections  2  and  3.  The 
former investigates several cases of languages whose data may support onset moraicity, 
but only if certain conditions are met. In most cases, further empirical confirmation is 
required  to  corroborate  any  relevant  claim.  To  this  end,  numerous  weight-sensitive 
effects  are  considered  such  as  gemination,  reduplication,  CL,  word  minimality  and
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illustrate instances of onset moraicity. I show that such analyses are misguided and their 
conclusion  is  wrong,  since  other  data  suggest  otherwise.  The  languages  that  are 
examined  are  Berawan  (with  respect  to  geminates),  and  Bislama  and Nankina (with 
respect to complex onsets and stress).
7.2  Languages  suggestive  o f  onset  m oraicity  subject  to 
satisfaction o f certain conditions
This section consists of six sub-sections, each of which explores one or more languages. 
Section 7.2.1  looks at geminates with respect to reduplication and examines Bellonese 
(§7.2.1.1). Section 7.2.2 focuses on CL that is caused by onset deletion as in Onondaga 
(§7.2.2.1)  and  Proto-Austronesian  (§7.2.2.2),  but  also,  more  remarkably,  on  CL that 
leads to the creation of a moraic onset as in Trique (§7.2.2.3).  Section 7.2.3 looks at 
word minimality from a slightly different point of view as attested in Damin (§7.2.3.1). 
§7.2.4  briefly  considers  the  metrics  of Luganda  court  songs,  whereas  section  7.2.5 
investigates  a few  more languages  where onset moraicity is more contentious.  These 
include Supyire geminates, vowel elision and CL (§7.2.5.1), Yoruba word-size effects 
(§7.2.5.2) and Tukang Besi geminates and stress (§7.2.5.3).
7.2.1 Geminates and reduplication
7.2.1.1 Bellonese (Elbert 1988)
Bellonese  (Melanesian,  Solomon  Islands)  is  another  potential  case  showing 
reduplication by means of moraic onset gemination (cf. §6.4.2 Marshallese). Bellonese 
syllables  are  of  the  (C)V(V)  type,  thus  no  codas  are  permitted.  Interestingly,  all 
consonants can geminate  in fast speech,  whenever reduplication is involved  [N.B  the 
reduplicant is shown underlined].
(1)  Bellonese long consonants in reduplication (Elbert 1988: 17-18)
Slow speech Fast speech Gloss
babange bbange ‘to play’
bebete bbete ‘to untie’
hahatu hhatu ‘to fold’
kakata kkata ‘to laugh’
lolongi llongi ‘weak’
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sasaka
tatau
momoe
nanamu
ngangaha
ppiki
ssaka
ttau
ngngaha
mmoe
nnamu
‘to lie down’
‘to smell badly’ 
‘to measure’
‘to keep’
‘to beg’
‘to tattoo’
Elbert seems to attribute this phenomenon to the slow vs.  fast speech distinction and 
thus  implies  that  the  geminated form  is  somehow  generated after the deletion of the 
vowel of the CV reduplicant.  To corroborate that, he claims that similar losses occur 
word-medially in some non-reduplicated words.
Nonetheless,  I  contend  that a  more  interesting explanation  of the facts  is the 
following; the template for reduplication is merely a mora. Speakers can achieve this in 
two ways. They can either produce a CV syllable or they can geminate the first base 
consonant.  While  a  double  consonant  is  ideal  in  the  sense  that  it  is  really  the  most 
minimal  form  one  can  get  for mora reduplication,  it introduces geminates which  are 
quite marked.  A CV-reduplicant avoids this problem at the expense of constructing a 
slightly larger form. Two pressures are then in conflict producing variation; on the one 
hand the preference  for minimum reduplicant size and on the other the avoidance of 
geminates. Depending on which of the two takes precedence over the other, the above 
results obtain.
There is another reason why this analysis seems to be on the right track. Elbert 
notes that this kind of pattern systematically arises only in reduplication. A very limited 
number of similar cases emerge outside reduplication, e.g. ghaghaghaba - ghghaghaba 
‘a plantain’1.  In fact, Elbert offers only two more examples of the same type. Had the 
pattern  been  described  in  (1)  were  purely related to the  slow-fast speech difference, 
then  why would it regularly and systematically only arise in reduplication? And why 
would  it always  and only  involve  deletion of the first vowel given that word-medial 
vowel deletion also occurs, e.g. ghaghaghasa - ghaghghasa ‘a limpet’? The truth is that 
vowel deletion happens extremely marginally outside reduplication and seems random. 
The  reduplicated  pattern  however  is  suggestive  of a  generalisation  which  can  much 
more adequately be attributed to initial-consonant gemination that involves construction 
of a moraic onset - a configuration also supported by the prohibition against codas.
Bellonese  then  renders  itself a compelling case of reduplication by  means of 
initial consonant moraic gemination.
1  Note however that despite Elbert’s claim, this still looks like reduplication.
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7.2.2.1 Onondaga (Michelson 1988)
Onondaga  resembles  Samothraki  Greek,  which  was  previously  discussed,  in  that 
deletion of /r/ results in lengthening. Facts are quite complex, so I will present a brief 
overview of the major points.  Onondaga is one of the five Lake-Iroquoian languages, 
the other four being Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida and Mohawk. Onondaga and Seneca lost 
the phoneme /r/ of the Proto-Lake-Iroquoian (PLI) in all environments, whereas Cayuga 
lost  it  intervocalically  and  after a postvocalic  laryngeal.  The  discussion  here centres 
only around Onondaga, unless reference to the other languages is needed.
Intervocalically,  r became  w after round vowels (2a) and y after i (2b).  In all 
other occasions r was lost (2c). The latter case resulted in a sequence of vowels, but no 
lengthening appeared2.
(2)  a.  PLI *votho:re?  ‘it is cold’  Onond othorwe?
b.  PLI *owi:ra?  ‘baby’  Onond owi.yce?
c.  PLI *wa?knohare?  ‘I wash’  Onond wa?kohae?
More  interesting is the pre- and post-consonantal  r loss.  In both cases,  r deleted and 
caused lengthening of the vowel before it (pre-consonantal r e.g. PLI:  *katorve?s ‘I’m 
breathing, Onond: katgrye?s) or after it (post-consonantal). The latter is where we focus 
our attention.
(3)  Post-consonantal /r/-deletion and lengthening in  Onondaga
PLI *yotshf?kre?  ‘clouds’  Onond otsh(?ke:?
PLI *o?kra?  ‘snow flake’  Onond o?kce:?
Lengthening did not normally occur after *hr or *?r. Michelson states that the derived 
vowels are truly long and tautosyllabic since they are counted as one vowel for stress 
purposes.  Seneca  on  the  other  hand  presented  r-deletion  in  the  same  environment 
without  lengthening.  Citing  Woodbury  (1981),  Michelson  proposes  to  explain  the 
Onondaga pattern based on two facts. First, in dictionaries of the seventeenth and mid­
eighteenth centuries,  *Cr is frequently represented as Cer. Second, Mohawk regularly
2 If the vowel following /r/ is back, then it is fronted, e.g. a  ae as in (2b).
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at some point inserted an epenthetic e too, which after r-deletion would coalesce with 
the following vowel leading to a fused long vowel, i.e. *CrV > *CerV >*CeV> *CW 
> *CV:.
While this is a possible explanation of the facts, I do not think it is the only one. 
Onondaga’s r-deletion patterns seem to be consistent with what happens in SamG, i.e. 
lengthening of a  vowel  after cluster simplification,  but not when the r deletes word-
•  3  • medially . With regard to the information the dictionaries offer, numerous questions can 
be raised,  but I think the most pertinent one is why only some of the *Cr forms are 
represented as *Cer. Wouldn’t one expect all the forms to show up with this pattern had 
it been so pervasive? More importantly, other than the dictionaries, there does not seem 
to be any conclusive empirical evidence that indeed there was e-epenthesis in the *CrV 
context. The fact that it occurs in Mohawk does not imply that it happens in Onondaga. 
What is  more,  Mohawk has extensive e-epenthesis,  which is in direct contrast to the 
distribution of e-insertion in Onondaga. As a matter of fact, Michelson herself (1988: 
146-7)  describes just  a  single  case  of e-epenthesis,  namely  between  an extrasyllabic 
non-laryngeal consonant and a following consonant (4).
(4)  Onondaga e-epenthesis
k-the?t-ha? > kethe?tha?  ‘I’m pounding’
k-?ny-a-?ke-h > ke?nya?keh  ‘my hand’
I contend that all these facts show that this issue has not been resolved and should at the 
very  least  make  us  sceptic  towards  the  *Cer approach.  A compensatory  lengthening 
approach is available, especially given the resemblance of the facts to the SamG data. 
This matter then remains open for further investigation.
7.2.2.2  Proto Austronesian (Zewen 1977)
According to Zewen (1977: 9-10, 36), initial Proto-Austronesian (PAN) consonants that 
were lost in Marshallese (MAR) have generally produced a compensatory lengthening 
effect as exemplified below.
3  Onondaga differs  from  Sam.  Greek in also presenting deletion of /r/ from the coda with subsequent 
lengthening. With respect to Onondaga initial /r/, Michelson (1988) reports that stem-initial /r/ alternates 
with y/0, but at least in the examples provided, this does not coincide with the word-initial position.
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PAN MAR Gloss
bitun iyu ‘star’
binih i:ne ‘seed’
yaput’ a:ut ‘to wrap around’
pukdt o:k ‘drag net’
puna u:n ‘origin’
hat’ap a:t ‘smoke’
However deletion  in  a cluster did  not lead to CL,  as  in PAN  *mpdn9d > MAR bori 
‘obstructed’ [NB: b stands for a rounded bilabial stop, t’ for an unreleased dental stop].
This set of data is of course promising, but additional empirical confirmation is 
required, particularly as Zewen does not explain what other processes may be involved 
in  the  evolution  from  PAN  to  MAR.  It  is  worthwhile  mentioning  that  one  of  the 
examples  is  interesting  for  an  additional  reason.  Based  on  the  Samothraki  Greek 
‘compensatory  lengthening  after  onset  loss’  data  (Chapter 5),  we  have  claimed  that 
there is the expectation that a language may show lengthening after initial onset loss, 
but  not  after medial  one,  because  the  latter  is easily  blocked  by  the  cross-linguistic 
tendency against super-long vocalic hiatus. This seems to be reflected in the example 
yaput’ > MAR a:ut, because the Marshallese form presents deletion of both the initial as 
well as the medial onset. Lengthening however occurs only after the former’s loss.
7.2.2.3  Trique (Hollenbach 1977)
The description of Trique by Hollenbach presents an interesting case of CL, which is 
different from  what  we  have  seen  before.  While  in  all  the previous  cases,  including 
Samothraki Greek, CL was seen as the result of onset loss which led to lengthening of 
the  vowel following the onset, Trique shows a different pattern. Essentially here, the 
vowel is lost or shortened and the preceding consonant lengthens as a response to that4. 
This is exemplified below.
Trique  is  a  tonal  language,  which  also  shows  stress,  consistently on  the  final 
syllable.  This  syllable  is  special in  being able to license numerous tonal, consonantal 
and vocalic contrasts (see Hollenbach 1977 for details or Yip 2002: 234 for a summary). 
One of the contrasts in the San Juan Copala dialect of Trique (henceforth SJC), involves 
the  presence  of fortis  stops  and fortis  sibilants  in  the onset of the final  syllable and
4 Something similar happens in Supyire vowel elision (§7.2.5.1), but facts there are more contentious.
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36-37).  Phrasal  stress  is  marked  both  by  the  intensity  on  the  ultima  of  the  word 
receiving it and by lengthening of open long vowels or shortening of short vowels. “The 
latter is accompanied by compensatory lengthening of an immediately preceding fortis 
stop, fortis sibilant or resonant (Hollenbach 1977: 49; emphasis added mine)”.
If this is  accurate,  then it seems to be the case that the short vowels are now 
reduced, and their mora is inherited by the preceding onset consonant. Given that it is 
the stressed syllable which gets affected and that Copala Trique lacks codas (with the 
exception of word-final coda,  which has to be a laryngeal (Hollenbach  1977:  36)), it 
seems reasonable that the newly created geminate syllabifies wholly in the onset and is 
rendered a moraic onset (cf. Chapter 6 ).
An additional desirable aspect of this is that only the fortis/voiceless consonants 
undergo this process. While lenis/voiced consonants can also surface as onsets of final 
syllables, cf. nata? ‘to explain’ vs. roda? ‘muller’, they do not undergo any lengthening. 
This is consistent with the idea pursued in this thesis that if only one set of consonants 
emerges as moraic onsets, then it will be the voiceless one to the exclusion of the voiced 
counterpart.
One further effect is also of importance. Hollenbach (see above) also states that 
resonants, i.e. /m n 1 y w/ undergo this lengthening too, which means that they behave 
like  the  voiceless  consonants  do.  As  a result,  SJC Trique  sonorants have to lack the 
[voice] feature. This property brings them on a par with Karo sonorants (see §2.4.3.1).
A similar instance of CL appears in the San Andres Chicahuaxtla (SAC) dialect 
of Trique. SAC differs from SJC in having both fortis resonants /m: n: 1: y: w'J which 
only appear in monosyllables and lenis sonorants /m n 1  y w/. The characteristic of fortis 
resonants  is that they  are quite  long (Hollenbach  1977:  50). Interestingly,  SAC fortis 
resonants developed mainly by a lengthening of simple resonants to compensate for the 
loss of a penult (Longacre 1957:  18)5.
(6 )  SAC Trique fortis  resonants  (Hollenbach  1977:  58;  a dot underneath a vowel 
indicates it is short)
SJC  yum?  SAC  m:j  ‘sweet potato’
SJC  yana  SAC  n:a  ‘loft’
5 Note that the Trique CL facts would require some modification to the CL theory presented in Chapter 5 
with regard to assumptions about root node preservation in reduced vowels (SJC) and the addition of only 
one  mora  even  when  two  segments  delete  (apparently due  to limitations  of the  number of moras per 
syllable) as in SAC.
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If CL is either about mora preservation, or position preservation through a mora, then 
the fortis sonorant will carry a mora in SAC. And if initial moraic geminates are best 
described as  weightful  onsets,  then this  is another case of CL that leads to a moraic 
onset.
7.2.3  Word Minimality
7.2 .3.1  Damin (Hale 1981 (H6), Hale and Nash 1997 (H&N))
Damin is a now extinct initiation language used by the Lardil (Momington Island, Gulf 
of Carpentaria,  Australia).  It is  phonologically interesting for many reasons.  It is the 
only  language  outside  Africa  that possesses clicks  and  shows  rearticulation  of some 
consonants.  Damin is interesting in another respect too. According to H&N, it is also 
the case that the language has a word minimum which can be stated as CVV or CCV, 
while CVC minimal words seem to be banned, although Damin allows closed syllables 
with Ini or / it/ as a coda [/rr/ is an apico-alveolar flap]. There is however a preference 
for syllables to be open (H&N: 254). While I will not attempt to justify the consonantal 
inventory that Hale and Nash present, I will repeat it here for expository reasons.
(7)  Damin consonantal inventory
bilabial lamino- apico- apico- lamino- dorso-
dental alveolar domal alveolar velar
stops b th d j k
nasals n ny ng
flap IT
glides w y
fricative f
Pf j2
k’ ejectives P’
nasals m!
nh!2
n!
n!2
(m!)
ng*
lateral  1*
trill  pr
_____________Eli_____________________
The  interested  reader  is  referred  to  H&N:  252  for the  detailed IPA transcriptions  of 
these  sounds.  For  current  purposes  it  suffices  to  say  that  the  symbol  ‘2’  denotes
6 Many thanks to David Nash and to ASEDA, AIATSIS for making document 0028 available to me.
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at the place of articulation denoted by the previous consonantal symbol. All clicks are 
nasalized. Intervocalic clusters are limited, but there are some. Onsets include singleton 
consonants, rearticulated consonants or certain clusters. In particular, the latter involve:
a)  the bilabial HI or /p’/ followed by /ny/ or /ng/, b) the bilabial lil or /pr2/ followed by 
/y/, c) the cluster /thrr/.
On a highly speculative note, Hale and Nash (1997), following a suggestion by 
Morris  Halle,  propose  that  in  fact  all  complex  onsets  in  Damin,  including  the 
rearticulated ones, have to be analysed as “the double association to onset of a single 
segment”.  In other words,  they are treated as geminate consonants. This is consistent 
with the fact that minimal words contain either a long vowel or are of the form CCV7, 
where CC corresponds to consonant clusters or rearticulated consonants. Both types of 
words  are  treated  as  bimoraic.  Hence  the  onset  is  allowed  to  contribute  a  mora,  a 
possibility that Hale and Nash (1997) themselves acknowledge. Some examples follow:
(8)  Damin minimal words (H&N and H)8
CCV:  a) rearticulated consonants
n!2a  ‘grandmother, paternal’ (H)
n!2u  ‘liquid’ (H&N)
nh!2u  ‘become hot’ (H)
b)  complex onsets
fngu  ‘be bewitched’ (H)
fnyi  ‘calf of leg or tail* (H)
thrru  ‘woman’ (H)
CVV:  jii  ‘grandchild, daughter’s child’(H)
thii  ‘shark (general term)’ (H)
kaa  ‘now’ (H&N)
Note that some - superficially - CV words are allowed too, but these always involve one 
of the  following  consonants:  /l*/,  /ng*/  or  /k’/,  such  as,  l*i  ‘good,  well’  (H),  ng*i 
‘tobacco’  (H). This detail could destroy the bimoraicity minimality generalisation, but 
the solution seems to lie in the fact that these consonants too seem to be acting actually 
as  rearticulated.  /I*/  has  two  sequentially  opening  airstream  mechanisms,  i.e.  an
7  The  examples  of rearticulated  consonants  provided  in  the  sources  only  include  rearticulated  clicks. 
While there are words starting with /pr2/ and /j2/, these are followed by VV instead, e.g. pr2yuu and j2uu 
(H). They were the only examples of this kind I could spot.
8  Document  0028  (Hale  1981)  comprises  a  Lardil-Damin  vocabulary  and  a  Lardil-English  one.  The 
former provides no English glosses for words.  I have provided the glosses indirectly by consulting the 
Lardil-English vocabulary. I usually provide a single gloss, since for some words multiple correspondents 
are applicable, e.g. n!2a also means ‘brother in law’.
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‘double effort’  in the  airstream with /k’/ being an ejective and /ng*/ having an extra 
pulmonic pressure (H&N: 257-258).
While the Damin data seem intriguing, more would need to be understood about 
the  nature  of  the  consonants  involved  and  the  possible  clusters,  as  well  as  of the 
properties of rearticulation.  However, chances to do so adequately are slim given that 
the language is extinct, therefore no additional data collection is possible.
7.2.4  Metrics
7.2 .4.1  Luganda court songs (Fabb 1997, Katamba and Cooke 1987)
Fabb (1997) discusses Luganda court songs, which are part of the court music of the 
B Uganda kings of Uganda, and argues that these songs are metrical (for more details see 
Fabb 1997:  100-102).
The  basic  line  consists  of  36  pulses  divided  into  six  6-pulse  constituents 
matched by accompanying handclaps. The music pulses match with moras in the line. 
For our  purposes,  it  is  interesting  to  examine  the  mora-counting  algorithm.  All  the 
following configurations count as two moras: i) a long vowel, ii) a vowel preceded by a 
glide, e.g. kwa and iii) a short vowel followed by two consonants (usually a geminate or 
a  nasal+obstruent  sequence).  The  following  line  illustrates  [N.B:  •  =  pulse,  •  = 
implicitly accented pulse accompanied by handclap].
(9)  line from the song of Ssematimba and Kikwabanga9
Call part  Response part
•  • •   • •   • •   • •   •   • •   •   M  • • • •  •   • •   ••••••  • •   •   M   • •   •
I   fl  II  II  fl  I   II  I   II  I   Ml  I  U   III  III  ii  II  I
nnnwiminnnmn  n n   n
A-baa - lia - ban - gi#  nsi- ga - dde#  bw’o- mu#  La- ba#  Sse-ma- ti-mba# ne# Ki-kwa-ba-nga# 
we  were  many  I  am  left  alone  Look at  Ssematimba  and  Kikwabanga
It is evident that the line comprises two half-lines: the call part and the response part. A 
few pulses may remain unmatched if the half-line is short. Notably, unmatched pulses
9 The syllable [ma]  in Ssematimba  is monomoraic but matched to two pulses, as a  result of lengthening in
that  position.  The  monosyllabic  word  [ne] that  follows  is  treated  as  bimoraic, because  the  following
consonant /k/ in Kikwabanga is pronounced [tfl and acts like the geminates or nasal+stop sequences (see 
below in text) rendering the preceding syllable heavy.
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(1997) for more details on the analysis of this metrical template, but what matters for 
our purposes is that syllables with complex onsets like bw’o or kwa count as heavy for 
metrical purposes. One of course could argue that such syllables are truly bw’o: or kwa:, 
but I do not consider this  likely,  since Fabb is cautious in being explicit for all other 
vowels involved by marking them as long or short10.1 thus take this to really indicate a 
short vowel preceded by a glide, but being able to act as bimoraic. Nonetheless, note 
that  it  is  also  possible  that  the  glides  here  are  what  Smith  (2003)  calls  ‘nuclear 
onglides’,  i.e.  glides  that are  actually  dominated by  the  nucleus  node  instead  of the 
syllable  node.  As  such,  they  could  contribute  to  the  weight  of  the  nucleus  and 
consequently not count for onset moraicity. To entertain this possibility, further research 
would be required on the status of Luganda glides.
However, even if this is so, that proposal cannot be extended to the following 
observation. Syllables with a short vowel followed by a nasal+obstruent stop or with a 
geminate,  e.g.  ti  in  ti-mba  or ga  in  ea-dde  are  considered  bimoraic,  perhaps  due to 
resyllabification,  i.e.  tim-ba  and  ead-de  from  the  onset  to  the  coda  of the  previous 
syllable. But this may not be necessary if we assume, as Fabb does above, that complex 
onsets  may  contribute  moras  for  metrical  purposes.  Although  the  correspondence 
between pulses and moras may need to be slightly modified, the number of moras is not 
affected, nor is the overall pattern.
Luganda court songs then provide a potential case where onset moraicity can be 
recognised in metrical structure.
7.2.5  R em aining cases
7.2.5.i  Supyire (Carlson 1990, Hajek and Goedemans in prep.)
In this section I describe a process of vowel elision in Supyire spoken in Mali (Carlson 
1990),  which  according  to  an  unpublished manuscript by  Goedemans  and  Hajek  (in 
prep.) could be treated as involving onset weight. Throughout I will not mark tone.
The facts of interest are the following (Carlson  1990:  67-68).  Unstressed high 
vowels  N   and  /u/  delete  when  followed  by  a  resonant  consonant  /!/  and  /n/  (but
10 Bear in mind that Fabb’s interpretation of the facts conflicts with that of Clements (1986), where kwa is 
actually [kwa:] from underlying /ku-a/. This undergoes glide formation and lengthening of the following 
vowel.  Similarly,  timba  is  actually  [tirmba]  from  underlying  /tim-ba/.  Prenasalization  follows  with 
subsequent lengthening of the previous vowel.
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preceded by either a non-coronal stop (/p/, /b/, /k/) or a non-back fricative (/f/, /v/, /s/, 
/z/)11.  There  are  two  options  for  the  resulting  surface  form,  either  the  one  with 
consonant gemination, i.e. C1V1C2V2 — » CiC2iV2 or lengthening of the following vowel, 
i.e. C1V1C2V2 — >  C1C2V2:. Some examples follow.
(10)  Supyire gemination/lengthening after V-loss [N.B: /r/ is a uvular tap (Carlson 1990:21)]
C-semination V-lenethenine Gloss
pilaga pl:aRa pla:Ra ‘night’
biliwe bl:iwe bliiwe ‘slave’
kile kl:e kle: ‘sky, God’
kinaga kn:aRa kna:Ra ‘fruit bar’
file fl:e fie: ‘approach’
silege sheRe sle:Re ‘be ashamed’
Hajek  and  Goedemans  (in  prep.)  argue  that  the  occurring  lengthening,  either 
consonantal or vocalic one, is due to the preservation of the mora left behind by the high 
vowel. They moreover interpret the consonant gemination as a moraic onset geminate, 
based on two statements of Carlson. First, Supyire has no codas: “There are no closed 
syllables in Supyire.  Syllables are basically CV or CVV. A few grammatical words... 
begin with a V syllable” (Carlson  1990:  16). As a result, the first part of C2 cannot be 
considered  a coda.  Moreover,  Supyire  has  a  single  instance of syllabic  nasals  which 
arises after the deletion of an unstressed vowel in the environment NVC[-v0i stop] (Carlson 
1990:  65-66).  If these  statements  are  right,  then the consonant in question  cannot be 
syllabic  or a coda-onset geminate.  The  only  alternative  then  seems  to be  that of the 
consonant  being  syllabified  in  the  onset  and  bearing  a  mora,  as  a  result  of  mora 
preservation.
To  show  that  mora  preservation  is  indeed  involved,  evidence  is  presented 
relating  to  the  1SG gender class  -wV which only  attaches to bimoraic  roots,  such  as 
CVCV sara-wa  ‘bee’  or CVV tfe:-we  ‘woman’, but not to monomoraic ones. The fact 
that the suffix can appear after forms generated through elision, like bl:i-we ~ bli:-we 
‘slave’ corroborates the idea of mora preservation, since in each case, the resulting root 
must be bimoraic.
1 1  But there are words which conform to this description and yet show no elision, see e.g. sululi or pinini 
(Carlson 1990: 231). Perhaps, the vowel in question is stressed and that is why elision does not apply.
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sceptical  about  the  validity  of the  above  proposal.  While  mora  preservation  indeed 
seems  to  be  occurring,  its  characterisation  may  not  be  accurate.  First  note  that  this 
process only occurs when C2 is a sonorant N  or /n/, and not with any other consonants. 
Second,  the  sonorant retains  the  tone of the elided vowel.  Third,  given the examples 
Carlson provides, this process only seems to occur when the relevant sequence appears 
word-initially.
These three properties are consistent with either syllabic consonants or sesqui- 
syllables. The latter occur mainly in the Mon-Khmer languages, like Kammu, Temiar or 
Semai  (Svantesson  1983,  Sloan  1988,  Gafos  1998,  Lin  1998,  Hendricks  2001  and 
references cited therein), which possess a large number of words that include a sequence 
of consonants (usually two), dubbed a minor syllable (or semi-syllable) and a normal 
syllable,  e.g.  CC.CVC  as  in  Temiar  br.caa?  ‘to  feed’  (Gafos  1998:  238)  or  Semai 
dh.dnoh  ‘appearance  of nodding constantly’  (Sloan  1988:  320).  The first CC part of 
these words is not really a syllable as it includes no nucleic part, but instead is usually 
considered as an onset-coda sequence with one mora (hence the name sesqui-syllabic, 
i.e. words of one-and-a-half syllables; for alternative representations of minor syllables 
see Lin  1998  and  §5.3.2).  Such degenerate semi-syllables are confined to word-initial 
position  (Sloan  1988),  which  according to John Hajek (p.c.)  is reasonable given  that 
these languages are very markedly stress-final and all other syllables tend to be reduced. 
A  final  property  of minor  syllables  relevant  for  our  purposes  is  that commonly  the 
second consonant carries tone, e.g. Kammu kh.ni? ‘behind’, hr.maal ‘soul’ (Svantesson 
1983:  32-33).  Adding all  these traits together make minor syllables look suspiciously 
similar to the CC[S O n ] sequences of Supyire.
Consequently, we conclude that it is possible to view the geminated consonant 
being syllabified as Cxfy-CiVi so that C2 is either syllabic or a coda of a semi-syllable. 
The only reason  we could not yet adopt any of these two ideas with any certainty is 
Carlson’s  statements  mentioned  above.  If  the  language  lacks  codas,  semi-syllables 
should not be possible, at least not under the interpretation that views semi-syllables as 
onset-coda  sequences.  The  other  statement  maintains  that  the  language  has  syllabic 
sonorants, but only in a very specific environment which does not correspond to the one 
in (10). Here too then syllabic sonorants would not be an option either.
To  construct  a  more  informed  opinion  about  Supyire  we  would  then  need 
answers to the following questions: i) on what empirical grounds does Carlson establish 
that  the  only  syllabic  sonorants  in  the  language  are  the  nasals  which  arise  after the
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can  we  exclude  with  certainty  that  other  sonorants  cannot  be  syllabic  (or part  of a 
semisyllable)? ii) are there absolutely no examples of the type: kapilaga -> kapilaga [i.e. 
with V-elision  word-medially]?  Hajek and Goedemans seem to suggest that there are 
none, since onset gemination is today a historic process in the urban variety of Supyire; 
iii)  are  there  any  examples  where  C2*l,  n?  And iv)  are  there  any other instances  of 
geminates in Supyire? Before we receive satisfactory answers to these issues, I contend 
that no decision can be made for one or the other approach.
Prior to closing this section, it is however worthwhile mentioning that there is a 
small set of data which could be taken to favour the case for onset geminates (Carlson 
1990: 59). The description relating to the data in (11) is the following: “Roots ending in 
stressed CVr or CVN have their vowel  lengthened when the diminutive suffix -rV is 
added. Since only a single consonant remains of the expected cluster [rr] — >  [r] and [nr] 
-» [n], this lengthening is probably compensatory following degemination”.
(11)  cer-  +  -rV  — >   ceere
calabash  D im  ‘little calabash’
qkeN-  +  -rV  — >   qkeene
branch  D im  ‘little branch’
The point here is that if there are no codas in the language, then at the stage just before 
degemination,  those  geminates  should  have  been  wholly  syllabified  in  the  onset. 
Assuming  a  compensatory  lengthening  analysis  that treats  CL as  mora preservation, 
then given that subsequent degemination caused lengthening of the previous vowel, the 
geminates should carry moras. If this is on the right track, then after all maybe Supyire 
has - or used to have - moraic onset geminates.
7.2.5-2 Yoruba (Ola 1995, 1997)
This section begins with a disclaimer.  Unlike the previous cases, it is quite clear that 
Standard Yoruba does not involve moraic onsets. Nonetheless, reference to it is useful 
for illustration  purposes,  as  it presents  a host  of phenomena and processes  which  in 
another  language  could  be  interpreted  as  involving  moraic  onsets.  These  include:  i) 
Word  Minimality  where  CV  words  are fine,  whereas  V ones  are not,  ii) Intransitive 
Imperatives  of  /CV/  verbs  which  surface  as  CV  without  lengthening  to  CVV  or
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iii)  Loan  verb  truncation,  where  consonant-initial  English  loan  verbs  truncate to  the 
initial  CV,  e.g.  paasi  — » pa  ‘to  pass’, pombu  — >  po  ‘to  pump’,  and  iv)  Ideophonic 
Reduplication  which  indicates  light intensity of action or  shape.  In this instance the 
reduplicant surfaces as a single CV suffix, e.g. rogbdb — » rbgbdo-db ‘round and big -> 
intensifying’.
One can thus see numerous occasions involving prosodic phenomena where CV 
syllables are licit. This on its own is not particularly interesting. More revealing is the 
fact that in  the  same environments V  syllables are not allowed. Thus there are no V 
words in the language (other than functional words that is); V-initial loan verbs cannot 
truncate to a single V, but instead present an epenthetic onset h, e.g. enfi — >  he but *e, 
*en  and  no  V-reduplication  arises,  e.g.  gbayau  — >   *gbayau-u  ‘open  and  loose’.  The 
point  of interest  then  is  that V  syllables  behave  differently  from  CV  ones.  Such  an 
observation seems to be necessary if a case for moraic onsets is put forward (cf. Bella 
Coola WdMin where CV words but not the V ones are allowed in the language).
However,  Ola  (1995,  1997)  provides  robust  evidence  that  a  moraic  onset 
analysis is not appropriate, because the generalisation regarding the distinction between 
CV  and  V  syllables  lies  elsewhere.  The  prominent observation  is  that every  Yoruba 
word needs to contain at least one onset consonant. Thus words that consist of a single 
vowel  whether short or long are banned, i.e.  *V,  *VV.  On the contrary, words of the 
type CV or CVV are permitted. Ola proposes to analyse this pattern by making use of 
the Properheadedness idea after Ito and Mester (1992). Properheadedness requires that 
every  word  must contain  at least one foot,  every foot at least one  syllable and every 
syllable at least one mora. She then suggests that in Yoruba only CV(V) strings actually 
make  a  syllable.  Onsetless  syllables  are  not  possible,  therefore  V  or  VV  are 
unsyllabified12. Nonetheless, such sequences are licensed by moras (in a manner similar 
to Bella Coola moraic licensing) and hence can surface.
Properheadedness is argued to be a top priority in the language, which accounts 
for  the  facts  above,  where  CV  syllables  but  not  V  ones  are  allowed.  A  striking 
manifestation  of this  insight  comes  through  the  consideration  of consonant  deletion 
processes  (Ola  1995:  277-8  and  references  therein).  There  are  three  basic  types  of 
consonant  deletion,  namely  (i)  sonorant  deletion,  (ii)  deletion  by  identity,  (iii)  /r/ 
deletion. We will only consider the first. The other two are similar.
12 This is actually a generalization pertaining to Standard Yoruba. Ondo Yoruba for instance (Ola 1997) 
possesses no similar restrictions, since V and CV syllables are treated the same.
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deletion is iterative in the sense that if there are two sonorants in the word, both may 
delete. There is just one case where deletion is blocked and that is when it would result 
in a word that had no consonant onset at all, e.g. as in *eue below. Without blocking of 
deletion,  the  word  would  effectively  be  rendered  syllable-less  and  thus  violate  the 
Properheadedness requirement. Some examples are given below.
(12)  Optional Intervocalic Sonorant Deletion13
a.  ewure  - eure ~ ewue - *ede  ‘goat’
b.  awure  - aure ~ awue - *aue  ‘luck charm’
c.  iragberf ~ aagberf - aagbee  ‘city name’
Despite  showing that Yoruba does not fall within the class of languages that present
onset moraicity effects, we can nonetheless - given the language’s facts - easily imagine 
a  language  similar  to  Yoruba  that  would belong to  the  moraic  onset category.  Such 
language would be like Yoruba in that it would distinguish CV from V sequences for a 
host of phenomena, but it would either lack processes like the deletion pattern above or 
- even preferably - exhibit processes of this type too, but without the ‘at least one onset 
per word’ restriction Yoruba has14. It remains to see whether there is actually a language 
that fits the bill.
7.2.,5.3 Tukang Besi (Donohue 1999)
Tukang  Besi,  a  language  of  Southeast  Sulawesi,  Indonesia  illustrates  a  case  where 
alleged geminates syllabify wholly in an onset position, but provides no clear support 
for  onset  moraicity.  Probably  these  are  then  more  accurately  described  as  ‘doubled 
consonants  with  two  root  nodes’  (§6.5  and  especially  §6.5.2).  Some  discussion  will 
clarify why this is the case.
13 One might be tempted to claim that the reason *eu6 or *aue are bad is because they involve super-long 
vocalic hiatus, which is generally avoided in languages (Kavitskaya 2002 and chapter 5 here). This is not 
a particularly promising explanation for two reasons; first there are Standard Yoruba words with exactly 
this  structure,  e.g.  in  the  reduplicated  form  oro-oorb  ‘every  morning’.  Still  the  fact  that  there  is  a 
morphological  boundary between  the  vowels  may play some role.  The potential  dislike for super-long 
vocalic  hiatus cannot account for the  following facts though  which  arise in another type of consonant 
deletion, i.e. that of /r/-deletion. As before, /r/-deletes whenever there is still another onset in the word, 
e.g. erupe ~ eepe ‘sand’, but not when this would lead to an onsetless word, e.g. ori -  *o( ‘head’, ara ~
*aa  ‘thunder’. Here the resulting vowels are simply long - which are very common in Yoruba - and yet 
certain  deletions  are  blocked.  The  requirement  against  words  that  totally  lack  syllables  captures  this 
pattern and is consistent with what happens in (12).
In that case, we would also expect that unlike Yoruba, VV minimal words should be accepted too, as 
the requirement imposed would bear on moraicity and not on properheadedness.
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most  voiced  stops  only  emerge  in  recent  borrowings),  glottals,  implosives,  nasals, 
liquids  and prenasalized stops  (voiced and voiceless ones).  Syllables in this language 
are simply (C)V. This statement is consistent with the fact that the language allows no 
codas and bans consonant clusters.
However some may view prenasalized stops as clusters occupying a coda-onset 
sequence.  Donohue (1999) argues that this cannot be the case.  Instead, he shows that 
prenasalized  stops  phonologically  act as a single  segment and occupy the onset of a 
syllable. First, native speakers unanimously syllabify a prenasalized stop in the onset of 
a syllable. Even if these complex segments were clusters, then it is quite peculiar why 
other clusters such as ordinary complex onsets of the type tr, kl, fail to arise. The most 
convincing evidence however comes from reduplication, where the reduplicant consists 
of two syllables as in (13a).
(13)  2 a  reduplication in Tukang Besi
a. hesowui  — >   heso-hesowui  ‘wash — >  wash playfully’
b. karambau  — >   kara-karambau  *karam-karambau  ‘buffalo’
(13b)  is the  more  interesting case,  which includes a prenasalized stop.  If this were a 
cluster  with  a  coda-onset  syllabification,  then  we  would  expect  a  reduplicated  form 
*karam-karambau.  The  fact  that  we  only  get  *  kara-karambau  suggests  that  the 
sequence is syllabified wholly in the onset15. Bantu languages with prenasalization lead 
to the same conclusion (cf. for instance the discussion on Kinyarwanda, §5.3).
All this can be tied in in the case of alleged gemination. Tukang Besi optionally 
seems to geminate consonants in the stressed position of the word, which happens to be 
the penult (14a). In a disyllabic word, where the stressed syllable is also the initial one, 
gemination jumps one syllable forward (14b).
(14)  Optional gemination in the stressed syllable
a)  top:arja  ‘cut branches’
mehai  ‘far’
15 The die-hard supporter of a coda-onset analysis could claim that in OT this would merely present a 
TETU effect (Emergence of the Unmarked, McCarthy and Prince  1994), where the language generally 
admits codas, but not in the reduplicants where the unmarked situation arises, i.e. no codas. There is a 
way to test the TETU effect: if homorganic clusters are allowed, then for the base /tumpe/ 'first bom' the 
reduplicant could be either:  [tumpe-tumpe]  (no TETU) or [tupe-tumpe]  (TETU).  Mark Donohue  (p.c., 
21/03/06)  verifies  that the first actually occurs as we get  [tumpe-tumpe]  for /tumpe/,  [pindi-pindi]  for 
/pindi/ ‘firm excrement’, but that also initial NC stops are preserved, e.g. [ndanga-ndanga] ‘jackfruit’.
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ek:a  ‘climb’
However if it is true that Tukang Besi lacks codas,  then these consonants have to be 
syllabified wholly in the onset position, but since we cannot say much with respect to 
their moraicity,  it is at this stage safer to assume these are doubled consonants rather 
than geminates.
7.3  M isanalysed onset sensitive languages
In this  section,  I focus on  languages,  which according to some,  present onset weight 
effects with respect to geminates or stress. I attempt to show that these analyses take no 
notice of certain data and facts in the languages at hand. As a result, wrong conclusions 
are reached which involve claims about onset moraicity.  In most cases, the languages 
are  well-behaved  (in  terms  of stress:  Bislama  and  Nankina)  or  slightly  unusual  (i.e. 
Berawan onset geminates),  but at any rate provide no evidence for onset moraicity. I 
first consider gemination in Berawan and then look into Bislama and Nankina stress.
7.3.1  Beraw an (G arcia-Bellido and Clayre 1997, henceforth GB&C)
Berawan is an Austronesian language spoken in the island of Borneo, in Sarawak, East 
Malaysia. It is spoken by around 3,000-4,000 people. The dialect described in GB&C is 
the one of Long Terawan on the Tutoh river. The data reported have been collected by 
Beatrice  Clayre  and  reflect  the  speech  of Denny  Belawing  Wan,  a  native  of Long 
Terawan.
The  aspect of Berawan which is of interest to us is the existence of geminate 
consonants. Their presence has been confirmed by acoustic studies that the authors have 
conducted as well  as by investigations by other researchers too, i.e. Robert Blust and 
Iovanna Condax.
All  consonants  -  plosives,  affricates,  nasals  and  liquids16  -  apart  from  the 
fricative s, the approximants w and j  and the glottals ? and h, can geminate. Geminates 
have a very restricted distribution. Independently of the analysis proposed, (at least) the 
second half of the geminate can only emerge as the onset of the final syllable in a word.
16 The authors represent the singleton vs. geminate rhotic as /r/ and /r/ respectively.
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Geminate  Singleton
lut:o?  ‘float’  lutoh  ‘soggy’
TBtJjDh  ‘dog’  ?itjo:  ‘remove’
SBn.’Bi?  ‘heat of sun’  sanBi?  ‘insect sp.’
More  specifically,  in  GB&C’s  description,  the “heavy  consonants can only  occur as 
onsets  of the  nuclear  syllable  (p.  25)”,  i.e.  the  final  syllable.  This  syllable  is  called 
nuclear as it is the only one which can support the full inventory of vowels (apart from 
extra light schwa) and consonants (long and short). Moreover, it is the one that receives 
the nuclear high pitch H* of the rising pitch LH* characteristic of Berawan words. Less 
explicitly, GB&C (1997: 27) seem to argue that stress too appears on the final syllable 
of the word.
Typically, words consist of the nuclear syllable and are optionally preceded by 
one or two light syllables. In fact, the major argument for both the heaviness as well as 
the syllabification of geminates wholly in the final syllable comes from the observation 
that  disyllabic  words  are  iambic  (~-),  while  the  maximum  weight  expansion  of the 
word is an anapaest (~~-). Had the geminates been heterosyllabic, then the penultimate 
would be rendered heavy and thus the above generalisation would be lost. The fact that 
penultimate syllables never comprise a VV or VC either, i.e. they are never heavy, also 
fits nicely with this pattern. The proposed representation then is one where the geminate 
is tautosyllabic and gets syllabified wholly in the onset of the last syllable as in (16b) 
[N.B: I use here CjCi and C: interchangeably to refer to geminate consonants].
(16)  a. Heterosyllabic geminate syllabification  b. Tautosyllabic syllabification
VCi.C,V  V.C,CiV
It is thus no coincidence that only the final syllable can host a geminate. It is the only 
syllable that supports a heavy syllable. Had the other syllables included a geminate, then 
they would become heavy, a fact banned in the language.
Obviously, this argumentation sounds a bit circular, while it heavily draws on a 
rather implausible assumption, namely that the maximal weight pattern in the language 
is  an  anapaest.  Anapaests  have  no  theoretical  import  although  they  are  common  in 
poetic  meter,  so it is  not obvious why it should be profitable to construct an account 
based  on  them.  For the  sake  of the  argument however,  I will  attempt a sketchy OT 
analysis of these data based on the ideas of GB&C.
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where the main idea is that each word has only one heavy syllable and this is aligned 
with the right edge of the word.
(17)  Align-PtHd-R: Align the right edge of the foot head with the right edge of the 
word
S(tress)-T(o)-W(eight) can be employed to force stressed syllables to be heavy.
(18)  STW: Stressed syllables are heavy
Combining  these  two  will  produce  the right effects  and will also cause geminates to 
syllabify as tautosyllabic in the final syllable. As a result, no reference to anapaests is 
required.  Suppose we need to parse an input sequence such as/L L H /. The winner is 
indeed an LH iamb, as it manages to satisfy both constraints at the same time, unlike its 
rivals.
(19)  Align-FTHd-R, STW [stressed syllables are underlined]
/LLH / A lig n-FTH d-R STW
a. L(LH)
b. L (L H) *! ♦
c. L (H) H *!
d. L(H)(H) *!
This ranking does not suffice once we consider an input like /LHH/ (20). The problem is 
that both candidates here fare equally well.  However, adding the WSP and ranking it 
over  MAX-IO-p  settles  this  glitch  (21),  by  getting  rid  of (b),  whose  penult  remains 
unstressed albeit heavy and favouring (a) which satisfies WSP by shortening the penult.
(20)  A lig n-FTH d-R, STW_______________________________
/LH H / A lig n-FTH d-R STW
a.  L (L H)
b.  L H (H)
(21)  A lig n-FTH d-R, WSP, STW »  MAX-IO-(p)
/LH H / Align-FTHd-R  i  WSP  i  STW Max-IO-p
^   a.  L (LH) ♦
b.  L H (H) i  *!  i
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force a flAAJ input to emerge as [LLH].
(22)
ILLU A lig n-FtH d-R WSP STW D ep-IO-ji
*   a.  L (LH) ♦
b.  L (L L) *!
We can now examine what happens when the input includes a geminate consonant. The 
question  is  how  this  is  going  to  syllabify.  All  we  need  to  do  is  to  add the  generic 
*M ora ic O n set  which  would penalise tautosyllabic geminates and rank it below the 
other  high-ranking  constraints  used  before.  As  shown  in  (23),  (a)  loses  because  by 
syllabifying the geminate heterosyllabically, it assigns the mora on the penult leaving 
the final stressed syllable light. This causes a fatal violation of STW. (b) has the same 
syllabification but stresses the penult, which although satisfies STW, drags stress away 
from the right edge of the word and produces a violation of dominant A lign-FtH d-R. 
(c)  satisfies  both  high-ranking  constraints  by  syllabifying  the  geminate  in  a  more 
marked configuration, namely that of a tautosyllabic geminate17.
(23)  A lig n-FTH d-R, STW »  *M o ra ic O nset_________________________________
A lig n-FtH d-R STW *M oraic O nset
a.  CVuClu.C,Vu *!
b.  CVuC,u. C,VU *!
^   c.  C V ^ .C ^ *
While this analysis would require modifications to account for the full range of facts, 
the point here is to show that an analysis along the lines of GB&C is possible. However, 
there  are  reasons  to  question  the  validity  of  this  account.  Some  are  presented 
immediately below.
Berawan has a Word Minimality condition which takes the form CVV or CVC18 
(p.  27-28).  This  is  obviously  a  bimoraic  requirement,  which  naturally  raises  the 
following  question.  If  geminates  are  heavy,  then  why  doesn’t  a  C:V  fulfil  the 
bimoraicity requirement? There is a possible way out. Given that geminates only occur
17 We would like to be able to generate an output like f(CVCV:)1. even if the input had been something 
like /C^VCV/. To achieve this, we would also need A ll-FT-R to dominate all other constraints so that 
the  appealing  candidate  [(C:V)(CVi)l  is  ruled  out.  The  rest  of the  ranking  would  favour  the  output 
[(CV.CVi)]
18 A minimal syllable contains an onset (GB&C: 36).
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result C:V words would be bad, simply because they would include the prohibited initial 
geminates.  But  no  similar rescue  is  available once we consider the full inventory of 
word-final syllables.
(24)  Distribution of word-final syllables 1 9
N.B: brackets refer to the original numbering of examples in GB&C and not to page numbers
a.  open syllables 
*y
*cv
CV: bi: “lips” (GB&C: (1))
cv,v2 sa?ai “frog sp.” (GB&C: (1»
CV,:V2 sapa:u “roof’  (GB&C: (1))
CV,V2: kio: “follow” (GB&C: (4))
closed svllables 
*VC
cvc puko? “jungle knife” (GB&C: (7))
CV:C tutoim “joint” (GB&C: (35))
CV,V2C
*CV,:V2C
*CV,V2:C
buag “beetle” (GB&C: (4))
svllables with 
*C:V
geminates
C:V: d3ik:a: “rendezvous” (GB&C: (1))
C:V,V2 ?ap:iu “height” (GB&C: (25))
C:VC bdlun “hill” (GB&C: (9))
C:V:C rjajiiaig “wasp sp.” (GB&C: (9))
C:V,V2C sapiau? “blowpipe” (GB&C: (4))
d.  exception (possible loanword):
CV1V2V3  bdliau  “shaman” (GB&C: (4); see GB&C fn. 4)
These  data  are  very  informative.  First,  we  can  see  that  onsets  are  obligatory  in 
monosyllabic words ruling out forms such as [VV] and [VC]. While this excludes [V] 
words  too,  their  absence  undoubtedly  relates  to  the  bimoraicity  condition. 
Consequently,  [CV]  words  are  bad even  though they  are onsetful.  As  we  have  seen 
already, [C:V] words are prohibited, despite being both onsetful and allegedly bimoraic. 
Recourse to the lack of initial geminates can account for the absence of such words. The
19 Following Garcfa-Bellido and Clayre,  I use [a:]  for the long low central  vowel, but [a]  for its  short 
slightly fronter version, rather than the [e] they use.
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initial. In other words, we should anticipate forms such as [CV.C:V], because assuming 
the  geminate  is  heavy  and  syllabified  in  an  onset,  then  this  word  would  be  a  well- 
formed [LH] iambic sequence. And yet, GB&C offer no example of this type.
If however we accept that the final syllable must indeed be heavy (although no 
similar expectations apply to other syllables) and that so-called geminates are in fact 
weightless doubled consonants (§6.5.2), then facts fall into place. The reason we do not 
get  [CVC:V]  is  because  this  would  actually  be  [CVH .C:VM ],  i.e.  *[LL],  which  is 
forbidden  since  the  last syllable  needs to be heavy.  At the  same time, configurations 
such as CV.CiV: e.g. d3ik:a: “rendezvous” (GB&C: ex. 1, p. 18) or CV.CiVC e.g. lakieh 
“omen  bird”  (GB&C:  ex.  9,  p.  25)  would  be  the  only  possible,  because  they  could 
render the final syllable heavy due to the bi-moraicity of the rime.
A further problem with pursuing the idea that there are moraic onset geminates 
in  Berawan  is  the  presence  of  C:V:C  syllables  as  in  e.g.  [rpjiicug].  If  geminates 
contributed a mora, then this syllable which includes a bimoraic nucleus and a moraic 
coda should be quadrimoraic. This is totally unprecedented. In fact, GB&C note that the 
maximum  of the  moras  in  the  rime  is  three  (p.  36)  and  make  no  reference  to  the 
prediction  about  quadrimoraic  weight  that  is  unavoidable  in  their  analysis.  Positing 
three moras as the maximum syllable weight however is consistent with the presence of 
C:V:C syllables (where the first consonant is an initial doubled C) as well as with the 
lack of *CViiV2C and *CViV2iC that would exceed this maximum.
All  these  problems  indicate  that  so-called  Berawan  geminates  are  not  in  fact 
geminates. There is no evidence for their moraicity, therefore they should be considered 
‘doubled  consonants  with  two  root  nodes’.  This  proposal  also  explains  why  *C:V 
syllables do not satisfy Word Minimality, why final syllables which are always heavy 
never include a C:V syllable (as this is light) and why seemingly quadrimoraic syllables 
are  allowed.  The  latter  are  permitted  simply  because  they  are  actually  trimoraic. 
Trimoraic  syllables  are  marked,  but extant in a few  languages,  e.g.  Estonian  (Hayes 
1995) or Kashmiri (Moren 2000).
At this point,  one question comes up.  How do we account for the absence of 
doubled consonants in other syllables apart from the final one, where contrasts such as 
the  following  can  be  found  e.g.  lut:o?  “float”  vs.  lutoh  “soggy”  (GB&C:  (25))? 
Obviously this relates to a better understanding of the properties of doubled consonants, 
which  at  present  remains  vague.  While  I  will  currently  set  this  aside,  it  is  perhaps
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nuclear  pitch  and  stress.  We  could  perhaps  then  argue  that  these  consonants  are 
somehow licensed by stress, shaping up an implicational relationship, namely:  ‘if there 
is a doubled consonant, then it is in a stressed syllable’, while the reverse does not hold.
As a final remark, observe that Berawan resembles Trique (§7.2.2.3) in that final 
syllables license certain contrasts and allow lengthened consonants to appear. However, 
in Trique I reached the conclusion that moraic onsets were involved, which has not been 
the case for Berawan. The reason for that is that an analysis that employs moraic onset 
geminates in Berawan, leaves - as I have just demonstrated - numerous aspects of the 
language unaccounted for, i.e. WdMin considerations, final syllable patterns and weight 
restrictions.  On  the  other  hand,  the  available  Trique  data  seem  supportive  of  and 
compatible with the use of moraic onsets.
7.3.2  Bislam a (Camden 1977, Gordon 2005, Lynch 1975, Crowley 2004)
Bislama is the national language of Vanuatu, which started as a plantation pidgin in the 
nineteenth  century,  but  since  then  has  evolved  into  a  fully-fledged  language.  It  has 
significantly diverged from English and French upon which large part of the vocabulary 
is based.  Bislama is  relevant here  since Gordon (2005) citing Camden (1977) argues 
that it presents a stress algorithm which is based on the following weight scale:
(25)  Bislama weight scale (Gordon 2005)
CCVC > CVC > CCV > CV
I will show that this claim is not supported by any evidence. While not much work has 
been  done  on  Bislama  stress,  it  most  likely  seems  to  be  a  system  with  partially 
unpredictable stress, although the preferable pattern involves penultimate stress.
First,  let us consider the Bislama stress description in Camden (1977: xiv-xv). 
An obvious problem is that this is presented in merely two pages, but most crucially no 
examples  are  given.  This  generates  an  important  question.  Is  the  stress  algorithm 
presented  in  Camden  an  accurate  description  of the  stress  system  of Bislama or did 
Camden  overgeneralise  claiming  broad patterns  on  the  basis  of his  limited  data?  In 
Appendix B, I show that most of the time one can find examples that would correspond 
to the  patterns Camden  presents, but of course there is no indication of stress which
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possible effects of morphology. In short, Camden’s description goes like this:
(26)  two-syllable words: penult stress
■   exception:  reduplication with output 'CVC? CVC
(27)  three-syllable words: penult stress. But final stress if:
i) final a = CVC
■   except in: a/(C)(C)(C)VC.CVC which includes more specific words of the 
type:
o  a) CCV.'CCVC.CVC 
o  b) CCCV.'CCCVC.CVC 
o  c) CCCV.'CCCV.CVC 
o  d) a.'CVC.CVC
ii) final a = CCV
■   except in:
o  a) V.'CVC.CCV
iii) final a = CCVC
Other exceptions in trisyllabic words involve:
(28)  V.CV/VC
(29)  CVC.V.'VC  [or CV.CV.'VC]20
(30)  CCVC.V.'CV  [or CCV.CV.'CV]
(31)  four syllable words: ooda, but final stress if: 
oda.'CVC, except penult and ultima are: 'CVC.CVC
(32)  five syllable words: daoda, but final stress if: 
coco' CVC
(33)  six syllable words: dadada
Gordon (2005) claims that only the two final syllables can attract stress and based on 
Camden’s description (27ii) he infers that CCV syllables seem to attract stress, but not
20  The  syllabification  in  brackets  is  the  one  we  would  expect  given  standard  assumptions  about 
syllabification.
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Statements  (28) and (29) also show that VC > CV.  Adding all this together, Gordon 
concludes that CCVC > CVC > CCV > CV. Thus, stress surfaces either on the penult or 
final with the penult being the default. Stress is on the final when the ultima is heavier 
than  the penult.  Closed  syllables  are  heavier than open ones and complex  onsets are 
heavier  than  simplex  onsets.  However,  the  rime  weight  has  precedence  over  onset 
weight, which explains why CVC > CCV.
As we have seen however, Camden’s description raises issues of reliability as no 
examples are given. Moreover, his syllabification seems at least peculiar. Consider for 
instance  statements  (29)-(30),  all  of  which  include  the  initial  sequence  (C)CVCV. 
Camden  syllabifies  this  as  (C)CVC.V  rather  than  the  more  usual  (C)CV.CV.  He 
provides no justification why this should be the case, but this can make us suspicious of 
the validity of the syllabification overall.
Setting  this  matter  aside  and  assuming  for the  sake  of the  argument that  the 
approaches of both Camden and Gordon are on the right track, then their predictions 
diverge  in  many  respects.  First,  Camden  says  that  final  CCV  takes  stress,  unless 
V/CVC.CCV (27ii.a). If we interpret Camden as saying that all words [in the language 
not in his data only] with final CCV get stress apart from this one exception then this 
distinguishes him from Gordon who would expect final stress only when the penult is V 
or CV, as shown below:
(34)  Camden vs. Gordon with respect to CCV final syllables [in bold the cases where
the predictions differ]
Camden Gordon
a.V/CCV a.V/CCV [CCV>V]
a.CV/CCV a.CV/CCV [CCV>CV]
a/CVC.CCV  Exception a/CVC.CCV [CVC > CCV]
a.CCV/CCV a/CCV.CCV [default]
a.CCVC/CCV a/CCVC.CCV [CCVC > CCV]
a.CCCV/CCV a/CCCV.CCV [CCCV > CCV?]
a.CCCVC/CCV G/CCCVC.CCV [CCCVC > CCV]
In addition, in 4o-5o words, stress is normally on the penult, but Camden has a special 
treatment for CVC final  words  which receive stress on the ultima (cf.  (31) and (32)). 
But if according to Gordon,  other types such as CCVC and CCV are heavy, then we 
should get similar results, i.e. word-final stress, whenever CCVC or CCV are final and 
the heaviest in the disyllabic window.
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the hierarchy that Gordon proposes holds, we would expect words with heavy ultimas to 
be stressed word-fmally rather than in penultimate position. Many examples where this 
could be seen are those where the ultima is CCV or (C)(C)(C)VC [and the first syllable 
is  lighter].  Camden  states  that  the  first  syllable  gets  stress,  Gordon predicts  that the 
second does.
While it remains to see whether any of these predictions is confirmed, we should 
also draw our attention to other descriptions that make both of these accounts unlikely 
or  at  the  very  least  questionable.  Lynch  (1975:  193-5)  observes  that  almost  all 
disyllables,  quadrisyllables  and  the  majority  of  trisyllables  stress  the  penult. 
Quadrisyllables also have  a  stress on the peninitial.  Some exceptions occur in words 
which  include  morphemes  like  -ap  (stress  on  final),  e.g.  antap  ‘up,  above’,  klosdp 
‘close, near’ or -fala ~ -vala (stress on initial), e.g. mivala ‘we (exclusive)’, bikfala ‘big 
(emphatic)’.  Still others have retained the stress of the source language, e.g. kambani 
‘group’, evriwdn  ‘everyone’  (from English) or present initial stress, albeit being native 
ones, e.g. nakamal ‘dance-ground, kava-drinking place, men’s house’21.
This description is more in accordance to a recent discussion of Bislama stress 
by  the  late  Terry  Crowley  (Crowley  2004).  Stress  is  claimed  to  be  unpredictable, 
although  some  strong  tendencies  can  be  identified.  Words  of  Melanesian  origin 
overwhelmingly present stress on the penult, as it happens to be the case in the source 
languages.  Words  of French  descent often  have  stress  on  the final  syllable,  whereas 
those  of English  origin  usually  keep  the  stress  they  present  in  English.  Of course, 
Crowley  emphasises  that  these  are  strong  tendencies,  but  exceptions  occur,  which 
justify the partial unpredictability of the Bislama stress system. It is interesting however 
to mention that in personal communication with Crowley (22/03/04), he notes that some 
representative words like epril, futbrek, divos, baot, all present penult stress. Obviously 
epril contradicts both Camden and Gordon, since the final syllable is by both accounts a 
heavy one and yet receives no stress. Similarly for futbrek, divos, baot. While these are 
loanwords and their stress could be attributed to effects from the source language, such 
issues do not arise in either Camden or Gordon who propose algorithms that take no 
account of the loanword phonology.
One thing is for sure; while there is no consensus on the Bislama data, recent 
accounts of the facts in Crowley (2004) do not suggest any effect from the onsets. Until
21 Note that according to both Gordon and Camden, a word like that should present final stress.
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safer to assume that this language has a quite common system with penult stress and 
partial lexical stress as a result largely of the heavy borrowing from English, French and 
other Melanesian languages.
7* 3*3 Nankina (Spaulding & Spaulding 1994, Al-Harbi 2005, Gordon 2005)
Nankina  is  a  language  of  Papua  New  Guinea  spoken  in  the  region  of the  Madang 
Province,  Saidor  District,  in  the  upper Nankina River valley.  According to Gordon 
(2005)  the  language’s  stress  system  provides  evidence  for  CCV  >  (C)V,  that  is, 
syllables with complex onsets act as heavier than ones which have a simplex onset or 
lack one altogether, and thus CCV syllables attract stress more. Coda consonants do not 
count for weight purposes. While Al-Harbi (2005) correctly argues that CCV syllables 
do not behave as heavier than (C)V ones, I contend that his conclusion is right but for 
the wrong reasons, so that the proposed analysis does not really show that onsets cannot 
contribute  to  syllable  weight,  simply because Nankina does  not lend  itself as  testing 
ground for such a hypothesis. This is because Al-Harbi starts from the assumption that 
Gordon is right in the interpretation of the data, but as I will show, this is misguided. 
Let us first examine the data more closely22.
Nankina stems usually consist of one or two syllables, so stress normally docks 
on the first syllable.
(35)  Normal - penultimate stress
t5.wurj  ‘egg’  wd.re  ‘a sore’
kX.ndep  ‘wood’  j£.qi  ‘cause’
Syllables with [1]  or [i]  nuclei are considered extra light, thus when they occur word- 
initially, stress is found on the second syllable.
(36)  Extra light syllables - final stress
m bi.tsjep  ‘time’  jip.mXij  ‘let go’
The contentious data are the following:
22 Spaulding and Spaulding mention a few other minor patterns where for instance syllables receive equal 
stress when their nuclei are identical, e.g. tsa.wat ‘machette’, xp.mAk ‘cough’  or stress might be slightly 
complicated depending on whether there is reduplication. For more details, see (1994: 18-19).
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e.kw!  ‘bad’  e.t^erj  ‘light weight’
Al-Harbi considers both the vowels [i] and [i] as well as onsetless vowels as weightless. 
Moreover,  he  claims  that  these  are  distinguished from one another,  but this is  never 
explained.  Although  the whole  analysis  seems precarious,  the gist of the  idea is that 
some  notion  of  foot-head  prominence  dictates  that  syllables  with  the  above 
characteristics are avoided for stress placement.
The  first  problem  is  the  acceptance  that Nankina indeed has complex onsets. 
Spaulding and Spaulding (1994) from the very beginning state that word-initial clusters 
such as /pt/, /bt/ or /kt/ are split by what they call ‘a transitional vowel [»]’ whose exact 
phonetic realization varies. Thus one finds: /pta/ - [pira] ‘stand’, /ktagwok/ - [kirangwok] 
‘small  knife’,  /bt/  -  [bit]  ‘pig’.  Nothing  like  that  happens  in  cases  like  /kwit/  - 
[kwit]/*[kiwit] ‘bird’ or/mwek/- [mwek]/*[miwek] ‘lizard’.
The  same epenthetic  vowel  also appears  in Pidgin words  that clearly  involve 
complex onsets:
Nankina Pidein Gloss
giras gras ‘grass, hair’
pires pies ‘village’
sitori stori ‘story’
birupera blupela ‘blue’
All  these  suggest that Nankina lacks  true complex onsets.  It only presents affricates, 
prenasalised  segments,  and  consonant-glide  sequences  (with  the  most popular being 
/kw/  and  /gw/).  All  these  can  be  considered  complex  segments  with  complex  or 
secondary  articulation,  but  the  point  is  that  there  is  just  one  root  node  involved, 
therefore they are not true complex onsets.
On  the other hand,  occasional  sequences  such as /pm/ in Xp.mXk  ‘cough’  are 
correctly treated in Spaulding and Spaulding as coda-onset ones. Unfortunately though, 
in the phonology part of their grammar they are silent about what happens to sequences 
that are  not obvious  loanwords and yet could easily syllabify as complex onsets. For 
instance one  finds kipra  ‘dry’  (1994:  78) or bra  ‘hold’  (1994:  177) in  later morpho- 
syntactic  sections of the grammar where no phonetic transcription is shown.  I would 
guess that these are probably split by [i] too, but empirical confirmation is required.
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competitor syllable for stress is onsetless.  If CCV is, as we claim, truly CV, then the 
V.'CCV pattern actually translates to V.'CV, which of course brings us to the familiar 
pattern  of  onsetful  syllables  attracting  stress  (like  in  Alyawarra,  Aranda  and  many 
others, cf. §3.3.1). In fact, Spaulding and Spaulding (1994) also present examples of the 
V.CV(C) type [(39)], where stress is placed on the final syllable like in (37).
(39)  CV syllables attract stress when preceded by onsetless ones
aj£t  ‘louse’  Xjun  ‘meat’
Al-Harbi chooses to categorize these data as having stress on both the first syllables. 
While this is indeed the transcription the original data in Spaulding and Spaulding have, 
it seems  to  me  that  this  is  a  slightly  different issue.  The  main  generalisation is that 
onsetful syllables are preferred for stress placement over onsetless ones - which only 
appear word-initially - whereas stress on the onsedess syllable may relate to different 
factors which are yet to be established. After all, this  ‘double-stressing’  also occurs in 
certain cases of reduplication or when the two first syllables have identical vowels (see 
fn.  22). I thus contend that it would be wrong to ignore a frequent generalisation and 
prefer to set aside data as the ones in (39).
The  most  convincing  evidence  though  is  the  following.  The  word  takwAn  is 
stressed like  [takwAn]  and  not  *[takwXn],  as one would expect given Al-Harbi’s and 
Gordon’s analyses.  Suppose as Gordon and Al-Harbi do that the language indeed has 
complex onsets. Then for Gordon, final stress would be predicted, while for Al-Harbi, 
things  are  a  bit  more  complex,  since  he  does  not  have  anything  to  say  for  the 
relationship between CCV and CV. But if one drives his point to its logical conclusion, 
then  it  is  likely  that  CCV  syllables  are  considered  more  prominent  than  CV  ones, 
although we cannot be sure since there is no explanation on what  ‘prominent’ exactly 
means in that analysis. In that case then, Al-Harbi would agree with Gordon, which is of 
course the wrong prediction.
Alternatively, suppose that a string like /kw/ is really a single segment, albeit a 
complex  one.  Then  it is only  natural  that the word should be stressed like  [takwAn], 
since this is really a CV.CV(C) sequence. In other words, the syllables are equally light, 
so initial stress is chosen, since this is the normal pattern the language chooses, when no 
other  pressing  requirement  is  applicable.  Consequently,  Nankina  does  not  provide 
support for CCV > CV. Even if we accept that complex onsets are allowed - despite the
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same  way,  other  than  that  the  language  does  not  distinguish  between  the  two.  The 
language’s  basic  stress  algorithm can be  simply put as:  “Stress the leftmost syllable. 
Exceptionally,  the  peninitial  syllable  receives  stress  when  the  initial:  (a)  includes  a 
stress retracting vowel such as [i] and [i], (b) includes an onsetless syllable”. The stress 
retraction  pattern  of (a)  can  easily  be  accounted for under a theory  like  Kenstowicz 
(1994b) and de Lacy (to appear) where head positions avoid nuclei of low sonority such 
as those of central or high vowels, (b) is also a common pattern where stress is aligned 
with the first onsetful syllable, as we have seen in Chapter 3.
We have thus offered evidence that both alleged cases of CCV > CV (Gordon 
2005) as manifested in Nankina and Bislama cannot be justified. As things stand,  no 
language seems to distinguish between complex and simplex onsets in terms of weight 
contribution23.  This  is  an  issue  which  I  will  briefly  address  again  from  a  different 
perspective  in the  next and final  chapter.  In that chapter,  I will  summarize the  main 
points of the thesis, test some of the claims in a tentative phonetic experiment and draw 
attention to issues that call for future investigation.
23 Recall that Luganda metrics seems to pay attention to some complex onsets, but this requires further 
investigation, since far less data are available for this phenomenon.
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Concluding remarks and directions for future research
8.1  Concluding rem arks
This  thesis  has  explicitly  argued  that  we  should  take  seriously  the  fact  that  on  the 
observational  level  onsets  are  prosodically  active.  While  most  theorists  in  the  past 
bypassed  this  fact  by  merely  acknowledging  it  (Hayes  1995,  Gordon  1999,  Moren 
1999/2001) and “conveniently” (Moren  1999/2001: 7-8) setting it aside, I have instead 
tackled it directly and have claimed that allowing weight in onsets accounts for a host of 
diverse phenomena ranging from stress to word minimality, compensatory lengthening 
and gemination among others.
All previous proposals (Everett  1988, Hayes  1995, Goedemans  1998, de Lacy 
2000,  Smith 2005,  Gordon  2005) have  only focused on a very  specific phenomenon 
relating to onsets,  that of onset-sensitive stress.  Using data from Piraha (Everett and 
Everett 1984, Everett 1998) and Australian languages like Aranda (Strehlow 1944) and 
Alyawarra  (Yallop  1977),  they  have  built prominence  accounts  in  which  onsets  or 
certain  types  of onsets  attract  stress  on the  syllables  that host them.  In  §/.3,  I have 
reviewed many of these proposals in detail and have highlighted certain shortcomings 
each bears.
Most crucially however, the major defect that all of them share constitutes the 
most important argument for an account along the lines proposed in the current work. 
Prominence  accounts  are  inherently  designed  to  explain  phenomena  that  are 
unambiguously  or  under  at  least  some  interpretation,  prominence-based.  Stress  is 
obviously one of these. Consequently, prominence may be able to successfully account 
for  onset-sensitive  stress,  but this  is  as  far  as  it  can  go.  It  falls  short as  soon  as  it 
encounters  phenomena  which  are  unquestionably  weight-based,  such  as  word 
minimality, compensatory lengthening, gemination, reduplication, and others. As I have 
shown,  for  all  these  phenomena,  there  exist  onset-sensitive  instantiations,  e.g.  Bella 
Coola  word  minimality  (Chapter  4),  Samothraki  Greek  compensatory  lengthening 
(Chapter  5),  Pattani  Malay,  Trukese  and  Marshallese  geminates  (Chapter  6)  and 
numerous others (Chapter 7).
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can  also account for onset-sensitive  stress,  implying that prominence is not the right 
theory  for  (the  overwhelming  majority  of)  prosodic  effects  relating  to  onsets. 
Nevertheless,  in Chapter  1,  I have argued that with regard to onset-sensitive stress, a 
further distinction needs to be made. While most researchers have collapsed the effect 
the presence of an onset may have with that of the quality of the onset, I have suggested 
that these are separate phenomena as shown in (1). I have claimed that the ‘quality of 
onset’  phenomenon  pertains  to  moraic  onsets  (chapter  2;  pattern  ©),  whereas  the 
‘presence of onset’ phenomenon does not involve moraic onsets (chapter 3; pattern ©), 
but can be analyzed in terms of alignment (Goedemans  1996) or even prominence as 
Smith (2005) suggests. Given that these two are independent from one another, they can 
also interact, as schematized in cell O (Chapter 2). Of course, no onset effect may apply 
at all, in which case we get pattern ©.
(1)  Presence and quality of onset interaction in stress
Quality of onset
YES NO
Presence of 
an onset
YES Piraha (Arabela)1  
(O)
Aranda, Banawa, Dutch 
(©)
NO Karo (Arabela) 
(©)
Standard Greek, Russian, etc. 
(•)
However,  the  presence  of  moraic  onsets  is  not  unrestricted.  Following  Moren 
(1999/2001),  who makes  this  distinction for moraic codas,  I have argued that moraic 
onsets too are divided into distinctive and coerced ones. The former refer to underlying 
weight distinctions, while the latter refer to weight acquired in the output as a result of a 
requirement such as word minimality, weight-by-position etc.
In distinctive weight, the underlying contrast is between /C/ and /C^/, which for 
the  case  of  onsets,  shows  up  as  a  contrast  between  [CV]  and  [C^V]  respectively. 
Empirically, this translates to a contrast between word-initial singletons and geminates 
in languages such as Pattani Malay and Trukese (chapter 6). Moreover, I have argued 
that  this  contrast  can  also  be  found  word-medially.  To  this  end,  I  have  provided 
supporting evidence from Marshallese medial geminates and their relationship to stress 
and reduplication.
1  Arabela most likely lacks onsetless syllables, therefore it cannot serve as a testing ground with respect to 
the presence of the onset issue. This is why I position it in both cells.
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heavy.  In this case there is no evidence for an underlying contrast between singletons 
and  geminates,  but on  the  surface  some  onsets  do  appear moraic.  Unlike  distinctive 
weight which is lexically specified, and consequently potentially arbitrary, in coerced 
weight, weight is shaped by surface markedness constraints that regulate which types of 
onsets  will  end  up  moraic.  In  particular,  I  argue  that  the  markedness  consideration 
relevant to onset weight is voicing and the lack thereof.
Justification of this property as the relevant one for onset weight originates in 
well-established  parallels  in  tone  languages.  It  is  well-known  (Kingston  and  Solnit 
1988b, Yip 2002 among others) that voicing becomes relevant in many tone languages, 
so that voiceless onsets usually raise the pitch of the following vowel, whereas voiced 
ones  lower it.  During the course of history -  but also synchronically,  see Kammu in 
§i.4.1.1  -  some  of  these  languages  have  lost  the  voicing  contrast,  and  nowadays 
uniformly present voiceless onsets on the surface. However, this contrast has not been 
eliminated entirely; in fact, it has been re-interpreted in terms of tones so that L tones 
emerge where there used to be a preceding voiced onset and H tones where there was 
originally a voiceless onset. This pattern then clearly suggests that there exist languages 
where pitch perturbation due to voicing is interpreted as tone.
What I propose  in  this  work is  that in  some other languages,  namely  Piraha, 
Arabela  and  Karo,  pitch  raising  due  to  the  lack  of  voicing  marks  stress  and  is 
phonologically  represented  by  means  of moraic onsets,  so that the preferable moraic 
onsets are the voiceless ones. This is highlighted in the fixed ranking below.
(2)  Onset moraic markedness hierarchy
*|i/ONS/[voice] »  *p/ONS
In  order  that  any  of  the  onsets  actually  surface  as  moraic,  a  constraint  that  forces 
moraicity, i.e. M oraic, must be interleaved in this hierarchy. This can be placed in any 
of the  following  three  positions  yielding  an  equal  number of different patterns  each 
time.
2 In what follows - in the main text - I abbreviate MORAIC ONSET as MORAIC. Also, recall that M o raic 
O n s et,  i.e. “onsets are moraic” is the equivalent of W b yP (or M o r a ic C o d a):  “codas are moraic” for 
onsets.  While  the  introduction  of such  a  constraint  may  seem  stipulatory,  I  argue  that  it  is  no  more 
stipulatory than W b y p whose existence is not justified beyond the fact that it serves well for explaining 
numerous facts.  M o r a ic  O n s e t has the same effect in certain onsets. It would of course be desirable to 
identify additional  supporting evidence for these constraints, but at present, I claim that any objections 
against  MORAIC  O n s e t  on  the  grounds  of being stipulatory are  not  sufficient,  given that this is  not a 
problem inherent to this constraint only.
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a.  *p/ONS/[voi] »  *|i /Ons »  M oraic
b.  *|i/ONS/[voi] »  M oraic »  *p/ONS
c.  M oraic »  *|j/ONS/[voi]»  *|i /O ns
(3a) is the situation occurring in most languages, namely that no onsets at all are moraic. 
(3b) expresses what happens in Piraha, Arabela and Karo, where only voiceless onsets 
are  moraic  and  voiced onsets  are not.  The  last pattern in  (3c) describes the situation 
where all onsets  are  moraic.  No clear-cut case of this type has been found,  although 
Bella Coola is a possible case. Bella Coola minimal words admit all [CV]  words, but 
ban  [V]  ones,  suggesting that all onsets including the sonorant ones, are moraic. The 
problem is that in Bella Coola, there are no voiced obstruents3, only voiceless ones and 
sonorants.  Under the  interpretation  that  sonorants  are  specified  as  [voice],  and  since 
sonorants  in  CV  words  are  moraic  too,  the  ranking  in  (3c)  would  be  empirically 
confirmed. However, this is not the sole possibility, because in a different interpretation 
that I discuss below, Bella Coola would be compatible with (3b).
As we have seen already (cf.  §7.4.1.1 for details), tone patterns suggest that in 
some languages sonorants pattern with the voiced obstruents and in others they do not, 
suggesting  that  while  they  can  be  specified  as  [voice],  they  do  not  have  to  be. 
Consequently, their status with respect to voicing is dual and their specific behaviour is 
decided on a language-specific basis. The same dual status is evident in sonorants with 
respect  to  onset-sensitive  stress.  In  Piraha and Arabela,  sonorants act as  [voice]  and 
behave like voiced obstruents, but in Karo, sonorants lack this feature and pattern with 
the voiceless obstruents.  In this view then, it is possible for Bella Coola sonorants to 
lack  a  voice  feature  too  and  hence  offer  another  instance  of  (3b).  Unfortunately, 
examination of the current Bella Coola literature has not resolved this issue.
In the next section (§5.2) I will show that the phonological hypothesis that pitch 
perturbation  due  to  voicing  can  serve  to  mark  stress  is  one  that  can  be  tested 
phonetically.  After  that,  I  will  point  out  some  directions  for  future  investigation 
focusing  on  the  possibility  of  a  moraic  contrast  between  CV  and  CCV  syllables 
(§5.3.1),  the  existence  of  onset  TBUs  (§5.3.2)  and  the  need  for  further  language 
documentation that pays more careful attention to the role of onsets (§5.3.3).
3 To be more accurate, Nater (1979:  171) claims that there are voiced allophones of obstruents, but these 
only occur intervocalically, thus they could not assist us in identifying the behaviour of sonorants in [CV] 
words.
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As  we  have just  seen,  one  of the  main  arguments  in  the  thesis  is  that  while  pitch 
perturbation  due  to  voicing  is  primarily used for tone,  it can also be used for stress. 
During the production of a voiceless consonant, the vocal folds are stiff, which results in 
pitch raising. While speakers usually utilize this type of Fo raising for tone, this phonetic 
cue  is  present  and  can  be  exploited  for  other  purposes  too.  I  suggest  that  certain 
languages, e.g. Piraha, Arabela and Karo, manipulate it for stress. In chapters 1  and 2,1 
explored how this  is done phonologically and formalized it accordingly by means of 
moraic  onsets.  However,  it  is  anticipated  that  this  effect  could  also  be  tested 
experimentally.  While scrupulous investigation on this matter is required, at present I 
provide a tentative and exploratory experiment which was conducted for this purpose. It 
will  be  shown  that  it  is  in  accord  with  the phonological  arguments  defended  in  the 
previous chapters4. The aim of the experiment was to test whether listeners would tend 
to  perceive  some  syllables  as  more  stressed  than  others  depending  on  the  onset’s 
voicing. The hypothesis was that syllables with voiceless onsets would be perceived as 
more stressed than syllables with voiced onsets. The experiment’s structure and results 
are laid out below.
First, the sequences pa and ba were elicited from a male British English speaker, 
who  repeated  the phrases  “Parker,  pa,  Parker”  and  “Barker,  ba,  Barker” a few times 
each, taking care to leave a space between words. The syllables in question were placed 
within  the carrier phrases  to avoid  list intonation and to encourage  a natural English 
intonation with the pitch slightly raised for pa. The best examples for each of pa and ba 
were  then  selected  based  on  pitch  and  clarity.  The  final  choice  was  made  with pa 
approximately 7.6 Hz higher than ba.
Next,  the  chosen  examples  were  fed  into  PRAAT  (Boersma  and  Weenink, 
version 4.3, 2005). The amplitude, length, and quality of vowel appeared to be already 
well  matched between  the  two tokens, but differences - that appeared with regard to 
vowel  length  only  -  were  eliminated  by  direct  manipulation.  These  factors  were 
therefore unlikely to affect the perception of stress.
A manipulation of the Fo of pa followed to produce a further token matching the 
Fo of ba,  by  lowering  the  former’s  contour by  7.6  Hz  in  its entirety.  This  gave  it a 
contour which was very similar to the ba token. After the manipulation was finished, the
4  Thanks  to  Donca  Steriade  and  Moira  Yip  for  suggesting  this  type  of experiment.  I  am  grateful  to 
colleagues Eric Carlson, Mary Pearce and especially Stavroula Kousta for valuable help at various stages 
of the experiment.
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were now: ba, pa (i.e. the same pitch with ba) and pa (with a pitch 7.6 Hz higher than 
the other two).
The next step was to combine the tokens to get syllables of alternating voicing. 
This was done again in PRAAT. The result was  16 tokens in total that ranged between
2-5  syllables,  as  shown  below.  I  use  ‘flat’  to  refer  to  the  alternating  pa  and  ba 
sequences, i.e. where the pitch is the same, and ‘high’ to refer to alternating sequences 
of pa and ba, i.e. where pa is of higher pitch.
i) 4 ‘flat pa-initial’ chains of increasing length
1)  paba
2)  pabapa
3)  pabapaba
4)  pabapabapa
ii) 4 ‘high pa-initial’ chains of increasing length
5)  paba
6)  pabapa
7)  pabapaba
8)  pabapabapa
iii) 4 ‘flat ba-initial’ chains of increasing length
9)  bapa
10)bapaba
11)bapabapa
12)bapabapaba
iv) 4 ‘high ba-initial’ chains of increasing length
13)bapa
14)bapaba
15)bapabapa
16)bapabapaba
The  sequences  were  then  randomized  using  the  “randomized  sequences  (without 
duplicates)” tool available at http://www.random.org/ and were subsequently placed in 
Powerpoint. This created a single set of 16 tokens. Three more sets of the same tokens 
were created in the random way described above. All four sets (rounds) were presented
310to 6 British English and 2 American English  subjects yielding 64 stimuli in total for 
each  subject5.  The  order  in  which  the  rounds  appeared  was  also  varied.  With  the 
exception of two British and one American subject, the rest were at the time graduate 
linguistics students. All subjects were ignorant of the purpose of the experiment.
The  subjects  were  asked  to  click  on an  audio icon to hear the  sequence  that 
corresponded to one of the stimuli. Then on a separate sheet of paper they had to circle 
the syllable(s) - indicated as dots - that sounded more prominent/stressed to them. Thus, 
on the answer sheet, the sequence <§>•• indicated a three-syllable word, where the first 
syllable  was  considered  stressed.  This  procedure  was  repeated  for  all  stimuli.  The 
subjects  were encouraged to  note down  their first reaction,  without thinking about it 
much. All listeners returned sheets where at least one syllable was circled for each item. 
A couple of them also seemed to have further intuitions about what sounded as primary 
and what as secondary stress, but as there were only a handful of such data, this effect 
was ignored.
Subsequently,  for each  subject,  the percentage of stressed pa's  over the total 
number  of stressed  syllables  in  each  token  was  computed.  This  yields  16*8  =  128 
averages, which were used in the statistical analysis that follows. To visualize how each 
of these percentages was produced, consider the following example.
(4)  A verage for token [paba] for subject X
(N.B: This is a hypothetical example to illustrate the point at hand more clearly. No subject gave this response. Stress 
is indicated in bold.)
Rounds Subject's
response
Stressed pa's 
/Stressed as
Column 
3 in %
Average (%) of stressed pa in 
4 rounds for the token [paba]
Round 1 paba 1/1 100%
62.5 % Round 2 paba 0/1 0%
Round 3 Daba 1/2 50%
Round 4 paba 1/1 100%
Using the averages generated by (4),  new averages were produced for each of the  16 
stimuli for all  8 subjects as shown below. These, as we will see, form the basis of the 
graphs presented later on.
5 For clarity, I use the term ‘token’ to refer to any of the  16 sequences described, and ‘stimuli’ to refer to 
the 64 sequences presented to the subjects.
311(5)  Averages of the 16 tokens
flat
pa-initial  ba-initial  pa-initial
high
ba-initial
2-syllable  89.06  67.19  95.31
3-syllable  85.42  35.94  98.96
4-syllable  84.38  60.94  96.88
5-syllable  79.79  50.63  98.75
79.69
72.92
82.81
68.75
The results  were then fed to the  statistical package SPSS  and a 2x2x4 ANOVA was 
performed  on  the  data  in  order  to  test  generality  over  subjects.  The  three  variables 
considered were: pitch (2 levels: flat or high), position (2 levels: pa-initial or ba-initial), 
and number of syllables (4 levels: 2, 3, 4, and 5 syllables). The main effect of pitch was 
found  significant  (F( 1,7)= 17.913,  p=.004),  as  was  the  main  effect  of  position 
(F(l,7)=6.853, p=.035) and the main effect of syllable count (F(3,21)=4.497, p=.014). 
Only one two-way interaction was significant, namely the syllable *position interaction 
(F(3,21)=3.900,  p=.023).  The  remaining two-way  interactions,  i.e.  pitch*position and 
pitch*syllable, as well as the three-way interaction were not significant.
While all these will be discussed next in detail, we can briefly summarize these 
results as follows. The main effect of pitch confirms that pa was perceived as stressed 
more  frequently  when  the  pitch  was  high  rather  than  flat,  thus  corroborating  the 
phonological hypothesis pursued in this thesis, namely that the pitch raising offered by 
the lack of voicing can be construed as stress. The main effect of position also points to 
the fact that pa was perceived as stressed more frequently in pa-initial words than ba- 
initial words, while the main effect of syllable indicates higher frequency of pa in words 
with an even number of syllables (2 and 4) compared to those with an odd number of 
syllables (3 and 5). The significant syllable*position effect, shows that among the ba- 
initial words, it was in the odd-numbered ones that pa was chosen less often.
Furthermore,  a  one-sample  t-test  was  also  conducted  to  test  whether  the 
subjects’  selection  of stressed pa  was  due  to chance  or not.  For all pa-initial  words, 
regardless of number of syllables and pitch, the t-tests were significant, implying that 
the selection of pa was not a chance effect.  On the contrary, for the ba-initial words, 
with  the  exception  of  the  high  disyllabic  and  the  high  quadrisyllabic  ones,  the  test 
yielded insignificant values,  suggesting that pa and ba could be chosen with the same
frequency.
312However,  since  some  of  the  distributions  of  the  data  were  not  normal,  the  non- 
parametric sign test was also run6. The following results obtained:
(6)  Sign-test results
Word Type Significance
Pitch Position Number of os
Flat pa-initial 2 .00781
High pa-initial 2 .00781
Flat pa-initial 3 .0156
High pa-initial 3 .00781
Flat pa-initial 4 .00781
High pa-initial 4 .00781
Flat pa-initial 5 .0156
High pa-initial 5 .00781
Hat ba-initial 2 .219
High ba-initial 2 .0703
Flat ba-initial 3 .688
High ba-initial 3 .453
Flat ba-initial 4 .727
High ba-initial 4 .125
Hat ba-initial 5 .727
High ba-initial 5 .453
These are similar to the results of the t-test, since the selection of stressed pa is highly 
significant in all cases, meaning that its selection was not at all random. The difference 
with the test above is that the selection of the stressed syllable in all ba-initial words has 
proven insignificant, thus it could be attributed to chance7.
Moving away from statistics, the relevant effects can be visualized more clearly 
in  terms  of  graphs  based  on  the  averages  in  (5).  Since  our  focus  is  on  pitch,  the 
following graph clearly presents the difference in the behaviour between flat and high 
pitch.
6 Available on: http://fonsp3.let.uva.nl/Service/Statistics/Sign  Test.html. retrieved 2 March 2006.
7 As is discussed below in detail, and highlighted in (5), in all cases, pa was stressed more often than ba, 
with the exception of a trisyllabic flat ba-initial word where the reverse occurs, and in a pentasyllabic flat 
ba-initial one where pa and ba are roughly equally chosen. This is why in this paragraph in the text, for 
pa-initial words, I refer to stressed pa and for ba-initial ones, I refer to the stressed syllable, i.e. the more 
general term, given that there both ba and pa occur.
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This graph can be split into two large areas (indicated by the solid line in the middle). 
The one on the left presents the results of stressed pa's in flat chains, while the one on 
the right does the same for high chains. It is clear that while listeners tend to stress pa 
much  more  often  than  ba  overall,  this effect is greatly exaggerated  when  the pitch  is 
also higher.  This  conforms  with  the phonological  argument made before,  namely that 
the pitch raising caused to the vowel after a voiceless onset can be interpreted as stress. 
Of course, one may note that in the flat chain too - where pitch is the same between pa 
and ba - listeners still perceive syllables with the voiceless onset as stressed, although it 
could be conceivable that stressed pa would be chosen only half of the time, so that the 
average  values  in  the  flat  chains  should  be  in  the  area of 50%.  While  this  is  a  valid 
point, it is also the case that the pitch perturbation due to a voiceless consonant would 
be hard to suppress entirely (Yi Xu, p.c.), thus it is possible that subjects carry over this 
effect even in the cases where the pitch of pa is equal to the one of ba.
However, the crucial point seems to be that increased pitch in the high chain acts 
as  a  major disambiguation  factor for  stress.  What  is  meant by  that  is  that among  the 
instances of flat chains,  there are a few  where either ba is perceived as stressed more 
often  than  pa  (i.e.  in  flat  trisyllabic  ba-initial  words)  or  where  the  selection  of the 
stressed syllable is close to being random (i.e. in flat pentasyllabic ba-initial words). In 
the high chains, no such effect arises. The averages for stressed pa selection range from 
a minimum of 68.75% in a high pentasyllabic ba-initial word to values that nearly reach 
the maximum  100%, as in e.g. odd-numbered high pa-initial sequences.
ba-initial pa-initial ba-initial
314The graph in (8) again highlights the main effect of pitch, but this time it is also 
visibly clear that independently of whether the pitch is flat or high, an asymmetry crops 
up. Words that start with pa- are perceived as containing more stressed pa's than their 
corresponding ba-initial ones.
(8)  Pitch main effect (2)
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This graph then provides a natural transition to the main effect of position, as mentioned 
above.  Again  if  we  divide  (9)  in  two  large  chunks,  the  leftmost  represents  the 
percentages of stressed pa's in pa-initial words, and the rightmost shows the same effect 
in ba-initial  words.  Evidently,  the former systematically show more stressed pa's than 
the latter.
(9)  Position main effect
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315However,  there is also a syllable effect. The rough picture below serves well as a first 
approximation  of  the  situation.  This  is  an  instance  where  averages  of  disyllabic, 
trisyllabic, quadrisyllabic  and pentasyllabic words have been computed (essentially by 
averaging each row in (5) for each type of syllable ignoring pitch and position). Even- 
numbered  syllables present a higher percentage of stressed pa's compared to the odd- 
numbered ones.
(10)  Syllable main effect (I)
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The graph below re-iterates this result in a less obvious way, but by breaking down the 
syllable  effect  according  to  the  pitch  and  position  involved,  it  provides  information 
about the correlation between syllable and position.
(11)  Syllable main effect (2)
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316In this graph, each syllable is represented by a column (the  ‘syllable column’) which is 
subdivided into 4 bars depending on pitch and position. What is striking though is that 
independently of the pitch involved,  the first and the third bar of each of the  ‘syllable 
columns’  are systematically higher than the second and the fourth bars. Odd-numbered 
bars correspond to pa-initial words, even-numbered ones correspond to ba-initial words. 
Stressed pa's were thus selected more often in pa-initial  words than in ba-initial ones. 
This then brings us to the examination of the only two-way significant interaction, that 
of syllable*position mentioned earlier on (F(3,21)=3.900, p=.023).  Setting aside pitch, 
since it is disregarded in this interaction, we can produce yet another graph8.
(12)  Syllable*Position effect
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While  we can clearly  see  that stressed pa's  are chosen in pa-initial  words  to a higher 
degree than their ba-initial counterparts, a further observation is evident. Among the ba- 
initial words, it is in the odd-numbered ones that pa is chosen less often9. This could be 
the result of the fact that in odd-numbered syllables, there is always one more instance 
of ba if the word is ba-initial and of pa if it is pa-initial, i.e. bapabapaba or pabapabapa. 
The higher frequency of ba in odd-syllable ba-initial words could thus lead to a higher 
frequency of ba, or equivalently, a lower frequency of stressed pa. By the same token,
8 The averages for this graph are produced using the values in (5) by averaging the position average with 
the syllable one ignoring pitch, e.g. for a disyllabic pa-initial word, this will be (89.06+95.31)/2=92.19.
9  In a  later examination  of the  tokens,  it was  found that the first ba  in  the flat ba-initial  odd-numbered 
words, i.e. in flat bapaba and bapabapaba, was actually slightly higher in pitch, than the normal flat ba. It 
is possible that this has affected the results to a certain extent. Unfortunately, due to time pressures, it was 
impossible to re-run (this part of) the experiment with the problem corrected.
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ba initialwe would expect that more stressed pa's should appear in odd-syllable pa-initial words, 
and yet this does not occur.
These effects are particularly interesting if we consider English stress in general. 
While English stress is notoriously complex (Halle and Keyser 1971, Hammond 1999), 
some patterns are rather systematic. Since presumably the sequences considered in this 
experiment would be treated as nouns, then the general algorithm of the language would 
dictate that disyllabic  words receive  initial stress, e.g.  [haepi]  ‘happy’,  [bpra]  ‘opera’, 
[mXni]  ‘money’, and longer words would get antepenultimate primary stress, by virtue 
of  the  fact  that  all  syllables  are  light  and  open,  e.g.  [paeradi]  ‘parody’,  [amerika] 
‘America’ and perhaps secondary stress on the initial syllable if it is long enough, e.g. 
[prauligdminan]  ‘prolegomenon’. Schematically then, the examples used here would be 
stressed as follows.
(13)  Anticipated stress according to English stress algorithm
Stress pattern  pa-initial words  ba-initial words 
do  paba  bapa
doo  pabapa  bapaba
odoo  pabapaba  bapabapa
dodoo  pabapabapa  bapabapaba
If we were to translate these results to a graph similar to the one in (12), this would look 
something like (14). I deliberately use values such as 95% and 5% to show the predicted 
effect more clearly. Of course, these are arbitrary, and only serve to reflect the point in 
question.  In  all  pa-initial  words,  with  the  exception  of a  quadrisyllable,  all  stressed 
syllables should be pa's (high % of pa). In a quadrisyllable, they should be ba's, hence 
an extremely low percentage of pa. The mirror image obtains for ba-initial words.
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If we compare (12) with (14), we can observe that the frequency of stressed pa’s in the 
pa-initial words of (12) matches the one in (14) pretty accurately, with the exception of 
quadrisyllabic  words  where  it  is  markedly  different.  There  (14)  predicts  very  low 
frequency of stressed pa, while the facts in (12) show very high frequency.
For ba-initial  words,  the results are much more perplexing.  (14) predicts very 
low frequency of stressed pa’s for all cases with the exception of quadrisyllabic words, 
where pa’s should be highly frequent. In reality, (12) shows that overall, the frequency 
of stressed pa’s is lower than the one compared to the pa-initial words, but still quite 
high. As mentioned, in fact there is a syllable*position effect with odd-syllable ba-initial 
words presenting lower frequency of pa’s compared to even-syllable ones. In (14), no 
such  effect emerges;  more  astonishingly  (14)  actually predicts  that  even-syllable  ba- 
initial  words  not  only  are  not  grouped  together,  but  that  they  have  a  dramatically 
different behaviour: stressed pa’s in disyllables should be scarce, but in quadrisyllables, 
they should be abundant.
Although as we have seen there is a rather good match between (12) and (14) in 
the behaviour of pa-initial words, this is by no means the case in ba-initial words. While 
this discrepancy is puzzling, it is important to note that the results of the experiment are 
really  interesting,  as  they  highlight  that  the  normal  English  stress  algorithm  is 
insufficient  to  account  for  the  attained  results.  Obviously,  the  difference  in  voicing 
between pa’s and ba's must be one of the major factors, especially with respect to ba- 
initial words, which despite the expectations in (14) present a rather high frequency of 
stressed pa’s in words of all sizes. The remaining effects require further investigation.
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pa was perceived as stressed more frequently in the high rather than the flat conditions, 
a  fact  that  verifies  the  phonological  hypothesis  pursued  throughout;  pa  was  also 
perceived  as  stressed  more  frequently  in  pa-initial  words  and in words with an even 
number of syllables (2 and 4) rather than words with an odd number of syllables (3 and
5). There is also a syllable*position effect, where among the ba-initial words, it is in the 
odd-numbered ones that pa is chosen less often.
Of course,  this  experiment  generates  new  research  questions.  Obviously,  the 
next thing to do would be to conduct an experiment along these lines in Piraha, Karo 
and Arabela and see what the effect of pitch due to voicing is on stress. Although these 
languages present other complications too, such as the independent existence of tone in 
Piraha  and  Karo  and  strong  right  edge  effects,  e.g.  trisyllabic  window  (Piraha)  or 
preferences for rightmost stress (Karo and Arabela), we would foresee that the results 
should  be  similar,  and  in  fact  maybe  even  further  exaggerated  given  that  these 
languages base (part of) their stress algorithm on voice-conditioned pitch.
Future experiments would also need to add sonorants into the equation and see 
whether the hypothesis about their ambiguous nature is verified. In languages like Karo, 
they  should  induce  similar  results  with  voiceless  obstruents,  but  in  others,  such  as 
Piraha and Arabela, they should pattern with the voiced obstruents.
Moreover,  it  would  be  interesting  to  see  at  what  point  the  effect  of  voice- 
conditioned  pitch  is  actually  integrated  into  the  stress  algorithm  of the  language.  In 
other words, if it is cross-linguistically true that pitch raising due to the lack of voicing 
can  be  interpreted  as  stress,  then  when  does  this  become  a  key  element  of  stress 
assignment,  so  that  a  language  like  English  -  which  only  shows  these  effects  under 
controlled experimental conditions - also presents them in natural speech as in Piraha? 
Further research  is thus definitely required to shed light on these and other questions 
that spring from the interesting interaction between stress and onsets, hopefully offering 
a better understanding of the phenomenon of stress as a whole.
8.3 D irections for future research
As  we  have  seen,  the  introduction  of moraic  onsets  and  their particular distribution 
conditioned by voicing, accounts for a number of languages which had been explored in 
the  preceding  chapters,  but  also  proposes  a  more  general  representation  for  some 
phenomena, e.g. initial geminates as moraic onsets (particularly useful for Austronesian
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patterns we should anticipate with respect to onset weight and voicing, i.e. if an onset is 
moraic, then it should always be the case that the voiceless consonants are weightful.
This  system also brings other considerations to the surface, all of which merit 
further research. Here I will address three: a) the possible moraic contrast between CCV 
and  CV  (§5.3.1),  b)  onsets  as  tone-bearing  units  (§5.3.2)  and  c)  (additional) 
documentation of existing and new data (§5.3.3).
8.3.1  Moraic contrast between CV and CCV?
The first issue posits the question of whether it is possible to have a language where 
complex onsets are weightful, but singletons are not, i.e. CCV > (C)V. At present, I can 
only  offer  some  speculations  on  this  matter.  First,  recall  from  Chapter  7  that  two 
languages which were thought to have exactly this system according to Gordon (2005), 
namely Nankina and Bislama, were re-considered in the light of fuller examination of 
the languages’ phonology. It was concluded that this assertion was only superficial and 
no relevant convincing argument could be constructed.
Furthermore,  in  Chapter  5,  I  proposed  an  account  of  Samothraki  Greek 
compensatory lengthening that made no use of onset weight. As I had argued then, such 
an analysis was enforced in order that basic tenets of OT, such as the Richness of the 
Base and its fully parallelistic nature, were observed. However, an analysis which is not 
bound by  such considerations,  e.g.  a  standard serialist CL analysis along the lines of 
Hayes (1989) with the addition of moraic onsets, would also be possible. The fact that 
SamG /r/ causes CL of the following vowel in onset consonant clusters, could suggest 
the  existence  of  CrV  >  CV  that  is  comparable  to  the  sought-after  CCV  >  (C)V. 
Nonetheless,  /r/  also  appears  moraic  as  a  singleton  (word-initially),  thus  one  would 
probably need to say that It/ is underlyingly moraic regardless of whether it appears in a 
complex  or  singleton  onset.  In  this  view,  the  CCV  >  (C)V  idea  no  longer could  be 
maintained, since both CrV and rV would behave in the same way.
Data  from  another  language  that  could  support  the  CCV  >  (C)V  contrast  are 
provided by Luganda metrics (§7.2.4.1), where syllables with a complex onset whose 
second consonant is a glide and - potentially - syllables with a full or partial geminate 
count as  heavy  in  poetic  meter.  As  I had highlighted in that section,  this case is not 
unambiguous either, since adopting suggestions like Smith’s (2003)  ‘nuclear onglides’
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heavy. It is thus an open issue whether the contrast CCV > (C)V can ever arise.
Note that a similar contrast does not arise in codas either, that is, I am not aware of 
any language where: (C)VCC > (C)VC, (C)V. This is a language that would treat open 
syllables with a short vowel and those with a singleton coda as light, but once the coda 
would  acquire  an  extra  consonant,  then  this  would  become  heavy.  Although 
(C)VCC > (C)VC > (C)V is attested, as in Hindi (Hayes 1995), where (C)VCC syllables 
are superheavy, (C)VC ones are heavy and (C)V ones light, the previous weight scale is 
absent.  Presumably,  the  absence  of  such  patterns  can  be  attributed  to  the  fact  that 
M oraic O n set / C o d a is really the constraint responsible for moraicity on onsets and 
codas  respectively.  Since  this  merely  looks  at  these  syllable  positions  without 
distinguishing between singleton and complex margins, then it would be impossible that 
a complex onset / coda becomes  moraic,  without the singleton becoming moraic too. 
Thus,  the  implication  arising  is  that  if  a  language  has  weightful  complex  syllable 
margins, then it should also have weightful singleton margins too. In principle then, a 
language  that  possesses  the  following  system  with  respect  to  onset  weight: 
CCV > CV > V is possible. I have not been able to find such a language, but as it is a 
predicted one, future investigation will perhaps be able to verify it empirically.
8.3.2  Onsets as TBUs?
The second issue I address here is concerned with tone. Since the topic of tone and tone- 
consonant interactions is complex and far from straightforward, as the vast literature on 
it (e.g. Halle and Stevens  1971, Yip  1980,  1995, Bao 1990, Duanmu 1990, Peng 1992, 
Bradshaw 1999 and many others) suggests, at present I can only touch upon it and make 
some general statements, which should merely serve as a point of departure for further 
research.
With this disclaimer in mind, the point of interest here is the following; since I 
have  argued  that  moraic  onsets  exist,  and  since  moras  serve  as  tone  bearing  units 
(TBUs) in several languages, a natural expectation would be to find moraic onsets that 
carry  tone.  I  will  argue  that  while  this  is  possible,  there  are good reasons  why it  is 
vanishingly  rare.  Despite  that,  still  it  is  attested,  as  data from  at least one  language, 
namely Kpelle, a Mande language spoken in Liberia, suggest.
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Hyman (1985: 44): initial obstruents and sonorants
a.  Stem ‘my’ ‘his/her'
i.  polu mbolu bolu ‘back’
tu£ ridue due ‘front’
k55 rjg  56 £5  5 ‘foot, leg’
fff mvff
\   / /   Vll ‘hard breathing’
ii.  lee nee nee ‘mother’
yee Jiee
X  /  / pee ‘hand, arm’
malog nialoi] maldi] ‘misery’
m m m ‘tooth’
Welmers (1962: 72): intervocalic obstruents
b.  kapa ‘penny’ bebe ‘raffia purse’
gbete ‘fix it’ gbodo ‘leprosy’
In the first set of data (a), we can see that for the production of the ‘my’ form, a high- 
toned nasal is prefixed to the stem. If the stem happens to start with an obstruent, then 
voicing  assimilation  also  occurs  (a.i),  but  if  it  begins  with  a  sonorant,  then  total 
assimilation and nasal simplification occurs (a.ii) [N.B.: I am glossing over the specifics 
of these processes, as my focus here is on tone and onsets]. The ‘his/her’ forms appear 
with either an initial low-toned voiced obstruent or with a low-toned nasal. In the light 
of the above, and due to the existence of minimal pairs such as (16), where a sonorant 
onset can  appear toneless,  L-toned  or H-toned,  Welmers  proposes  that  in the  stem  - 
‘his/her’ forms of (15a), the  underlying distinction for [n]~[n] is one between /n/~/' n/, 
while for [p]~[b] word-initially, it is one between /p/~/' p/.
(16)  mare-kei‘a question’  mare k e‘ask him’  mare ke ‘ask me’
Moreover,  Welmers  proposes  that  the  word-medial  voicing  contrast  for  obstruents 
shown in (15b), provides evidence that there is also an underlying /b/ that occurs word- 
medially. His proposal can thus be summarized as:
(17)  Phonemes and allophones according to Welmers
(a) /p/
/p/  — »  [p]  word-initially, e.g. polu
r  p/  — >   [b]  word-initially, e.g. bolu
(b) /b/
/b/  — >   [b]  intervocalically, e.g. bebe
323However, I would like to re-interpret these contrasts in a slightly different way so that 
actually  there  is  only  one  phonemic  obstruent,  and  all  other  ones  are  derived 
allophonically. This can be supported by at least two pieces of evidence. First, Welmers 
himself notes that the initial [b]  is heavily voiced and begins with low pitch, which is 
consistent with the fact that it derives from underlying [v  p] with a floating low tone. On 
the other hand, the intervocalic [b] is not heavily voiced and does not begin with a low 
pitch. This could suggest that in fact it is not underlyingly voiced, but it could simply 
derive from plain voiceless and toneless /p/, which shows up as slightly voiced due to 
ambient  voicing.  Second,  Welmers  does  not  fully  discuss  what  happens  with  the 
underlying representations of the sonorants presented in (16). Following his reasoning 
in (17a), the obvious thing to say would be that [m] comes from /m/, [m] from /' ml and 
[m] from / 'ml. Adding all these together, we get:
(18)  Phonemes in Kpelle and their allophones — present proposal
Obstruents, e.g. /p/
/p/  -> [p] word-initially, e.g. polu
/'p /  -> [b] word-initially, e.g. bolu
/p/  -> [P] intervocalically, e.g. bebe
Sonorants, e.g. Iml
Am/ M word-initially, e.g. mare
Pm/  -> [m] word-initially, e.g. mare
Iml  — > [m] word-initially/medially, e.g. mare / damaa
The difference with Welmers is that while he imposes two phonemes for surface [b], I 
only propose  one,  namely /p/,  which  depending on the presence of floating tone can 
receive various manifestations. The second point is that I also allow for an underlyingly 
H-toned  obstruent  -  in  analogy  to  sonorants  -  whose  tone  however fails  to  surface, 
because, as I will argue next, voiceless obstruents cannot be surface TBUs.
Assuming  this  is  right,  then  we  would  need  to  say  that this  high  tone  either 
deletes,  remains  afloat  or  shifts  to  a  neighbouring  segment.  The  final  possibility, 
although  appealing,  is  very  difficult  to  test,  since  there  is  no  agreement  among 
researchers  on  some  of the  facts  or  the  exact  tonal  association.  For instance,  while 
Welmers (1962:  75) transcribes the stem of the word meaning  ‘back’ as [polu]  with a 
contour tone, Hyman (1985: 44) gives it as [polu]. As Hyman also acknowledges, the 
forms in (15) have caused a “heated debate” over the correct transcription of the facts 
and their analysis, thus it would take us too far afield to provide a fuller analysis at this 
stage.  Notably though,  the fact that certain onsets in Kpelle appear as tone-bearing is
324undisputable. This can naturally be accommodated in a framework that admits moraic 
onsets, which consequently can act as TBUs.
Two theoretical issues now need to be addressed. First, why is the phenomenon 
of onsets  as  TBUs  so  remarkably  rare?  I  will  argue  that  this  is  because TBUs  and 
moraic  onsets  pose  conflicting  demands.  And,  second,  why  have  I  claimed  that 
voiceless  obstruents  cannot  be  TBUs?  This  is  because  voiceless  obstruents  do  not 
satisfy  the  phonetic  conditions  required  for  TBUs.  The  remainder  of  this  section 
elaborates on these ideas. I will start the discussion by considering moraic onsets - the 
presence of whom is quite rare already - and what constitutes the best moraic onset.
As I have argued, the preferred moraic onsets are the voiceless obstruents due to 
the fixed ranking: *p/ONS/[voi] »  *p/ONS. Thus, if a language only possesses a single 
type of moraic onsets, then these will be the voiceless obstruents (19.©), as in Piraha 
and Arabela due to *|i/ONS/[voi] »  M oraic »  *p/ONS. The same ranking, but with 
the added proviso that sonorants lack the feature [voice], generates a language where 
both voiceless obstruents and sonorants are moraic onsets (19.©), like in Karo. Finally, 
the ranking M o r a ic »  *p/ONS/[voi] »  *p/ONS entails that all onsets will be moraic, 
i.e. voiceless obstruents, sonorants and voiced obstruents (19.©). Bella Coola is perhaps 
an example of this sort with respect to Word Minimality as shown in Chapter 4. There is 
thus an implicational relationship, depicted below.
(19)  Implicational relationship for moraic onsets
Voiced obstruents > Sonorants > Voiceless obstruents
I  i  *................................................ >   ©
i  5 ........................................................................>  ©
J ........................................................................................................>  ®
Consider  what  the  consequences  of  these  patterns  are  for  tone.  Since  the  physical 
correlate  of tone  is  fundamental  frequency,  only  voiced  segments  should  be  able  to 
carry it, i.e.  vowels, sonorants and voiced obstruents10. While the harmonics of voiced 
obstruents  are  low  in  energy  compared  to  those of the  sonorants,  they could  still  be 
expected  to  participate  in  tonal  assignment,  albeit  to  a  very  limited  extent  (Gordon 
1999).  It thus follows  that while a language may be diagnosed through weight-based
10  Note  that  the  use  of  ‘voiced’  here  does  not  necessarily  correspond  to  phonological  [voice],  since 
sonorants,  which can carry tone,  may  lack this feature.  ‘Voiced’  in this part of the discussion,  merely 
refers to the presence of fundamental frequency and harmonics. The fact that a voiceless segment itself 
lacks F0 does not of course imply that it cannot affect the F0 of neighbouring segments, as we have seen in 
the interaction between pitch and tone (and stress) in §7.4.1.1.
325phenomena to treat all  segments  -  including obstruents  -  as  moraic,  only a subset of 
these may actually be TBUs, an idea originating in Steriade (1990).
To see this more clearly, let us consider languages where CVV=CVC=2p, i.e. 
where the coda is moraic, and focus on what the TBU can be. In many languages (20.1), 
only vowels in nuclei receive tones as in Ancient Greek (Steriade 1990). In others, such 
as  Danish  (Zee  1988,  Steriade  1990),  Early  Greek,  (roughly  equivalent  to  Homeric 
Greek;  Steriade  1990),  Lithuanian  (Zee  1988,  Steriade  1990,  Gordon  1999),  Kiowa 
(Gordon  1999) and Kunama (Connell, Hayward and Ashkaba 2000), the coda in CVC 
syllables is moraic no matter its quality, but only sonorant codas can bear tone alongside 
the  vocalic  TBUs  of nuclei  (20.2).  Finally,  in  Hausa,  Musey  and  Luganda,  Gordon 
(1999)  finds  that  not  only  sonorants  and  vowels  are  TBUs,  but also the  much rarer 
(voiced) obstruents (20.3)11. The picture thus shaped is presented below.
(20)  Implicational relationship for TBUs
a.  Voiced obstruents > Sonorants > Vowels
I  !  * .............................................> o)
i  ;  >   (2)
.............................................................................................................:  >   (3)
b.  Voiceless obstruents are not (surface??) TBUs  universally1 2
Now,  the  idea  is  that,  since  voiceless  obstruents  cannot be  TBUs,  it  should  be
impossible to find tone on moraic onsets in a language with pattern (19.©) where only 
voiceless moraic onsets are admitted. Recall that since (19.©) is the default instance of 
moraic onsets, by eliminating this pattern, the likelihood of moraic onsets as TBUs is 
automatically  hugely  reduced.  We  are  thus  left  with  patterns  (19.©)  and  (19.©).  In 
(19.©), both sonorants and voiceless obstruents are moraic, but due to the inability of 
the latter to be TBUs, only the former can assume this role. Thus, we can predict that it 
should be possible for a language to have the moraic onset pattern of (19.©) and the 
TBU pattern of (20.2), where only nuclei and moraic sonorant onsets receive tone.  In 
(19.©), where all segments can be moraic onsets, the prediction is that TBUs can either 
be of the type in (20.2), i.e.  nuclei and sonorant onsets or of the type in (20.2), where
1 1   I discuss  Musey  in  more  detail  below.  As  for the  other two,  Hausa admits  contour tones  on  CVC 
syllables  with obstruents,  e.g.  ras:d:  ‘branches’  (Gordon  1999),  which,  like  Musey, could suggest that 
voiceless obstruents phonologically act as TBUs. In Luganda (Ashton et al.  1954), voiced and voiceless 
geminates seem able  to carry tone,  but data are too sparse to reach any conclusion.  Notably these are 
characterized as syllabic, so perhaps an analysis along the lines of sesqui-syllabic languages is in order.
121 address this issue next.
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Kpelle above seems an instance of the latter pattern (Hyman 1985, Welmers 1962).
However,  recall  that  in  Kpelle  I  had  argued  that  voiceless  obstruents 
underlyingly may carry tone (18a), although they might surface as toneless. This relates 
to (20b), where I question the universality of the ban of voiceless obstruents as TBUs.
To  this  end,  consider Musey  (Shryock  1995),  cited  in  Gordon  (1999),  where 
consonants  are  divided  into  Type  A  (or  High  consonants)  and  Type  B  (or  Low 
consonants). In the absence of lexical tone, word-initial Type A consonants induce mid 
tone on the first vowel, whereas Type B trigger low tone. Roughly, Type A consonants 
include the sonorants and the obstruents that historically used to be voiceless. Type B 
correspond  to  the  historically  voiced  consonants.  Processes  such  as  rightward 
displacement of lexical L tone (21),  suggest that the contrast between Type A and B 
consonants  is  genuine  and  causes  tonal  differences.  If  the  mid  tone  after  Type  A 
consonants is treated as being introduced by them, then under the assumption that tones 
attach to moras,  we would need to say that voiceless obstruents were at least at some 
point phonologically TBUs, although phonetically they are not (since the tone surfaces 
on the  neighbouring  vowel).  Alternatively,  as  Shryock suggests,  the mid tone can be 
assigned by default. But in this view too,  something special has to be said about why 
only Type A consonants cause tonal displacement, i.e. why we do not get *fiuna too.
(21)  Rightward displacement of lexical L tone in Musey
a.  Cliticisation of  Ana/
Type A:  sa  — > sana  — » sana  ‘person’
Type B:  fiii  — >  fiiina  ‘goat’
b.  Subjunctive  Subjunctive with affixation
Type A:  to  ‘sweep’  tom ‘sweep it’
Type B:  do  ‘pick’  dom ‘pick it’
This  then  raises  the  issue  about  the  possibility  of distinguishing  phonological  from 
phonetic  TBUs.  If  this  proves  necessary,  then  perhaps  voiceless  obstruents  can  be 
phonological TBUs, albeit not phonetic ones. This latter property explains why Kpelle 
Ap/ is underlyingly admitted, although it fails to surface as such.
Things though are further complicated in the so-called sesqui-syllabic languages 
(Sloan  1988, Gafos  1998, Lin  1998, Hendricks 2001) like Kammu (Svantesson  1983). 
In those  languages,  many  words consist of a full  syllable and a  ‘minor syllable’  that 
usually precedes it. A minor syllable typically consists of an onset and a coda. The latter
327serves as the syllabic element which, in some sesqui-syllabic languages, can also carry 
tone. Commonly the coda includes a sonorant, e.g. tm.ra? ‘stove’, kx.lar) ‘bulge’, but it 
can also contain a voiceless obstruent, which despite expectations, can nonetheless carry 
tone, e.g. pk.tek  ‘to tell a riddle’, ks.ris  ‘to shake something out’. In the light of these
facts, it can be argued that the universal ban on surface voiceless obstruent TBUs does 
not hold either.
However, the status of minor syllables remains elusive (see Lin 1998 for a brief 
overview of proposed accounts),  and their special  behaviour is unquestionable, given 
that they are prosodically defective, they occur at word edges, they cannot bear main 
stress, they can be insensitive to stress assignment, etc. In fact under one interpretation 
of minor syllables, the second consonant can be considered the coda of a syllable with 
an empty moraic  nucleus,  i.e.  [ks.ris]  from above is actually  [k*s.ris]  (Gafos  1998 on 
Temiar)  or  the  coda  of a  reduced  vowel,  i.e.  [kss.ris]  (Coleman  1996  on  Tashlhiyt 
Berber). If any of these is on the right track, then the (empty) nucleus, instead of the - 
sometimes  voiceless  obstruent  -  coda,  would  carry  the  tone,  thus  eliminating  the 
problem above. I will thus adopt a position along these lines, and maintain that voiceless 
obstruents cannot be surface TBUs universally.
In sum, it is anticipated that moraic onsets as TBUs should be an extremely rare 
phenomenon,  given  that  onset  moraicity  and  tone  essentially  impose  contradictory 
requirements. The preferable moraic onsets are the voiceless obstruents which lack Fo, 
whereas  tone  needs  to  dock  on  segments  with  fundamental  frequency.  Thus,  moraic 
onsets  as  TBUs  can  only  arise  in  highly-restricted  environments,  where  several 
conditions are satisfied at once13. In this view, their extreme rarity falls out naturally.
13  We can explore  one  more  theoretical  possibility,  which empirically would be extremely difficult to 
verify  given  that  languages  tend  to  avoid  the  simultaneous  presence  of  moraic  onsets  and  codas. 
However, such cases exceptionally occur as in Karo (§2.4.3) which treats sonorant codas as moraic, and 
sonorant and  voiceless  obstruent  onsets  as  moraic  too.  In  the  light of such data,  we could  imagine  a 
language with moraic onsets and codas, and where tones could be admitted on margins. What would this 
look like? Essentially,  despite possible differences in what can constitute a moraic onset and a moraic 
coda,  the crucial  point  is  that TBUs  in  both  positions  should  be  the  same,  i.e.  voiced  obstruents  and 
sonorants, thus also frequently yielding symmetric patterns too, e.g. if sonorants are allowed to be TBUs 
in codas, they could also be TBUs in onsets. Assuming furthermore that a language is found where all 
types of onsets and all types of codas are moraic, then also voiced obstruents could be TBUs. What is 
impossible  however,  is  to  find  a  language  where  for codas  both  sonorants and  voiced  obstruents  are 
TBUs, but in onsets, only voiced obstruents are TBUs. This cannot happen due to the hierarchy of (20). If 
voiced obstruent onsets are TBUs, so must sonorants be.
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A  final  issue  springs  from  the  languages  discussed  in  Chapter  7,  for  which  some 
indication of onset moraicity was available, but in many cases insufficiently supported 
by the available data. What this suggests is that there exists a pressing need to document 
and  re-examine  more  languages  in  the  light  of the  proposal  that  moraic  onsets  are 
present.  I contend that a fair number of cases which have been poorly understood as 
well  as  other  data  yet  to  be  studied,  may  receive  satisfactory  accounts  once  the 
theoretical bias against weightful onsets is removed.
In Chapter 7 ,1 discussed some potential instances of onset sensitivity for which 
no adequate evidence yet exists.  I am however aware of other languages with similar 
patterns,  whose  data  are  even  murkier  or  sparse,  and  thus  disallow  us  to  draw  any 
conclusions.  While  this  is  not  meant  as  an  exhaustive  list,  I  include  these  for 
completeness:  Kaxuyana, Eastern Popoloca, Tiimpisa Shoshone and Gadsup stress, as 
well as various cases of compensatory lengthening mentioned in Rialland (1993).
In Kaxuyana (Paula 1980), Gordon (1999: 257) claims that the minimal word is 
CCV or CVCV.  However this seems wrong,  as it is explicitly stated numerous times 
that CCV is the product of the first V deletion in CVCV as a result of rapid speech (cf. 
Paula  1980:  23-24,  55).  However,  Kaxuyana could have some different type of onset 
sensitivity. Spike Gildea (p.c.) mentions that Paula’s description of the stress system is 
largely misguided, and instead in his own field work, Kaxuyana can clearly be shown to 
construct moraic  iambic  feet and count CVC  as  heavy.  The  interesting thing  is  that 
some of the words that began with CVCV underwent reduction, so that a word-initial 
CVrV... > CrV... (stress in bold). Now if feet are moraic iambs, stress on CrV should 
not be expected unless this syllable is considered heavy. Had it been light, then it should 
form the foot tail of an iamb whose head is the syllable after CrV. Unfortunately, Gildea 
does not have any data in his corpus that verify this, so not much more can be said about 
this pattern at present.  Note however that if this  is indeed attested,  then it presents a 
debatable case of onset weight in complex onsets as discussed previously.
Eastern Popoloca (Kalstrom and Pike 1968, Hajek and Goedemans in prep.) has 
a stress system where the lexically determined stressed syllable needs to contain a long 
segment, either a vowel or a consonant, e.g. n£f:se ‘mesh bag’ vs. n£fs:g ‘clay pitcher’ or 
tha:ko ‘is teaching’ vs. thak:o ‘early in the evening’. What these data suggest is that the 
stressed syllable in Popoloca is heavy (presumably due to Stress-to-Weight (STW)), a 
property  that can  be achieved either by V or C-lengthening.  If lengthening is merely
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geminate is the one that gets stressed,  then it is reasonable to assume that the medial 
geminates are tautosyllabic moraic onsets (cf. Marshallese §6A.2).
In Tumpisa Shoshone,  Gordon (2005) claims that primary stress docks on the 
first syllable, unless the first syllable is CV and the second CVV, in which case it shifts 
to the second syllable. CVC syllables count as light. More importantly, stress optionally 
shifts to the second syllable if this has a voiceless onset and a short vowel. While this 
pattern is entirely compatible with what has been presented in this thesis, the original 
source,  i.e.  Dayley  (1989:  440),  shows  that  things  are  not  as  straightforward, 
particularly given that there is large variation, e.g. [ma.su.ru.hin.na] or [ma.su.ru.hjn.na] 
or [mg. su.ru. hin.na] ‘to rub’. It is also unclear why stress should shift to the peninitial in 
a word like:  [kut. tin.na]~[kut.tin.na]  ‘to hit’  given that the initial also has a voiceless 
onset. As it stands and without any additional requirements, such misalignment of stress 
is unwarranted,  since both initial and peninitial should be equally heavy and thus the 
leftmost one should receive stress due to better alignment. Furthermore, there is also a 
case where optionality should not arise in the first place, e.g.  [ut.tgn.na] or [ut.tun.na] 
‘to give’. Under the assumption that a voiceless onset renders its syllable heavy, stress 
here would need to consistently arise on the second syllable. In sum, the Shoshone data 
do not as yet adequately support onset moraicity.
Even  more  obscure  are cases like the ones Rialland (1993)  mentions14,  where 
apparently  compensatory  lengthening  occurs  after the  loss  of some onsets  in Tyrone 
Irish,  Gyore Moore and the Westphalian dialect of Soest.  The data are quite unclear, 
which is why I do not discuss them in any detail here. The interested reader may consult 
Rialland and the original sources for further discussion.
Finally,  in  Gadsup,  Frantz and Frantz (1966) devote a single line to state that 
among other factors, the quality of an onset, i.e. stop vs. non-stop matters for stress with 
the former being more  stress-attracting. While at first glance this pattern seems to be 
different from what has been suggested here, where the relevant property was [voice], I 
would  not rush  to  any  conclusion  yet in  the absence of relevant examples and fuller 
discussion.
What these data then highlight along with the ones in Chapter 7, is that there is 
still a lot to be understood about all these languages, but also that future documentations
14  I  have  been  unable  to  trace  a dialect  by  the  name  of Gyore  Moore.  Perhaps,  Gyore  is the  French 
rendering of the  Moore dialect Zaore  or Joore,  reported in the Ethnologue and retrieved on  12 March 
2006:  http://www.ethnologue.com/14/show  languaee.asp?code=MHM.
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language's prosodic phonology.
The  present  thesis  has  endeavoured  to  bring  the  role  of  the  onset  into  the 
limelight and unlike many previous theories of stress and weight (Hyman  1985, Hayes 
1989,  Moren  1999/2001),  has  proposed  that  most  onset  effects  are  genuine  weight 
effects.  Drawing  on  analogies  with  tone,  I  have  claimed  that  the  pitch  perturbation 
caused  by  the  voicing  of consonants  conditions  the  type  of attested  moraic  onsets, 
always favouring voiceless over the voiced ones, unless onsets are underlyingly moraic, 
i.e.  are  geminates,  in  which  case  no  such  restrictions  apply.  Consequently,  I  have 
proposed  that  alongside  weightless  [CVC]  and  weightful  [CVC^]  codas,  which  are 
imposed  on  a  language-specific  basis,  the  same  distinction  holds  for onsets  too,  i.e. 
[CV] and [C^V]. The updated syllabification and weight model for onsets then is:
(22)  Non-moraic onsets  and  Moraic onsets
a
/
a
A
p  p 
1   I
/   i 
C  V
1   I  
C  V
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A clarification in terms of numbering of the examples in the appendix:
Numbering  of the  tableaux  follows  the  same  number  used  in  the  main  text  so  as  to  facilitate  cross­
checking.  A few ranking arguments included in the Hasse diagrams of Ch.4 are extracted from the full 
versions of the tableaux that are presented here, e.g. *Nuc/OBSTR »  SLH. Note that DEP-p violations in 
brackets are those which are incurred by a non-moraically specified input. MAX-p violations in brackets 
are  those  which  are  incurred  by a  moraically specified input.  It  should be clear that even if these are 
counted, the outcome stays the same.
(20)  Full ranking for CVC — moraic input 
/C w V V   [[C V ^]a] prw d
MParse »  Onset, Dep-p  »  *Moraic Onset »  Max-p_________________________________
MParse Onset Dep-p
*M ORAIC
Onset MAX-p
a-   Wd 
1
0
y w
p  p  p
1   1   1
C V C
(*)(*) *!
b-   Wd
/ I x
p  p  p 
1   1   1  
C V C
(*)(*) *!
c-   Wd
/• /n
p  p  p 
1   1   1  
C V C
*! (*)(*)
d.  Wd
A /   n  /  1   1  
C V C
*! (*) (*)
e.  0 *!
^   f-   Wd 
1
/ft
C V C
(*) (*)
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Obstr Dep-Seg MParse Dep-h SLH
a.  Wd
'l  f
C  C
(*)(*) *
b.  0 *!
c.  Wd
/ n
f   1   If
C C V
*!
d-  Wd 
1
o
* 1   f
---------------- c   c _
*! (*)(*)
Note that things are in fact more complex. If the considered input is IC^C^I and if Dep-|x is understood in terms 
of mora number preservation, then (c) does not violate it. Apparently, a more finely-grained version of this is 
needed, e.g. Dep-Link-p (Moren 1999/2001) which militates against the insertion of moras linked to particular 
segments, here for instance (c) violates Dep-Link-|A by means of the mora inserted by the vowel.
(39)
Parse-Seg No Coda
a.  Wd
A
f  * f
V  C
*!
m  b.  Wd 
1
C T
* 1   f
-------------------Y— C------
*
(40)
Moraic
Coda
MParse Dep-p SLH
NO
Coda
a.  Wd
f   * 1
v   c
(*) *!
b.  0 *!
c.  Wd 
1
a
A
V  c
*!
333d. Wd
a
y \
* f  f
V  c
(*)
(45)  /cv^cc/ — [tcv^qjoqjhw d
*CC]co d a, MLic »  DEP-p, Ons »  *Moraic Ons »  Max-p
CV^CC
*CC]
CODA
MLIC
Dep-
H
Ons *p
Ons
Max-
ii
m   a-  Wd
\
/ h r
C  V c c
**
b-  Wd
\ / N \
f   If  f   f
C  V c  c
*
c-  Wd
k s
H  \i  li  V 
1   1   1   1  
C  V c c
***j *
d-  Wd
/ f K
C  V c  c
*! *
e-  Wd
/N \ 
/   I I I
C  V c  c
*! ** *
f-  Wd 
1
/ f T s
C  V c  c
*! **
Had the input been fully moraic, then the result would be identical. DEP-p would not be violated at all, so 
candidates (b)-(f) would be ruled out by virtue of their markedness violations. Candidate (a) would incur 
just one violation of lowest-ranked MAX-p without affecting the outcome in any way.
334Appendix B: B islam a patterns according to Cam den (1977) [Ch. 7]
Note that the examples from Camden do not imply that the words supplied arise with the stress patterns 
he offers. This is why a stress mark is missing from words where there is no explicit reference to stress. 
Overt reference of stress only appears in Lynch (1975). Examples come from Camden (1977; henceforth 
Ca), Lynch (1975; henceforth L) and Crowley (1995; henceforth Cr). Often, no exact examples could be 
found in which case, the closest examples to the required pattern are offered.
(26)  two-syllable words: penult stress: kala ‘colour’ (L:  193), loto ‘motor vehicle’ (L:  193)
(27)  three-syllable  words:  penult  stress:  kampani  (Ca:  44)  ‘group’,  olketa  (L:  194)  ‘all’  But final 
stress if:
i) final a = CVC: hamarem (Ca: 34) ‘to hammer’, bloblokem ‘to hinder, oppose one another’
■   except in: o.'(C)(C)(C)VC.CVC; some examples include:
o  o.pen.tin (Ca:  79)  ‘tin opener’, a.gen.sem (Cr:  33)  ‘against, a.res.tem (Cr:  36)  ‘to
arrest’,  han.dred.fut  (Ca:  34)  ‘a  centipede’  CVC.CCVC.CVC  [no  RED], 
skra.skra.sem (Ca:  105) ‘to grate’, brod.kas.tem (Ca:  14) ‘to broadcast’, gi.vim.bak 
(Ca:  28)  ‘to return’,  ho.lem.gud (Ca:  38)  ‘to hold carefully’,  ka.nel.pet (Ca:  44) 
‘can’t help it (phrase)’
ii) final o = CCV: presbitri (Ca: 86) ‘one of the five regional Presbyteries’
■   except in:
o  a)  V. 'CVC.CCV:  a.sem.bli  (Cr:  37)  ‘Presbyterian  church  assembly  meeting’, 
me.lek.tri (Ca: 66) CV.CVC.CCV ‘a tree with white sap’
iii) final o = CCVC: pasenfrut (Ca: 81) ‘passionfruit vine’, graenston (Ca: 30) ‘a grinding wheel 
for sharpening tools, axes, etc.’, atebrin (Cr:  37), bi.sne.sman (Cr:  47), sprirjmatres (Cr: 230) 
‘inner spring mattress’, trabolples (Cr: 249) ‘place where life is troubled, difficult’
Other exceptions in trisyllabic words involve:
(28)  V.CV.'VC: o.ra.et (Ca: 79), ol.ba.ot (Ca: 77) ‘not in the accepted way (adv.)’
(29)  CVC.V.'VC  [or  CV.CV.'VC]:  go.da.on  (Ca:  29)  ‘go  down’,  go.ra.on  (Ca:  30)  ‘go round’,
ha.re.ap (Ca: 35) ‘hurry up’, pe.ma.ot (Ca: 82) ‘to buy’
(30)  CCVC.V.'CV  [or CCV.CV.'CV]:  [no exact example], cf. kle.va.man (Ca:  49)  ‘person able to 
recognise sorcery or help people in trouble’
(31)  four syllable words: dodo
but final stress if oda.'CVC, e.g. alumytam (Ca: 2), enkarajem (Ca: 20)  ‘to encourage’; except 
penult and ultima are: 'CVC.CVC
(32)  five  syllable  words:  daodo,  but  final  stress  if  dado.'CVC:  e.g.  lae(k)laekem  (Ca:  53)  ‘to
like/love one another’, purumpurumbut ? (Ca: 87, ...CVC.CVC) ‘to dance with a heavy stamping 
action’
(33)  six syllable words: dododo, e.g. naranarafala (Ca: 72) ‘differing, diverse’
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